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Introduction

InternaflOtlai Legal Engl,sh (ILE) is an uppef"lnlenned.ate to
advanced level course fOf" leamefS who need to be able 10 use
English in the legal profession. The course is intended fOf law
stUdents and practising lawyers alike. The book has been
written to prepare candidates for the new International Legal
English Certificate (llEC) examina\lOn develope<:! by Cambridge
ESOL and TransLegal. but il can also be used effectively in
legal English courses of all kinds. ILE is SUitable for both self
study and classroom use.

Since the vast majority of practising lawyers m the world deal
With commercial law. ILE focuses on the use of English for this
purpose. Within the field of commercial law. a number of
important tOpICS (such as company law, contract law.
Intellectual property. real property law, employment law and
sale of goods, to name a few) have been selected as the legal
subtect matter of the umts. ParlJcular emphasIs IS placed on
the areas of company law and contracts - With three units
dedICated 10 each - as the rnaJOllty of commercial lawyers
practIse Ir'l these areas.

The authors of ILE are well aware that most students USing the
book need to be able to provide adviCe regarding their own
legal system In English as opposed to mastering US or UK
legal concepts. Thus. while the legal coocepts introduced in
thiS book are those found in the legal systems of the UK and
the USA. It also Includes texts about legal matters in other
countnes and legal systems. It is imporlant to emphasise that
nearly all of the legal concepts covered are found in legal
systems and Jurisdictions the world over. Smce many of the
tasks encourage you to compare aspects of the law in your
own JUrisdiction with those presented in the book, an
international perspective is fostered.

It is important to bear in mind that ILE is intended 10 help law
students and lawyers learn English In a legal context and to
prepare for the ILEe exam. Therefore. ILE should only be used
for the purpose of learning Jegal English and should not be
relied upon lor legal advice or assIstance in the practice of law.

ILE conSISts of 15 units,

UnIt 1 grves you an introductIon 10 baSIC legal coocepts in
English, WIth a focus on general aspects of the legal system as
well as SpecIfIC matters connected With a career In the law.

Units 2-15 deal WIth a dIfferent area of commefClallaw.

Each Unit begins With a reading ten which prOVIdes you With an
cwervlew of the topIC area in question. These overview texts
introduce crucial legal concepts while presentmg a variety of
relevant vocabulary In the topic area. The maIO concepts
covered in this text appear In bold. meaning that they appear in

the glossary at the back of the book. In the main body of each
unit. there are vanous types of authentIC text material of the
kmd commonly encounlered by practISing lawyers In their work.
These texts. both written and spoken. are accompamed by a
WIde range of tasks. all designed to build the core ~ills 01
reading. wntlng, listerllng and speaking.

At the end of each unit, there is a link to an online task which
is Intended to improve your online legal English research skills.
Each of the 15 tasks presents an aUlhentic language problem
that a commercial lawyer may encounter while at work. You are
then shown a research strategy. usmg the Internet. that leads
you to a soMion to the problem.

The final part 01 each unit is the Language Focus section.
which contains exercises on the vocabulary and language
topics covered in the unit. This section offers an opportunity to
consolidate the language work done in the unit.

Interspersed at intervals through the book. there are three
legal case studies based on actual cases. featuring text
material of the kioo lawyers need to consult when preparing a
case. The purpose of these case studies IS to prOVide an
opponuOily to apply the language skills developed in the main
units to authentic commuOicative tasks.

following the maIO units. there IS an Exam Focus sectIon which
explains what kind of tasks appear in the ILEC exam. (See

How does the course help you to prepare for lLEe? below.)

At the back of the book, you WIll find the Audio transcripts of
all the IIsterllng exercises. as well as the Answer key to the
exercises. There is also an extensIVe glOSsary of all the legal
terms which appear in bold in the UOitS and an IndeX to help
you lioo your way around the book.

'-' To Improve your ability to write common legal text types 10
English. such as letters or memoranda.

'-' To Improve your ability to read and understand legal texts,
such as legal periodicals, commercial legislation, legal
correspondence and other commercial law documents.

\"..< To increase your comprehension of spoken English when it
is used to speak about legal topics in meetings.
presentations, InterViews. discussions. etc.

'-' To strengthen your speaking skills aoo to enable you to
engage more effectively in a range of speaklOg situations
typical of legal practice, such as client interviews,
discussions With colleagues and contract negotiations.

'-' To familiarise you with the kinds of ta~s you Will encounter
on the ILEC examination and improve your perlormance on
these tasks.

..... To introduce yoo to some of the Ianguage-related aspects of
the work of a commercial lawyer.

To achieve these aims. the course fOClJses on several aspects
of legal English at the same time. These aspects Include
1) the analysis and production of authentIC legal texts.
2) language functions comroon to legal texts. and 3) vocabulary
learning that goes beyond mere terminology acquisition. and
which takes larger chunks of language into account.



The written and spoken texts in each unit have been chosen to
represent a wide range of text types in use in legal contexts.
These include texts which lawyers have to produce. read or
listen to. such as letlers of advice. proposals, client Interviews
or presentatIons. In each umt. the typical structure of a text
type is analysed and the text type broken down into Its
coostltuent parts. You are encouraged to idenlJfy these parts,
and to recogmse the language funclJons typteally used In each
of these parts of a text. (The term 'language function' refers to
phrases which express a specific meaning In a text, for
example. the language function of 'suggesting' can be
eKP!"essed WIth phrases like 1"(1 recommend ... or l4Ihy oorn
you ... 1) The result is a kind of template of a common legal
text type. EQUipped WIth this template and with useful language
funclJons. you are then given the opportumty to produce such a
text. either by WritIng a letter or email. by taking part in a role
play interview. or by diSCUSSing a legal issue. 'or example.

While a selection of legal terminology in each legal topic area
is presented In every unit. mastering legal English requires
more than simply improving your knowledge of specialise<!
vocabulary. For this reason. every unit includes exercises that
focus on largor Chunks of language, common phrases and word
combinations that are not specialised legal terms. but which
are necessary for successful communication.

a
The lntematlonal Legal English Certificate examination (ILEC) is
the world'S first and only internationally recogmsed test of legal
English. ILEC has been developed to test the ability of lawyers
to use English for profeSSional purposes. It is a test of
language. and not a test of legal knowledge. The examination
IS a product of the collaboratIon of TransLegal, Europe's
leading firm of lawyer-linguists. and Cambridge ESOe producer
of the world's leading certificates in English.

The ILEC examInation is primarily intended for law students and
young IaY.yers at the beginmf€ of their legal careers. It provides
legat emplo'fers With an accurate means of assesSing the legal
English skills or,oo applicants. white offenng law students and
YOUf€ lawyers a means of proYing their legal english skills to
prospectwe employers. The IlEC certifICate IS recognised by
leading law firms, umvefSlty law faculties, language centres.
lawyer associations and government employers.

For more information about the IlEC exam. visit
www.legalenglishtest.org

For more information about TransLegal, viSit
www.translegal.com

ILE offers thorough and systematic preparation for lhe IlEC
exam. The topic areas in commercial law featured In the units
are all topic areas to be found on the ILEC exam. Thus you are
gwen the opportunity to become familiar With important
subject'SpeclflC vocabulary. As the texts in the book represent
the kInds of texts that are found In the exam. you WIll be well
prepared to deal wrth the texts in the actual exam.
Furthermore, sInce some of the exercises in the book are
modelled on the tasks found on the ILEC exam. you can
become familiar WIth these tasks. Beyond this. all of the
exercIses In the book are intended to Slfengthen the
fundamental language skills you need to succeed In the exam.

The Exam Focus section of the book is specifically intended to
prepare you for the exam. This section covers each of the four
parts of the ILEC examinallon - Reading. Listening. Wrillng and
Speaking - and introduces the individual exam tasks in detail.
An example of each task is provided. along with a complete

explanation of what the candidate is expected to do. what
skills the task in question is deSigned to test. as well as what
the candidate should bear in mifld while working on each task.
These lipS are intended to help you avoid common pitfalls and
improve your performance in the exam.

Finally. the book includes an ILEe practICe test. ThiS sample
paper offers you the opportunity to test your Legal English
skills and to prepare lor the exam by slmulatmg the test
expenence.

If you are using the book for self-study. how you proceed
through the book Will depend on your goalS and the amount of
time and effort you WIsh to devote to the study of legat
Enghsh.

If you wish to improve your command of legal English for
general work or study-related purposes afld are Willing to
devote several weeks of concentrated study to the task. it is
recommended that you proceed through the book from
beginning to end.

However. if you are planning to take the ILEC examination and
would like to improve your legal English more quickly. you
should work through the Exam Focus section first in order to
get an idea of the requirements of the exam. You can then
consult the COntents pages at the beginning of the book to
locate the tOPiCS, tasks and skills you need to work on.

Whatever your goals might be. bear in mind that the glossary
afld the answer key are prOVIded to help make your self-study
eaSier. Note that sample answers 'or all of the wnllng tasks
are prOVIded and that legal terms found In the glossary appear
in bold throughout the book.

Naturally. the speaking tasks will be more diffICUlt to carry out
when you are wonung through the course on your own.
However. when gJVefl the task of prepan~a presentation, It is
a good idea to prepare and to hold the presentation. You may
be able to find an audience to tisten to you and offer
coostruetJVe CfIlJClsm. If possible. record yourself gMng the
presentation and listen back to It. nolJng areas for
improvement. Discussion actMtleS and role-plays pose an even
greater challenge when you are working on the course on your
own. However. you should not miss them out altogether. Look
at the discussion activity and decide what you would say in
this discussion. Say your ideas aloud. Then try to think what
an opposing view might be and say this aloud as well. Pay
close attention when listening to the diSCUSSions on the CD to
how people offer opinions. agree and disagree. Practise these
phrases alOUd. Of course, the ideal solution is to ask a friend
or colleague to discuss these questions WItt, you.

Above all. enjoy uSing ILE!
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1 The practice of law

A

PART I: THE LEGAL SYSTEM

a
1 Read the excerpts below from the course catalogue of a British university's

summer·school programme in law and answer these questions.

1 Who is each course intended for?
2 Which course deals with common law?
3 Which course studies the history of European law?

B
LAW 121: Introduction to English law

This course provides a general overview of

English law and the common-law system.

The course will look at the sources of law

and the law-making pl'"ocess, as well as at

the justice system in England. Students

will be introduced to selected areas of

English law, such as criminal law, contract

law and the law of torts. The relationship

between the English common law and EC

law will also be covered.

The course is designed for those

international students who will be studying

at English universities later in the academic

year. Other students with an interest in the

subject are also welcome to allend. as the

contact points between English law and

civil law are numerous. The seminars and

all course materials are in English.

LAW 221: Introduction to civil law

More individuals in the world solve their

legal problems in the framework of what is

called the civil-law system than in the

Anglo-saxon case~law system. This course

will introduce students to the legal systems

of Western Europe that have most

influenced the civil-law legal systems in

the world. It aims to give students an

insight into a system based on the

superiority of wnllen law. The course will

cover the application and development of

Roman law in Europe to the making of

national codes all over the world.

The course is intended to prepare students

who are going to study in a European

university for the different approaches to

law that they are likely to face in their year

abroad.

2 Match these bodies of law (1-3) with their definitions (a-c).

1 civil law

2 common law

3 criminal law

a area of the law which deals with crimes and their punishments. including
fines and/or imprisonment (also penal law)

b 1) legal system developed from Roman codified law. established by a state
for its regulation: 2) area of the law concerned with nOrH:riminal matters,
rights and remedies

c legal system which is the foundation of the legal systems of most of the
English-speaking countries of the world, based on customs, usage and court
decisions (also case law, judge-made law)



3 Complete the text below contrasting civil law, common law and criminal law
using the words in the box.

based on
non--eriminal

bound by codified custom disputes
precedents provisions rUlings

legislation

The term 'civil law' contrasts with both 'common law' and 'criminal law'. In the
first sense of the term. civil law refers to a body of law 1) written
legal codes derived from fundamental normative principles. Legal 2)

are settled by reference to this code, which has been arrived at through
3) . judges are 4) the written law and its 5)

In contrast, common law was originally developed through 6) . at a
time before laws were written down. Common law is based on 7)

created by judicial decisions. which means that past 8) are taken
into consideration when cases are decided. It should be noted that today
common law is also 9) . i.e. in written form.

In the second sense of the term. civil law is distinguished from criminal law.
and refers to the body of law dealing with 10) .. matters. such as
breach of contract.

4 Which body of law. civil law or common law, is the basis of the legal system
of your jurisdiction?

The word law refers gener, lly to legal documellts which set forth rules gc /erni 19
particular kind of activity.

5 Read the following short texts, which each contain a word used to talk about
types of laws. In which kind of document do you think each appeared? Match
each text (1-5) with its source (a-e).

1
TIle n~w Ell \\'orking "OUI"> Directive
is reponed to t~ c:lusin~ controvcr:iY
:l1l1ongst the llK'dic:11 profe.s~ion,

2 When a statute is plain and
unambiguous, the court must give effect
to the intention of the legislature as
expressed, rather than determine what
the law should or should not be_

3
The purpose of this Ordinance I is to regu.late
tral1ic upon the Streets and Public Places 10 the
Town of Hanville, New Hampshire, for the .
promotion of the safety and welfare of tile publiC.

4
The.se workplace safety and health regulations are
deSigned t~ pr~vent personal injuries and illnesses
from occurring In the workplace.

5 Mr Speaker, I am pleased to have the opportunity 10 present the Dog Control
Amendment Bill to the House. II is a further milestone in meeting the
changing expectations we have about what is responsible dog ownership.

1 (UK) bye-law

a court ruling
b local government document
c newspaper
d parliamentary speech
e brochure for employees



Find words in Exercise 5 which match these definitions. Consult the glossary if
necessary.

1 rules issued by a government agency to carry out the intent of the law;
authorised by a statute. and generally providing more detail on a subject
than the statute

2 law enacted by a town. city or county government
3 draft document before it is made into law
4 legal device used by tlle European Union to establish policies at tlle

European level to be incorporated into the laws of the Member States
S formal written law enacted by a legislative body

Complete the sentences below using the words in the box.

bill directive ordinance regulations statutes

1 The Town Council will conduct a public hearing regarding a proposed
concerning property tax.

2 According to the concerning working time. overtime work is work
which is officially ordered in excess of 40 hours in a working week or in
excess of eight hours a day.

3 Early this year, the government introduced a new on electronic
commerce to Parliament.

4 A number of changes have been made to the federal ..._ governing
the seiZing of computers and the gathering of electronic evidence.

S The European Union on Data Protection established legal principles
aimed at protecting personal data privacy and the free flow of data.

There are several ways to refer to what a law says. look at tlle following
sentences:

The law stipulates that corporations must have three governing bodies.
The law provides that a witness must be present.
The patent law specifies that the subject matter must be 'useful'.

These verbs can also be used to express what a law says:
The law states / sets forth / determines / lays down / prescribes that .•.

8 Choose a law in your jurisdiction that you are familiar with and explain what it
says using the verbs listed in the box above.

f courts
(Ot rt' can be distinguished with regard to the type of cases they heal

9 Match each of the following types of court (1-9) with the explanation of what
happens there (a-i).

1 appellate court (or court of
appeals. appeals court)

2 crown court
3 high court (or supreme

court)

a This is where a person under the age of 18 would be tried.
b This is the court of primary jurisdiction. where a case is heard

for the first time.
c This is where small crimes are tried in the UK.
d This is where law students argue hypothetical cases.



4 juvenile court
5 lower court (or court of

first instance)
6 magistrates' court
7 moot court
8 small-claims court
9 tribunal

e This is where a case is reviewed which has already been heard
in a lower court.

f This is where cases involving a limited amount of money are
handled.

g This is where serious criminal cases are heard by a jUdge and a
jury in the UK.

h This is where a group of specially chosen people examine legal
problems of a particular type, such as employment disputes.
This is usually the highest court in a jurisdiction, the court of
last resort.

o
10 Work in small groups.

1 Describe the different types of court in your jurisdiction and the areas of
law they deal with.

2 Select one type of court in your jurisdiction and explain what kinds of cases
it deals with.

person who
initiates a civil

lawsuit

person who has
specialised knowledge
of a particular subject

who is called to
testify in court

person who
appeals a decision
to a higher court

clalmant1

4) .

6) .

public official who has
the authority to hear

and decide cases

reasonably I-----{ COURT }----{ 3) .
prudent person

'"employee who takes
records, files papers

and issues processes

5) .

defendant!
respondent

2) .

1)

11 Complete this diagram with the
words and definitions below

(a-O. -~_

a expert witness
b appellant2

c person who is sued in a civil lawsuit
d officer of the court whose duties include keeping order and assisting

the judge and jurors
e person who pleads cases in court
f hypothetical person who uses good jUdgment or common sense in handling

practical matters: such a person's actions are the guide in determining
whether an individual's actions were reasonable

1 (US) plaintiff

2 (US) also petitioner

U" 1 The practice of law



1 affidavit

2 answer

3 brief

4 complaint

5 injunction

6 motion

7 notice

8 pleading

9 writ

1 to draft a document
2 to issue a document
3 to file a document with an authority
4 to serve a document on someone

(or to serve someone with a
document)

5 to submit a document to an
authority

12.. listen to a lawyer telling a client about some of the documents involved ;n
his case and answer these questions.

1 What claim has been filed against the client?
2 Will the case go to trial?

13 Match these documents (1-9) with their definitions (a-i).

a a document informing someone that they will be
involved in a legal process and instructing them what
they must do

b a document or set of documents containing the details
about a court case

c a document providing notification of a fact, claim or
proceeding

d a formal written statement setting forth the cause of
action or the defence in a case

e a written statement that somebody makes after they
have sworn officially to tell the truth. which might be
used as proof in court

f an application to a court to obtain an order. ruling or
decision

g an official order from a court for a person to stop
doing something

h in civil law. the first pleading filed on behalf of a
plaintiff, which initiates a lawsuit. setting forth the
facts on which the claim is based
the principal pleading by the defendant in response to
a complaint

14.. listen again and tick the documents that the lawyer mentions.

1 answer 0 2 affidavit 0 3 brief 0 4 complaint 0 5 injunction 0
6 motion 0 7 notice 0 8 pleading 0 9 writ 0

15 Match each verb used by the lawyer (1-5) with its definition (a--e).

a to deliver a legal document to someone, demanding
that they go to a court of law or that they obey an order

b to produce a piece of writing or a plan that you intend
to change later

c to deliver a document formally for a decision to be
made by others

d to officially record something. especially in a court
of law

e to produce something official

16 Decide which of the nouns ;n Exercise 13 can go with these verbs. The first
one has been done for you.

1 draft (IJ'l (IJ'lswer, l1. bne.f. 0. comploi.nt, 0. mohon, 0. pLe6..d.i.ng
2 issue
3 file (with)
4 serve (on someone)
5 submit



legal latin
Lawyers use Latin words and expressions when writing legal texts of every kind, from
statutes to emails.

The following excerpt is from the legal document known as an 'answer' It was submitted
to the (ourt by the defendant from listening 1.

17 Underline the common latin words and phrases in the text. Do you know what
they mean?

The claim for breach of contract fails inter alia to state facts sufficient to constitute a cause of
action, is uncertain as to what contract plaintiffs are suing on, and is uncertain in that it cannot
be determined whether the contract sued on is written. oral or implied by conduct.

The complaint alleges breach of contract as follows: 'At all times herein mentioned. plaintiffs
were a part IsicJ to the Construction Contract. as well as intended beneficiaries to each sub
contract for the construction of the house. In light of the facts set out above. defendants. and
each of them. have breached the Construction Contract:

On its face, the claim alleges only that defendants 'breached the Construction Contract'. But
LongCo is not a party to the Construction Contract. Therefore LongCo cannot be liable for its
breach. See e.g. G$I Enterprises. Inc. v. warner (1993).

18 Match each Latin word or expression (1-8) with its English equivalent and the
explanation of its use (a-h).

1 ad hI)(:

2 et alii (et al.)
3 et cetera (etc.)
4 exempli gratia (e.g.)

5 id est (I.e.)

6 per se
7 sic
8 versus {VS. orv.}

a thus (used after a word to indicate the original. usually incorrect.
spelling or grammar in a text)

b for example (used before one or more examples are given)
c for this purpose (often used as an adjective before a noun)
d against (versus is abbreviated to V: in case citations, but to 'vs." in all

other instances)
e and others (usually used to shorten a list of people. often a list of

authors, appellants or defendants)
f and other things of the same kind (used to shorten a list of similar items)
g by itself (often used after a noun to indicate the thing itself)
h that is (used to signal an explanation or paraphrase of a word preceding it)

19 Match each Latin term (i-10) with its English equivalent (a-j).

1 de facto
2 ipso facto
3 inter alia

4 per annum
5 pro forma
6 pro rata
7 quorum
8 sui juris
9 ultra vires

10 videlicet (viz.)

a among other things
b per year
c number of shareholders or directors who have to be present

at a board meeting so that it can be validly conducted
d in fact
e of one's own right able to exercise one's own legal rights
f proportionally
g by that very fact itself
h as a matter of form

as follows
beyond the legal powers of a person or a body



PART II: A CAREER IN THE LAW

20.. Several different words can be used to refer to a lawyer. Listen to three
law students in the UK talking about the kind of work they would like to do
when they have completed their law studies. Write the correct word for lawyer

in the gaps.

Anna: $0, what are you two planning to do later. when you've completed your degree?
Daniel: Well, right now, I'm planning to become a 1) , because I'd really like to plead

cases in court.
Anna: You've been watching too many of those American films. when the handsome young

2) wins the case against the big. bad corporation!
Daniel: Very funny. I just like the idea of arguing a case. I think ifd be exciting. What about you?
Anna: Actually, rd like to work for a big corporation and advise them on their legal affairs, as

3) . I've heard the work can be very challenging. What are your plans, Jacob?
Jacob: I'm thinking about becoming a 4) . I'm not that interested in pleading cases in

court. I'd rather do research and give legal advice - I think that'd suit me better.

21 Discuss these questions.

1 Does your native language have more than one word for lawyer? Do they
correspond to the different English words for lawyer mentioned above?
If not. how do the concepts differ?

2 What is each type of legal practitioner in your jurisdiction entitled to do?
3 What English term do you use to describe your job or the job you would like

to do?

22 a Combine the nouns in the box with the verbs below to make combinations to
describe the work lawyers do. Some of the verbs go with more than one noun.

cases
disputes

clients
law

contracts
legislation

corporations decisions defendants

1 advise
2 draft
3 litigate
4 practise
5 represent
6 research

b Choose three 'verb + noun' pairs from above and write sentences using
them.

23 Choose the words from the box which can be combined with the word lawyer to
describe different types of lawyer. Say what each one does.

bar corporate defence
public-sector sole tax

government
trial

patent practitioner J
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2 Read the text and say whether legal education in your country is more similar
to the UK or the US model.

Studying law in the UK

In the UK, a ]l'J:,.ral",·ducltioll u<;ually begins wilh the completion of.1
bachelor degree III law. known as an LLB, which usually takes three )'l'ars.

In the subsequent \'oc.uional stage. a person who wishes to become a
barrister joim one of the Inns of Court before beginning the Bar
Vocational Course. The completion of this stage is marked by a
ceremony fefcrred to as the call to the Bar. A third stage. known as
pupillage. is:l year-long appremict"Ship, usually at a Sd of barristers'
chambers. which customarily consists of groups of 20--60 barristers.
Similarly. a persoll wishing to becomc a solicitor IllUSt also complete
three stages: the tirst stage im'olvt's braining a law degree: the second SLlgC

requires passing :I onc:-yc:ar Legal Practice Course (LPC); and the final
stage entail~ working for two years as 3 trainee solicitor with a firm of
solicitors or in the legal dt'partmcllf of a local authority or large company.

Studying law in the USA

In the USA.:I h.:b'"3l education comprises four yc:ars of undergradu:lte study
followed by three YC:lrs of law school. A law-school gr:ldu:lte receives the
degree ofjuris doctor (J.D.). In order to qualify as a lawyer.:I law
school gr:ldll:lte l1lust P3% the bar cxal11ination.

25 Find terms with the word bar in the introduction to this section and in the text
above which match these definitions.

1 a lawyer who is Qualified to plead on behalf of clients
2 in the UK, a training course which enables people who wish to become

barristers and who have registered with the Inns of Court to acquire the
skills and knowledge to prepare them for the specialised training of the
pupillage

3 a ceremony held at the end of this training course, when a candidate enters
the profession

4 organisation regUlating the legal profession
5 in the USA, an important test taken by law-school graduates which. when

passed. qualifies a person to practise law
6 granted entrance to the legal profession
7 to compel a lawyer to stop practising law due to an offence committed

Unit 1 The practice of law



c c u it e
26 Read the following CV (curriculum vitae)l of a young British lawyer and answer these Questions.

1 Where did he work in summer 2002?
2 What languages does he speak?
3 Where did he complete his first degree?
4 What was his main duty at the European Commission?
5 What is he doing now?

Linus Walker

Address:
Email address:

EDUCATION

Frejg 17, SE·118 25, SlOckholm. Sweden
linuswalker@elLsc

Nationality. British
Dateofbirlh: 12Ma)' 1982

2005 - present University of Stockholm, Sweden
A'faSler's Programme ill LaU/(wd Illformfliioll Tecllllology
Course covers the legal aspects of Information Technology and the legal
implications of the use of the Internet

2(){){).-Z004 University of Essex, Colchester, United IGngdom
1-LO (EIISlisl, & Fre/lcll law degree)
Course included all the core legal subjects, with a focus on contract law,
company law, common law. property law and European law

~OO2-2003 Universitc Paris X, Paris, France
DEUG (Freud, law degree), Namerre
Part of the degree programme at Universily of Essex included an illlensive
course in French. Among subjecls studied: European Communily L..1W.

Infomlution Law, Civil Law and Penal Lmv

LEGAL WORK EXPERIENCE

June 200+
February ZOOS

Summers
200]-2004

Summer 2000

European Commission, Brussels, Belgium
Legal AssislalU within the Legal Department of the service Commune Relex
(SCR). Drafling opinions in English and French dealing wilh contraCtS awarded
for projecls

G. R. FOSler & Co. Solicitors, Cambridge, UK
Liaison with clients; conducting research into multiple legal arcas.
including fam ily law, ton law and conlracts; assisting with lrial prcparMioll

Wesll<lke Chambers. Bath. UK
Mini-pupillage. involving sh<ldowillg a Ilumber of counsel; assisled in
daily activities

SKJLLS AND QUALIFICATIONS

I...lnguages: Native English speaker; nuent in French (written and spoken):
upper-intermediate Swedish

Computing: Proficient in Word, Windows. email

t.lcmbership: The Law Society

Strong researching and \\Titing skills

INTERFSI'S

Skiing. French hislOry, chess
References available upon request

1 (US) rl!sume or resume



I nlOg Law firm s ructure
27... Linus Walker has applied for a position at a law firm. Listen to his job

interview and answer these Questions.

1 What does Mr Nichols say about the atmosphere of the firm?
2 What does Linus say about the size of the firm?

28... listen again and complete this organigram of the firm using the words in
the box.

Associate Full Partners Mr Robertson Paralegal Real Property Salaried Partner

---,
1) , Mr Michaels

Senior Partners
--

Ms Graham, Mr Nichols

2)

3) Department
Salaried Partner

~-.--

6)

Secretary

ASSOCia~

1
Debtor-Creditor Department

4)

5)

Paralegal

secretary

Paralegal

Associate 1

~~

Associate ~

ASSociate~

Paralegal ~

Speaking 3: Describing a law firm
29 Look at the following phrases used by Mr Nichols to describe the firm. Which

can be used to speak of a department or company, and which of a person?
Which can be used for both?

... is/are headed by .

... is/are assisted by .
".. is/are managed by .
... is/are responsible for ...
... is/are in charge of ...
... report to ...

30 Using the phrases in Exercise 29, describe the structure of a law firm with
which you are familiar or the one just described in listening 3. Refer to the
positions and duties of the personnel.



Listen to five lawyers talking about their firms. practice areas and clients.
Tick the information you hear about each speaker.

Speaker 1 ...

1 has a few years' working experience. 0
2 works as a clerk at a mid·size commercial law firm. 0
3 will get to know other departments of the firm. 0
4 meets with clients regularly. 0
5 plans to specialise in commercial litigation. D
Speaker 2 ...

1 is a sole practitioner. D
2 works in the area of employment law. D
3 deals with wage disputes. D
4 represents clients in mediation. D
5 has many clients who are small businesses. D
Speaker 3 ...
1 works in the area of secured transactions. D
2 carries out trade-mark registrations. D
3 assists clients who are in artistic professions. D
4 serves as an expert witness in court. D
5 is a partner in a large IP firm. D
Speaker 4 ...
1 is a senior partner in a mid-size law firm. D
2 specialises in competition law. D
3 represents clients before the employment tribunal. D
4 deals with infringements of the Competition Act. 0
5 has clients in the telecommunications sector. 0
Speaker 5 ...
lawns shares in his firm. 0
2 argues cases in court. 0
3 works in the area of real property law. 0
4 represents landlords but not tenants. 0
5 teaches courses on litigation at the law university. 0

32 Discuss these questions.

1 Which kind of firm do you work in or would you like to work in?
2 Which areas of the law have you specialised in or would like to specialise in?

La r .ulture
33 Read this excerpt from an article in a law-school newspaper about

law firm culture. Which type of firm would you prefer to work for? Why?

One factor which plays an sole practitioner) to lawyers, is sometimes lawyers, while a large law
important role in the global firms employing known as a boutique finn is considered to be
culture of a law firm is its hundreds of attorneys all firm, as il often specialises one employing SO or more
size. Law finns can range over the world. A small in a specific area of the altomeys.
from a one-person solo law finn, which typically law. A mid-size law finn
practice (conducted by a engages from two to ten generally has ten to 50



34 .. ::; listen to Richard, a law student, talking to a group of first-year law students
at an orientation event at law school. He tells them about his experience as a
clerk in different law firms. Answer these questions.

1 Why do the professors encourage students to do work experience?
2 How long have Richard's clerkships generally lasted?
3 What is Richard's final piece of advice?

35.. listen again and tick the advantages of small and large law firms Richard
mentions. In some cases. he says both types of firm have the same advantage.

more autonomy and responsibility

opportunity to work on prestigious cases

chance to rotate through different practice areas

asked to write briefs and leners

allowed to conduct research and manage court books

opportunity to make many contacts

more training offered

made to feel part of a team

invited to participate in social events

family.like atmosphere

made good use of time

36 Discuss these questions.

1 Do you have any experience working as a clerk in a law firm? In what ways
was it similar or different from Richard·s experience?

2 What kinds of tasks and responsibilities do clerks in your firm have?
3 Do you agree with the way Richard characterises small and large law firms?

large firms

Q Unit 1

To improve your web-based research skills, visit www.cambridge.orgjelt/legalenglish, click on
Research Tasks and choose Task 1.
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Company law: company formation
and management

R adinq 1: Introduction to company law
Th s text pfo'o'ide§ an mtroducti')n '0 the key terms used when talking about companies as
tel . enr; , •...ey r'" c_. lj and how they are managed. It also covers the leqat

ie. :00 'I Ie COl rts' role in policing them.

1 Read the text quickly, then match these phrases (a-f) with the paragraphs (1-6).

a directors' duties
b management roles

c company definition
d company health

e partnership definition
f company formation

1 A company1 is a business association which has the character of a legal person, distinct from its
officers and shareholders. This is significant. as it allows the company to own property in its own
name, continue perpetually despite changes in ownership. and insulate the owners against
personal liability. However, in some instances. for example when the company is used to
perpetrate fraud or acts ultra vires, the court may 'lifF the corporate veil' and subject the
shareholders to personal liability.

2 By contrast, a partnership is a business association which. strictly speaking, is not considered to
be a legal entity but. rather. merely an association of owners. However. in order to avoid
impractical results, such as the partnership being precluded from owning property in its own
name, certain rules of partnership law treat a partnership as if it were a legal entity.
Nonetheless, partners are not insulated against personal liability. and the partnership may cease
to exist upon a change in ownership, for example, when one of the partners dies.

3 A company is formed upon the issuance of a certificate of Incorporation) by the appropriate
governmental authority. A certificate of incorporation is issued upon the filing of the constitutional
documents of the company. together with statutory forms and the payment of a filing fee. The
'constitution' of a company consists of two documents. One, the memorandum of association4 ,

states the objects of the company and the details of its authorised capital, othelWise known as the
nominal capital. The second document, the articles of associationS, contains provisions for the
internal management of the company, for example, shareholders' annual general meetings6 , or
AGMs, and extraordinary general meetings7 , the board of directors, corporate contracts and loans.

4 The management of a company is carried out by its officers, who include a director, manager and/or
company secretary. A director is appointed to carry out and control the day·to-day affairs of the
company. The structure, procedures and work of the board of directors, which as a body govern the
company. are determined by the company's articles of association. A manager is delegated
supervisory control of the affairs of the company. A manager's duties to the company are generally
more burdensome than those of the employees. who basically owe a duty of confidentiality to the
company. Every company must have a company secretary. who cannot also be the sole director of

I (US) corporatl()ll
2(US)PIef<:e

3 (US) generally no offICial certIfICate IS ISsued; companies are
formed upon the filing of the arlJCles/certlficate 01 ir'lCOfl)OfatlOfl
(see footnote 4)

4 (US) articles of IncorpCJfBlJon Of certifICate of incorporatlOll
S (US) bylaws
6 (US) aMUaI meetings of the shareholders
7 (US) special meetmgs of the shareholdefs



the company. This requirement is not applicable if there is more than one director. A company's
auditors are appointed at general meetings. The auditors do not owe a duty to the company as a
legal entity, but, rather. to the shareholders. to whom the auditor's report is addressed.

5 The duties owed by directors to a company can be classified into two groups. The first is a duty
of care and the second is a fiduciary duty. The duty of care requires that the directors must
exercise the care of an ordinarily prudent and diligent person under the relevant circumstances.
The fiduciary duty stems from the position of trust and responsibility entrusted to directors. This
duty has many aspects. but. broadly speaking, a director must act in the best interests of the
company and not for any collateral purpose. However. the courts are generally reluctant to
interfere. provided the relevant act or omission involves no fraUd. illegality or conflict of interest.

6 Finally. a company's state of health is reflected in its accounts8 , including its balance sheet and
profit-and-Ioss account9• Healthy profits might lead to a bonus10 or capitalisation issuell to the
shareholders. On the other hand, continuous losses may result in insolvency and the company
going into liquidation.

8 (US) financial statements

9 (US) profn-ano-Ioss statement 0( Income statement

10 (US) stock c1lVldeocl

u (US) cash c1lV1c1encl

e e s Ro s co n rna agerne
2 Some of the important roles in company management are discussed in

Reading 1 above. Which roles are mentioned?

3 Here is a more comprehensive list of roles in company management.
Match the roles (1-10) with their definitions (a-j).

1 auditor

2 company secretary

3 director

4 liquidator

5 managing director

6 official receiver

7 promoter

8 proxy

9 receiver
10 shareholder

a person appointed by a shareholder to attend and vote at a meeting in
his/her place when the shareholder is unable to attend

b company director responsible for the day-to-day operation of the company
c person elected by the shareholders to manage the company and decide

its general policy
d person engaged in developing or taking the initiative to form a company

(arranging capital. obtaining personnel. making arrangements for filing
corporate documentation)

e person appointed by the company to examine the company's accounts
and to report to the shareholders annually on the accounts

f company's chief administrative officer, whose responsibilities include
accounting and finance duties, personnel administration and
compliance with employment legislation, security of documentation.
insurance and intellectual property rights

g member of the company by virtue of an acquisition of shares in a
company

h officer of the court who commonly acts as a liquidator of a company
being wound up by the court
person appointed by creditors to oversee the repayment of debts
person appointed by a court. the company or its creditors to wind up
the company's affairs



listening 1: Company formation
lawye~ play important roles in the formation of a company. advising clients which entities
are most suited to their needs and ensuring that the proper documents are duly filed.

You are going to hear a conversation between an American lawyer, Hs Norris. and her
di" • Hr Q'H T'1e law ie~ ·...es ov a specific type 'If to anti is formed in the

e.

4 III Listen to the conversation and tick the documents required for formation
that the lawyer mentions.

1 DBA filing 0
2 articles of incorporation 0
3 stock ledger 0
4 general partnership agreement D
5 stock certificates 0
6 IRS & State S Corporation election D
7 bylaws 0
8 organisational board resolutions D

5 Company types (USA) Look at the following table. which provides information on
the documents required to form and operate the different company types in the
United States. Based on what you heard in Exercise 4. which type of business
association was the lawyer discussing with her client?

Document required for formation and operation

sole proprietorship

general partnership

limIted partnership

C corporation

S corporation

DBA filing

General Partnership Agreement. local filings if partnership holds real estate

Limited Partnership Certificate. Limited Partnership Agreement

Articles of Incorporation, Bylaws. Organisational Board Resolutions. Stock Certificates.
Stock Ledger

Articles of Incorporation, Bylaws, Organisational Board Resolutions. Stock Certificates.
Stock Ledger, IRS & State S corporation elec=t~;o~n,- _

6 Company types (UK) The table on page 23 contains information about five
types of common UK business associations, covering the aspects of liability of
owners, capital contributions and management. (In many jurisdictions in the
world, there are entities which share some or all of these characteristics.) Look
at the table and decide which entity (a--e) is being described in each row (1-5).

a private limited company (ltd)
b general partnership
c public limited company (PLC)
d limited partnership
e sale proprietorship



" , ,

1) Unlimited personal liability for Capital needed is contributed Business is managed by the
the obligations of the business by sale proprietor. sole proprietor.

2) Generally no personal liability No minimum share capital Company is managed through
of the members for obligations requirement. However, capital its managing director or the
of the business can be raised through the board of directors acting as

issuance of shares to members a whole.
or through a guarantee.

3) No personal liability; liability The minimum share capital of Company is managed by the
is generally limited to £50.000 is raised through board of directors:
shareholder contributions issuance of shares to the shareholders have no power to
(i.e. consideration for shares). public and/Of existing members. participate in management.

4) Unlimited personal liability of Partners contribute money or The partners have equal
the general partners for the services to the partnership; management rights. unless
obligations of the business they share profits and losses. they agree otherwise.

5) Unlimited personal liability of General and limited partners The general partner manages
the general partners for the contribute money or services the business. subject to any
obligations of the busmess; to the limited partnership; limitations of the Limited
limited partners generally they share profits and losses. Partnership Agreement.
have no personal liability.

Re I1mg l: emorannum of association
An important docum"nt In ompany formation is the memorandum of "oc lIOn (L.K) )r
artu les!certificate of incorporation [USA). This document sets forth the )bjert' of the
omp ny and its :apital structure: as such. it represents a egally binding df 'Iar. ~

int ~nl to which tile 011 mbers If the company must adhere.

7 Below is an extract from the articles of incorporation of a US company. Read
through the text quickly and tick the issues it addresses.

1 appointing members of the board of directors 0
2 changing corporation bylaws 0
3 procedures for holding a vote of the shareholders 0
4 stipulations for keeping corporation records 0

The power to alter, amend or repeal the bylaws or to adopt new bylaws III be ve-sted in
the Board of DirecLOrs; provided, however, that any bylaw or amendment thereto as adopted
by the Board of Directors rna~' be altered, amended or repeolai by a vote of the shareholders
c'lfT/led /0 vote for the election of directors, or a new bylaw lt1 lieu rhereof II be adopted by

5 vote of such shareholders. No bylaw which has been altered, amended or adopted by such a
vote of the shareholders m, be altered. amended or repealed by vote of the directors until
two years have expired since such action by vote of such shareholders. [...1

The Corporation ;1 keep as permanent records minUles of all meetings of its
shareholders and directors, a record of all action taken by the shareholders or the

10 direclOrs without a meeting, and a record of all actions wken by a committee of the
direclQrs in place of the Board of Directors on behalf of the Corporation. The Corporation

also maintain appropriate accounting records. The Corporation, or itS agent,
maintain a record of its shareholders in a fOOll that permits prep<lration of a list of the
names and addresses of all shareholders, in alphabetical order, by class of shares, showing

1$ the number and class of shares held by each.

Unit 2 Company law: company formation and manaqement



8 Read the text again and decide whether these statements are true or false.

1 The board of directors only has the power to change the bylaws if the
shareholders in turn have the power to amend any changes made by the
board of directors.

2 The board of directors is proscribed at all times from changing any bylaw
which has been altered by a vote of the shareholders.

3 Records must only be kept of decisions reached by shareholders and
directors in the course of a meeting.

4 Records of the shareholders must list the number of shares they own.

9 For each of these words or phrases, find the italicised word(s) in the text that
most closely matches its meaning.

proscribe
c prohibit. ban
prescribe
= stipulate

1 passed
2 who have the right to

3 instead
4 on condition

5 cancelled
6 revised

7 given to

10 Read through the text on page 23 again, noting how shall and may are used.

1 Which of these words most closely matches the meaning of shall in each
case?
al will bl must

2 What do you notice about the use of shall in line 7?
3 Which of these words most closely matches the meaning of may in the text?

al can b) could

In legal documents. the verb shall is used to indicate obligation. to express a
promise or to make a declaration to which the parties involved are legally
bound. This use differs from that in everyday speech, where it is most often
used to make offers (Shall I open the window?) or to refer to the future
(I shall miss you), although this latter use is less frequent in modern English.

In legal texts. shall usually expresses the meaning of 'must' (obligation):

Every notice of the meeting of the shareholders shall state the place, date
and hour.

or 'will' (in the sense of a promise):

The board of directors shall have the power to enact bylaws.

Shall can also be used in legal texts to refer to a future action or state:

... until two years shall have expired since such action by vote of such
shareholders.

In everyday speech. this future meaning is commonly expressed using only the
present perfect (... until two years have expired ... ).

Another verb commonly found in legal documents is may. which generally
expresses permission, in the sense of 'can' (this use is less common in
everyday English):

... any bylaw or amendment thereto as adopted by the Board of Directors may
be altered, amended or repealed by a vote of the shareholders.

In everyday English, may is sometimes used as a substitute for might.
indicating probability (He may want to see the document).



listening 2: Forming a business in the UK
You will hear a dialogue in which a lawyer, Mr larsen, discusses some of the
characteristics of two business entities with Mr Wiseberg. a client who is interested in
forming a company in the UK.

1.1" Listen to the phone conversation and tick the two company types the men
are discussing.

1 sole proprietor D
2 UK limited partnership D
3 UK private company limited by shares D
4 UK private company limited by guarantee D
5 UK public limited company D
6 US C corporation D
7 US S corporation 0

12.. Listen again and decide whether these statements are true or false.

1 The client has not yet decided what type of company he wants to form.
2 The client has never founded a company before.
3 The lawyer points out that the two types of company differ with regard to the

matter of personal liability.

4 The shares of a US C corporation can be freely traded on a stock exchange.
S Both company types mentioned by the lawyer can be formed by a person

who is a citizen of another country.
6 The UK company type discussed places a restriction on the number of

people permitted to buy shares in the company.
7 The fastest way to form a company is to submit the documents directly to

Companies House.

13 In the dialogue, the lawyer compares and contrasts two company types.
Complete the sentences below using the phrases in the box.

a are like each other b
e that's not the case with

are similar to c differs d in both
f there is one big difference between ]

1 C corporations , ' ' private limited companies in the UK in
many ways, particularly in respect of liability.

2 Shareholders are not personally liable for the debts of the corporation
, a C corporation and a private limited company.

3 In this respect, a private limited company '''''' . Its shares
are not available to the general public.

4 The two types of company in that both can be founded
by persons of any nationality, who need not be a resident of the country.

5 And a C corporation in the US and our private limited
company: that's the limit on the number of shares.

6 But a private limited company. The Companies Act
stipulates that not more than 50 members can hold shares within the
company.



• pany

When speaking briefly about a topic of professional interest. experienced

speakers will organise their thoughts in advance. A simple but effective
structure divides information into three parts:

1 introductory remarks:
2 main points:
3 concluding statement.

Similarly. the main points are best limited to three, as this is easy for the
speaker to remember and for the listener to follow.

Notes for a response to Exercise 14 might took like this:

Introductory remarks
A publikt aktiebolag is the closest Swedish equivalent to a public limited company
- most common form for major international businesses in Sweden.

Main points
1 liability: no personal liability
2 management: board of directors (Swedish equivalent, styrelsenj has power to

make decisions; shareholders don't participate in management
3 needed for formation: memorandum of association (stiftelseurkund) and

articles of association (bo/agsordning)

Concluding statement
An aktiebolag is similar to a public limited company, with the most significant
difference being that its shares do not need to be listed on an exchange or
authorised marketplace.

l4 Which types of companies are there in your jurisdiction? Choose one and
describe it as you would for a client from another country. In your description,
refer to some of the features given in the UK company table on page 23. Tell

your client which documents must be filed to complete the formation process.
Wherever relevant, compare and contrast your company type with a UK
business entity.

Ited liability artnershlp Bill
New legislation is often proposed in order to improve a situation which many people feel

atisfactory.• Ie arti Ie on pac 27 comes from a legal journal 1nd deals with a bill
1 to thl He Ise 0 creates a new tYPI )f om 1'1.

15 Read the first paragraph of the article. What situation is the bill trying to
improve?

16 Read through the entire article and match these headings (a-f) with the
paragraphs (1--6).

a Limitations of limited liability
b Drawback: accounting requirements
c Despite imperfections, long awaited
d The need for a new form of partnership
e Benefits of the new company form

f Drawback: management liability



Draft Limited Liability Partnership Bill

The limited liability Partnership Bill was
introduced into the House of Commons in
July this year in response to the grOVving
concems surrounding large accountancy
firms moving their business operations
offshore. large accountancy practices had
expressed their unhappiness about
organising their affairs by way of
partnership, especially since a partner is
liable under the Partnership Act 1890 for
his own acts as well as for those of his
colleagues. It is unrealistic to assume that
each partner can stay informed about his
fellow partners' actions, let alone control
them.

2 Thus, the Bill sets out to create a new
institution, the limited liability partnership
(lLP), in which obligations accrue to the
name of the partnership rather than the
Joint names of its individual members. The
only personal liability thai an Individual
partner has will be In respect of his pre
determined contributIons to partnership
funds. This is somewhat similar to a
shareholder in a limited liability company.
HCMleVer, unlike a company, the llP will
be more flexible in terms of decision
making. and board meetings, minutes
books, and annual or extraordinary general
meetings are not required. In addition, the
llP will enjoy the tax status of a
partnership and limited liability of its
members.

3 The Bill is not without its weaknesses,
however. One weakness which has been
observed is the fact that the accounting
requirements contained in Part VII of the
Companies Act 1985 are proposed to
apply to the llP. Not only are these rules
some of the most demanding in Europe,
they will also prove expensive to comply
with for small and medium-sized llPs. For
example, the llP must submit an annual
return to Companies House and maintain
a list of accounts according to Companies

Act formulae. Annual accounts must be
prepared, and if the turnover of the llP
exceeds £350,000 annually, the accounts
must be professionally audited.

4 These additional reqUirements have made
a further restriction on the management
freedom of llPs necessary. Each llP will
have to appoint a 'designated member'
who will be responsible for administrative
obligations and may incur criminal liability
in certain circumstances. On the subject of
liability, it is worth noting that an llP
member will enjoy less limited liability
than a company director. In the ordinary
course of events, a company director is
not liable to a third party for his negligent
acts or omissions in the course of his
duties. His liability is to the company of
which he is a director. The position is
reversed in relation to an llP member.
The claw-back provisions of the Insolvency
Act 1986 will also apply to llPs. Thus, a
liquidator will be able to set aside any
transactions (drawings of salary or
repayment of money 0'Ned) within two
years prior to insotvency where the
member kne"N, or had reasonable grounds
for believing. that the llP was or 'NOUld
thereby become insolvent

5 Indeed, limited liability is ohen highly
illusory or perhaps even over-rated,
especially when one considers that banks
ohen require personal investment
guarantees from directors in order to lih
the corporate veil which protects company
officers. The same will undoubtedly apply
to LlPs.

6 In conclusion, the value of this new
institution has been weakened by the
proposed incorporation of the accounling
requirements. That is its single most
noticeable weakness; otherwise, It could
be said that the Bill is long overdue and
will hopefully have the effect of appeasing
those businesses which are consldenng
moving their operations overseas.



17 Decide whether these statements are true or false.

1 The writer maintains that it is unrealistic to expect a partner to be fully

informed at all times about the activities of the other partners in the company.

2 The writer states that in an llP, a company director is not liable for breaches

of duty or mistakes made when carrying out his responsibilities.

3 The writer implies that large lLPs will be exempt from the more complicated

accounting requirements set forth in the Companies Act of 1985.

4 The writer claims that it is likely that the limited liability provided by an llP

will be restricted.

18 Do you agree that the lLP is long overdue? In your view. is there also a need

for such an institution in your jurisdiction?

'0 nee
•

Lawyers often assist their clients in handling legal disputes involving corporate

governance. The foUowingletter of advice addresses one such dispute.

19 Read the first three paragraphs. What does the dispute specifically involve?

Re: Special shareholders' meeting of Longfellow Inc.

I have now had an opportunity to research the law on this point and I can provide you
with the following advice.

Firstly. to summarise the facts of the case, a group of shareholders of Longfellow Inc.
has filed an action in the district court seeking to set aside the election of the board of

s directors on the grounds that the shareholders' meeting at which they were elected was
held less than a year after the last such meeting.

The bylaws of the company state that the annual shareholders' meeting for the election
of directors be held at such time each year as the board of directors determines. but
not later than the fourth Wednesday in July. In 2001. the meeting was held on July

10 18th. At the discretion of the board, in 2002 the meeting was held on March 20th.
The issue in this case is whether the bylaws provide that no election of directors for the
ensuing year can be held unless a full year has passed since the previous annual
election meeting.

The law in this jurisdiction requires an 'annual' election of the directors for the ensuing
1S 'year'. However, we have not found any cases or interpretation of this law which

determine the issue of whether the law precludes the holding of an election untit a futt
year has passed. The statutes give wide leeway to the board of directors in conducting
the affairs of the company. I believe that it is unlikely that a court will create such a
restriction where the legislature has not specificalty done so.

20 However, this matter is complicated somewhat by the fact that there is currently a proxy
fight underway in the company. The shareholders who filed suit are also alleging that
the early meeting was part of a strategy on the part of the directors to obstruct the
anticipated proxy contest and to keep these shareholders from gaining representation
on the board of directors. It is possible that the court wilt take this into consideration

2S and hold that the purpose in catting an early meeting was to improperly keep
themselves in office. The court might then hold that. despite the fact that no statute or
bylaw was violated. the election is invalid on a general legal theory that the directors
have an obligation to act in good faith. Nevertheless. courts are usually reluctant to
second-guess the actions of boards of directors or to play the role of an appellate body

30 for shareholders unhappy with the business decisions of the board. Only where there is
a clear and serious breach of the directors' duty to act in good faith will a court step in
and overturn the decision. The facts in this case simply do not justify such court action
and I therefore conclude that it is unlikely that the shareholders will prevail.



4 statutes give wide leeway (line 17)
a statutes can easily be avoided
b statutes allow considerable freedom
c statutes restrict extensively

5 alleging (line 21)
a stating without proof
b making reference to
c proposing

6 to act in good faith (line 28)
a to act from a religious belief
b to do something with honest intention
c to plan for the future carefully

20 Read the whole letter and choose the best answer to each of these questions.

1 On which grounds did the shareholders file the action?
a on the grounds of their rights as shareholders
b on the grounds of a violation of the bylaws
c on the grounds of an ongoing proxy fight
d on the grounds of their lack of faith in the board of directors

2 What does the writer identify as the issue in the case?
a whether the annual shareholders' meeting determines the term of the

board of directors
b whether the election of the board of directors requires a Quorum
c whether the annual shareholders' meeting must be held a full year after

the last one
d whether the bylaws define the term 'full year'

3 What does the writer say regarding earlier cases related to this one?
a They provide for an analysis in favour of the shareholders.
b They give the board of directors the freedom to run the company as they

see fit.
c They have merely provided an interpretation of the legislative intent.
d They do not address the issue involved.

4 What reason does the writer give for his conclusion?
a It is dubious that the shareholders will prevail.
b The facts of the. case do not support judicial intervention.
c A court of appeal will only look at the facts of the case.
d The board of directors has a duty to act in good faith.

21 Choose the best explanation for each of these words or phrases from the letter.

1 on the grounds that (tine 5)
a in the area of
b on the basis of the fact that
c despite the fact that

2 at the discretion of (line 10)
a according to the decision of
b through the tact of
c due to the secrecy of

3 the ensuing year (lines 11-12)
a the next year
b the present year
c the past year

22 Answer these Questions,

1 What do the bylaws of the company stipulate concerning the date of the
election of company directors?

2 What do the shareholders claim was the reason why the annual
shareholders' meeting was held early?

3 What role might the concept of 'good faith· play in the court's decision?

23 What is your opinion of the case? Do you think the shareholders' claim is
justified?

t 2 rompat law: company formatr an Ir.



24 In the letter, different verbs are used to refer to what the company bylaws and
the relevant legislation say. Complete these phrases using the appropriate
verbs from the letter.

1 the bylaws of the company ...
2 the law in this jurisdiction
3 the law ...

o adv c
25 Look at Reading 4 again and discuss these questions.

1 What is the purpose of the letter?
2 Who do you think might have requested it?
3 Looking at the letter carefully, what would you say is the function of each

paragraph?

The text in Reading 4 represents a letter of advice. a type of text written by a
lawyer for a client.

The function of a letter of advice is to provide an analysis of a legal problem
so that the client can make an informed decision concerning a course of
action.

Another type of text which should be mentioned here because of its
similarity to a letter of advice is a legal opinion. While the language of this
type of text is similar, a legal opinion is generally much longer. as it entails
thorough research and covers the issues in greater detail. A legal opinion
also carries much more weight and greater potential liability for the lawyer or
firm issuing it.

Regarding the contents, we can say that, in general, a letter of advice:
..... identifies the legal issue at stake in a given situation and explains how

the law applies to the facts presented by the client;
..... indicates the rights, obligations and liabilities of the client;
...... outlines the options the client has, pointing out advantages and

disadvantages of each option;
..... considers factors such as risk, delay, expense, etc., as well as case-specific

factors;
v makes use of facts, relevant law and reasoning to support the advice.

The structure of the letter can be made clear by using standard signalling
phrases. The table on page 31 provides examples of phrases used to structure
the information in a text. These phrases serve as signals. pointing to
information before it is presented, thus increasing the clarity of a text.



26 Read through the letter once again and look for 11 phrases with a signalling
function. Add them where appropriate to this table.

Drawing conclusions

" ,

Thank you for instructing us in relation to the above maHer: You have requested
advice concerning ...
1)

Our opinions and advice set forth below are based upon your account of the
circumstances giving rise to this dispute, a summary of which is as follows.
Based on infonnation provided to us, we understand that ...
2)

The legal issue seems to be ...
3)

The section which is relevant for present purposes provides that ...
The section makes express reference to
As the law stands at present, ...

')
5)
.)

Tile court /las held that ...
We have (not) found cases or interpretation of tllis law which argue thaI ...

We therefore believe that ...
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)

In light of the aforesaid. you have several courses of action / alternatives /
options open to you.

I await further instructions at your earliest convenience.
Please contact us if you have any questions about the matters here discussed.
or any other issues.

.~"---

27 A client who is the managing partner at a small European accountancy firm has
rl~r~~~ asked you for information concerning LLPs. He would also like your advice
~)p.J85 regarding the founding of such an LLP.

Write a letter of advice in which you should:
...... say what an LLP is;
...... list advantages and disadvantages connected with it:
...... recommend the best course of action for his firm.

Before you write, consider the function. the expected contents and the
standard structure of a letter of advice. Refer back to Reading 3 for information
about LlPs and make use of signalling phrases from the table above to help
structure the information in your text.

~ Unit 2

To improve your web-based research skills. visit www.cambridge.org.leIVlegalenglish.click on
Research Tasks and choose Task 2.



Language Focus

1 Vocabulary: distinguishing meaning Which word in each group is the odd one out?
You may need to consult a dictionary to distinguish the differences in meaning.

specify proscribe prescribe
elapsing ensuing subsequent

duty discretion obligation
prerequisite preceding
latitude interpretation

forestall prevent

1 stipulate
2 succeeding
3 responsibility
4 prior previous
5 margin leeway
6 preclude permit

audit

2 Vocabulary: word choice These sentences deat with company formation and
management. In each case, choose the correct word or phrase to complete
them.

1 The constitution of a company comprises j(;nsisls / contains of two documents.
2 The memorandum of association states / provides for / sets up the objects

of the company and details its authorised capital.
3 The articles of association contain arguments / provisions / directives for

the internal management of a company.
4 The company is governed by the board of directors. whilst the day-to-day

management is delegated upon / to / for the managing director.
S In some companies. the articles of association make / give / allow provision

for rotation of directors. whereby only a certain portion of the board must
retire and present itself for r~lection before the AGM.

6 Many small shareholders do not bother to attend shareholders' meetings
and will often receive proxy circulars from the board. seeking authorisation to
vote on the basis of / in respect of / on behalf of the shareholder.

3 Word formation Complete this table by filling in
the correct noun or verb form. Underline the
stressed syllable in each word with more than
one syllable. ]

liquidation

foonation

issue

resolution

transmit1 (US) administer

require

redemption

perpetrate

authorise

assume

appointment

omit

provide



4 Vocabulary: prepositional phrases The following prepositional phrases. which
are common in legal texts, can all be found in Reading 3. Match the
prepositional phrases (1-4) with their definitions (a-<l).

1 in terms of
2 in the course of
3 by way of
4 in response to

a 1) for the purpose of; 2) by the route through
b as an answer to; in reply to
c 1) with respect or relation to; 2) as indicated by

d while, during

5 Vocabulary: prepositional phrases Complete these sentences using the
prepositional phrase from Exercise 4 that best fits in each one. For one of the
sentences. there is more than one correct answer.

1 Ln:J:1 xse....Q:f.. choosing the name of the company. a number of matters
must be considered.

2 Confidential information acquired . one's directorship
shall not be used for personal advantage.

3 I would advise that members of your project group formalise your
relationship ... a partnership agreement, incorporation or
limited liability company.

4 This form of corporation is often considered to be the most flexible body
corporate structure.

S Our company formations expert is unable to provide advice
........ your query, as there are a number of factors which need

to be taken into account which do not relate directly to his area of expertise.
6 The relationship between management and boards of directors at US

multinational companies has been changed dramatically through a series of
corporate governance initiatives begun corporate
scandals. the Sarbanes-Oxley Act and other requirements.

7 Shareholders and other investors in corporations tend to view corporate
governance _.._.______ the corporation's increasing value over time.

S Regular and extraordinary board meetings may be held by telephone. video-
telephone and written resolutions.

6 Verb-noun collocations Match each verb (1-5) with the noun it collocates with
(a--e) in Reading 4. If you have difficulty matching them. look back at the letter.

1 violate a affairs
2 call \ b representation
3 overturn c a meeting
4 gain d a decision
5 conduct e a law

7 Collocations with file Decide which of the following words and phrases can go
with the verb to file. You may need to consult a dictionary.

an action an AGM
charges a claim
a document a fee

an appeal
a complaint

an injunction

an amendment a breach a brief
a debt a defence a dispute

a motion provisions a suit

IJon, l", lU l' 0 u< ~



Company law: capitalisation

Reading 1: Introduction to company capitalisation
Company law IS a very wide area. This text serves as ar introdl oi m to the legal t ~rminology and
issues regarding how companies raise capital in the UK.

1 Read through the text quickly and decide whether these statements are
true or false.

1 The shares of a company which are actually owned by shareholders are known
as authorised share capital.

2 Share capital is subdivided into two basic types of share: ordinary and
preference shares.

3 People who already own shares possess the right of first refusal when new
shares are issued.

4 In addition to share capital, loan capital is another means of financing
a corporation.

The term capitalisation refers to the act of providing capital for a company through the issuance of
various securities. Initially. company capitalisation takes place through the issuance of shares as
authorised in the memorandum of association!. The authorised share capitaP, the maximum
amount of share capital that a company can issue, is stated in the memorandum of association,
together with the division of the share capital into shares of a certain amount (e.g. 100 shares of
£1). The memorandum of association also states the names of the subscribers. The minimum
share capital for a public limited company in Great Britain is £50,000. Issued share capital. as
opposed to authorised share capital, refers to shares actually held by shareholders. Accordingly.
this means that a company may authorise capital in excess of the mandatory minimum share
capital but refrain from issuing all of it until a later date - or at all.

The division of share capital usually entails two classes of shares, namely ordinary shares] and
preference shares4 . The ordinary shareholder has voting rights, but the payment of dividends Is
dependent upon the performance of the company. Preference shareholders, on the other hand,
receive a fixed dividend irrespective of performance (provided the payment of dividends is legally
permitted) before the payment of any dividend to ordinary shareholders, but preference
shareholders normally have no voting rights. There is also the possibility of share sUbdivision!>,
whereby, for example, one ten-pound share is split into ten one-pound shares, usually in order to
increase marketability. The reverse process is, appropriately enough. termed share consolidation6 •

Shares in British companies are sUbject to pre-emption rights1 • whereby the company is required to
offer newly issued shares first to its existing shareholders, who have the right of 'first refusal'. The
shareholders may waive their pre-emption rights by special resolution.

1 (US) articles of Incorpol<ltion

2 (US) authorized !>hares

3 (US) common shares
4 (US) preferred shares
5 (US) stock split
6 (US) reverse (stock) split
1 (US) preemptive rights



a to be an example of
b to give up
c name
d to regain
e to involve

A feature of public companies is that the shares may be freely traded. Shares are normally sold to
existing shareholders through a rights issue, unless pre-emption rights have been waived. Even
here, though, new shares are not always offered in the first instance to the general public. but
rather may be sold to a particular group or individuals (a directed placement).

Share capital is not, of course, the only means of corporate finance. The other is loan capital,
typified by debentures. The grant of security for a loan by giving the creditor the right to recover his
capital sum from specific assets is termed a fixed charges. Companies may also borrow money
secured by the company's assets, such as stock in trade. This arrangement is known as a floating
charge.

8 (US) security interest in specific assets (also chattel mortgage prior 10 the Uniform Commercial Code)

2 Match these terms related to shares (1-8) with their definitions (a-n).

1 authorised share capital
2 dividend
3 issued share capital
4 ordinary share
5 pre-emption rights
6 preference share
7 rights issue
8 subscriber

a someone who agrees to buy shares or other securities
b offer of additional shares to existing shareholders, in proportion to their

holdings, to raise money for the company
c type of share in a company that entitles the shareholder to voting rights and

dividends
d entitlement entailing that, when new shares are issued, these must first be

offered to existing shareholders in proportion to their existing holdings
e maximum number of shares that a company can issue, as specified in the

firm's memorandum of association
f proportion of authorised capital which has been issued to shareholders in

the form of shares
g type of share that gives rights of priority as to dividends, as well as priority

over other shareholders in a company's winding-up
h part of a company's profits paid to shareholders

3 Underline the words (1-5) in the text. Then match them with their synonyms

(a-el·

1 term
2 to entail
3 to waive
4 to typify
5 to recover

4 According to the text, the minimum amount of share capital of a public limited
company in the UK is £50,000. Do similar restrictions apply in your
jurisdiction? If so, what are they?



language use I' Contrasting information

look at this sentence from Reading 1 that defines issued share capital:

Issued share capital, as opposed to authorised share capital, refers to shares
actually held by shareholders.

When describing a new idea. it can be contrasted with an idea that your
listener is already familiar with. using the preposition as opposed to. The
prepositions unlike and in contrast to can be used in the same way:

Issued share capital. unlike authorised share capital, refers to shares actually
held by shareholders.
Issued share capital, in contrast to authorised share capital, refers to shares
actually held by shareholders.

All three of these prepositions can also appear at the beginning of the
sentence if the previously defined term immediately follows them:

As opposed to / Unlike / In contrast to authorised share capital. issued
share capital refers to shares actually held by shareholders.

These prepositions can also be used when defining two new terms at the
same time. In such a case, however, it is necessary to insert which in the
following way:

Issued share capital refers to shares actually held by shareholders, as
opposed to / unlike / in contrast to authorised share capital. which refers to
the maximum amount of share capital that a company can issue.
Or:
As opposed to / Unfike / In contrast to authorised share capital, which
refers to the maximum amount of share capital that a company can issue.
issued share capital refers to shares actually held by shareholders.

5 Read the information in the table below about the two basic classes of shares:
ordinary shares and preference shares. Using the prepositions explained
above. make sentences contrasting the two share types.

EXAMPLE:

Unlike ordinlUy shIUe:>, preference sl1o.res d...o not V.SlAo.1.4:l enti1ie the
:>ho.rehold..e.r to vote.
In c.onh"Mt to ordi.no.r!:l sho.re:> , whi.d1 enti1ie the sho.rehold..u to vote,
prefttence :>ho.res d...o not v.:>v.oJly gwe :>v.c.n (.l. ri.ql1t:. to the sho.re.l1ol..d..u

usually no voting rights

have a fixed dividend; sharehOlder has no right to
receive an increased dividend based on increased
business profits

--,--,---,..,-
low risk: rights to their dividend ahead of ordinary
shareholders if the business is in trouble

preference shareholders are repaid the par value
of shares ahead of ordinary shareholders if the
company is wound up

ordinary shareholders are the last to be
paid if the company is wound up

bear highest risk

standard shares with voting rights

potential to give the highest financial gains:
pro-rata right to dividends

4

3



Listening 1: A rights issue
lawyers with expert knowledge of corporate finance are often asked to explain complex
matters in simple terms to company members or to shareholders. This dialogue takes
place at a seminar held at a large taw firm specialising in capitalisation matters.
A member of a shareholders' association (Mrs Whiteman) is asking a corporate finance

expert (Mr Young) to explain a rights issue. one of the key terms in Reading l.

6 oC Listen to the dialogue and anS'Nef these questions.

1 What is the purpose of a fights issue?
2 What options do the shareholders have if they do not wish to buy the newly

issued shares?

7 .. Listen again and choose the correct answer to each of these questions.

1 According to Mr Young, one reason why shareholders would want to take up
their pre-emption right is

a to help the company raise cash.
b to maintain the proportion of shares they own.

c to be able to waive this right later, if desired.

2 Why are the new shares offered to shareholders at a discount?

a so the shareholders do not sell their rights to non-shareholders
b to keep the market price of the shares from falling
c to increase the likelihood that the issue is fUlly subscribed

3 A share issue is said to be 'fully subscribed' when

a all of the shareholders have been duly informed of the share issue.
b all of the shareholders have sold their rights to the newly issued shares.
c all of the newly issued shares have been agreed to be purchased.

4 What does Mr Young say about shareholders' reactions to rights issues?

a They can be unhappy about having to decide whether to buy shares or sell
rights.

b They fear that discounts may make the market price of the shares
decrease.

c They are concerned about outsiders gaining influence in the company.

Reading 2: Shareholders and
supervisory boards
The excerpt on pages 38-39 deals with the topics of shareholders' rights and the role of
the supervisory board. It is part of the required reading in a comparative taw course
dealing with European and Anglo-American company management structures.

8 Read through the text quickly and answer these questions.

1 What basic rights does a shareholder possess?
2 What options does a dissatisfied shareholder have in the Anglo-Saxon

system?
3 What is meant by the concepts of the one-tier board and the two-tier board?

(Note: the word tier means 'rank' or 'Ievel'.) Which do you think is the best
model of organisation?

Uoit 3 (ompao, 'aw, "pitaU"ti" E



Shareholders

A Shareholders are the owners of the company's assets. Normally, ownership of an asset entails
a number of rights: the right to determine how the asset is to be managed; the right to receive
the residual income from the asset; and the right to transfer ownership of the asset to others.
The last two clearly apply to shareholders, but what of the first? Can shareholders exercise
control if the directors fail to protect their interests?

B Two factors keep them from doing so, Both are related to the spreading of ownership needed
for risk diversification in large corporations, In return for the privilege of limited liability under
law, shareholders' powers are generally restricted, There is the AGM to approve the directors'
report and accounts, elect and re-elect the board, and vote on such issues as allowed for in
company legislation, But, apart from this, shareholders' rights are limited to the right to sell
the shares, They have no right to interfere in the management of the company. Awkward
questions can be asked at the annual meeting, but the chairman of the board usually holds
enough proxy votes to hold off any challenge.

C The second factor is in many ways more fundamental. An essential requirement for the
exercise of effective control is the possession of an adequate flow of information. As
outsiders, shareholders face considerable obstacles in obtaining good information. Then there
is the free-rider issue, Anyone small shareholder investing in the information needed to
monitor management will bear all of the costs, whereas shareholders accrue benefits as a
group, Moreover, co-ordination of monitoring efforts is not easy to arrange. Often it is easier
for the shareholder to sell the shares, and thus vote with ones feet.

o In short, someone with ownership rights in a company can express their disappointment with
the company's performance by either getting rid of their shares or in some way expressing
their concern. Hirschman (1970) called this the dichotomy between 'exit' and 'voice', Where
there are obstacles to the exercise of voice, the right of exit and transferring ownership to
another party becomes not so much the accompaniment but the substitute for the other two
components of ownership rights.

Supervisory board

E Not all market systems prevent shareholders from directly influencing management. In
Germany, for example, the use of 'voice' is encouraged through the accountability
arrangements of the Aufsichtsrat (supervisory tier). In the Germanic countries, there is a
formal separation of executive and supervisory responsibilities, With the Anglo-Saxon one-tier
board, managing executives are also represented on the board, and all directors, executives as
well as non-executives, are appointed by the controlling shareholders and must answer to the
annual meeting. A two-tier board consists of an executive board and a supervisory board. The
executive board includes the top-level management team. whereas the supervisory board is
made up of outside experts, such as bankers, executives from other corporations, along with
employee-related representatives, There is reliance on the supervisory board for overseeing
and disciplining the management as well as for co-operative conflict resolution between
shareholders, managers and employees.



F This control function has a broader setting than in Anglo-Saxon countries, for in the Germanic
countries, the supervisory boards of large companies are legally bound to incorporate specific
forms of employee representation. Under co-determination laws, some corporations with at
least 500 employees. and all those with more than 2.000 employees, must allow employees
to elect one half of the members of the supervisory board. Co-determination rules cover the
supervisory board, the functions of which are to control and monitor the management. to
appoint and dismiss members of the management board. to fix their salaries, and to approve
major decisions of the management board. In 1998, the power to appoint auditors was
vested with the supervisory board (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(DECDI. 1998).

G How effective is this 'voice'? Obviously, it allows a participatory framework between
shareholders, managers and employees under the co-determination principle, but the
supervisory-board system also is designed for overseeing and constraining management. The
DECO argues that ·the degree of monitoring and control by the supervisory board in the
German two-tiered board system seems to be very limited in good times, while it may playa
more important role when the corporation comes under stress'. Of course, the same is true of
Anglo-Saxon boards: they exert more authority in a crisis, too. But the boards in Anglo·Saxon
countries have not been notably successful in preventing crises. Does the Germanic-type
system of board structure do better? There is not much evidence on this point. Some argue
that the system encourages worker commitment to the firm and reduces day-to-day
interference in management decisions. allowing both to get on with the job. Others consider
that the system encourages 'cosiness', with bad strategic decisions internalised rather than
sUbjected to the public gaze as occurs when the 'exit' option is followed.

9 Read the text again carefully. In which paragraph (A-G) are the following
mentioned? Some of the items may be found in more than one paragraph.

1 some stipulations of co-determination laws
2 the functions of supervisory boards in Germanic countries
3 two options open to a shareholder when dissatisfied with management
4 activities carried out at the annual general meeting
5 opinions on effectiveness of the two-tiered system in times of crisis
6 the difficUlty of co-ordinating management monitoring efforts
7 three rights to which the owner of an asset is generally entitled
8 comparison of the composition of executive board and supervisory board

10 In your own words, explain to a partner the meaning of the following
expressions (in italics in the text).

1 risk diversification
2 awkward questions
3 flow of information
4 face ... obstacles
5 the free-rider issue
6 vote with one's feet
7 answer to the annual meeting
8 co-operative conflict resolution
9 participatory framework

10 subjected to the public gaze



language use 2: Common collocations
[verb plus noun)

look at the following verb-noun collocations from the text on pages 38-39.

Can shareholders exercise control if the directors fail to protect their interests?
In return for the privilege of limited liability under law, shareholders' powers are
generally restricted.
Anyone small shareholder investing in the information needed to monitor
management wiff bear aff of the costs. whereas shareholders accrue benefits
as a group.
Co-determination rules cover the supervisory board. the functions of which are
to control and monitor the management. to appoint and dismiss members of
the management board, ...

11 Match the verbs (1-4) with their definitions (a-.d).

1 exercise (control)

2 restrict (powers)

3 accrue (benefits)
4 dismiss (members)

a 1) to remove someone from their job. usually because they have done
something wrong; 2) to cease to consider, to put out of judicial
consideration

b to increase in number or amount over a period of time. especially in
a financial sense

c to make use of / apply something
d to limit someone or something

12 Match the verbs above (1-4) with the nouns in the box with which they collocate. Some
nouns can go with more than one verb.

access
control
profits

authority benefits
an employee force
restraint revenue

caution capital a case a charge a claim:]
freedom influence interest power pressure

rights sales spending
~~~~~

EXAMPLE: 1 exercise: Cl..lAt.nor~, co.u.u.on,

13 Complete these sentences using exercise, restrict. accrue or dismiss.

1 A motion was filed by the Board of Directors to ' the case.
2 The chairman warned that if investors were asked for more money. they

might _.. ,.. .. their option to sell their shares.
3 The Chief Executive resigned when the board tried to __ greater

control over the company's bankruptcy plan.
4 The company is expected to .._..... its spending while its markets remain

weak.
S Financial benefits to the owners and operators of the factories. as

well as to the shareholders.
6 A company spokeswoman advised shareholders to caution in their

share dealings until a further announcement is made.
7 One important Commercial Code provision may some of the

freedom of directors to grant options without shareholder approval.
8 The annual general meeting has authority to draw up or amend the

constitution and to elect or member directors of the Board.



Writing. Summarising

The ability to summarise well is essential for
legal writing: a lawyer will need to summarise
the facts of a case, provide an overview of the
legislation in a particular area, or characterise
the viewpoints of others in respect of a legal
issue.

Summarising involves expressing the ideas of
another in your own words. usually in a shorter
form. including only the key ideas and the main
points that are worth noting.

At the same time, however, a summary should
faithfully represent the standpoint and emphasis
of the original source. while remaining neutral
and impartial in tone.

How to summarise
....... Read the text to be summarised at least

twice.
\...- If possible. identify the main sentence of

every paragraph: if it expresses the meaning
of the paragraph, it can serve as a summary
of that paragraph.

\".> look for key points or any important
distinctions which form the framework of the
ideas.

'-' Express those key points or distinctions in
your own words.

Unit 3 Company law: capitali!>ation

14 A client of yours who is interested in investing in a German company has asked
!:r:~r you to explain the differences between the one-tier corporate management
np.116 system characteristic of Anglo-Saxon countries and the two-tier corporate

management system found in Germanic countries. Write an email to your client
summarising the differences. Refer to Reading 2 for information.

In your email, you should:
..... divide the text into three distinct parts: an opening statement of the reason

for writing: the body of the email presenting the main points: and a
conclusion offering to provide further help or information if required:

\".> make use of the words and expressions for signalling contrast introduced
earlier in the unit.

Listening 2· Plain language
lawyers often have to explain the meaning of a legal document to a dient in plain
language. This is a conversation between a lawyer, Mr Mansfield. and his client,
Mr Thorpe, about provisions concerning capitalisation.

15 Before you listen, discuss these questions.

1 Do you have any difficulties with legal language? Which do you consider
more difficult. reading or writing legal English?

2 Think about the style of legal documents written in your native language and
those written in English - are they equally difficult for nOf"Havvyers to understand?

16.. listen and decide whether these statements are true or false.

1 The client says that the subject of law is very complex.
2 'legalese' refers to the process of enacting a law.
3 The client believes that legal texts are too difficult for most people to read.

17" listen again and answer these questions.

1 What is the Plain language Movement?
2 Why is there some opposition to it?
3 What is Mr Thorpe implying when he says legalese makes people need

lawyers more? E



T • I

Legalese often poses problems for those unfamiliar with it, such as non
lawyers (clients). However. non-native English-speaking lawyers may also find
legalese difficult to read. An awareness of some of the typical features of this
writing style can make it easier to understand texts of this kind. Some of the
features of legalese are the following:
..... Ie..... ' 31 com sen c

Several clauses are joined together with commas or the co-ordinators
and/but.

...... archaic words and expre o;ions
Words formed with here- and there- or words like such, said. same,
aforesaid are used.

'-' passive constructions
Passive constructions are common, e.g. All assets shall be distributed ...
By whom? No agent is mentioned, thus highlighting the action to be
carried out and not the person who does it.

18 This is an excerpt from provisions regulating the capitalisation of a corporation,
written in legalese. Read it. noticing the lengthy and complex sentences. Then
underline the passive verbs and circle any archaic words and expressions.

Par-value cumulative preferred shares and no-par-value common shares

(1) The maximum number of shares of stock of the Corporation that may be issued is 25,000 of
which 5.000 shares shall have a par value of $50 each and 20,000 shares shall be without par
value.

(2) The stated capital of the Corporation shall be at least equal to the sum of the aggregate par
value of all issued shares having par value. plus the aggregate amount of consideration received
by the Corporation for the issuance of shares without par value. plus such amounts as. from time
to time, by resolution of the Board of Directors may be transferred thereto.

(3) The shares shall be divided into preferred, to consist of 5,000 shares having a par value, and
common, to consist of 20,000 shares without par value.

(4) The holders of the preferred shares shall be entitled to cumulative dividends thereon at the

rate of 6 per cent per annum on the par value thereof, and no more, when and as declared by
the directors of the Corporation. payable semi-annually on the first days of January and July in
each year.

(5) Such dividends shall cumulate on such payment dates and no dividends shall be paid to. or
set apart for payment to. common shareholders unless alt past cumulated dividends on the
preferred shares shall first have been paid. or declared and set apart for payment.

(6) All remaining profits which the directors may determine to apply in payment of dividends shall
be distributed among the holders of common shares exclusively.

19 For each instance of the word such in the text above. suggest a more natural
sounding alternative.



20 Match these words beginning with there- (l--6) with their equivalents (a-f). The
first three occur in the text on page 42.

1 thereto
2 thereon
3 thereof
4 therewith
5 therefor
6 therein

a of iVthem
b on iVthem
c to iVthat
d for iVthat
e with that
f in or into a particular place or thing

therefor = for it for
that

therefore =
consequently

21 Complete the sentences below using the words in the box.

therewith thereof (x2) therefor therein thereon thereto

1 Each partner shall maintain both an individual drawing account and an
individual capital account into the capital account shall be placed that
partner's initial capitalisation and any increases

2 Every issuer must comply in all respects with the provisions, including all
filing and notice deadlines

3 Her experience in corporate finance includes representing banks and other
financial institutions in numerous secured financings, including drafting and
negotiating credit agreements and security documents in connection

4 The Chair of the Committee shall. in consultation with the other members of
the Committee and appropriate officers of the Company. be responsible for
calling meetings of the Committee, establishing the agenda . and
supervising the conduct ._.. _ ... _

5 The circular prescribes requirements for the accounting and reporting of
interest on loans and other interest-bearing assets and for the capitalisation
of interest.

6 The memorandum of the company, together with a translation ...., , if
any. certified and translated as prescribed in regulation 4, shall be lodged
with the Registrar.

Speaking: Paraphrasing and expressing opinions
22 Working with a partner, take turns rephrasing the sentences from the text on

page 42 in your own words as if you were explaining their content to a client.
You may want to break them into shorter sentences and turn passive
constructions into active ones (e.g. instead of shares may be issued. say the
corporation may issue shares).

EXAMPLE:

(1) A corpot"tl.tion can LsSLAe. no more. tnCUl 2.5,000 shGU'e.s. !=We. tnoo.so..nd..
of tnese. GU'e. loJort!1 $50 w..cl1 o..nd. tne. remo.ini..ng 2.0,000 ho...ve. no p<lY

ve:t1.tAe..

23 When expressing an opinion. it is common to begin the statement with a
phrase signalling that it is an opinion. Read the transcript of Listening 2 on
page 265 and underline the phrases the speakers use to signal an opinion.

Unit 3 Company law cap;taU"tion E



24 Complete the phrases below using the words in the box.

ask
point

concerned firmly me
see seems think

mind
would

my opinion

argue that ...

to me that ...
believe ...

7 As far as I'm
81
9 It

10 I __..._.._.
11. For __._..__

12 I ~_._~_

view .
me .

of view. ,..

it. .
1 In my
2 The way I
3 To my
4 In
5 If you
6 From my

2S Discuss this topic with a partner. Whenever possible. make use of phrases for
expressing opinions.

legal language differs greatly from everyday speech and writing. Do these
differences lead to clearer and more objective communication. as lawyers
generally claim. or do they actually have the opposite effect?

The ext below from he web te of .arge !ccountancy firm offering orporate financ'"
a ior concernin, ~

26 Read through the text quickly. What does the new law specify? Why has it been
enacted?

Treasury shares (acquisition of own shares)

Under current company legislation. companies that have used surplus cash reserves to bUy back
their own shares are required to cancel those shares and not hold them in treasury to be resold
at a later date.

On 22 December 1999, Dr Kim Howells, then Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for
Competition and Consumer Affairs at the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI), announced that
the law prohibiting companies to hold their own shares in treasury was to be deregulated.

Following the publication of a draft document detailing likely amendments to the regulations in
2001. it was announced that a new company law will come into force in December 2003 that will
permit companies to buy back their own shares and hold them in treasury rather than having to
cancel them.

This new legislation will only apply to company shares that are listed on the london Stock
Exchange's official list, the Alternative Investment Market (AIM) or a comparable European
Economic Area (EEA) market. and will therefore not include the shares of other public companies
or private companies. Qualifying shares will be held in treasury until they are either resold or
transferred to an appropriate employee share scheme.

This change to company law has been made to assist companies amend their share capital
without incurring the costs of cancelling and re-issuing shares that exist under current legislation.
The new law will also bring the UK into line with other EEA countries.

Companies must bUy back shares out of distributable reserves. and these shares must not at
any time exceed 10% of their issued share capital (surplus treasury shares must be disposed of
within 12 months). Whilst held in treasury. these shares will not carry any voting rights or be
entitled to a dividend.



27 list the six limits on the buying back of shares mentioned in the text.

28 Discuss these Questions.

1 Has similar legislation been enacted in your own jurisdiction?
2 Can you think of any examples of other laws passed recently in your

jurisdiction concerning company capitalisation?

29 Which noun collocates with these verbs in the text?

buy back cancel hold in treasury transfer re-issue

30 Complete the following phrases from the text using the prepositions in the box.

into (x2) to (x3) under with

1 current company legislation ...
2 amendments the regulations ...
3 a new company law will come force ...
4 This new legislation will only apply company shares that are listed

on the London Stock Exchange's official list•...
5 This change company law ...
6 The new law will also bring the UK .. line . ... other EEA

countries.

Q Unit 3

To imprQlle your web-based research skills, visit www.cambridge.org.leIVtegalenglish.click on
Research Tasks and choose Task 3.



Language Focus

1 Vocabulary: distinguishing meaning Which word in each group is the odd one out?
You may need to consult a dictionary to distinguish the differences in meaning.

1 asset dividend equity share
2 irrespective of regardless of conversely despite
3 discretionary mandatory obligatory compulsory
4 entail suggest involve imply
5 consequently therefor therefore accordingly
6 relinquish cede waive postpone

2 Use of prepositions Complete the sentences below using the prepositions in the
box. The sentences are taken from texts in this unit.

by for from in into of on through to under with

1 Initially. company capitalisation takes place ...:?:1 ::-..3~ the issuance of shares.
2 A company may authorise capital in excess ...._ _...~_ the mandatory minimum

share capital but refrain issuing all of it until a later date - or at aiL
3 In return . the privilege of limited liability law. shareholders'

powers are generally restricted.
4 Someone with ownership rights .__ a company can express their

disappointment the company's pertormance by either getting rid of
their shares or in some way expressing their concern.

S With the Anglo-Saxon one-tier board, managing executives are also represented
the board, and an directors, executives as well as non-executives. are

appointed . ._.. the controlling shareholders and must answer the

annual meeting.
6 The shares shall be divided preferred, to consist of 5,000 shares

having a par value. and common, to consist of 20.000 shares without par value.

3 Adjective formation Add the prefixes in-, ir-, if-, ab- or un- to each of these words to
form its opposite.

1 dependent
2 likely
3 respective
4 legal
5 normal
6 limited
7 restricted
8 direct
9 formal

10 comparable



4 Word formatron and meaning The noun forms of the verbs in the table appear in
Readings 1-3. First match the verbs (1-9) with their definitions below (a-i). Then
complete the table with the abstract noun form. Consult a dictionary if necessary.

Verb Abstract noun

1 issue L6SUCl..l"\C(.

2 pre.empt

3 refuse

4 consolidate

5 divide

6 resolve

7 diversify

8 amend

9 rely (on) J
a to become more varied or different
b to change the words of a text. typically a taw or a legal document
c to make a decision formally
d to combine several things, especially businesses. so that they become more

effective
e to produce or provide something official
f to do or say something before someone so that you make their words or actions

unnecessary or ineffective
g to separate into parts or groups
h to need a particular thing or the help and support of someone or something in

order to continue, to work correctly or to succeed
to say that you will not do or accept something

5 Understanding legalese Summarise the following text in one sentence.

Please accept without obligation, express or implied. these best wishes for an
environmentally safe, socially responsible, low-stress, non-addictive and gender
neutral celebration of the winter solstice holiday as practised within the most
enjoyable traditions of the religious persuasion of your choice (but with respect for
the religious or secular persuasions and/or traditions of others, or for their choice
not to practise religious or secular traditions at all) and further for a fiscally
successful, personally fulfilling and medically uncomplicated onset of the generally
accepted calendar year (including, but not limited to, the Christian calendar, but not
without due respect for the calendars of choice of other cultures). The preceding
wishes are extended without regard to the race, creed, age, physical ability,
religious faith or lack thereof, choice of computer platform or sexual preference of
the wishee(s}.

l) foeus E



4 Company law: fundamental
changes in a company

Reading 1: Introduction to changes in
companies
This text provides an overview of the area of company law dealing with the changes made
to a company that generally require the involvement of lawyers.

1 Before you read the text, match these key terms (1-7), which all refer to types
of changes in company structure, with their definitions (a-g). If necessary,
consult the glossary.

1 constitutional amendment
2 consolidation
3 acquisition of controlling shares
4 voluntary liquidation

5 merger
6 sale of substantially all assets
7 compulsory winding-up

a the liquidation of a company after a petition to the court, usually by a
creditor

b the combining of two companies to form an entirely new company
c liquidation proceedings that are supported by a company's shareholders
d a change in a company's name. capital or objects
e the purchase of shares owned by shareholders who have a controlling

interest

f the acquisition of one company by another, resulting in the survival of one of
them and dissolution of the other

g a form of acquisition whereby all or almost all assets and liabilities of a
company are sold

At some point in the life of a company, the owners may wish to make fundamental changes to

the company. Some of these changes may merely be basically administrative. such as changing
the company's name. Other changes may entail alteration of the company's structure. These

changes sometimes place the rights of creditors and minority shareholders at risk and are thus
subject to special statutory regulation. The main examples of the types of alterations which fall
into this group are constitutional amendments, mergers, consolidations, sale of substantially all
assets, acquisition of controlling shares and liquidation.

The most common constitutional alterations in a company include alteration of the company's

name. capital or objects. According to English law. a change of name can be made by special
resolution in a general meeting, or all the members must sign a written resolution that the
name of the company be changed to the new name. A signed copy of the resolution containing
the new name must then be submitted to the Registrar of Companies. If the submission is in
order. Companies House will issue a Certificate of Incorporation on Change of Name.
A company may alter its capital structure. provided that the articles of association grant such
power. Such an alteration might entail such things as an increase in share capital, a



consolidation or division of shares, a subdivision of shares or a cancellation of shares.
A company may only reduce its share capital following court confirmation. A company may alter
its objects clause by special resolution. However, the court may at its discretion set aside such a
resolution upon application by a small group of minority shareholders.

A merger takes place when one company is absorbed into another company. Where company X is
merged into company Y, company Y is the acquiring company and survives. while company X is
the acquired company and disappears. In a consolidation, both company X and company Y
disappear and a new company Z is formed.

A company may also gain control of another company by purchasing substantially all of the other
company's assets. At common law. a sale of this kind normally required unanimous shareholder
approval. However, today such sales may take place upon approval by some majority of the
shareholders. Acquisition of shares is another method of gaining control of another company.
This is achieved by purchasing all or the controlling portion of outstanding shares in a company.
Many times this is achieved through a takeover bid1, whereby company Y (the acquiring company
or acquirer) makes a public invitation to shareholders of company X (the acquired company or
target) to sell their stock. generally at a price above the market price. There can be hostile
takeovers and friendly takeovers. In the former, the takeover is opposed by the target company's
management, while in the latter the action is supported by management. Various regulations
apply largely to protect the target company shareholders.

Finally, winding-up or liquidation of a company is the process by which the life of a company is
brought to an end. Compulsory winding-up2 is ordered by the court when the company is
insolvent. However, a voluntary liquidationJ refers to a process which may be instigated by the
members of the company where the company is solvent.

I (US) tender offer
2 (US) irrvolunlary bankruptcy

J (US) also dissolulioo or winding-up

ey te m Opposma concep s m comp'l.n} a
2 The text contains several pairs of opposing concepts. Find the counterpart of

each of these words.

1 acquiring company
2 hostile takeover
3 acquirer
4 compulsory winding-up
5 solvent

3 Work in pairs. Making use of the prepositions introduced in the previous unit
(as opposed to. unlike, in contrast to), take turns contrasting the pairs of
opposing concepts listed in Exercise 2.

EXAMPlES: In contro.st. to o.n o..cqlAtrt.n9 COfflpo...n!i, wl1i.cl1 ib 0.. COfflpo...n!i tl1l1!
plArcno.se5 G.nOtl1er, o.n o..cqlAired.. com~ ib one wl1i.cl1 t6

pu.rc.l1o.sed.. o..nd.. Wkw over ~ o..notl1er c.ompo...n!i

An o..cqUlre.d.. GOn'I~ t6 OYle. wl1i.cl1 ib plArcno.sed.. o..nd.. Wk ~ over
b!i o..nother COfflpM!i, IAnLike. GlYI o..cqlAtri.ng COffl~. wl1w L6 0..

GOn'Ipo...YIy tl"!GI.t plArc.no.se5 o..nother



Listening 1: Explaininq leqal aspects of an
acquisition

lawyer's involvement in the mergers and acquisitions of companies often entails
mmunicating with the parties concerned: a lawyer may explain to the owner of a

comp ny whlt procedures have to be cOTiplered in the course of an lcquisition or inform
shaJ'eholders how the ~anges resulting from a merger witt affect them

"\ Ok ._11

E.
'istening exe se, J

)f lese businl
will hear a lawyel peaking to group of business
is considering acql iring anothel business.

4 .. listen to the first part of the presentation and choose the correct answer
to each of these questions.

1 Which of these is the most likely entry for the talk in the programme?
a Mr A. Crawford of Corporate Restructuring (evening session)
b Mr A. Cranford of Mergers and Acquisitions (evening session)
c Mr A. Crawford of Mergers and Acquistions {evening session}
d Mr A. Crawford of Mergers and Acquisitions (morning session)

2 What is the speaker's aim?
a to provide the business owners with an overview of the taw of mergers

and acquisitions
b to persuade the business owners that they should use this opportunity for

their businesses to grow
c to inform the business owners what they can expect if they decide to

carry out an acquisition
d to tell the business owners about the process of making their businesses

more attractive as potential targets

3 Which of the following topics will not be included in the presentation?
a factors involved in deciding on a company to acquire
b staffing issues after an acquisition
c evaluating the prospective acquired company
d details of one specific deal the speaker has carried out

5 .. Listen to the second part of the presentation, in which the speaker
discusses legal aspects of acquisitions. Decide whether these statements are
true or false.

1 The important legal steps that must be carried out in the course of the
acquisition process can be completed in any sequence.

2 'Due diligence' refers to the process of gathering and analysing financial
information and other relevant information about a business before it is
acquired.

3 One aspect of due diligence is verifying ownership of intellectual property.
4 In the course of due diligence. the acquirer should terminate all of the target

company's contracts with suppliers.
5 A warranty is written statement by a party attesting that a fact relevant to

the deal is true.
6 The target may provide indemnities to protect the acquirer against future

liabilities.



Text analysis: Beginning a presentation
In listening I, the lawyer began his presentation by introducing himself and his topic
Following this, he provided an overview of the points he planned to cover. He also
informed his listeners about general matters related to his presentation, such as whether
there would be a break or if questions were permitted.

The beginning part of any presentation, whether short or long, informal or formal, should
fulfil these functions. listeners appreciate knowing what awaits them and what they can
expect to hear

6 .. ' The following list provides useful phrases for the beginning of a
presentation. listen to the first part of the presentation again and complete
each of the phrases using no more than three words.

at any time. should you have any

my

__..__...__...__.....__ __ how to ...

the issue of .
._._ the process of ...

.... ._ a short break at that point.
.........._. ._.. _._ _ the legal aspects .

........... alookat ...
._ __ at the end.

1 Some of you may know me already. but allow me ._....__
My name's Adrian Crawford.

Mergers and Acquisitions department of our firm.
acquisitions this evening.
you about

2
3 I'll
4 I'm
5 Please feel free to

questions.
6 At this point, rd like to give you a short ._.__ _ __ . _.__

presentation.
7 rm going to start with a
8 Then I'll
9 After that. I'll

10 I think we'll
1..1. After the break. rll
12 At the end, I'll .
13 There'll be time for

7 Match the phrases from Exercise 6 (1-13) with the function (a-c) they serve.
The first phrase has been done for you.

a introducing the speaker (name, affiliation) 1, ..
b informing about points that will be covered
c telling listeners about practical matters related to the presentation

Reading 2: Spin-ofts
The text on page 52 is an excerpt from an article about spin-offs, an alteration in the
structure of a company. It appeared on the website of a U5 firm. The primary purpose of
this text is to provide information for clients. Do you think website articles are an
effective way for clients to get information about complex topics?

8 Read through the text quickly and answer this question.

A subsidiary is a company which is controlled by another through share
ownership. What exactly is a spin-off?

9 Decide which of these phrases (a-d) best expresses the topic of each
paragraph (1-4).

a Advantages of IRS Code Section 355
b Reasons for creating spin-offs
c Definition of the term spin-off
d Various types of spin-offs



1 The term 'spin-off refers to any distribution by a corporation to its
shareholders 01 one of its two or more businesses. Sometimes the
spun-off business is transferred first to a newly formed subsidiary
corporation. The stock 01 that subsidiary is then distributed to the
shareholders of the distributing corporation. Other times, the stock of
a pre-existing subsidiary is distributed.

2 Spin-offs can include distributions on a proportional basis (i.e. pro
ratal, in wtJich the receiving shareholders do not give up any of their
stock in the distributing corporation when they receive lhe spun-off
stock. Sometimes the distribution only goes to cenain shareholders. In
this case, the receiving shareholders give up some for alll of their
stock in the distributing corporation in exchange for the slock of the
controlled subsidiary, Non-pro-rata spin-offs are sometimes referred to
as 'split-offs', A non-pro-rata spin-off lhat results in one group of
shareholders holding all the stock of lhe distributing corporation and a
second group holding all the stock of the former subsidiary
corporation is referred to as a 'split-up'.

3 A spin-off is used to separate two businesses that have become
incompatible. In a case where investors and lenders may want to
provide capital to one but not all business operations, a spin-off can
be a good solution. Spin-offs are also used to separate businesses
wtJere owner-managers have different philosophies. Spin-offs may
furthermore be used by publicty held companies when the stock
market would value the separate parts more highly than combined
operations. The separation of business operations could also lead to a
greater entrepreneurial drive for success.

4 The tax characteristics of a qualifying spin-off under Internal Revenue
Code Section 355 make this an attractive tool for solving certain
corporate challenges. Without Section 355, the distributing
corporation would have to recognize a gain on the Slock it distributed
as if it had sold that stock. In addition, shareholders receiving the
distribution would be taxed on the shares received, either as a
dividend or as capital gain. This double tax usually makes spin-offs
extremely expensive. Code Section 355 permits a spin-off to be
accomplished without tax 10 either the distributing corporation or to
the receiving shareholder. Any gain realized by the shareholder is
deferred until the stock is sold.

10 Read the text again and answer these questions.

1 Under which circumstances would a company typically decide to make a
spin-off?

2 What benefits for the corporation and for the shareholders result from

Internal Revenue Code Section 355?

•
•



Speaking: Presenting a spinoff
One of your corporate clients is planning to carry out a spin-off. He has written you the
following email.

@oo
Dear Mr Daniels

Ms Diaz has told me that you are going to be at the shareholders'

meeting next Wednesday. Would you mind addressing the group
briefly before the meeting starts? I think they would appreciate
some basic information about things like what a spin-off is, why the
spin-off will be done, etc. just so they can understand the rationale
behind it better. Of course, it's very important that they realise that
the spin-off will not affect them negatively. I think 10-15 minutes

will be enough for this, and then you and I could field their
questions and try to clear up any misunderstandings.

Please let me know what you think.

Best wishes

AdamTyler

C)

11 Using the presentation in Listening 1 as a model and the information from
Reading 2, prepare the beginning of such a presentation.

12 Take turns presenting your beginning to a partner. Check that your partner has:

v introduced him/herself
v informed you about what points will be covered
v mentioned any practical matters (questions, timing, etc.)

listening 2' A checklist
lawyers play an important rote in the processes involved in altering the structure of a
company, For example, they review the documents connected with such changes to
ensure that all the relevant statutes have been complied with.

Checklists are useful tools for making sure that the proper procedures have been foHowed
and the necessary documents drawn up. Once an issue has been addressed, a lawyer will
tick the box to confirm that he has considered the particular matter listed. You will hear
two lawyers discussing such a checklist. A more experienced lawyer guides his younger
colleague through the list of actions to be taken and documents to be filed.

13 ~:;;: Listen to the dialogue and answer these questions.

1 What kind of change are they discussing?
2 What two meetings need to be held?
3 How many documents need to be filed at Companies House?



14" listen again and complete the missing items (1-10) in the left-hand
column of the checklist. using up to three words for each space.

Checklist on increasing a company's share capital Matter considered

• Check the memorandum of association to identify the company's
1) ..........._.... ....... See also mltllOrir)' to increase cnpiral under
Articles. Consider whether creation of new shares will involve
variation of class righls. If so. "ppropriate consents may be
required.

• Has the company issued all its share capital?

• 2) .......... of incre"se of share capit"!.

• Convene 3) nt reasonable notice: Normal-----.__..._---
procedure or consider using written resolution procedure.

• Ensure a quorum of 4) __ _______ is present at the board
meeting.

• Directors have to 5) . ...._.._.__ that they will put the
increase of share capilal to vote at an extraordinary general
meeting (EGM).

• Convene an EGM by notice or use written resolution procedure.

• If written resolution procedure is not used. notice \0 shareholders
must state:
a date
b time
c place
d proxy
e ordinary resollllion
f consent to 6) ......._____._______....

• Ensure the 7) presides at the EGM and that a
quorum of shareholders is present.

• Pass the ordinary resolution by 8) ,., ... on a show of
hands or by poll.

• Draw up board and EGM minutes.

• Lodge at Companies House 9) _._..___...... days:--- ...._----

a ordinary resolution:
b notice of increase of 10) ._ (ponn 123);
c amended memorandum and (if necessary) articles of

association.



• • - -
When explaining how a procedure is carried out, the order of the steps to be
taken can be indicated using sequencing words. Look at the following
examples from the listening text:

Well, the first thing you have to do is check the memorandum of

association ...
Then you have to find out whether they've issued all their share capital
already or not.
The next step would be to determine the amount of increase of share capital.
But before the EGM can take place. the shareholders have to be informed by
notice about the EGM.
Finally, within 15 days, the fof/owing documents have to be filed at
Companies House ...

Here are some more sequencing words:

After that. Afterward(s). At this point. Following this, Once you have done that.
Subsequently

Another feature of such an explanation is the use of words and expressions
indicating necessity. such as to have to. must. to be required and to be
necessary:

The first thing you have to do is ...
Tefl your client that they have to call a board meeting ...
This notice must state the following things ...
The chairperson is required to preside at the EGM, and it's necessary that a
quorum is present.
Minutes of the two meetings ... have to be drawn up.

15 Think about a complicated legal procedure you have to deal with in the course
of your work or which you have studied. Make a checklist to identify what you
have to do to complete this procedure. Explain the procedure carefully to your
partner. He/She should make notes. When you have finished. ask your partner
to repeat back to you the stages of the procedure.

Re 1 g ... h_ m u a meeting
When fundamental changes are made to a company. meetings of the directors and/or
shareholders must be convened so that the proposed changes can be voted on. The
offidal record of the proceedings of such a meeting is called the minutes.

16 Discuss these questions.

1 Who writes the minutes of a meeting?
2 When would a lawyer have to read such a text?

17 The text on page 56 is the minutes of a meeting held by board members of a
small company. Read through the minutes quickly. Why was the board meeting
called? Why was the EGM cailed?



Longfellow Ltd
Minutes of a meeting of the Board of Directors held at Company premises,
Langdon Building, Sherwood Road, Manchester

On:

Present:

10 september. 2005. at 3 p.rn.

Debra Smith (Chairperson)

Anna Bean (Director)

Claire Thurman (Secretary)

1 The Chairperson confirmed that notice of the meeting had been given to all the Directors of the
Company and that a quorum of the Board of Directors was present at the meeting.

2 ApplicatIOnS were presented to the meeting from Debra Smith, Anna Bean and Allison Sharp for the
alotment of 10.000, 20,000 and 20.000 shares respectively by the Company. and it was resolved
that their applications be approved su~ to the approval of the extraordenary general meetIng.

3 It was noted that Debra Srrwth and Anna Bean had declared their interests in the shares pursuant to
5317 Companies Act 1985.

4 The ChaIrperson reported that it was proposed to increase the authorised share capital of the
Company by 50,000.

5 The Chairpersoo reported that the directors required authority to allot shares, as there was no
power in the Company's articles of association.

6 The Chairperson also informed the members that the Company would need to disapply 589
Companies Act 1985 in relation to pre-emption rights,

7 There was presented to the meeting a notice of an extraordinary general meeting at which
resolutions would be proposed to implernent the above proposals to increase the Company's share
capital: 10 authorise directors to allOt the new shareS; and to disapply the reQuirements of s89
Companies Act 1985. It was resolVed that the notice be approved, that the secretary be instructed
to send It to an the members and the auditors of the Company, and. SlIbfecI to an the members
agreeing to short notice, that the meeting be held immediat~.

8 The meeting was adjourned to enable the extraordinary general meetIng to be held.

9 The meetIng resumed at 8 p.m. and the Chairperson relX>rted that the resolutions set out in the
notice of an EGM had been duly passed.

10 II was resolved that the application by Debra Smith, Anna Bean and Allison Sharp for 10.(XX),
20,000 and 20,000 shares respectively be accepted and that the capital of the Company be
allotted to the applicants on the terms of the application,

11 The secretary was instructed to enter the names of the appliCants in the register of members of the
Company as the holders of the shares allotted.

12 The secretary was instructed to prepare share certificates in respect of the shares allotted and to
arrange for lhe corrmon seal to be affixed 10 lhem and to deliver the share certificates to the
applicants.

13 The secretary was instructed to prepare and file WIth the Registrar 01 Companies: Foon 88(2)
(return of allOtments) in respect of the allotment just made; Foon 123 Oncrease of capital): and
the speciaJ and ordinary resoIutlOOS in connection with raiSing capital for the Company.

14 There being no further business, the meeting was closed.

Chairperson



18 Read the minutes again and answer these questions.

1 Which resolutions were passed at the meeting?
2 What steps must be undertaken by the Secretary subsequent to the meeting?

19 As a record of what occurred at a meeting. the minutes include an account of
what the participants said. Verbs referring to speech acts, such as to state or
to propose. are commonly used. Which verbs of this kind can be found in the
minutes?

language use 2: CoLLocations
20 The minutes on page 56 contain examples of verbs that often appear together

with the nouns meeting and resolution. Find and underline them.

21 Complete the table below to show which of the verbs in the box can be used
with meeting and resolution. You may need to consult a dictionary.

adopt arrange attend authorise
draft endorse introduce oppose
schedule summon table

call cancel convene
pass preside at

meeting resolution

Reading 4: Shareholder rights
The letter on page 58 has been written by an American lawyer in response to a Query
concerning the rights of a shareholder.

22 Read the letter and discuss these questions.

1 What kind of letter is it?
2 What exactly is the query it responds to?

23 Read the letter again and decide whether these statements are true or false.

1 The shareholder seeks to set aside the transaction on the grounds that he
was not able to vote at the shareholders meeting.

2 The lawyer states that in a true merger, the statutes do not provide appraisal
rights to the shareholder.

3 The lawyer points out that looking at the substance rather than the form of
the transaction might appear at first to help the shareholder's case.

4 The lawyer believes that it is likely that the courts in the jurisdiction in
question will decide along the lines of Heil v. Star Chemical.

Unit 4 Company law: fundamental changes in a company



He: Shareholder Rights in Stoclo. for ,\ssels Transaction

Uear \lr, Fitzwilliam

'ou h,l\e re1lueslrd ad\itt re~ardilll:! ~our rights as storlo.holder ill \Ira Corporation (thc -Target
CorporaLion-) "hich entcred into a stoc1..-for-as.sets agreclIlt:'lIt uith l.osal Corporation (the MI~II'(.'hasilig

CoIlKlraiion-).

The a(hiC't" and statcmcnts srt forth belo\\ are based onthc facts ~ou liresented to me in our tt'ltllhone
conference of Janual)1i. This ad\ ice should he \ ie\\ed ill Ii~hl Ihereof and remains subjCCllo fulure
di5<.'O\cl) and research.

Thr facts are as follows: ~ 011 ,IN,'' a slockholder in the Targel COI'JKlration, On or aboul Oclobtl' 1 last ~ cal',
Ihe '1~1rgel Corporalioll ami 1111' lill'fhasing Corporatioll ('1111.'1'('11 inlo a I\l."organization Agrecnwlli h) 1\ hich
Ihe Targel Corporation agreed 10 sell all its ,l...sels 10 Ihe Purchasing COl'\.lOl'atioll in cOllsidl'raliOll for
350,000 shares of the l'urdlllsing CoqlOralion's stock. The Target COl'j)Ol'Ulioll called a slnckholdel's'
mt'eling 10 illlpl'O\ e the Ikol'gillliwlion I\greemenl und the \'uluIIIUI'} dissolulion of Ihe T<lJ'gl'1 Corporation
UIJOII IliSlribution orlhe sh,lJ't's In Ill(' Target Cot'poration's slut'kholdpl',';, As I understand it, Ille
stockholders meeting <lppl'OI ('t! Ihc plan, 70% of all slocklloldcl's II)ling. rOll Ilid not \'ote <lIthe nlcl'ling,
rout' qUCI) to me is I\hcUwr' il is possihle 10 set aside tllC tl'illlslIl'Iion hasl."d 011 YOUI' rights as a ~t()('kholdl'l'.

Geuernll). a stockholder's Iighl~ ill <llllCl'gel' situation arc 1\lofoltl. Fil"Sl, thc stockholder has the right to
IlPlll'O\ e or disallprOl e lhe agreement $erond, the :-.toclo.holder holds an appraisal ri;;hl, \I !lith means thai
he is cntitled 10 hll\ e an illdcpcntlcnt appr'a isel' delemli nl" "hat his sllil res are \\ orth. The nfon'said
pro\ides Ihe slocl.holder \\ilh a....uranee that the Purchasing COl1lOration is flOt getting a discount on Ihc
..hares.\s I understand il. )OU \\{'re not afforded all~ alJprai'ial righls.

Thc dimclJlt~ in the il/slafll ease is th<lt Ihe tran"llctioll is 1I0t a MtrueM merger but rather a 5.11r of assets in
c:\chill1~l." for shares, In Ihc laltcr ca~, ~Irictly speak.ing. Ihc Slalull'~ do 1101 prOlide Ihe shareholder
allllrai'i.11 rights. lIo\\e\er, it mil!,hl he ar~urd thai. due 10 lh(' f;ll'l that 1Ill' IransarliOIl at issur achir\cd Ihe
sollne results as a Iller~er. the court should lool. at Ule i>uhsllll\tt of the Irans..1ctioll mlher IIlitn ib fonn in
onler to Ilrolect ~ollr rights as a shareholder. III essl'l/ct'. Ihe <lrglllnent is that <l Mde faeto~ Ilwrgrl' has tal..CIl
Illatt <llld thai )OU should bl' entilled 10 the same righls as if n -lme

M
merger had talo.ell platt, Iflhc court

finds in )0111' fn\ ur, UIC transarlion could Ulcn be Sl't aside as !>t'ing in 'iolalion of Ule applkahle sIahltes,

Allhough I eonsider Ihc argument abOI e to be persuflsil'f, I dOli hI \1 helhl."l' the courts of lhis jUlisdidion \1 ill
(I('('CIII it. The doelrine uf de facIo Illrrgel' is widel) aerepled ill Il1Hl1~ other jurisdictions for the n'ilSOIlS I
hme sel forth abOle, 1I0"ewr, in Ihis jurisdiclioll, Ihe COIII'ts 1111\'(' IIcel1 hesi!af/flo lakc a position. In
addition, in one parlicular ('asc, lIeil v, Slar' Chemicnl.lhl' COIII't, 1I11110ugl1 nol adrll'cssing I'X,H'lly Ill(' Silll1('
situation <lS in this case, rcfel'retl 10 Ihe f"cl that the pro\isiollS gU\('I'lling merger <lnd Ihe sule oI'alllll('
ll ...sets in <l corpol'ation arc 5('I',II';lte and should be Il'eatell as such, Thl." mere faelthal the) Ult'I'IHp Ilocs nol
dwnge the legislatile illtellt,

In summa~, you !la\e an arfuHlu'nl, but in m~ opinion )Our'l'IWIlC'f'S moe slim, It will mosllilo.cl~' Iilke <lll
apIIC<lIIO 1\ in, as I SlISlleel the trint court \\ill nol stm~ from Ihe rellsoning established in the Heir ('ast'.

Ilen("(', ;ls~our 1lItol'lle), I \\ould suggest lhal ~Ollllllo.e a look at ~ollroplion~ from a fiUilllt'i1l1 Ill'rspectile
and make a delel111inatioll as 10 \\helhet' il is I\orth il.

,\S ah\a~s. I remain al )OUI' dislll)o,lIl should you \\ish to dbellss ~Ollr oplions. I look forward to hcaring
from ~Oll and answering an) further questions ~ou ilia) lIa\ e.

'ours tnll~

\lilIi-, S,1ndel'S



24 Match these words and phrases from the letter (1-5) with their synonyms (a-e).
The words are in italics in the letter.

1 instant a basically
2 in essence b simple
3 persuasive c reluctant
4 hesitant d convincing
5 mere e present

25 According to the letter of advice on page 58, there is a good reason why a court
might rule in favour of the shareholder. but also a good reason why it would not.
Discuss these reasons with a partner and decide how you would advise your
client in this situation.

W Itin] Standard phrases for opening and
clo inq letters and emails

Referring to previous contact
With reference to your letter of 15 February ...
In response to your query concerning ...
Further to our (telephone) conversation of ...
Thank you for your email of 15 February.

Stating the reason for writing
I am writing to inform you that ...

Closing, offering further assistance
Please contact me again if I can help in any way.
Should you have any further questions, do not
hesitate to contact me.

Referring to future contact
I look forward to your reply / to meeting you / to
hearing from you.

26 The letter of advice on page 58 has been written in response to a query.

1 How does the lawyer make reference to this query?
2 How is the previous conversation between lawyer and client referred to?
3 At the end of the letter. which sentences are used to indicate willingness to

provide further help and to invite further contact?

27 As the associate for corporate counsel to Longfellow Ltd. you have received an
SAl1m email from a shareholder requesting information about what happened at the
lNSWU
np.ln board meeting and the EGM documented in the minutes in Reading 3 on page

56. Respond to the request of the shareholder. In your email, you should:
...... refer to the email sent by the shareholder;
v state the reason for writing:
....... explain the circumstances under which the meetings were held;
....... summarise the content of the resolutions passed;
....... offer to provide further assistance if necessary.

Q' Unit4

To improve your web-based research skills, visit www.cambridge.org.teltjlegatenglish.click on
Research Tasks and choose Task 4.
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Language Focus

1 Vocabulary: distinguishing meaning Which word in each group is the odd one out?
You may need to consult a dictionary to distinguish the differences in meaning.

1 pause suspend cancel adjourn
2 according to related to pursuant to in conformity with
3 exempt liable freed released
4 convoke call contend convene
5 continue resume pick up add on
6 said relevant aforementioned aforesaid

2 Vocabulary: definitions Match these words and expressions in italics (1-8) with
their definitions (a-h). They are all taken from the Reading sections in this unit.

1 pro-rata distribution ___
2 under Internal Revenue Code Section 355
3 prior to distribution
4 become a party to a transaction
5 no consideration is paid
6 de facto merger
7 applicable statutes
8 provisions governing merger

a before
b enter into
c determining
d according to
e actual
f relevant
g payment
h proportional

3 Word formation Complete this table by filling in the correct verb or noun form.
Underline the stressed syllable in each word that has more than one syllable.

[ submit

consolidate

acquire

cancel

merge_c' ~

regulat:io:n:- -I

approval _

liquidation

alteration



4 Language use: verbs plus prepositions Complete the sentences below using the
correct forms of the verb and preposition combinations in the box.

GomPIYwith dispose of enter into looge-at preside at

1 The resolution must be 1~~Ie.4:..._~. Companies House within 15 days,
2 According to the statutes, the chairperson must _ the EGM,

3 The EGM authorised the Board of Directors to repurchase and
not more than 50,000 shares in the Company.

4 All of the requirements of the Companies Acts 1985 and 1989 in respect of
reduction of capital have been ._. __... ..._

5 The two corporations announced that they have a definitive
merger agreement.

S Language use: fixed phrases Match a word from each column to form three-word
collocations as they appear in the unit.

EXAMPlE: a

convene
reduce
pass
follow

etI ui.:.r~ fY'l ;tng

ordinary
proper
share
shareholders'

capital
-meeting
procedures
resolution

6 Vocabulary: word formation Complete this text using the noun form of each of the
verbs in parentheses.

It is not uncommon for a company, or a group of companies. to undergo changes in
corporate structure. The change may be due to the 1) ._~ ::-!:. (to take over) by

one company of another, the transfer of a whole or part of a company's
2) (to undertake) to a new company, the 3) (to merge) of two
or more companies into a new company, or a split of one company into two or more
companies. These corporate 4) (to transform) are termed '5)
(to reconstruct) and amalgamations', The terms are not actually defined in the
Companies Act. but descriptions have been by case law. A reconstruction is a
transfer by a company of its assets to a new company, or an 6) _. (to alter)
to the capital structure of a company or a group of companies. An 7) . . (to
amalgamate) is the 8) . (to unite) of two or more companies under
common control.

7 Vocabulary: antonyms Match these words (1-8) with their opposites (a-h).

1 compulsory
2 asset
3 hostile
4 oppose
5 purchase
6 consolidation
7 newly formed
8 dissolution

a formation
b division
c pre-existing
d approve
e voluntary
f liability
g sale
h friendly

F



Ca S Y
Company law

The facts of the case

1:

Your law firm has asked you to review the following company law case and the relevant
documents in preparation for a meeting with the other party's lawyer.

Read this description of the facts of the case. What is the legal issue here?

The Greenview Company. a public company incorporated under the laws of lhe country of Westland,
owned a golf course. Some land adjoining the golf course became available for sale. and one director of
the corporation informed the board of this availability. If Greenview bought the adjoining land and sold
it together with the golf course. this would greatly increase the value of the golf course. In fact, on
several occasions, the directors and stockholders had discussed the possibility of acquiring more land
next to the golf course. Although the board and the stockholders expressed an interest in buying this
land. it again did not take any immediate steps to purchase it. A few months later, two other directors of
Greenview (not including the one who had informed the company that the land was for sale) decided to
buy the land in their individual capacities. A few years later, the golf course and the adjoining land were
sold as a package to outside investors for a high price. A large share of the profit went to the two
directors because of their ownership of the adjoining land.

Now a group of disgruntled minori[y shareholders wishes to bring an anion against the two directors
for a breach of their duty of loyalty to the company through the theft of a corporate opportunity_

Task 1: Speaking
Divide into two different groups, with one group representing the shareholders and
the other representing the directors being sued.

1 Prepare for negotiations with the other party, referring to the relevant legal
documents on the opposite page. You should:
v identify the legal issues of the case and determine arguments for your side;
v list the strengths and weaknesses of your side of the case;
v decide which parts of the relevant legal documents most strongly support

your case and can be used to argue against the other party's case;
v make notes for the negotiation: What are your goals? What are you willing to

give? What are you not willing to give?

2 Pair up with a representative of the other party and negotiate a settlement.

3 Report the results of your negotiations to the class.

Task 2: Writing
Write a letter of advice to one of the parties (your choice), in which you outline the
legal issues raised by the case, refer to relevant statutes and provide your opinion
as to the likely outcome of the case.



Text 1: excerpt from Section 202 of the Westland Corporations Act

202

(I) Evel)' director and omccr of a corporation in exercising their powers and discharging their duties shall

(a) acl honestly and in good faith with a view 10 the besl interests of the corporation; and

(b) excrci<>e the C:lrc. diligence and skill that a reasonably prudent person would exercise in comparable
circurn'llmce~.

Text 2: Westland Principles of Corporate Law. Section 5.05. Part 3

The Westland Principles of Corporate Law, published by the Westland Law Institute.
is used as a guideline for the interpretation of corporate law in Westland. Part 3 of
section 5.05 deals with the duty of loyalty owed by a director to his company.

5.05 A director shall :let in the best interests of the corporation. This indudes the dUI) of 10) all) and the
dUI) of care.
(3) The duty of loyalty includes not laking advantage of a corpomte opponunity. A corporale

opponunit) i~ a bu~iness opponunity that:
(a) a dircclor or scnior officer becomes aware of in his or her corpomte capacity:
(b) a director or senior execUli\"e should know the outside pany i~ offering to the corpor:llion:
(c) a director or senior e~ecuti\'e. who became aware of it through the use of corporate

infonnatiotl. should know the corporation would be interested in:
(d) a director or senior cxecuti, e knows is closely related to the corpor::ltion's currenl or

expected business.

Text 3: excerpt from a textbook on corporate law

Section 16.2 Corporate opportunity

The doctrine of corporate opportunity requires a
corporate director to further the interests of the
corporation and give to it the benefit of his
uncorrupted business judgment. He may not take a
secret profit in connection with the corporate
transactions, compete unfairly with the corporation or
take personally profitable business opportunities
which belong to the corporation.

The basic test is a two·part test. The first part requires
a determination of whether the opportunity falls
within the line of business of the corporation: if this is
so, then the second pan examines the circumstances
under which the director is nonetheless permitted to
exploit the opportunity.

The 'line of business' test compares the closeness of
the opportunity to the areas of business in which the
corporation is engaged Other factors may be relevant

to this consideration, such as (i) whether the director
became aware of the relevant opportunity as a result
of his or her position, (ii) whether the director utilised
property belonging to the company to take advantage
of the opportunity, (iii) whether previous discussions
were held regarding the opportunity within the
corporation. and (iv) whether the opportunity was
presented to the director as an agent of the
corporation.

The second part of the test allows for a justification to
relieve liability from an affirmative answer [Q the first
part of the test. In this part, courts examine whether
the director had a persuasive reason to take
advantage of something which was in lhe company's
line of business. Some examples of situations that
courts have considered to be fair are that lhe
corporation is incapable of taking advantage of the
opportunity.

Cas. Stud, " Com",", Lew E



5 Contracts: contract
formation

Reading l' Introduction to contract formation
This text gives an overview of some of the most important concepts and terminology
related to what constitutes a legal contract and when it is enforceable.

1 Read through the text quickly. Then match these questions (a---e) with the
paragraphs that answer them (1-5).

a What form can an enforceable contract take?
b When do third parties possess enforceable rights in a contract?
c Upon which grounds related to the formation of a contract may its validity be

attacked?
d What are the elements of an enforceable contract?
e What are the essential terms of a contract?

1 Under the common lawl , a promise becomes an enforceable contract when there is an offer by
one party (offeror) that is accepted by the other party (offeree) with the exchange of legally
sufficient consideration (a gift or donation does not generally count as consideration): hence
the equation learned by law students: offer + acceptance + consideration = contract. The law
regards a counter offer as a rejection of the offer. Therefore. a counter offer does not serve to
form a contract unless, of course, the counter offer is accepted by the original offeror.

2 For a promise to become an enforceable contract. the parties must also agree on the
essential terms of the contract. such as price and subject matter. Nevertheless. courts will
enforce a vague or indefinite contract under certain circumstances. such as when the conduct
of the parties. as opposed to the written instrument, manifests sufficient certainty as to the
terms of the agreement.

3 An enforceable agreement may be manifested in either written or oral words (an express
contract) or by conduct or some combination of conduct and words (an implied contract).
There are exceptions to this general rule. For example, the Statute of Frauds requires that all
contracts involving the sale of real property be in writing.

4 In a contractual dispute, certain defences to the formation of a contract may permit a party to
escape his/her obligations under the contract. For example, Illegality of the subject matter,
fraud in the inducement, duress and the lack of legal capacity to contract all enable a party
to attack the validity of a contract.

5 In some cases. individuals/companies who are not a party to a particular contract may
nevertheless have enforceable rights under the contract. For example, contracts made for the
benefit of a third party (third-party beneficiary contracts) may be enforceable by the third
party. An original party to a contract may also subsequently transfer his rights/duties under
the contract to a third party by way of an assignment of rights or delegation of duties. This
third party is called the assignee in an assignment of rights and the delegate in a delegation
of duties. (See Unit 7 for a more detailed look at assignment and third-party rights.)

I It should be noted that, in the United States. contracts for the sale of goods are governed by the Uniform
Commercial Code (UCe) and in the United Kingdom by the Sale of Goods Act and therefore the above
common law contractual principles may have been supplemented or replaced by these statutory provisions.



Key terms: Defences to contract formation
2 Match these defences (1-4) with their definitions (a-d).

1 illegality of the subject matter
2 fraud in the inducement
3 duress
4 lack of legal capacity

a when one party does not have the ability to enter into a legal contract.
i.e. is not of legal age, is insane or is a convict or enemy alien

b when one party induces another into entering into a contract by use or threat
of force, violence, economic pressure or other similar means

c when either the subject matter (e.g. the sale of illegal drugs) or the
consideration of a contract is illegal

d when one party is intentionally misled about the terms, quality or other aspect
of the contractual relationship that leads the party to enter into the transaction

Text analysis: Understanding contracts
Lawyers are usually involved at the formation stage of a contract, which includes
advising, drafting and negotiating. Drafting is commonly carried out with the help of
contract templates or forms. Nevertheless, legal counsel must advise on the inclusion or
omission of clauses and their wording. To do this, familiarity with common clause types
and the language typically used in them is necessary.

3 Match these types of contract clauses (i-iO) with their definitions (a-j).

1 Acceleration

2 Assignment

3 Confidentiality

4 Consideration

5 Force Majeure

6 liquidated Damages

7 Entire AgreemenF

8 Severability

9 Termination
10 Payment of Costs

a clause stating that the written terms of an agreement may not be
varied by prior or oral agreements because all such agreements have
been consolidated into the written document

b clause designed to protect against failures to perform contractual
obligations caused by unavoidable events beyond the party's control,
such as natural disasters or wars

c clause outlining when and under which circumstances the contract
may be terminated

d clause concerning the treating of information as private and not for
distribution beyond specifically identified individuals or organisations,
nor used other than for specifically identified purposes

e clause in a contract requiring the obligor to pay all or a part of a payable
amount sooner than as agreed upon the occurrence of some event or
circumstance stated in the contract. usually failure to make payment

f clause setting out which party is responsible for payment of costs
related to preparation of the agreement and ancillary documents

g clause expressing the cause, motive, price or impelling motive which
induces one party to enter into an agreement

h clause referring to an amount predetermined by the parties as the
total amount of compensation a non-breaching party should receive if
the other party breaches a part of the contract
clause prohibiting or permitting assignment under certain conditions
clause providing that, in the event that one or more provisions of the
agreement are declared unenforceable, the balance of the agreement
remains in force

2 (US) also Merger (The term Parol Evidence is used in both the UK and the USA.)
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4 Add the name of each clause type (or its nearest equivalent) in your language
to the list in Exercise 3.

5 Identify the type of clause listed in Exercise 3 exemplified by each of these
clauses.

1 The seller's liability for damages shall in no case exceed the purchase price of
the particular quantity delivered with respect of which damages are claimed.

2 Whenever. within the sole judgment of Seller. the credit standing of Buyer
shall become impaired. Seller shall have the right to demand that the
remaining portion of the contract be fUlly performed within ten (10) days.

3 Neither party shall be liable in damages or have the right to terminate this
Agreement for any delay or default in pertorming hereunder if such delay or
default is caused by conditions beyond its control including. but not limited
to. acts of God, government restrictions (including the denial or cancellation
of any export or other necessary licence), wars, insurrections and/or any
other cause beyond the reasonable control of the party whose performance
is affected.

4 This Agreement may not be assigned without the prior written consent of the
other party, except that Buyer may assign the Agreement to a subsidiary or
related corporation so long as the owners of at least seventy·five per cent
(75%) of the stock of such corporation are either Buyer or the shareholders
of Buyer.

S In the event Operator defaults in the performance of any covenant or
agreement made hereunder, as to payments of amounts due hereunder or
otherwise. and such defaults are not remedied to the Supplier's satisfaction
within ten (10) days after notice of such defaults, the Supplier may
thereupon terminate this agreement and all rights hereunder of the Operator
but such termination shall not affect the obligations of the Operator to take
action or abstain from taking action after termination hereof, in accordance
with this agreement.

6 This Agreement, including the Schedules and Exhibits attached hereto,
constitutes and contains the entire agreement of the parties with respect of
the subject matter hereof and collectively supersedes any and all prior
negotiations, correspondence. understandings and agreements between the
parties respecting the SUbject matter hereof. No party is relying on or shall
be deemed to have made any representations or promises not expressly set
forth or referred to in this Agreement.

6 In your own words, explain the following words and expressions in italics from
the clauses in Exercise 5.

1 liability for damages (clause 1)
2 within the sole judgment of Seller (clause 2)
3 delay or default (clause 3)
4 prior written consent (clause 4)
S In the event Operator defaults in the pertormance ... (clause 5)
6 abstain from raking action (clause 5)
7 Schedules and Exhibits (clause 6)
8 deemed (clause 6)



Reading 2: A covenant
The text on this page and the next is an example of the previously mentioned type of
document known as a contract form. which is often used by lawyers at the formation

stage of a contract.

7 Briefly scan the agreement and answer these questions.

1 What kind of agreement is it?
2 Why does the text have gaps in it?

8 Read the text more carefully. What types of clauses are 2b, 3. 5 and 6?

NON-COMPETITION AGREEMENT OF SHAREHOLOER OF SELLER IN
CONNECTION WITH SALE OF ASSETS

COVENANT NOT TO COMPETE

This COVENANT NOT TO COMPETE (this 'Covenant"), dated as of . 20----, is made and
entered into by and betvveen ("Shareholder") and a _
corporation ("Purchaser"), with reference to the following lacts:
A , corporation ("Seller"), and Purchaser are porties to that certain Asset

Purchase Agreemen~ dated as of , 20_ (as amended, supplemented or otheM'ise
modified from time to time, the ·Purchase Agreement"), pursuant to which Purchaser agreed to
purchase from Seller, and Seller agreed to sell to Purchaser, certain assets of the -:7.,--.,-
business owned and operated by Seller located at (-the Business1. Unless otherwise
noted, capitalized terms used herein shall have the meanings ascnbed to them in the Purchase
Agreement

B Shareholder owns all of the issued and outstanding capital stock of Seller.
C Shareholder, during the course of ownership and operatIOn of the Business, has acqUired numerous

business contacts among the public, financial institutions and industry employees.
D Purchaser shoff expend a conSIderable amount of tIme, mooey, and credit with respect to the

purchase and operation of the Business.
E Purchaser does not desire to expend such time, money, and credit and then subsequently compete

with Shareholder in the business of-,-_,..,-_
F It is a condition precedent to the closing of the transactions contemplated by the Purchase Agreement

("the Closing-), that Shareholder execute and deliver this Covenant and that Purchaser pay
Shareholder certain amounts at Closing. all as more fully described below.

THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and lor other good and valuable consideration, the receipt
and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the parties hereto agree as follovvs:
I For a pericxJ of years from the date hereof, Shareholder shall not have any controlling

ClV'Inership interest (of record or beneficial) in, or have any interest as a director, principal executive
officer, key employee, agent or consuhant in, any firm, corporation, partnership, proprietorship, or other
business that engages in any of the following activities within a mile radiUS of the
Business's current location (describe].

1 Additionally, Shareholder shall:
a not refer prospective purchasers or lessees of In , other than the

Business; and
b subject to any obligation to comply WIth any law, rule, or regulallon of any governmental authonty

or other legal process to make information clVallable to the person entitled thereto, keep
confidential and shall not use or permit his attorneys, accountants, or representatives to use, in any
manner other than for the purpose of evaluating the transactions contemplated by the Purchase
Agreement, any confidential informatIon of Purchaser INhlch Shareholder acquired In the course of
the negotiation of the transactions contemplated by the Purchase Agreement conti
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] As consideration for the agreements of Shareholder set forth in Sections 1 and 2 above, Purchaser
shall, at the dosing. deliver to Shareholder $ by wire transfer of immediately available
funds in such amount to a bank account designated by Shareholder.

4 The tenn of this Agreement shall be months, commencing on the date hereof.
5 In the event that any provision or any part of any provision of this Agreement shall be void or

unenforceable for any reasoo whatsoever, then such provision shaff be stricken and of no force and
effect However, unless such stricken provision goes to the essence of the consideration bargalrled for
by a party, the remaining provisions of this agreement shall continue in full force and effect,. and to the
extent required, shall be modified to preserve their validity.

6 In the event of any litigation or legal proceedings between the parties hereto, the non·prevailing party
shall pay the expenses, including reasonable attorneys' fees and court costs, of the prevailing party in
connection therewith.

Agreed to as of this • day of , 20 __'

Shareholder
'PURCHASER'

6y _

Its------

9 Find the verbs. italicised in the text. which match these definitions (1~7l.

1 to follow
2 will be taken out
3 given to
4 beginning
5 has bought
6 envisaged in
7 will spend

Speaking 1: Paraphrasing clauses

To paraphrase means to express something in your Own words. The following
phrases may help you to paraphrase:

This clause deals with ... and says that ...
According to this clause, the parties agree to .
This clause regulates ... It simply says that .
This is about what happens when In such a case. ...
Here it says .... which means that .
This part basically just says that ...

10 Working with a partner. take turns paraphrasing the contents of each of the
clauses (1-6) in the agreement on pages 67--68. Explain the contents of the
clauses as if you were speaking to a client with little knowledge of the law.



Listening 1: Negotiating
The contract formation process typically involves negotiating the terms and conditions of
the agreement. Negotiating can be carried out face to face and/or in writing. with the use
of both contract templates, as seen in Reading 2, and term sheets.

While a great deal of the negotiating process takes place today via email. face-la-face
negotiating continues to play an important rote. Undoubtedly, the ability to negotiate
well in English depends to a large extent on experience. However, negotiating skills can
be improved by learning about how negotiations are generally conducted and which
techniQues are employed by good negotiators.

11 III listen to the first part of an excerpt from a seminar held at a law firm for
some of the firm's recently hired young lawyers and tick the topics that the
speaker will cover.

1 preparing for a negotiation 0
2 phrases and expressions for negotiators 0
3 using agreement templates and term sheets 0
4 classic 'tricks' used by negotiators 0
5 general negotiating techniques 0
6 dealing with objections from the other side 0
7 different types of agreements usually encountered 0
8 recognising a good deal 0
9 role-plays 0

12 ~ Listen to the second part of the seminar and answer these questions.

1 What do you think the speaker means by horse-trading?
2 What does the speaker say about the purpose of a merger clause?

language use 1: Glvmg emphaSIS

An experienced speaker will make use of phrases which highlight the
importance of an idea before it is presented. For example. the speaker in
Listening 1 uses the following phrase to point directly to important
information:

It's important to realise that negotiating with a contract template means that
it's necessary to review the terms and conditions it contains carefUlly.

This phrase can be emphasised further by the use of such adverbs as
partiCUlarly or especially.

Its partIcularly / especially important to realise that negotiating with a
contract template means ...

A speaker would give these adverbs greater emphasis by making them louder,
longer and higher in pitch.

The beginning of the second part of the listening text contains several other
examples of phrases that can be used to give emphasis to a point, in
speaking as well as in writing.

13 Look at the first two paragraphs of the transcript of the presentation (Part II)

on page 267 and underline the phrases used for giving emphasis to a point.

Which of them can be made stronger by adding the adverbs mentioned above? E9
Unit 5 Contracu: contract formation



Writing: An informative memo
A memo is a formal text type used, for example. to outline or clarify a point of law or to
provide a brief opinion on a case. Memos can be external (e.g. to a client] or internal
(e.g. to another lawyer in the same firm]. In either case. a memo serves to circulate
information that requires the attention of its readers.

14 Match the halves of these sentences explaining the elements of a memo.

1 A heading

2 The subject line

3 The context

4 In the main message.
S The action close

a refers to any sentences providing background information about
the project in question (such as a reference to an event or to a
previous request for information).

b individual points should be organised in descending order of
importance, i.e. most important ones first, subordinate or
supporting points later.

c is a clear call to action - an explanation of what should be
done in what way. by whom and by what date.

d includes the components Date. To, From and Subject.
e states the main idea of the memo in less than ten words.

15 Identify the elements from Exercise 14 in this internal memo.

MemorandlllTI

To:

From:

Date:

Subject:

All members of the legal staff of the Mergers &
Acquisitions department

John Thornton

10 February 2006

1n-company seminar on contract negotiations

As part of our in-company training programme focusing on professional
COlnlllunicatioll skills, we have arranged for the well-known communication tr;liner
;lnd practising lawyer, Mr Tom Boland, to hold a half-day workshop on the topic of
Successful Contract Negotiations.

We would like to invite all members of the leg;ll stJ£[ in the department to attend
this workshop, which will take place on 27 FebruJry, 9-11.30 a.m., Conference
Room 12.

The workshop consists of J theoretical part, followed by practical role~plays offering
;In opportunity for negotiating skills tf:lining and personal feedback from the trainer.
Thus it is imper;ltive that you arrange your schedules so that you can be present for
the entire workshop.

Please let me know by 9 a.m. on Monday, 13 February by email
U·thornton@lawfirm.com) whether you can attend.

J. Thornton



16 Having attended the in-company seminar on effective contract negotiations
(Listening 1), you have been asked by your superior to draft a memo for some
of the junior colleagues who were not present at the talk, Your superior is
particularly interested in the points made in connection with the careful use of
contract templates and term sheets. He would like you to write a memo
summarising the three most important points raised by the speaker. You
should include:
..... a subject line:
..... an introductory statement of the reason for writing:
..... a brief discussion of the context or relevant background information;
..... a short explanation of each of the three points:
..... a concluding remark pointing to the future:
....... and an offer to provide further information or assistance as needed,

Include some of the phrases for giving emphasis to points as discussed in
Language use 1. Read the transcript on pages 266-267 again before you
prepare the memo.

II tenmg 2. Contract negotiatIOn
lawyers are commonly requested to conduct contract negotiations on behalf of clients,
particularly in matters in which strong negotiating skills are required. In listening 2, you
will hear Arthur Johansson, a junior lawyer who attended the in-company seminar on
negotiating techniques, negotiating the terms of an agreement for a client with the other
party's lawyer Ms Orvatz.

17.. Listen to the negotiation, What kind of agreement are they talking about?
Which clauses do they mention?

18.. Listen again and decide whether these statements are true or false.

1 The clause they are discussing would not allow the franchisee to operate any
kind of restaurant within the prescribed area for a stipulated period of time.

2 The lawyer representing the franchisor argues that the purpose of the clause
is to guard her clienfs legitimate business interests,

3 The franchisee's lawyer believes that his client is in a strong position in the
negotiation.

4 The franchisee's lawyer offers to strike the arbitration clause in exchange for
a reduction in the number of years set forth in the non-competition clause.

19 What do you think of the way Arthur Johansson negotiated the agreement?
Did he use any of the techniques presented at the negotiation seminar?

n. ag se 2. gotlat 9 e re s
In addition to learning about techniques employed by experienced negotiato~. improving
your negotiating ability in English can be achieved by becoming famiLiar with and using
common phrases.

In one of the initial phases of a negotiation, the bidding phase, the two sides put forth
proposals or suggestions. The phrases in Exercise 20 serve to introduce a proposal or
suggestion. or to respond to such a proposal in a face-to-face negotiating session. [Note
that these phrases would also be suitable for use in informal written communication,
such as an email. between parties with an established and friendly working relationship.)
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7 We'd like ... D
8 What we're looking for is ... D
9 I think we could live with that. D

10 We're not entirely happy with that. D
1.1. We'd be happy with that. D

20.. Listen to the negotiation in Listening 2 again and tick the expressions you
hear the lawyers use,

1 I'm afraid we can't go along with ... D
2 I'm afraid that's out of the question, D
3 Our proposal is to ... D
4 That's certainly a step in the right direction. D
5 We suggest '" D
6 That would be difficult for us. D

21 Decide whether the phrases in Exercise 20 are used to a) make a proposal.
b) respond favourably, or c) reject a proposal. Which phrase is the most forceful
for rejecting a proposal?

1 2. Negotiating an agreement
22 Role-play this situation with a partner, Use as many of the phrases for

negotiating from Exercise 20 as you can,

Student A: Turn to page 305,
Student B: Turn to page 306,

In 3. E-contracts
The text on pages 73-74 appears on the website of an American company whose stated
missiol s 'to make legal information more accessible' The text deals with electronic

ltract or 'e-contracts'

23 What do you know about e-<:ontracts? Are they used often in your jurisdiction?
What other words do you know that begin with eo- (meaning electronic)?

24 Read thrOUgh the text quickly and complete the spaces (1-5) using these
sentences (a--e).

a Consumer advocates are concerned because the federal electronic signature
law does not define an electronic signature or stipulate what technologies
can or should be used to create an electronic Signature.

b An electronic contract is an agreement created and "signed- in electronic
form.

e The law also benefits business-to-business websites who need enforceable
agreements for ordering supplies and services, For all of these companies,
the new law is essential legislation because it helps them conduct business
entirely on the Internet.

d Security experts currently favour the cryptographic signature method known
as Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) as the most secure and reliable method of
signing contracts online.

e The notice must also indicate whether your consent applies only to the
particular transaction at hand. or whether the business has to get consent
to use e-documents/signatures for each transaction,
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New law makes e-signatures valid
Contracts created online are now as legal as those on paper

While contract basics generally apply to any contract, regardless of form, there are some new
and emerging rules that apply specifically to contracts created online. Thanks to federal
legislation recently signed into law, electronic contracts and electronic signatures are just as
legal and enforceable as traditional paper contracts signed in ink. The law, known as the
Electronic Signatures in Global and International Commerce Act, removes the uncertainty that
previously accompanied e-contracts. However, consumer groups worry that the law doesn't
adequately protect against online fraud and may create disadvantages and penalties for
consumers who prefer printed agreements.

What are electronic contracts and electronic signatures?

1) ,_, .. ,_" ..., An e-contract can also be a "Click to Agree N contract, commonly used with
downloaded software; the user clicks an "I Agree U button on a page containing the terms of
the software license before the transaction can be completed.
One of the more difficult electronic contract issues has been whether agreements made in a
purely online environment were "signed N and therefore legally binding. Since a traditional
ink signature isn't possible on an electronic contract, people have used several different
ways to indicate their electronic signatures, including typing the signe(s name into the
signature area, pasting in a scanned version of the signe(s signature, clicking an "I Accept N

button, or using cryptographic "scrambling N technology. While the term "digital signature N is
used for any of these methods, it is becoming standard to reserve the term for cryptographic
signature methods, and to use "electronic signature N for other paperless signature methods.

lire e~signaturessecure?

2) . .. ..... PKI uses an algorithm to encrypt online documents so that they will be
accessible only to authorized parties. The parties have "keysu to read and sign the document,
thus ensuring that no one else will be able to sign fraudulently. Though its standards are still
evolving, it is expected that PKI technology will become widely accepted.

No paper needed
The most significant legal effect of the new e-signature law is to make electronic contracts
and signatures as legally valid as paper contracts. The fact that electronic contracts have
been given solid legal support is great news for companies that conduct business online.
Under the law, consumers can now buy almost any goods or services-from cars to home
mortgages-without placing pen to paper. 3)

Federal law versus state law

The federal electronic signature law won't override any state laws on electronic transactions
provided the state law is "substantially simila(' to the federal law or the state has adopted
the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act IUETA). This ensures that electronic contracts and
electronic signatures will be valid in all states, regardless of where the parties live or where
the contract is executed.

Do you wont paper or electronic?
If you prefer paper, the law provides a means for you to opt out of using electronic contracts.
An online company must provide a notice indicating whether paper contracts are available



e +

and informing you that if you give your consent to use electronic documents, you can later
change your mind. If you withdraw consent to use electronic contracts, the notice must
explain what fees or penalties might apply if the company must use paper agreements for
the transaction. 4)

Prior to obtaining your consent, the business must also provide a statement outlining the
hardware and software requirements to read and save the business's electronic documents. If
the hardware or software requirements change while you have a contractual relationship
with the business, the business must notify you of the change and give you the option to
revoke your consent to using electronic documents.

Although the e-signature law doesn't force consumers to accept electronic documents from
businesses, it poses a potential disadvantage for low-tech citizens by allowing businesses to
collect additional fees from those who opt for paper.

Consumer concerns
5) The law establishes only that electronic signatures in all their forms qualify as
signanues in the legal sense, and leaves it up to software companies and the free market to
establish which electronic signature methods will be used.

Since electronic-signature technology is still evolving. many kinds of e-signatures offer little.
if any. security. If a consumer uses an insecure signature method, identity thieves could
intercept it online and use it for fraudulent purposes. It is expected that secure methods of
electronic signatures will be adopted and become as commonplace as credit cards. However.
stolen electronic signatures have the potential to become as widespread a problem for e
commerce as credit-card scams and stolen passwords. Consumer-protection groups suggest
caution before signing anything online.

25 Read the text again and answer these questions.

1 What is the difference between a digital signature and an electronic
signature?

2 What is the most important result of the new law?
3 Why do business-to-business websites welcome the new law?
4 What does the new law stipulate concerning the use of paper contracts?
5 According to the law, which kinds of electronic signatures are to be regarded

as legal signatures?

26 Read through the text once more, noting the advantages of the new law and
any (possible) disadvantages that could arise as a result of the new legislation.

Advantages of new law (Possible) disadvantages of new law

•
•

Discuss these advantages and disadvantages with a partner. Do you think: the
disadvantages outweigh the advantages?



27 Answer these questions.

1 Why do you think the drafters of the law left 'electronic signature'
undefined? Is this an advantage or disadvantage?

2 What is the status of electronic contracts in your own jurisdiction?

language use 3: Adverbs

Adverbs often serve to modify (or describe) verbs, but they are also used to
modify adjectives or other adverbs.

28 The text on pages 73-74 has several examples of adverb + verb (and a few
adverb + adjective) combinations, Write them in the table below (the adverbs
are indicated in the text in italics).

Adverb + verb Adverb + adjective

29 Which noun in the sixth section of the text (Do you want paper or electronic?)
collocates with the following verbs?

to obtain, to withdraw, to rescind, to get. to give

30 Match these words from the text (1-6) with their synonyms (a-f).

1 revoke a additional fees
2 prefer b inform
3 enforceable c get
4 penalties d opt for
5 obtain e valid
6 notify f withdraw

Q Unit 5

To improve your web-based research skills, visit www.cambridge.org/eltjlegalenglish.click on
Research Tasks and choose Task 5.
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Language Focus

1 Vocabulary: distinguishing meaning Which word in each group is the odd one

out? You may need to consult a dictionary to distinguish the differences in
meaning.

1 agreement franchise covenant contract
2 should in the event if whereas
3 consent authorisation injunction permission
4 withdraw breach cancel rescind
5 deleted taken out unwarranted removed
6 contention proposition proposal suggestion
7 valid efficacious enforceable in effect

2 Collocations Complete the table below using these verbs. which all collocate
with the noun contract.

ameOO cancel enter into
supplement terminate

execute modify rescind sign

To form or make a contract valid To make a contract partly To change or add to a contract
or wholly invalid

3 Verb forms Complete the sentences below using the correct form of the verbs
in the box.

breach -entCf-tAt-e modify renew sign terminate

1 Minors and the mentally incompetent lack the legal capacity to ~.ttr. "trlW.
contracts.

2 Courts generally rule that if the parties have a meeting of the minds and act
as though there was a formal. written and. _ contract, then a
contract exists.

3 The lawsuit claimed that the defendant _... a confidentiality contract
by attempting to sell trade secrets as his own inventions.

4 'Evergreen clauses' are those clauses which cause automatic renewal

unless the contract
5 While fixed·term contracts involve an agreement that the job will last for a

specified period of time, provisions are often included to enable the contract
if so desired.

6 The committee shall have no authority to change or otherwise
contract language.



4 Word formatIon Complete this table by filling in the correct abstract noun form.
Underline the stressed syllable in each word with more than one syllable.

draft

include

omit

terminate

encrypt

adopt

negotiate

propose

transact

5 Vocabulary: antonyms Write the opposite of each of the adjectives used to
describe a contract.

1 enforceable /
2 implied /
3 binding /
4 valid /

contract
contract

contract

contract

6 Prepositions Complete the contract clause below using the prepositions in the
box. What type of clause is it?

-between- by (,2) for hereby herein in

This agreement constitutes the entire agreement 1) .~~~._ the parties. No
waiver. consent. modification or change of terms of this agreement shall bind
either party unless in writing and signed 2) __ _ , _, both parties. Such
waiver, consent, modification or change, if made, shall be effective only
3) . the specific instance and 4) the specific purpose given.
There are no understandings, agreements or representations, oral or written,
not specified 5) regarding this agreement. Contractor, by the
signature below of its authorised representative, 6) , acknowledges
that the Contractor has read this agreement, understands it and agrees to be
bound 7) ._ its terms and conditions.
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Contracts: remedies

Reading 1: Introduction to contract remedies
The concept of damages is central to the topic of contract remedies. Damages can be
defined as 'money awarded by a court in compensation for loss or injury', The term should
not be confused with the word damage, which means 'loss or harm which is actionable
in law'

1 Read the first two paragraphs of the text. Which of the key terms in the second
paragraph is a synonym for damages?

2 Read through the whole text quickly and decide whether these statements are
true or false.

1 According to the foreseeability rule, damages are awarded when it can be
proven that harm or injury could have been seen or known in advance by the
breaching party when the agreement was made.

2 Reliance damages are recovered when the breaching party is forced to give
up profits it acquired under the breached contract.

3 Exemplary damages are collected from the breaching party as a kind of
punishment for particularly objectionable behaviour.

When there has been a breach of contract, the non-breaching party will often seek remedies
available under the law. This area of the law, known as 'remedies'. is a broad area, but can be
summarised generally.

Most remedies involve money damages, but non-monetary relief is also available in some cases.
The basic remedy for breach of contract in the Anglo-American legal system is pecuniary
compensation to an injured party for the loss of the benefits that party would have received had
the contract been performed. Some examples of this kind of remedy include expectation damages
or 'benefit of the bargain' damages. Certain damages are recoverable regardless of whether the
loss was foreseeable, while the recovery of other damages hinges on foreseeability. Where the
damage is the direct and natural result of the breach, the breaching party will be held liable to pay
damages for such without regard to the issue of foreseeability. When lavvyers plead these damages
in court, they commonly refer to general damages. However, where the damage arises due to the
special circumstances related to the transaction in Question, damages are limited by the
foreseeability rule, which states that they are only recoverable when it can be established that the
damage was foreseeable to the breaching party at the time the contract was entered into. When
lawyers plead these damages in court, they commonly refer to special or consequential damages.

Where it is not possible to prove expectation damages, the non-breaching party can seek
reliance damages, where the compensation is the amount of money necessary to compensate
him for any expenses incurred in reasonable reliance on the contract. The non-breaching party is
thus returned to the status quo ante with no profit or benefit from the contract.

Another measure of damages is restttution damages, which compel the breaching party to give
up any money benefit it obtained under the breached contract. Restitution damages are, for
example, awarded when one party (the breaching party) completely fails to perform its obligations
under the contract.



The parties to a contract may, however, agree at the time they enter into the contract that a fixed
sum of money shall be awarded in the event of a breach or to a formula for ascertaining the
damages or for certain other remedies, e.g. right of repair. This type of damages is known as
liquidated damages or stipulated damages.

In some cases, a party will be able to obtain punitive or exemplary damages through the court
which are designed to punish the breaching party for conduct which is judged to be particularly
reprehensible, e.g, fraud. This type of damages is normally only awarded where specifically
provided by statute and where a tort in some way accompanies the breach of contract.

Where monetary damages would not be an adequate remedy, such as in a case where two
parties enter into a real-estate contract and the seller decides to sell to a third party, the court
may order specific performance. Specific performance involves an order by the court compelling
the breaching party to perform the contract.

Finally, there are other remedies available: for example, if there has been a default by one party,
the other party may rescind or cancel the contract. This constitutes an undoing of the contract
from the very beginning. In addition, legislation such as sale of goods legislation also allows for
various remedies, including a right to reject goods in certain cases and a right to return or
demand repair or replacement.

t f ges
3 Match these types of damages (1-7) with their definitions (a-g).

1 expectation damages / 'benefit of the bargain' damages a compensation agreed upon by the parties
and set forth in the contract that must be
paid by one or the other in the event that
the contract is breached

2 general/actual damages b compensation determined by the amount
of benefit unjustly received by the
breaching party

3 liquidated/stipulated damages c compensation for losses which are as a
result of special facts and circumstances
relating to a particular transaction which
were foreseeable by the breaching party
at the time of contract

4 reliance damages d compensation which seeks to put the
non-breaching party in the position he
would have been had the contract been
performed

5 restitution damages e compensation for a loss that is the
natural and logical result of the breach
of contract

6 special/consequential damages f compensation which is imposed by the
court to deter malicious conduct in the
future

7 punitive/exemplary damages g compensation necessary to reimburse the

non-breaching party for efforts expended
or expenses incurred in the reasonable
belief that the contract will be perfonned

4 What types of damages are distinguished in your jurisdiction? Write the
equivalent names in the list in Exercise 3.



Reading 2: Liquidated damages
The following text is an excerpt from a contract forms book typically consulted by lawyers
when drafting a (ontract. It is an introduction to the concept of liquidated damages. It

I 0 pnvi~ information about the elements of a liquidated damages clause, issues
rei for ellfofceabiUt'f 'ind how t courts tend to rule in such cases.

5 Read the first paragraph. How are liquidated damages clauses defined?

6 Read through the whole text quickly. Then match these headings (a-d) with the
sections they belong to (1--4).

a liquidated damages provisions distinguished from penalty clauses
b Relationship between the stipulated amount and the damages sustained
c Components of a liquidated-damages clause
d Definition of liquidated damages

Contractual rCinedies:
Liquidated danlages

1)
When p.lrties eIHer into a contract, they often
wish to calculate the damages which would
arise for one or both of the parties in the event
that there is a breach of contract by the mher
party. PrO\'isions in a comract stipulating tht"
alllount required to compensate an injured
party in the C\·cnt of a breach are referred to as
'liquidatt"d d-unages' clauses, The purpose of
liquidltt"d damage'S clauses is for the non~

breaching party to a\'oid the COStS which arise
in the difficult task of proving tht: amount of
the loss actually incurred. Such clauses are
enforceable where they are carefully drafted to
compensate the non-breaching party for tilt"
loss call~cd by the breach.

2)
A contractu:ll p:lrty nl:lY, ill certain instances.
try to make ccn:lin that tile other parry
performs its contractual unclen:lkings by
including provisions which, in reality, constitute
a penalty for failure to pl·rform. In contrast to a
Iiquidatl'd damages c1ausc. a pcnalty clause is
not intcnded to compensate the injured party
for anticipated loss arising trolll the breach. On
the contrary. the purpOS(' of penalty provisions
is 10 S\:fW as a deterrent to brcach in thaI it
provides for damages whICh thc panit'S know
extend f.lr beyond that which would normally
compens.lte tht" Ilon-brcachmg part)' for its
Ims.

III 111,111y jurisdictions, the courts will sever the
pcnalty clall~e from the contract, holding it to
bl' ullenforceable as a penalty. Tile re~ult is that
the nOll-breaching p.Iny is forct'd to prove its
loss in accordance with the gsneral principles
of contractual renledies. In light of th~ above, it
is cruci:ll when drafting a dam:lges clauSt: that it
contains th~ e1emems of an cnforceabk
Iiquidlted dalllagt"s clause as opposed to an
ulll'nforccable penall)'.

3)
Historically. an enforceable liqUidated damages
clause will include the follow1I1g dements:

a) the amicipated damages from the rekvanr
bre:lch are uncertain in alllOunt or difficult
to pron.'";

b) an intent by the parties to dl'terllline the
damages in advance; and

c) a ~tjplliated amount which is rl':lson:lble, not
con,jckrably disproportiomte to the
preslllllt'd loss or injury. I

The rcccnt tendency of the courtS is to giw
1es~ or no weight to the subjective intclIl of the
pJ.rties. Inste;ld, the courts take into
consideration all three elements. together with
other f.1CwJ.1 circumstances. such as the re!:ltive
bJ.rga.ining pown of the parties, to determine
the reasoll,lbleness of the clause at issue.

The primary issue for the court to decide is
that of reasonableness of the prescribed amount
of damagl'S in proportion to the pn:sumed loss
for the non-breaching party. As such, the court

1 Elements a) and c) are apparently contradictory. However. in practice. precedent determines
what amounts to a penally clause. and lawyers take this into account when drafting contracts.



lllllst a~sess whelher the fixed alllount is a
realistic :melllpl 10 calcu!:l.tc the actual damages
which lIlay result frolll the breach, or whether
the antOllnl repn"sl'nfS a penalry the nOll

breaching parry is anclllpting to impose on the
breaching party.

4)
The courb generally look to the time of
contract in deterntining (he reasonableness of
the damagL"S set forth in it. Consequently. the
aetualloss incurred is imllutc-rial. provided the
damages at the tillle of contract represent a

reasonable prediction. Of comsc, the breaching
parry has a very difficult argumenr to make
regarding unreasonablelll'ss where the predict('d
amoulll is close to rhe actual loss. The Uniform
Commercial Codc in the Unitl'd Start's. in
contracts for the sail' of goods, permits
liquidatt'd damagl"s clauses which prescribe
amounts rrJsonable considcrillg tht' actual loss.
In rare cases. where the non-breaching party
incurs no acnlal d:muges, thc courts will not
enforce a Iiquid1ted damages clause.

7 Decide whether these statements are true or false.

1 A penalty provision is included in an agreement in order to compensate the
non-breaching party for anticipated losses resulting from a breach.

2 Courts will generally strike down a penalty provision. leaving the injured party
no further means of recovering damages from the breaching party.

3 Recently, courts have tended to place little importance on the intentions of
the contracting parties when reaching decisions concerning liquidated
damages.

4 The courl's decision whether the stipulated damages are intended as a
penalty or not depends largely on the reasonableness of the amount.

S Do you have an equivalent to the Uniform Commercial Code in your
jurisdiction?

9 Find words or phrases in the text which match these definitions.

1 failure to perform provisions of a contract without a legal excuse (section 1):
b, of c

2 to pay damages to the person harmed (section 1):

c ... an i p

3 the relative strength to influence the setting of contract terms (section 3):

b.", p.
4 the part of the contract in question (section 3):

c, at i"

language use 1: Talking about court actions
and rulings

These phrases can be used for referring to the actions and rulings of the
court.

1 The court~ the decision.
2 The court dismissed the suit on the grounds that ...
3 The court~ that ...
4 The court is reluctant to ...



10 Underline phrases referring to the actions and rulings of the court in the text
on pages 80-81.

11 Decide which of these verbs can be used in place of the underlined words in
the box on page 81. Is the meaning the same as the original phrase or does it
change?

rulesreversedrejectedoverturnedagrees is hesitant to
is unwilling to

12 The concept of liquidated damages can be found in jurisdictions all over the
world. However. the practice of the court striking down a penalty provision is an
approach followed mainly in AnglOoAmerican countries. and is not characteristic
of every jurisdiction. What is the practice in your own jurisdiction? You may
need to research this information.

edy
Remedies for breach of contract and their enforcement differ from jurisdiction to
jurisdiction. You will hear a law student talking about a type of remedy in Denmark as
part of a university seminar on contract remedies in Europe,

13.. Listen to the first part of the studenfs talk. Decide whether these
statements are true or false.

1 Specific pelformance means that the breaching party is ordered to fulfil the
original obligations of the contract.

2 Specific performance can be applied in all breach of contract cases.
3 There are four types of cases where specific performance can be applied.

14.. Listen to the rest of the talk and complete the notes about the five
situations where specific performance can be applied. using no more than
three words in each space.

1 Goods already __
2 Goods procured from
3 Only a is needed
4 Involves of pledged security
5 When breaching party needs to be stopped from performing , acts

on non-breaching party

Language use 2: Using repetition to aid
understanding

The speaker in the previous listening exercise uses an effective technique for
making information easier for her listeners to understand: repetition. People
listening to complex information in a foreign language often have trouble
understanding everything. In real-life speaking situations, listeners cannot go
back to something they missed and listen to it again. Experienced speakers
know this. and therefore repeat words and ideas (often in the form of a
paraphrase) in order to aid understanding.



1.5 Read this excerpt from the transcript of the law student's presentation.
Underline important words that are repeated more than once, as well as any
paraphrases of ideas which serve to repeat a previous idea.

The whole system works like this: the court must first determine whether an order for specific
performance should be granted. Of course, the breaching party can do two things: either comply
or not comply with the order. In other words. the defaulting party either takes the action
necessary to perform the contract or he doesn't. If he doesn't. the other party can decide to go
to the jUdicial enforcement agent. This judicial enforcement agent is called the (oged in Denmark.
A (aged is similar to the bailiff in common law. He basically fulfils the functions of a bailiff. The
Danish Code of Procedure 17 regulates what the (aged has to do. This code stipulates that the
(aged can convert the plaintiff's claim into money damages. So, in reality. most claims for which
specific performance is granted are converted into money damages.

Speakmg 1 Contract remed es
16 Prepare a brief talk on an aspect of contract remedies in your jurisdiction.

Make use of repetition and paraphrasing to reinforce important ideas and
make them easier for your listener to understand and remember. You should
structure your talk in three distinct sections and give a brief overview of the
points you will cover,

Read ng 3 Understanding contract clauses
The liquidated damages clause below is part of a construction industry agreement.

1.7 Read the clause and answer these questions.

1 Why do you think such clauses would be of particular importance in the
construction industry?

2 What does the legal expression time is o( the essence in the first line
mean?

3 How much would the owner be entitled to receive as damages if the work
were not completed in ten days as agreed, but rather in 15 days?

4 In the event of a breach of this clause, how will the owner receive
compensation?

FAILURE TO FINISH THE WORK ON TIME
It is mutually agreed by and between the parties hereto that time is of the essence and that
in the event of the Contractor's failure to complete the contract within the time stipulated
and agreed upon, the Owner will be damaged thereby; and because it is difficult to
definitely ascertain and prove the amount of such damages, inclusive of expenses for
inspection, necessary traveling expenses and other similar expenses, it is hereby agreed
that the amount of such damages shall be the liquidated sum ofTwo Thousand Dollars
($2,000.00) per calendar day for each day of delay in finishing the Work in excess of the
number of working days prescribed; and the Contractor hereby agrees that such sum shall
be deducted from amounts due the contractor under the contract or, if no amount is due the
Contractor, the Contractor hereby agrees to pay to the Owner as liquidated damages, and
not by way of penalty, such total sum as shall be due for such delay, calculated as aforesaid.



18 For each of these words, find the italicised word or expression in the clause on
page 83 that most closely matches its meaning,

1 in the form of
2 specified in writing
3 more than

E e

4 jointly
5 is owed to
6 including

7 as stated above
8 subtracted from

In the following dialogue, an attorney, Mrs Hayes, is consulted by a client, Mr Anderson,
who has been having difficulties in connection with a contractual agreement, In order to
establish the facts of the case, the attorney asks a number of questions. She also informs
the client about the various remedies which may be available to him,

19 011 Listen to the first part of the lawyer--elient interview, Why couldn't the client
deliver the website to the customer on time?

20 011 listen to the second part of the interview. What is the lawyer going to do
next?

21 011 listen to both parts again and tick the questions asked by the lawyer.

1 Did they not deliver on time or did they deliver something that didn't work? 0
2 What are some of the features of the website you designed? 0
3 Did you draft tile contract yourselves or did you engage an attorney? 0
4 Were you able to deliver your website on time? 0
5 Did you get in touch with anyone besides your cousin, say,

another programmer here in town? 0
6 How much do programmers get paid per hour in New York? 0
7 Did they know what your deadline was? 0
8 Do you expect to lose the customer as a result of this? 0

22 Choose the correct answer to each of these questions.

1 What was wrong with the software program delivered to the client?
a It was completed too late to meet the deadline,
b It didn't work on all of the ferry company's pes,
c It wasn't designed in accordance with the specifications of the client.

2 According to tile lawyer, what should her client have done to mitigate his
damages?
a He should have offered his customer less than a 10% discount.
b He should have looked for a cheaper local programmer.
c He should have had an attorney draw up the contract.

3 Provided the contract doesn't waive the right to consequential damages, under
which circumstances might the client be entitled to receive such damages?
a If the reputation of the client in his town suffers
b If the quality of the software turns out to be unsuitable for the purposes

of the customer
c If the loss of the customer and the necessity to grant a discount could

have been foreseen

4 Why can't the client expect to be awarded punitive damages?
a Weight gain does not qualify as emotional injury.
b Punitive damages are not awarded in a breach of contract case of this type.
c The possibility of personal injury was not foreseen in the contract.

23 Work in small groups and discuss the case, What do you think would be the
likely outcome?



Text analysis: Initial interview with a client
In the previous dialogue, the attorney conducts a successful interview with a client. In
such an interview, the primary aims of a lawyer are to establish a good working
relationship, to ascertain the facts of the case, and to develop a theory of the legal issues
involved. These objectives can best be achieved through an awareness of the stages of a
client interview and the effective use of questions.

24 Complete the spaces (1-5) in the table using these stages in a client interview
(a-e).

a Establishing facts and chronology of events
b Concluding the interview
c Getting an overview of the case
d Identifying issues, developing and supporting a theory
e Introduction

aybe I should tell you about my fees ...

of events.
ut what happened.

r Johnson. Please have a seat.
au. Would you like a cup of coffee?

uestions about the situation ...
xt hour discussing the facts of your case.

verything you tell me today will be held in

why you are here today?
ppened.
ere today and how I can help you.

orrectly, you are saying that ...
e understood so far.

what you 've said.
tlon, .

text)
ng customer and Glaptech knew it, and If

at at trial, you might be able to recover
what are called consequential damages.

You may be able to get what I mentioned earlier, consequential
damages, which are damages that now from the result of the
breach of contract. Old they know what your deadline was?

I need to know more about ...
AI/ow me to ask you more about.
Can you explain why ...

Asking about detail

1)

Greeting Nice to see you again, M
Its a pleasure to meet y

Explaining what will happen in I'll be asking you some q
the interview We'll be spending the ne

Discussing circumstances Let me assure you that e
strict confidence.

Before we get started, m

2)

Identifying the nature of the dispute Would you like to tell me
Please describe what ha
Tell me what brings you h

Summarising the nature of the dispute So, if I understand you c
Let me repeat what I hav
Allow me to summarise
As I understand the situa

3)

Asking open questions to gather What happened next?
information What did you do then?

Avoiding digressions Lets return to the course
Please tell me more abo

4)

Establishing facts to support or (examples from listening
negate a theory If they were a long-standi

we can prove all of th



5)

Assessing the case

Descnbing next moves

Referring to next contact

Saying goodbye

I think that we have a good chance of convincing the court that ...
As I see it. we have good reason to be optimistic.
I have to warn you that proving that ... will be extremely difficult.

I Let me tell you something about the legislation in such cases ...

(examples from listening text)
Let me go through the file and read through the contract. Then /'/1

prepare the complaint. which I should be able to file at the end
of next week.

I'm going to research these matters in detail and then I'll get back
to you.

I'll call you next week and let you know how things look.
You'll hear from me in a few days.

It was good seeing you.
Thank you for en/rusting me with this matter. Goodbye!

---

Speaking 2: Initial interview with a client
25 With a partner, take turns conducting a lawyer--client interview. Each

of you will play the role of lawyer and question the other about the facts of
a case.

While in the role of lawyer, follow the outline of a lawyer--client interview in the
table above and use the sample phrases provided whenever possible, Take
notes on the information you receive from your client.

When playing the role of client, respond to the questions posed by the lawyer
as best you can, inventing details when necessary. Do not give all of the
information at once; your task is to give your partner practice in posing
questions and gathering information.

Student A; Turn to page 305.
Student B: Turn to page 306.

Wn 9 o[[owcoup correspondence to a client
Subsequent to an important meeting or phone call with a client, a lawyer will generally
make detailed notes on what was discussed and agreed upon. These notes may then form
the basis of a fotlow-up email or letter summarising the contents of the discussion.

26 Read the follow-up email on page 87, which was written after the interview you
heard in listening 2, and answer these questions.

1 What do you think is the purpose of this email?
2 Find one factual mistake and one additional piece of information in the

email. Read the transcript of the interview on page 268 to check your
answers.

3 Underline the phrases which are used to ask the client to provide material to
serve as evidence in the case.

4 Underline phrases referring to the actions and rulings of the court_



Dear Mr Anderson

1 As a follow-up to our meeting on June 24 at my office, allow me to summarise what we
discussed at that time.

2 According to the facts as I understand them, you are involved in a contractual dispute with the
software-design company Glaptech concerning work you commissioned in order to fulfil a
contract between you and a ferry company. The agreement that you concluded with the ferry
company states that you would provide them with a website no later than 15 May of this year
which would, among other things, enable customers to book a ferry passage online. Your
contract states that this online booking feature would work for 'all customers using modern
home computers'. You commissioned Glaptech to write a software program for the online
booking feature to be incorporated into the website you designed. However, Glaptech delivered
an unsatisfactory program to you, which contained unnecessary code and was not compatible
with Macintosh computers. As a result, it was necessary to have Glaptech's program rewritten,
For this reason, you requested an extension of three weeks from the ferry company. This
extension was granted to you in exchange for a 20% discount on your work. The programmer you
found to do the repair work charged a higher than normal rate, which meant that the work on the
website as a whole resulted in a financial loss for you. Furthermore, you fear that the fact that
you delivered your work late might result in the loss of a customer as well as damage to your
professional reputation.

3 You requested information from me regarding the recovery of damages, If you do in fact lose a
long-standing customer, there is a chance that you may be able to recover consequential
damages. However, proving that the defendant could have foreseen this loss will be difficult. It
is also unlikely that you will be able to recover the full amount you spent to pay the relatively
high-priced programmer who repaired the faulty program. Since you were obliged to make a
reasonable effort to solve the problem as inexpensively as possible and you found another
programmer without shopping around locally, it might be argued that you did not take sufficient
steps to mitigate your damages. It would be necessary for us to show the court that another
programmer would have charged more or less the same as the programmer you hired and would
have done the same quality work. If we cannot do this, you will only be able to recover what a
local programmer would have charged for the work. Nevertheless, it appears that your chances
of recovering the discount that you gave to the ferry company are good, because your contract
with Glaptech does not waive consequential damages. It will be necessary to show that
Glaptech could have foreseen that you would have to give your customer a discount if the
program they designed was unsatisfactory and had to be fixed, thus forcing you to deliver the
goods late.

4 While I believe your chances of recovering some damages are good, the amount will ultimately
depend on what we are able to prove in court. The courts in our jurisdiction tend to strictly
construe contracts between commercial parties and are generally hesitant to award
consequential damages unless the plaintiff can clearly demonstrate that the loss was
foreseeable to the defendant. The court will look at the course of dealings between you and
Glaptech, as well as any documentation you can produce which indicates that Glaptech could
have reasonably foreseen the loss.

S At this stage in the matter, it would be helpful if you could give me any documents or
information which relate to the dispute. Naturally we will require a copy of the contract
concluded with Glaptech. In addition, it would be extremely useful if you could provide
documents indicating the nature and extent of your previous business relationship with the ferry
company, as well as anything that would bear witness to the poor quality of the faulty software
program provided by Glaptech.

6 Once I have received the contract from you, I will prepare the complaint, which I should be able
to file within the week.

7 I will keep you informed of the progress of the case. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you
have any questions.

Yours sincerely

Clare Hayes

C)



27 Match each of these functions (a-g) with the paragraphs (1-7) in the email.

a a summary of the facts of the case
b an outline of actions to be undertaken next
c a discussion of legal issues involved in the case
d a closing line referring to the next contact with the client
e a reference to the day, location and general subject of the interview
f a request for further information or evidence from the client
g an assessment of how successful the case will likely be in court

28 Using the notes you have taken and the information included on your role card
in Exercise 25, write an email to the client you interviewed.

d ,p s f r h
Different types of breach of contract can be distinguished. among them anticipatory
breach, material breach and immaterial breach.

29 This letter of advice deals with a case of anticipatory breach. Read the
first paragraph and underline the sentence that expressly states the
purpose of the communication.

Dear Dr. Roballard

You have requested advice regarding your JX.lssit)lrties for collecting d8mages in a lawsuit
regarding an agreement wth Pat Turner Br8\N€ries Ltd to supply the breweries with hops. I Will
outline the law in this )Ulisdctlon as it applies to the facts in the instant case.

/!ccoojw'9 to the .nformatio'l my firm has received. 'yQJ entered nto severallndeperdent
cmlracts fa the sale of hops 'Mltl Pat Turner Brev.-eoes Ltd Pursualt to lhese contracts, the
bre'W'efies 'M')U1d p.rchase a certat' arnouni each 000 year. The f:OCe 01 tre hops 'N€flt c:!O'Ml
and the buyer used the occasion )f ynur f!TTl'S recent hnandal diffiAJIties to reou::liate the
contract.

HoNever. your firm still aliempted to make the deliveries urder the present contract. The buyer
refused to accept them. You are inquiring as to vvtlether you can bfing an action for antiCipatory
breach of the contracts for the romaining years,

It appears that the issue in the instant case is V'ktether a seller of goods may oong an action to
recover damages for anticipatory breaCh of a contract when the buyer states that he WIll refuse to
accept the g()()js under the contract. even ttuugh the date fOf dehvery has not yet arrived.

The law In ths runSdlCtoo IS quite clear' >M"len a party (IY)(XJflC8S his intentIOn not to lulfl tt"C

ccotract the non breaching party has two optlOOS. Rrs·ry. re may take the ether party at his 'i\Q"(/

and treat tre nollhc.atlon of reptX!JallOO as releaSlflg him from his cootractual obligation to perform.
He may then anmediately bring an action for damages, SUbtect to the reQU remant that he Ill.Jst
take good-faith efforts to mitigate the damages. The second option would be IOf the non·
breaching side to wait until the time when the performance was to take place. sti I hOlding the
contract as prOSpectNeIy binding. so long as such waiting is not harmful to the breaching side.

TI18 courts here have reasoned tllal, under the reliance principe, an unqualified refusal by one
side to perform should be treated as being in the same category of cases -Mlere the breactling
party MS put it beyond his p::mer to perform. The breaching party, once 8bsolutely having



decl<lred that it plans to breach. should not be permitted to object to the non-breachlt19 side
taking him at his word Furtheflnore. 'Mry shoukf the non·breaching party be required to wait until
the ck'Y of performance, making futile preparallQl1S, ard aMiays keeping himself ready to perform,
If the breaching side has left for fn(:J(e lueral ve prospects? To require the non-breaching party to
wait'MJlJd be to vioIa;:e the rehar1(;€ pn(-":lpIe.

Acmmedly, 'nere IS a precedent statrng that "to allow acllQl1 before the date of performance !l
expard the scope of the cmtraet beyond lhe pcv1ies' considercl1ion: A promise to perlQfTl'lln
JU1e does not preclude changing position ~ May.• In~ v, Wadman, the defensear~ thaI
the announcement of Intent to breach shoUd be treated as an offer to rescird, not as a creach.
fulS, the parties \'VC'IJd keep the oplIon to resGJnd until the date of performance, 'Nhen it wo.Jd
becorne a breach. But the breaching side could revoke the offer to rescro at any time !)E>f0l"e
then, f It IS not acted upon by the other party. I-Iowever, this 'NOU1d mean that the plaintiff, It
recover anything, would have to remain ready and willing to perform, because if it accepted the
"offer" to rescind, that would prevent any recovery. In a ~ding case on this lXlint, JLK.1ge Hand
stated that "a promise to perfo((n in the future by implicatloo Includes an engagement not
delil::>eratety to compromise the probal)ility of pertoonance. A promise is a verbal act designed as
a reliance to the promisee." In other words, if a party promises that he will do something in the
future, he also commits himself to refrain from doing anythillg that might make it difficult for him to
fulfil his promise. This seems to be the majority posrtion in thrs Jurisdiction.

Therefore, we feel that you have solid grounds 00 which to pursue an action to recover damages
for antiCipatory breach of cootract. t suggest that yoJ conti'lCt my secretary in order to schedlde
an aPJXllntment with me at yoor convenience ;n order to diSCUSS our future course of actlOO.

Best regards

s...""" Mlitem""

&Jsdf\ W"1iteman
Attcrney al law

30 Read the whole letter and answer these Questions.

1 In your own words, summarise the legal issue raised by the case referred to in the above letter by
completing the following sentence:
The issue in the instant case is whether.

2 In your own words, summarise the two options the client has under the law by completing the
following sentences:
The non-breaching party in this case has two options: firstly, ...
Secondly, ...

3 In your own words, say how the reliance principle relates to the case.
Under the reliance principle. ...

31 Underline the sentences in the letter which refer to the actions and rulings of the court.

Q' Unit 6

To improve your web-based research skills. visit www.cambridge.org.leIVlegalenglish.click on
Research Tasks and choose Task 6.



the Court decided

Language Focus

1 Vocabulary: distinguishing meaning Which word in each group is the odd one

out? You may need to consult a dictionary to distinguish the differences in
meaning.

1 rely repudiate refuse reject
2 mitigate lessen relieve intensify
3 damages compensation injury reparation
4 option occasion choice alternative
5 reluctant curious hesitant unwilling
6 the Court found the Court argued the Court held

2 Language use Complete the sentences below using the verb phrases in the
box. In some cases, there is more than one correct answer.

are hesitant to
ruled that

dismissed finding that held that rejected

uphOld restraints on trade.

punitive damages can be awarded in a

1 Courts
2 The Court

contract case.
3 The Court plaintiffs' claims that the disclosure

constituted a breach of the parties' agreement, as reflected in the privacy
policy the company posted on its website. not to disclose such personal
information. the posting of such a policy did not create
an enforceable agreement between the parties.

3 Word formation Complete this table by filling in the correct verb or abstract
noun form. Underline the stressed syllable in each word with more than one
syllable.

reme<4J remedy

breach

intend

reliance

violate

enforcement

reverse

anticipate

computation

perform



4 Collocations with damages and a clause 1 Match the verb-noun collocations
(1-9) with their synonyms (a-i). They all appeared in Reading 2.

verb + damages
1 incur damages
2 stipulate damages
3 ascertain damages
4 recover damages
5 anticipate damages

verb + a clause
6 insert a clause
7 sever a clause
8 draft a clause
9 enforce a clause

a agree on
b get back
c bring on
d expect
e determine

f disapply
g put into effect
h add

write

5 Collocations with damages and a clause 2 The verbs in the box commonly
collocate with either damages or a clause. Match the verbs with the correct noun.

1 damages:
2 a clause

award
perform

claim
seek

collect
strike

contain
sue for

exclude
violate

interpret mitigate

6 Vocabulary: word choice Choose the correct word or phrase to complete each
sentence in this liquidated damages clause.

LIQUIDATED DAMAGES FOR DELAYS

COnlractor understands and acknowledges Ihal rime shall be I) 01/1 ojl ii/the essence

of this contract and agrees that the damages that may 2) cause I res,,'t fro/1/ I brillg about any

delay in finishing the work or parts 3) thereby Itllereof I Thereill will be difficult. if not impossible.

to 4) change I alloid I ascertain. Thus, Contractor agrees that if the work and all parts thereof are

not completed 5) ill I fill all or before the dates stipulated for completion thereof, as extended in

the manner specified 6) flerch/II/ereofI hereafter. Contractor 7) shalf I may I sllol//d pay to

owner as stipulated, agreed and liquidated damages and not as a penalty, the amOllnt stated on

the cover sheet for each calendar day in which rhe work or any portion thereof remains

uncompleted after such completion date as so extended.

7 Vocabulary: adjective plus noun Look at the following adjective-noun
combinations from Reading 4 (1--6). Match each of the adjectives (in italics)
with its synonym (a-f).

1 instant case a profitable
2 contractual obligations b in the agreement
3 categorical refusal c useless
4 futile preparations d sound
5 lucrative prospects e present
6 solid grounds f complete

e Focus



Contracts: assignment
and third-party rights

Reading 1: Introduction to contract assignation
The following text deals with a specific aspect of the law of contracts, explaining basic
:01 cepts 'issociated with assignment and third-party rights.

1 Read through the text quickly and decide whether these statements are true or
false.

1 A third-party beneficiary contract is one which intends for someone who is
not a party to that contract to benefit from the contract.

2 The term privity of contract refers to the relationship which exists between
the immediate parties to a contract.

3 The transfer of rights under a contract is known as delegation.
4 Novation is the renewal of a contract by the contracting parties.

Generally, a contract operates to confer rights and impose duties only on the parties to the
contract and no other parties. The principle that follows from this is that third parties have no
rights and, as such, cannot enforce contractual provisions. This contractual relationship is
summed up in the term privity of contract. However. in many jurisdictions. there are two
exceptions to this general rule: the first is when the original contract provides for rights to be
conferred on a third party, and the second is when contractual rights and duties are transferred
to a third party at a later date.

When speaking of the first type of situation, lawyers generally refer to third-party beneficiary
contracts. The most common form of this type of contract is where party A enters into a valid
contract with party B which stipulates that party B shall render performance for the benefit of
party C, i.e. the third-party beneficiary. No problems arise if party B performs. But what happens
when party B fails to perform? Have rights been vested in party C such that C can enforce the
contract, or must party A do so? In many jurisdictions, this problem is addressed through a
determination of whether the contract expresses an intent to create a legally enforceable right in
the third party. However, must the intent be from both parties to the agreement (A and B) or just
the recipient of the promise to be enforced, i.e. the promisee (A) as opposed to the promisor
(B)? The courts usually look to the intent of the promisee and ask the question: According to the
contract, who was to receive the benefit of the promise. the promisee or a third party directly?

In deciding the promisee's intent. the courts look at the following factors: (1) is the third party
identified in the contract?; (2) is performance to be made directly to the third party?; (3) does
the third party have any rights (specific or general) under the contract?: and (4) is there any
relationship between the promisee and the third party such that it could be inferred that the
promisee wished to enter into a contract for the benefit of the third party? Of course, the greater
the number of times the court answers 'yes' to the above questions. the more likely it is that the
court will rule that the third party is an intended beneficiary, and thus entitled to enforce the
contract. as opposed to an incidental beneficiary.

In the second case mentioned above, rights and duties are transferred after the original contract
has been signed. If in the original contract the transferring party (A) is owed a right by the non
transferring party (B), then A is known as the obligee and B is the obligor. However, if in the
original contract A owes B a duty, then A is known as the obligor and B the obligee, When it is



not specified whether rights or duties are being transferred, the term assignor can be used for A,
who attempts to transfer his rights and/or duties under the contract to a third party (C, the
assignee), If a right is being transferred, C becomes the obligee in place of A, (Although this does
not necessarily release A from any obligations to B under the original contract.) If a duty is being
transferred, A is known as the delegator, while C is referred to as the delegate1 . The term
assignment of contract can mean several different things. This term is ambiguous, as it does not
indicate whether there is both an assignment of rights and a delegation of duties. In everyday
usage. it generally means that both are applicable. However, in the interests of precision, the term
'to assign' should really be reserved specifically for the transfer of rights, and the term 'to delegate'
should be used in connection with the transfer of duties (and therefore with performance). This
distinctIOn is crucial because, while an obligee can rid himself of a right merely by making an
effective assignment, an obligor cannot rid himself of a duty by the same means. Generally, in order
for the obligor to discharge his duties under the contract through assignment, the obligee must first
release him from his obligations under the contract. When this takes place, there is a novation of
the original contract. in which the obligor's position is taken on by a new party.

The right to assign is generally governed by an assignment clause in the contract. the
enforceability of which depends on many factors, including the particular wording of the clause,
the nature of the obligations to be performed and the nature of the contract.

1 (US) delegatee

e terms· Contracts
2 Distinguishing assignment from novation Complete the text below using the

words in the box.

assignment (x3) benefits novation (x4) parties third party

1) is a means by which one party to a contract totally removes
himself from the contract by transferring not only all of the 2)
conferred by that contract, but also all of the obligations. The 3)
replaces the original party as a party to the contract. Following 4)
the other contracting party is left in the same position as he was in before it was
carried out. except that there is a new obligor. A 5) , requires the
agreement of all three parties, In contrast. an 6) . refers to transfer of
a right (and sometimes, in general speak, obligations) of one person to another.
7) differs from novation in that the 8) , to the contract do
not change. Most rights and obligations are capable of 9) . but not all
are capable of 10) .....

3 Collocations Complete these verb-noun collocations as they appear in
Reading 1. Then express the meaning of each phrase in your own words.

1 confer ..!:~.Io1.tS (paragraph 1)
Th means to gwe tigi'Jt: to C' ~ne U"I 0.. c.ontrl1Gt

2 impose d (paragraph 1)

3 enforce c p (paragraph 1)

4 render p ._ .... (paragraph 2)

5 delegate d .............. (paragraph 4)

6 assign r (paragraph 4)



9 gp use Nouns ending in -or and -ee
Words ending in --or and -ee (such as promisor/promisee) are commonly
found in legal texts of all kinds, but particularly in contracts. In these words,
the -or ending indicates the person initiating the action, and the -ee ending
the one receiving it. Thus promisor refers to a person making a promise, while
the promisee is the recipient of the promise, or the person to whom
something has been promised. Note that words of this type are also found in
everyday English (for example employer. someone giving employment:
employee. someone receiving employment).

4 Complete these pairs of -or/-ee words from Reading 1. Can you think of any
others?

2 d

3 0

4 a

E

pr,9.!X'.!§..~..

d...

o

a

'\ 'n thi d-pa . righ r

Paragraphs 1 and 3 of Reading 1 refer to third-party rights. In the context of
third-party beneficiary contracts. the time when the third party's rights actually
arise differs between jurisdictions. Some jurisdictions find that the third-party
rights take effect immediately at the time the contract is made. while others
find that these rights do not arise until the third party acquires knowledge of
the rights and agrees to accept the benefits. Finally. some jurisdictions find
that the third-party beneficiary must change his position in reliance upon the
contract in order for his rights to arise. This means that in some jurisdictions
the third·party beneficiary must take some type of action which he would not
necessarily have taken or refrain from taking some type of action which he
would not necessarily have refrained from taking. unless he thought he was to
receive some benefit under the contract.

5 How is this question handled in your jurisdiction? Tick the sentence that
applies to your jurisdiction and discuss with a partner.
o Third-party rights arise immediately at the time the contract is made.
o Third-party rights do not arise until the third party acquires knowledge of the

rights and agrees to accept the benefits.
o Third-party rights do not arise until the third-party beneficiary has changed

his position in reliance upon the contract.
o Third-party rights as described above are not recognised.

How are the different parties' rights affected, depending on when the third-
party rights arise in each situation? If you are uncertain of the law in your
jurisdiction. discuss what you think the law should be and support your
position.



Reading 2: Understanding contract clauses
Reading 1 introduced assignment clauses, which govern the contrarting parties' rights 0

o1ssigr right. and delegate duties to others. The p ssage below Iro a· ri9~ ,f first
ref s C se,

6 Read the first paragraph of this example of a specific type of 'right of first
refusal' clause. which is seen most often in shareholder agreements. What is
the 'right of first refusal'?

RIGHT OF FIRST REFUSAL
The right of any party to assign, transfer or sell its interest in the shares shall, except (or a
transfer to the party's heirs, personal representatives or conservators in the case of death or
legal incapacity, be subject to the non-assigning parry's right of first refusal. This right of first
refusal shall be exercised in the following manner:

(I) The assigning party shall serve upon the non-assigning party 0 written notice clearly and
unambiguously setting forth all of the terms and conditions of the proposed assignment
and all available information concerning the proposed assignee, including but not limited
to information concerning the proposed assignee's employment history, financial
condition, credit history, skill and qualifications and, in the case of a partnership or
corporate assignee, of its partners or shareholders.

(2) Within ten (10) days after the non-assigning party's receipt of that notice (or if that party
shall request additional information, within ten (10) days after receipt of the additional
information). the non-assigning party may either consent or withhold its consent to the
assignment, or at its option, accept the assignment to itself or to its nominee upon the
terms and conditions specified in the notice. The non-assigning party may substitute an
equivalent sum of cash for any consideration other than cash specified in the notice.

(3) If the non-assigning party electS not to exercise its right of first refusal and consents to the
assignment, the assigning party shall be free to assign the shares to the proposed assignee
on the terms and conditions specified in the notice. If, however. the terms are materially
changed. the changed terms shall be deemed a new proposal. and the non-assigning party
shall have a right of first refusal with respect to the new terms.

7 Read the whole clause carefUlly and answer these questions.

1 Under which circumstances dOeS the non-assigning party not have the right
of first refusal?

2 What kind of information must be included in the written notice?
3 What options does the non·assigning party have after receiving all of the

information it has requested?

8 Match these italicised expressions from the clause (1-7) with their definitions
(a-g).

1 legal incapacity
2 to exercise a right
3 co serve a written notice
4 receipt of notice
5 to withhold consent
6 to elect not to exercise a right
7 to change materially

a the act of receiving
b significantly
c to make use of
d to choose
e to deliver
f to deny permission
g inability



Listening 1: Preparing a lawsuit and
developing an argument
When a lawyer is engaged to represent a dient in court in a contract-related lawsuit. a
good deal of time will be spent on the following:

...... gathering information about the case;
..... collecting evidence;
...... researching relevant legislation and legal precedent;
...... developing a strong line of argument.

The strength of the argument presented in court will significantly affect the outcome of
the case. Generally speaking. the strength of such an argument depends on se....eral
factors: the clarity of the reasoning. the quality of the evidence presented to support it,
and the lawyer's skill in using language to (onvey ideas.

The following dialogue deals with a lawyer's preparation of a contract-related lawsuit. In
the first part of the dialogue, you will hear Ron, the lawyer preparing the case, talking
with Sam, a senior partner in Ron's law firm, about the facts of the case.

9 IIlIIl Listen to the first part of the dialogue and tick the facts of the case Ron
mentions.

1 The Jones Corporation (the lessor) wanted to sell a restaurant to Keats (the
lessee).

2 Keats requires consent from the Jones Corporation to assign the lease to a
third party.

3 Prior written consent to assignment is not necessary.
4 The Jones Corporation is not permitted to withhold consent unreasonably.
5 Keats could not provide the information about the buyer that Jones

requested.
6 The prospective buyer withdrew his offer for the restaurant.
7 The buyer is suing Keats for breach of contract.

10 Discuss the case with a partner. What kind of argument would you make in this
case? What would you have to prove in court?

11. IIlIIl Listen to the second part of the dialogue, in which Ron mentions the
arguments he plans to use in court. What are the three points of evidence
Ron will use?

.... F How-up email
The email on page 91 was written by Ron to Sam following their discussion of the case.
Attached to the email is a draft version of the closing argument which Ron intends to
pi ,ent to th court.

12 Read the email and answer these Questions.

1 What are the purposes of the email?
2 What would he like Sam to do for him?



Keats case: update and closing argument

Draft version of closing argument: Keats v. Jones Corp

Subject:

Attached:

Hi Sam

Haven't been around for the last couple of days - I've been in court on the Keats case. You asked me 10
keep you posted on how things are going -I have to say, it's going pretty well. I've finished drafting my
closing argument for tomorrow. Would you mind looking allhe draft and letting me know what you think
of it? I'm basically quite satisfied with it, bull would still appreciate getting some input from you.

lt would be great if you could give me some feedback on this. Can I ask you to send it to me by
5 p.m.?That way I'll be able to make any changes that you think are necessary.

I look forward to hearing your suggestions.

Best

Ro"

o

, •

Some verbs in English are followed by another verb in the -ing form and
others are followed by the infinitive with ro. The email above contains several
examples of verbs that are followed by another verb in the -ing form. look at
this example from the text.:

I've finished drafting my closing argument for tomorrow.

It would be incorrect to write: I've finished to draft my closing argument.

You have to learn which verbs can be followed by which form.

13 Look at the email again and underline other examples of verbs + -ing form.

14 Read the following pairs of sentences and decide which one is correct.

1 a Ron considered asking a senior partner for advice.
b Ron considered to ask a senior partner for advice.

2 a The client decided settling the contract dispute in court.
b The client decided to settle the contact dispute in court.

3 a Case preparation involves interviewing witnesses.
b Case preparation involves to interview witnesses.

4 a By withholding consent, Jones risks being sued by Keats.
b By withholding consent, Jones risks to be sued by Keats.

5 a Sam suggests emphasising the idea that Jones withheld consent
deliberately.

b Sam suggests to emphasise the idea that Jones withheld consent
deliberately.

6 a The prospective buyer refused waiting any longer.
b The prospective buyer refused to wait any longer.

7 a The client mentioned having had an argument with his landlord.
b The client mentioned to have had an argument with his landlord.

8 a The defendant delayed responding to the plaintiffs request.
b The defendant delayed to respond to the plaintiffs request.

co ""'9 en d th d '" " (



15 Complete the sentences below using the correct form of the verbs in the box.

argue breach gather give hear r€-draft sue tell

his landlord for breach of

his approval for the assignment

, , us about the difficulties he had with

............_. . your closing argument when you

1 My client is considering
contract.

2 The defendant delayed
of the lease.

3 Jones risked .__ the assignment clause of the contract.
4 After reading his colleague's comments. the associate lawyer decided

his closing argument.
S Among other things, preparing a strong case involves

evidence.
6 I am looking forward to

present it in court.
7 My client refuses.

his landlord.
S The defendant's attorney suggested. .. ... that his client

needed more information before he could agree to the assignment.

l
~

le raft of Ron's dosing argument
t n tile margin.

ume
ppeCirS on page 99. Sam's ( mments on the text ar

16 Read the closing argument and tick which kinds of information about the
prospective buyer the defendant's lawyer requested.

1 birth certificate D
2 university diploma D
3 documents proving experience in the restaurant business D
4 a business plan D
5 letter of recommendation D
6 completed commercial lease application D
7CV 0

17 Decide whether these statements are true or false.

1 Ron'S argument states that the court must decide whether consent to
assignment of the lease has been withheld unreasonably.

2 Ron maintains that it is justified for subjective criteria to playa role in
deciding whether to give approval for assignment.

3 Ron argues that delaying consent is not the same as withholding consent.

18 Match the words in italics (1-5) with their definitions (a-e).

1 arbitrary considerations
2 credibility of witnesses
3 predicated on a dispute
4 defendant asserts
5 attempt is unavailing

a unsuccessful
b state something is true
c not based on reason, random
d can be believed
e based on
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Draft version of closing argument: Keats v. Jones Corp

1 In determining whether a landlord has unreasonably refused to
consent to an assignment, the court should consider only those
factors that relate to the landlord's interest in preserving the value
of the property, and the court must evaluate whether a reasonably
prudent person in the landlord's position would have also refused
to consent.

2 Arbitrary considerations of personal taste, convenience or
sensibility are not proper criteria for withholding consent under
such a lease provision. The court must determine the credibility
of witnesses and the weight to be given to evidence and draw all
justifiable inferences of fact from the evidence.

3 Here, when my client informed the defendant that he had a
prospective buyer for his business, the defendant's lawyer
requested that he provide personal and financial information on
the buyer, as well as a business plan and evidence of the buyer's
experience in operating a restaurant. The defendant's lawyer also
provided my client with a commercial lease application for the
buyer to complete. My client gave the defendant the completed
application and information on the buyer and promptly responded
to each of the defendant's requests for information.

4 As acknowledged by the defendant's lawyer, the proposed buyer
had a~rfectcredit~atinQ\ My client's expert on commercial
lease transactions, whom the court must find persuasive, testified
that my client provided enough information for the defendant to
make a decision and that its delay was unreasonable. Furthermore,
there wa~via:enc0that the defendant's delay in approving the
assignment was not related to the buyer's qualifications, but was
predicated on a dispute with my client involving a prior lawsuit
between the parties.

5 Based on the evidence presented, the court must conclude that
sufficient evidence supports a determination that the defendant
unreasonably withheld consent to the assignment.

6 The defendant nevertheless asserts that it did not refuse consent,
but merely delayed giving my client an answer until additional
information was obtained. We reject this argument. The terms of
the lease provided that the defendant could not unreasonably
withhold consent, but this is exactly what it did. As defined in
Webster's Third New International Dictionary, 'withholding' means
'not giving', while 'refusing' on the other hand may require some
affirmative act or statement. Jones Corporation did not refuse
consent, it is true. But Jones Corporation's decision to delay

~
consent amounted to a withholding of consent, especially given
my client's indication thaQime was of the essenc~ And, as noted
above, the evidence supports the determination that this decision
was unreasonable. Therefore, the defendant's attempt to
distinguish between withholding consent and refusing consent is
unavailing under the lease provision here.
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The closing argument presented above is an example of a persuasive text.
A lawyer will use persuasive language in many professional situations: when

arguing in court. when negotiating a contract, when writing a memo proposing
a course of action to a client. or when discussing the choice of candidate to
fill a position at a law firm. In all these situations. the key elements of a
strong argument are the same:
...... a clear statement of the issue and your position on that issue;
.... the presentation of evidence and reasoned arguments to support your

position;
...... the rebuttal (arguing against) of opposing standpoints or arguments.

Evidence can take many forms, such as physical proof, expert testimony and

documents.

19 Read Ron's closing argument in Reading 4 again and match these functions
(a-f) with the corresponding paragraph in the text (1-6),

a presenting the standpoint to be argued
b drawing a conclusion from the evidence
c rebutting the standpoint of the opposing side
d reviewing the evidence presented
e identifying the legal issue involved

f summarising the facts of the case

20 On the basis of the notes written by Sam in the margin of Ron's closing
1m argument. write a memo to Ron, indicating the changes he should make to

np,lt l strengthen his argument. You should:

..... begin the memo by referring to your previous contact;

...... state the reason for writing;

..... present the points you want to make in the form of a list;

..... close the memo with an offer to provide further help if needed,

Remember which verbs are followed by the -ing form rather than the infinitive,

m
Ro h the changes in his closino argument which Sam Sl ~gested, You are gainc
t to s Ie present. his cl( 19 a Iment in :Ol

21 ~ Listen and discuss Ron's closing argument with a partner, Do you think it's
convincing?
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Sam suggests that Ron can improve his
argument by giving more emphasis to key
points. One way to emphasise ideas is to
begin a sentence with a phrase that signals
importance. e.g. It is imperative that ... or
It is important to realise that ...

Another way to emphasise ideas is through
emphatic stress. Within a sentence in spoken
English, some words carry stress in accordance
with the natural rhythm of the language.
Emphatic stress. however. involves stressing
certain words more than is natural to convey the
importance of a point or a particular meaning.

22 Practise saying the following sentence, each time stressing the underlined
word. How does the meaning of the sentence change?

1 We're meeting the new client on Mooday.
2 We're meeting the new~ on Monday.
3 We're meeting the~ client on Monday.
4 We're meeting the new client on Monday.
5~ meeting the new client on Monday.

23.. Listen again to the last section of Ron's closing argument (from Based on
the evidence , .. ) and read the transcript on page 270. As you listen, underline
the words or phrases which are given emphatic stress.

24 Read this excerpt from the closing argument aloud and stress the underlined
words.

In determining whether a landlord has unreasonably refused to consent to an
assignment. the court should consider M those factors that relate to the
landlord's interest in preserving the~ of the property ...

25 Underline the words in this extract from another closing argument which you
think should be given emphatic stress.

As we have clearly demonstrated here today, the contract concluded between my
client and the defendant, the software design company Glaptech, unambiguously
stipulates that the defendant agrees to create a computer program enabling all
customers to book a ferry passage online, Specifically, the contract expressly reads
that the program must work for ~all customers using modern home computers.~

We heard today, in the testimony of a recognized computer expert, that the concept
of ~modern home computers" can reasonably be construed to include Apple
Macintosh computers. Therefore we must conclude that the creation of a program
which does not function on this very type of computer system constitutes a clear
breach of the contract concluded between my client and the defendant.

26 Match these phrases from Reading 4 (1-3) with their paraphrases (a-c).

1 to give weight to evidence

2 to draw inferences of fact from evidence
3 the evidence supports a determination

a to arrive at conclusions about facts based on the
evidence

b the evidence provides a basis for a judicial decision
c to consider evidence important

27 Ron wins the case against the Jones Corporation on behalf of his client.
Using the phrases referring to evidence in Exercise 26, write three sentences
about the outcome of Keats v, Jones Corp.

Unit 7 Contracts: assi9nment and third-party ri9hts E



Reading 5: Keepinq informed
It is essential for lawyers to keep informed about trends and recent developments in the
law. lawyers are obliged to update their knowledge continually. both in the interest of
their own work and in the interest of their clients.

The text below is an excerpt from a capital markets report published periodically by a
e I firm. The aim of this . .letter is to 'help ou clients and friends understand

rer In< leg development· in 'Hious areas of the law

28 Read the text quickly. What is its subject?

29 Read the text again, then match each of these headings (a--e) with the
paragraph it summarises (1-5).

a Other means of granting rights remain effective
b Extending third-party rights under certain circumstances
c The new law and when it takes effect
d A change in the principle related to contractual relationships
e Contract writers must consider third-party rights

1)
On 11 November, 1999, the Contracts
(Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999
became law in England, Wales and
Northern Ireland. The act applies to
contracts governed by English law or
the law of Northern Ireland entered
into beginning 11 May, 2000. It also
applies to each English law contract
entered into beginning 11 November,
1999 which expressly provides for its
application.

2) .
The new statute has a significant
effect on a variety of contracts, and,
as contracts are at the heart of
business transactions, on business in
general. [t fundamentally alters the
English law principle of privity of
contract that permits only parties to
a contract to enforce its terms, even
if the contract clearly purports to
confer a benefit on a third party.

3)
The statute enables a person that is
not a party to a contract to enforce
its terms if the contract expressly
provides that the non-party may do
so, or if one or more terms of the

contract purport to confer a benefit
on the non-party, unless on a proper
construction of the contract, it
appears that the parties did not
intend the term to be enforceable by
the non-party.

4)
Therefore it becomes important that
contract drafters take into account
whether any third party has been
given rights under a contract. The
parties may agree in the contract to
exclude the application of the
statute. If this is not done, one or
more of the parties may be exposed
to unexpected claims by third
parties who were not intended to be
beneficiaries of the contract.

5)
The new act does not affect rights
granted to third parties by means
other than the act itself. Therefore,
if the parties to a contract wish to
grant third-party rights under it,
they may continue to do so through
the use of collateral contracts,
novations, assignments, deed polls,
trust relationships and other
established English law mechanisms.



30 Answer these Questions.

1 Which contracts does the new law apply to?
2 According to the new law, under which circumstances maya person who is

not a party to a contract enforce its terms?
3 What advice is given in the article to drafters of contracts?

31 Match these words from the text (1-5) with their definitions (a--e).

1 enacts
2 construction
3 drafters
4 take into account
5 exclude

a writers
b leave out
c interpretation
d makes into law
e think about

32 How does this new statute compare to the laws governing third-party rights in
your own jurisdiction?

smg and evaluating sources
o
33 The newsletter on page 102 appeared on a website which supplies information

to lawyers and their clients.

1 What other sources of information on recent developments in the law are
available to lawyers?

2 How can you keep your knowledge of the law in your jurisdiction up to date?
3 Which of the following sources of information do you consult? Which three

do you think are most useful? Give reasons for your choices.

v In-house seminars
v legal pUblications (in paper form)
v Online legal journals
v law conferences
v Internal company memos or reports
...... University courses
v Colleagues
...... Government websites
v law firm websites
v Other.

Q Unit 7

To improve your web-based research skills, visit www.cambridge.orgleltjlegalenglish.click on
Research Tasks and choose Task 7.



Language Focus

1 Vocabulary: distinguishing meaning Which word in each group is the odd one
out? You may need to consult a dictionary to distinguish the differences in
meaning.

1 duty right responsibility obligation
2 intent objective intention intensity
3 compose draft write enlist
4 convince propose induce persuade
5 appeal elect select choose

2 Vocabulary: word choice These sentences are from a tenanfs Right of
Assignment document. In each case. choose the correct word or phrase to
complete them.

1 Notwithstanding anything to the contrast ('contrary / opposition contained in
the lease, Tenant can I may / shalf have the following rights with respect to
assignment. transfer or sub-lease (referred to / in / as hereinafter as a
'Transfer') of the demised premises.

2 landlord agrees that it will not unreasonably withdraw / rebut / withhold its
approval to any Transfer of the demised premises or any part thereof /
thereafter / thereunder. provided such Transfer shall be subject to all of the
terms and circumstances / conditions / inclusions of the lease.

3 Tenant shall waive / have / own the right to periorm any of the following
acts without the necessity to request or obtain Landlord's refusal/
withdrawal/approval therefor.

4 Transfer the demised premises or any portion thereof to / from / at any
'affiliate company'. An affiliate company shall mean. for purposes of this
Article 49, any corporation. partnership or other business entirety / entreaty /
entity under common control and ownership with the Tenant, or with the
parent or any subsidiary of the Tenant.

3 Prepositions with contract 1 Complete the phrases below using the correct
preposition in the box. You may need to consult a dictionary.

against from to (x4) under upon

1 the parties a contract
2 pursuant the contract
3 to have rights and obligations ... a contract
4 to benefit the contract.
5 to assign rights or delegate duties a third party
6 enforce a contract someone
7 a third-party beneficiary a contract
8 in reliance the contract



4 Prepositions with contract 2 Complete the sentences below using the correct
preposition in the box.

against of on to (x5) under (x2)

3 mortgage
4 transfer

1 A party .._._.. a contract may transfer the rights arising the
contract .__.__. another.

2 Privity of contract refers the fact that only the actual parties
a contract should have rights and liabilities the

contract.
3 A third-party beneficiary contract is formed when the parties intend

confer a benefit a third party.
4 The benefit ...... a contract is an enforceable right the other

party.

5 Vocabulary: nouns ending with -or and -ee Form pairs of nouns following the
pattern of promisor/promisee using these verbs (1-4). Then match the noun
pairs with their definitions (a-d).

1 franchise fya.ncl1i.,>or, fn:tl1 :n~.

2 lease

a Someone (usually the owner) who gives a lease (right to possession) in
return for a consideration / someone to whom a lease is granted and who
uses the property

b Someone who conveys title to property or property to another / someone to
whom title to property or property is conveyed

c Someone who borrows money and pledges real property as security for the
loan / someone who lends money and receives real property as security for
a loan

d Someone who owns the rights or licence of a business who grants the
licence or permission to another / someone granted the rights or licence of
a business

6 Word formation Complete this table by filling in the correct noun or verb forms.
Underline the stressed syllable in each word with more than one syllable.

assign

obligation

imply

intention/intent

consult

enactment

rebuttal

construe

determine

dra'
transfer



Employment law

Readlnq 1: Introduction to employment law
"he followmg text provides an

.Of Idinr fe
IS ismissinc

ntradUetlon to concepts related to ernploym~nt law and
:(ount ployrner.t

ler rescl 19 lutes

1 Read the text Quickly. then match each of these headings (a-g) with
the paragraph (1-7) to which it best corresponds.

a Termination of employment
b Employment tribunals
c Terms of employment
d Employment legislation

e Labour law
f Protecting the disabled
g Recruitment

1 Employment law entails contracts between employers and employees which are normally
controlled by specific legislation. In the UK, certain laws have been enacted regulating the
areas of sex discrimination. race relations. disability, health and safety. and employee rights
in general. Also. certain aspects of employment contracts are covered by the Trade Union and
labour Relations Act 1992.

2 In the recruiting processes, employers must take into consideration that it is unlawful to
discriminate between applicants for employment on the basis of gender, marital status. colour,
race, nationality, or ethnic or national origins, It is also unlawful to publish job advertisements
which might be construed as discriminatory. It is unlawful for a person to discriminate against
another based on sex or marital status in the hiring process and in respect of the terms and
conditions of employment. However, there are exceptions to this rule, such as where sex or
marital status is a genuine occupational qualification (GOQ).

3 The law protects disabled persons by making it unlawful to discriminate against such persons in
the interviewing and hiring process and regarding the terms of the offer of employment. Employers
are required to make reasonable adjustments in the place of work to accommodate disabled
persons. However, cost may be taken into account when determining what is reasonable.

4 After the employee is hired, protection is provided generally under the Employment Rights Act
1996. In particular, this Act requires the employer to provide the employee with a document
containing the terms and conditions of employment. The statement must include the fOllowing:
identities of the parties, the date of employment, a statement of whether there has been
continuation of employment. the amount and frequency of pay. hours of work. holiday
entitlement. job title and work location.

5 Matters related to termination of employment, such as unfair dismissal, discriminatory
dismissal or redundancy! dismissal. are governed by the Employment Rights Act 1996. Also,
certain aspects of termination of employment are governed by tlle Trade Union and labour
Relations Act 1992 when the decision to terminate employment is in some way related to the
activities of a trade union2 .

I (US) layoff 2 (US)laoor union



6 The protections mentioned above are largely enforced through complaints to an employment
tribunal. The tribunal has the power to render decisions and issue orders in respect of the
parties' rights in relation to complaints. It may also order compensation for loss of prospective
earnings and injured feelings.

7 Employment law relates to the areas covered above, while labour law3 refers to the
negotiation, collective bargaining and arbitration processes. Labour laws primarily deal with
the relationship between employers and trade unions. These laws grant employees the right to
unionise and allow employers and employees to engage in certain activities (e.g. strikes,
picketing, seeking injunctions. lockouts) so as to have their demands fulfilled.

3 (USjlabor law

Key terms: Employment
2 Match these key terms (1-4) with the examples (a-d).

1 discriminatory dismissal
2 redundancy dismissal
3 unfair dismissal
4 genuine occupational qualification

a An employee is laid off because his employer had insufficient work for
him to do.

b Only female applicants are hired for jobs at an all-women hostel.
c An employee is fired when she becomes pregnant.
d A worker's employment is terminated because he took part in lawful

union activities.

3 Answer these questions.

1 What does the phrase construed as discriminatory in paragraph 2 mean?
What do you think would be involved in proving that a job advertisement
could be construed as discriminatory?

2 What do you understand by the phrase reasonable adjustments in
paragraph 3? What factors do you think might be taken into account when
deciding if an adjustment is reasonable?

3 What do you think compensation for [ ... ] injured feelings in paragraph 6
refers to? What kinds of work-related situations do you think could result in
such a claim for compensation?

4 Match the words to form collocations as they appear in Reading 1.

1 sex
2 marital
3 ethnic
4 holiday
5 unfair

a origins
b dismissal
c discrimination
d status
e entitlement

5 What laws govern employment in your jurisdiction? Do they regulate the same
areas (sex discrimination, race relations, disability, health and safety, and
employee rights in general) that the UK laws regulate?

Uoit6 Em,l,,,",", I,. E



Reading 2: EU directives on employment
The foHowing text, which appeared in an online gazette for lawyers, deals with changes

~t would Ii ely result from the implementation of planned EU directives on
er lployment

6 Look at the title and read the first paragraph of the text. What do you think
case bonanza means? wtry will there be a case bonanza?

7 Read the first two paragraphs. What does each of the three planned directives
deal with?

FU employment laws mean case bonanza

Employment lawyers will soon experience a major boom in work after the European
Commission last month published plans to outlaw discrimination in the workplace on the
basis of age, religion and sexual orientation. At present, UK domestic legislation only allows
for claims against employers on the grounds of race, sex and disability. The proposed
directive would also cover, inter alia, discrimination based on age and religion.

Further directives are also planned. A second one would deal with outlawing discrimination
on the grounds of race and ethnicity more generally, while a third envisages a 'programme
of action', providing praoical support and funding for education on race-discrimination
issues and for groups which target race discrimination.

Once passed, the directives would place a deadline on transposition into the national laws
of the member states and might allow people to bring claims against governments and
other state employers, such as local councils.

The directives would add to a large number of other European measures already
enshrined in UK law, such as those covering maximum working hours and entitlement to
parental leave, which were enaoed last year, and have led to a huge growth in work for
employment praoitioners. It is only since the Amsterdam Treaty was passed last summer
that European law-makers have had the ability to introduce anti-discrimination legislation
on any basis other than sex,

David Cockburn, the former chairman of the Law Society's Employment Law committee,
said: 'The whole discrimination industry will take off in the next four or five years because
of so much legislation in the pipeline.' He said advising employers on how to avoid claims
and increased awareness amongst the public of their rights would give rise to more work
for solicitors. Mr Cockburn added that the scope of discrimination would also be opened
up by a broader definition of indirect discrimination in the direOive which would 'remove
any artificial hurdles claimants currently have to cross'.

Elizabeth Adams, chair of the Employment lawyers Association's international comminee,
said the directives would mean 'more legislation for employers to tackle, more claims and
more work. for lawyers' as well as a 'simpler route for claimants',



8 Read the whole text and decide whether these statements are true or false.

1 A directive concerning entitlement to parental leave will soon be made into
law in the UK.

2 David Cockburn thinks the discrimination industry will expand over the next
few years because so many new laws have been passed.

3 Once passed, EU directives apply immediately to member states.
4 Elizabeth Adams thinks that the directives will make it easier for employees

to file a complaint against an employer.

9 Match these words or phrases from the text (1-4) with their synonyms (a-d).

1 to outlaw something
2 to bring a claim against someone
3 entitlement
4 claimant

a a person asserting a legal right which has been violated
b a right to benefits specified by law or contract
c to make something illegal
d to assert a legal right alleged to have been violated

n", . An employ n nt b
lawyers are often consulted in employment rights disputes. providing consultation and
representation for clients who want to make or defend claims to an employment tribunal.
Employment tribunals are judicial bodies established in the UK to resolve disputes
between employers and employees over matters involving employment rights, such as
unfair dismissal. redundancy payments and discrimination. Do you have employment
tribunals in your jurisdiction?

Generally speaking. the handling of a claim in the UK proceeds as follows: firstly. a
claimant submits a claim, usually in person, to an employment tribunal. f there re lny
outstanding issues concerning such things as witness testimony, necessary documents,
etc.. the chair of the tribunal then holds a case-management discussion to clarify them.
Sometimes this is followed by a pre-hearing assessment or review (which the claimant
may attend if desired], at which time the tribunal decides whether the claim has merit.
lastly, there is a final hearing where a decision is made as to whether the claim succeeds
or fails, and if it succeeds, the amount of damages to be awarded.

The following telephone conversation is between a lawyer [Jane) and a client [Gwen),
who is an employer defending a claim filed with the employment tribunal. They discuss
the preparations for a pre-hearing assessment. They mention a document called an entry
of appearance. This is a written notice of appearance providing the respondent's full
name and contact details, as well as a statement of opposition to the claim, including the
grounds upon which it is opposed.

10.. Listen and tick the actions that Gwen will take following the phone
conversation.

1 attend a managers' meeting 0
2 contact the employment tribunal personalty 0
3 inform the management about the status of the case 0
4 send an email with the requested document 0
5 discuss the case with the dismissed employee 0
6 write an exact account of the circumstances leading to the dismissal 0

UnitS Employm.ntt.w E



11 Choose the correct answer to each of these questions.

1 What does Jane want Gwen to do with the draft entry of appearance?
a submit it to the employment tribunal for the pre-hearing assessment
b review it, make any necessary changes and send it back to her
c decide on the basis of it whether they want to proceed with the case

2 According to Jane, when would a lawyer make an application for a pre
hearing assessment?
a when the defendant believes the c1aimanfs case is weak
b when the defendant wants to present all of the evidence at the full

hearing
c when the defendant wishes to inform the court who will be representing

him/her

3 Why does Jane think it will be better for her client if the case does not go to
final hearing?
a because it would save the parties involved time. effort and money
b because she thinks her client could lose the case
c because she thinks the good faith between employer and employee would

be lost

4 What does the client state is her firm's top priority in the case?
a finding out exactly what the dismissed employee did with the confidential

information
b resolving the dispute successfully and getting back to work
c avoiding the expense of having the case go to a fut! hearing

Writing At achments and formality
12 This email was sent by Gwen to Jane as promised in the telephone

conversation. What documents are attached to the email? Underline the
sentences she uses to refer to them.

Subject: Myers dismissal case

Attached: entry of appearance.pdf; reasons for dismissal_Myers.doc

Dear Jane

Further to our phone conversation this morning, I attach the revised entry of
appearance form which you requested. In addition, please find attached a document
providing a complete factual account of the circumstances of the theft. Kindly let me
know if anything needs to be changed or if you require further information.

I'd appreciate it if you could let me know as soon as possible whether the case
can be handled solely on the basis of a written submission as you mentioned.

Many thanks for your assistance in this matter.

Sincerely

Gwen Hill



g Please tell me asap
h you asked for
I for helping me out with this
J Best wishes

a Here's the
b with all the facts
c if you need more information
d Tell me
e As mentioned on the phone this morning
f Thanks a lot

Although Jane and Gwen have a friendly working relationship and are on a first
name basis with each other, the style of Gwen's email to Jane is polite and formal.
Which words or phrases contribute to the politeness and formality of the email?

Match these formal expressions (1-10) from the email on page 110 with their
more informal counterparts (a-j).

1 Kindly let me know
2 Further to our phone conversation this morning
3 for your assistance in this matter
4 which you requested
5 Sincerely
6 providing a complete factual account of the

circumstances
7 I attach
8 Many thanks
9 if you require further information

10 I'd appreciate it if you could let me know as soon
as possible

15 Jane has submitted the entry of appearance and the application for the pre
hearing assessment to the employment tribunal. She has also made a written

np.Ju submission of the case to the tribunal. and requested that the case be
disposed of solely on the basis of this written submission.

Write an email from Jane to Gwen. informing her of the steps she has taken
and providing her with copies of the documents submitted to the tribunal. Write
the email in a formal. polite style. You should include:
"-' a statement of the reason for writing;
"-' information about the actions she has taken in the case since their last

contact;
"-' reference to the documents attached;
"-' reference to what Jane believes will be the outcome of the case;
"-' a closing line offering assistance if needed.

CdSE
In the UK. the law provide~ fOI 5ex-discrimination cases to be brought before an
employment tribunal. which has the powel to award compensation to the claimant If the
tribunal decides that the law has been broken. it can award compensation for financial
1055. as well }~ for injury to feelings or health which has been suffered as a result of the
disL Iminatory trl atment Furthermore tribunal miY also aware ggravate j damagl s f
the JU y to fee mas as been m de WI rse by thf' n. nner m whiC) he d s( imi tio h s
b en ( iea out. 1 ..e an ( ('Jm t. nLes. the tr Dunil may yen order Xl mp ary
dir ':Je~'n order to tJuOlsh the r on e 1

Quickly scan the article and decide which is the most appropriate headline.

1
LAWYERS FINED BY TRIBUNAL
FOR DISCRIMINATORY BEHAVIOUR

2
HIGH AWARD OF DAMAGES IN
DISCRIMINATION CASE

3
TRIBUNAL HEARS
CONTROVERSIAL DISMISSAL CASE



17 Read through the article more carefully and answer the questions below.

Solicilors are 1'101 immunc from employment law
cases being broughl against them: in what is being
heralded as alandmark case. alribunal has awarded
t",o femalc fonner emplo}ees of the London finn
Sinclair. Roche and Tcmperley awards totalling
£lX()JXXl The employccs ~ucces.<;fully claimed

that they were victims of sex discrimination and. in
particular. that !he discriminalory cuhure pervading
the timl pre\'cntcd women from becoming senior
equity partners.

An illlcrcsting fe:uure of the case b that the
tribunal found Ihat Ihe way in which a partner al
the firm behaved during thc liligation was
malicious and designed 10 discredit one of the
applicants \\ ithoul having any real foulldmion.
In consequcnce. the tribunal imposed £3,000
extra aggravated damages. Such awards
encouragc caution in the way in which
proceedings are defended.

1 Who do you think the text was written for?
2 What was the case about? Who were the claimants. and who were the

defendants?
3 What is a 'landmark case'?
4 According to the claimants, what prevented them from becoming senior

partners at their firm?
S Why were extra damages imposed on the defendants?
6 What does the text say about the effect that the award of extra aggravated

damages would likely have on future proceedings of this kind?
7 Explain what you think is meant by a discriminatory culture at a law firm.

, s
lawyflrs often advise their clients how to avoid claims arising from work-related disputes.
such as the one discussed in Reading 3. by informing them of potential risks.

In the following interview, a lawyer (Ms Brewer) teUs her clients [Mr and Mrs Howard}.
who are business owners and employers. about the liability risk associated with drug
testing in the workplace.

18" listen to the interview and decide whether these statements are true or
false.

1 Mr Howard says that the drug problem at his company is affecting business.
2 Ms Brewer informs her clients that the issue of employee drug testing is an

unsettled area of the law.
3 If they dismiss a worker on the basis of a drug test that reveals the worker

has taken drugs, Mr and Mrs Howard risk being sued for infringing
employees' rights.

4 Ms Brewer points out that under certain circumstances. the courts halle
decided that employers were entitled to dismiss an employee for work
related drug use.

S Ms Brewer recommends laying off the workers suspected of consuming
illegal drugs in the workplace.



language use' f"xpr s inQ an opinion,
ng 1 t agre ing

19 In the course of the interview in Exercise 18, the lawyer and her clients
express opinions and agree and disagree about several points. The words and
phrases they use are shown below. Match each phrase (1-11) to its function:
o expressing an opinion
A expressing agreement
o expressing disagreement
A+D expressing agreement. but adding an opposing view

1 Exactly!
2 f agree with you. Mr Howard, but we have to look at what the law says.
3 I don't think we can risk waiting until they have had a chance to kick their

drug habits!
4 John's righl- we need to act on this now.
S I'm afraid I have to disagree with you both.
6 In my opinion, you risk more by acting hastily, by making a knee-jerk

reaction to the problem.
7 Thal may be true. but we can't just sit back and do nothing.
8 I coufdn'r agree more!
9 f see your point ...

10 ... you're absolutely right - you do bear responsibility for the safety of
others.

1.1 That's not a bad idea ...

20 Which phrases in Exercise 19 do you think express agreement strongly?

21 Look at these phrases for disagreeing and tick the ones which you think would
be acceptable for a lawyer to use with a client.

1 You're wrong about that.
2 I see what you mean, but I still feel.
3 I suppose that could be true, However, I think ...
4 I agree with you to a certain extent, but ...
5 I totally disagree,
6 I'm not sure I entirely agree with you on that.
7 That's not true.
8 You've got that all wrong.

Speaking: Agreeing and disagreeing
22 Using the phrases for agreeing and disagreeing presented above. discuss

these statements with a partner.

1 Sex discrimination cases will decline as women are now enjoying more
equality in the workplace.

2 Drug testing in the workplace is an infringement of an individual's right to
privacy, a right which the courts should continue to protect.

3 It is an employer'S responsibility to help its employees overcome prOblems
with addiction or substance abuse.

4 Women should be able to resume their careers where they left off after
taking time off to bring up a family.



R admq 4 U fair dismissal
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[ le, ior '"

23 The article is divided into three parts. Read the three headings. Which of the three
sections do you think primarily contains opinions and attitudes?

2~ look at the first section of the text. Underline the explanation of how employment
tribunals work, as well as the four adjectives describing the new arbitration scheme.

25 Read the whole text. Whose opinions of the arbitration procedure are reported? Why
does the writer describe the introduction of the new scheme as ironic?

O'l.D.
.,~.

Determining unfair dismissal cases by arbitration
Since 21 May 2001, a \'oluntary arbitration procedure in unfair dismissal cases has been available
to employers and employees in England and Wales as an ahematin' to the traditional way of
resolving such cases via employment tribunals.

Compared with a public hearing in front of a three-member employment tribunal, with a
legally qualified chairperson, involving the cross-examination of witnesses and, in the vast
majority of GISeS, the involvement of leg:! I represenl'llives. the new arbitration scheme,
administered by Ihe Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration Service (ACAS), is intended to be
'speedy, informal, confidelllial landl non-legalistic'.

Key features of the scheme
"l1lere are significant differences between the new arbitration scheme and the conventional
employment-tribunal process. "[ne key features of the ACAS arbitration scheme are as follows:
• The scheme is entirely voluntary and is available only in respea of unfair dismissal claims. It

can be used only where both parties agree to it and ll'flil'e certain rights they would ha\'e at an
employment tribunal.

• Hearings \...ilI be held in private in such places as an ACAS office or a hotel and will normally
be completed within half a day. Written statements of their case may be submitted by the
parties in advance.

• 'n1e case will be heard by an experienced arbitralOr, chosen by ACAS, not the parties
themselves. Leg<ll representatives Illay be lIsed by the parties.

• 'nIcre is no set format for the hearing. Arbitrators have <I general dUly to act fairly and impartially
between the parties, giving each party a reasonable opportunity to plead his or her case and
respond to that of the other party. 'l1le process is intended to be 'inquisitorial' or 'investigative',
rather than adversarial as in tribunal hearings - no cTOss-examination will take place.

• Each party covers their own costs in attending the hearing. However, if a dismissal is found to
be unfair. the arbitrator can include in the calculation of any compensation a sum to caver
the costs incurred by the employee in attending the hearing.

• ArbItrators are required to appl,. EC law and the Human Rights Acts 1998 (on which a legal
adviser may be appointed to provide guidance), but other\vise, instead of applying strict legal
tests and case law, the arbitrator's decision will have regard to 'general principles of fairness
and good candlla in employment relations'.

• As with unfair dismissal cases determined by an employment tribunal, reinstatement, re
engagement and compensation are the available remedies if the dismiSS<ll is not upheld.
Unlike tribull<ll cases, however. the award is confidential to ACAS and the parties, and the
arbitrator's decision will be final and binding.

• There is only very limited scope for (lppealillS or clUlllmsillg the arbitrator's award.

I

I:



Commentary
It remains to be seen what impact the new arrangements will have. Lawyers and other
commentators are uncertain about the merits and likely attractiveness of the new scheme. Some
have expressed concern that, because the criteria for arbitrators' decisions ('general principles of
fairness and good conduct in employment relations') differ from the statutory tests applied by the
tribunals, a 'two-tier' system of justice may develop. It has also been suggested that the arbitration
scheme offers employers and employees less certainty of outcome, and that the confidentiality of
awards may mask variable standards within the arbitration scheme.
Some lawyers think that the confidentiality of proceedings under the arbitration scheme may be a
signiflcant attraction to employers who want to avoid the damaging publicity sometimes
associated with tribunal cases. Conversely, however, some lawyers predict that the fact that the
process is private may make arbitration less attractive to dismissed employees. According to this
view, arbitration lacks the 'embarrassment value' of public tribunal hearings which may lead to
favourable out-of-coun seulements for dismissed employees. 'Ine limited grounds for appealing
against an arbitrator's decision are considered a disadvantage for employers.
The irony of the new arbitration scheme is that employment tribunals were themselves intended
as an 'easily accessible, informal. speedy and inexpensive' ahernative to the ordinary courts for
dealing with individual employment dispmcs when the UK's unfair dismissals legislation was
flrst introduced 30 years ago.

•
•

26 Read the article again and decide whether these statements are true or false.

1 Arbitration is intended to be faster and less formal than the traditional
process of resolving employment disputes.

2 In the arbitration scheme, parties will not be questioned by the other party's
representative.

3 In reaching a decision, an arbitrator is obliged to apply case law and legal
tests.

4 Some lawyers fear that arbitration will lead to double standards in the
resolution of employment disputes.

5 The confidentiality of arbitration appeals to those who have been dismissed
from work, as it causes less embarrassment.

6 Employers regard the fact that it is difficult to appeal a decision made by an
arbitrator to be a considerable advantage of the arbitration system.

27 Match these adjectives from the text (1-5) with their synonyms {a-e}.

1 voluntary
2 key
3 vast
4 confidential
5 conventional

a huge
b traditional
c private
d important
e optional

28 Match these verbs (1-6) with their definitions (a-f). The verbs are in italics in
the article.

1 to waive

2 to hear
3 to plead
4 to apply
5 to appeal
6 to challenge

a to formally request that a decision of an inferior body be
reviewed by a superior one

b to argue a case in court
c to give something up
d to make use of something (when deciding a case)
e to question something
f to listen to a case at a relatively formal proceeding

Unit 8 Employment law E



29 Match the verbs (1-6) with the nouns in the box that they collocate with in the
article. Some of the nouns go with more than one verb.

an award a law a case rights

4 to apply
5 to appeal
6 to challenge

1 to hear
2 to waive
3 to plead

Can you add any more?

30 How does the arbitration procedure described in the text compare with the
arbitration system used for handling employment disputes in your jurisdiction?

J

disadvantaqe
J

in an email
Alawyer has received a request from a client who employs a large number of people and
has to deal with employment rights disputes on a regular basis. The client has asked for
general information about the arbitration process described in Reading 4 in a short, easy
to-understand memo. He wants to know how it compares with employment tribunals, and

hat the advantages and disadvantagec are of arbitration from the point of view of an
er )l!

31 Read this email, written in response to the above request. Some of the
information it contains is incorrect. Find three factual mistakes and correct them.

1"\ 0 0'- _

Dear Mr Mason

In your email of 9 April, you asked for information concerning the new arbitration procedure. You
specifically requested an assessment of the advantages and disadvantages of arbitration from the
point of view of an employer. The following summary presents a selection of key features of both
the new arbitration scheme and the existing employment tribunal process.

Speed: Unlike hearings held before an employment tribunal, the new procedure can be
completed faster, usually in one week. This is clearly advantageous for an employer, as it would
save a great deal of time and money.

Confidentiality: In contrast to the public hearings held by employment tribunals, the new
arbitration process is conducted in a private setting, such as a hotel, and is completely
confidential. This prevents an employer from getting the unwanted bad publicity that often
accompanies public proceedings. A further advantage of confidentiality from the point of view
of an employer is the fact that high out-of-court settlements for employees (which are typically
reached in order to avoid the embarrassment of public proceedings) are thus much less likely.

Appeals: Both the decisions of an employment tribunal and those reached in arbitration can be
appealed. Naturally, this can be regarded as a significant advantage for an employer.

On balance, I would say that the new arbitration scheme is attractive from the point of view of an
employer, and I recommend thai you consider making use of this new process to deal with all kinds
of employment disputes.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you would like further information. I have attached an
article about this topic to this email which may be of interest to you.

Yours sincerely

Elisabeth Sfephens



32 When comparing complex ideas in a clear and simple way, it is advisable to
decide on an overall organising principle. Generally speaking, two approaches
to organising ideas are available to the writer:

A Listing and explaining the advantages and disadvantages of one system and
then the other;

B Choosing key points - such as confidentiality - and discussing each system
in respect of these criteria.

1 Which method of organising a comparison is used in the email you have just
read?

2 Which sentence in the email announces the organising principle to the
reader at the beginning of the text?

3 Underline the phrases in the email which are used to compare and contrast.
4 Which phrases are used to point out advantages?

33 Rewrite the email on page 116 using method A to organise the information.
Correct the factual mistakes and make use of some of the following phrases

np·"4 for comparing and indicating advantages/disadvantages:

X has a number of advantages, such as ...
However, it also has some disadvantages/drawbacks ...
X differs from / is different from Y with regard to / in respect of ...
The first system / The former has the advantage/disadvantage of being ...

while the second system / the latter has the benefit/drawback of being ...

Q' Unit8

To improve your web-based research skills, visit www.cambridge.org/eltjlegalenglish.click on
Research Tasks and choose Task 8.
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Language Focus

1. Vocabulary: distinguishing meaning Which word in each group is the odd one
out? You may need to consult a dictionary to distinguish the differences in
meaning.

1 discrimination dismissal redundancy layoff
2 reduce outlaw prohibit forbid
3 solely exclusively primarily only
4 confidential certain private secret
5 essential key conventional important
6 speedy fast vast swift

2 Adjective formation Add the prefixes in-, non- or un- to each of these words
to form its opposite. The words marked with * have more than one possible
form.

1 attractive
2 certain
3 confidential
4 conventional·
5 discriminatory
6 fair
7 lawful
8 necessary
9 reasonable

10 specific·
11 voluntary

3 Word choice These sentences are part of the UK Employment Rights Act
1996. In each case. choose the correct word or phrase to complete them.

1 An employee who waives I intends I submits to return to work earlier than
the end of her maternity leave period shall give to her employer not less
than seven days' information / provision / notice of the date on which she
intends to return.

2 If an employee attempts to return to work earlier than the end of her
maternity leave period without complying with / referring to / relying on
subsection 1. her employer shall be entitled to / subject to / requested to
postpone her return to a date such as will secure. subject to subsection 3.
that he has seven days' notice of her return.

3 An employer is not entitled to / under / in subsection 2 to postpone an
employee's return to work to a date after the end of her maternity leave
period.



4 Use of prepositions Complete the sentences below using the prepositions in
the box. The sentences are taken from the texts in this unit.

against against
to under via

from
with

from in of off on on to

1 It is unlawful for a person to discriminate ...,:.:.;..:"'!_."..,.... another based on sex or
marital status in the hiring process and in respect of the terms and
conditions of employment.

2 After the employee is hired. protection is generally provided the
Employment Rights Act 1996.

3 A voluntary arbitration procedure in unfair dismissal cases is available
employers and employees as an alternative the

traditional way of resolving such cases .. ... ..._employment tribunals.
4 Solicitors are not immune employment law cases being brought

them.
5 The employees successfully claimed that they were victims sex

discrimination and that the discriminatory culture pervading the firm
prevented women becoming senior partners.

6 The whole discrimination industry will take in the next four or five
years because of so much legislation _ ___ the pipeline.

7 One directive would deal with outlawing discrimination ._.. the grounds
of race and ethnicity.

8 Once passed. the directives would immediately become binding
EU member states.

5 Verbs Complete this text, in which a lawyer explains to a client what an
employment tribunal is. using the verbs in the box.

awarded
incurred

decide dismissed file
issue pay resembles

goes heard includes

'If you think you have been unfairly 1) ~,.,rr,_~sse4from your job. you can
2) . a claim for your case to be 3) .__ _ ....... by an employment
tribunal. A tribunal 4) .. " a court. although it is more informal. It hears
different types of complaints from employees. If your complaint 5) . . to
a hearing, it will be heard by a panel of three people. which typically
6) .,,_.......""...... ,_. the chair, who is a qualified legal practitioner, and two non-legally
qualified members, who may have experience as employers or union
representatives, for example. The tribunal will 7) whether your
dismissal was unfair or not. If your case is successful. the tribunal will also
decide whether compensation should be 8) , and if so, how much.
The tribunal may 9) a cost order, requiring the claimant or the
respondent (employer) to 10) .._the costs 11) by the other
party:

18 9 9' E



Sale of goods

Reading 1 Introduction to sale of goods
legislatIOn
The following text gives an overview of the area of law which relates to the sale of goods.
This can relate to a wide variety of transactions, from buying something tangible in a
shop or on the Internet to paying for a service, such as repairs.

1 Read through the text quickly and complete the sentences below using the
words in the box.

contracts disclaimers exclusions title transfer warranties

1 A sale can be defined as the ... of in a good.
2 Implied do not need to be expressed as they are implied by law.
3 Two means of limiting warranty liability are. . and.
4 The CISG sets forth rules that govern, for the international sale of goods.

The sale of goods entails a broad area of the law which is largely governed by legislation. Where
an aspect of the law is not regulated by legislation, it is governed by the common law or often by
general principles of law in non-common law jurisdictions.

The applicable legislation sets forth the nature of what is involved in the sale of goods. Naturally,
this includes definitions of what constitutes a sale and goods1 • A sale entails the transfer of title in
a good from the seller to the buyer. Goods can be defined broadly as some type of tangible chattel.
Application of the legislation depends upon: the type of sale; whether the seller is a merchant or
not; and, if the seller is a merchant, whether he is trading in the course of his usual business.

The aspects of sale of goods governed by legislation include such things as contract formation,
price, passage of title, warranties of title, implied warranties, express warranties, disclaimers
of warranties, remedies for breach of warranty, delivery and acceptance of goods, and the
passing of risk. The principal relevant legislation in the UK is the Sale of Goods Act 1979
{including its amendments}.

Contract formation in this context includes the requirements applied to contracts in general with
some added details such as agreements implied by conduct of the parties. The price to be paid for
the goods is usually set forth in the agreement, but in some instances relevant legislation will
determine the price if this term is left out. At the very least, the buyer is generally required to pay a
reasonable price. Contractual provisions concerning the transfer of title dictate when good title is
transferred, for example between a person who has possession but not title to a third-party buyer.
Generally, good title cannot be transferred to a third party from a person not authorised to do so by
the holder of title. Naturally, aspects of good faith and apparent authority come into play in this
context.

Different warranties playa major role in the sale of goods. Implied warranties are such
warranties which do not need to be expressed but which the law implies. Some of these types of
warranties would include warranties of title, fitness for a particular purpose, and quality or

t (US) good can De used in the singular in US English



merchantability. Many times the application of the latter two types of warranty depends upon the
type of sale (for example sales by sample) and whether the seller is a merchant acting in the
course of business. Express warranties are warranties which are specifically stated either in
writing or orally. as the case may be. Under many statutory provisions, an express warranty
cannot negate an implied warranty of the relevant legislation. A common feature of legislation
governing the sale of goods is to restrict the ability to limit warranty liability through exclusions or
disclaimers in the contract.

Another general aspect of this type of legislation is to regulate performance between the parties.
Aspects covered in this area would include delivery and acceptance, inspection by the buyer, the
buyer's right to refuse acceptance and return of goods.

An international convention which should be particularly mentioned in this context is the United
Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods Act (CISG). The
Convention sets forth rules that govern contracts for the international sale of goods and takes
into consideration different social. economic and legal systems to remove legal barriers and
foster the development of international trade.

2 Warranties Match these types of warranties and concepts related to warranties
(1-7) with their definitions (a-g).

1 express warranty a a warranty that the goods being sold are suitable for the purpose
for which the buyer is purchasing them

2 implied warranty b a warranty that the seller of the goods owns them (e.g. the goods
have not been stolen or already sold to someone else)

3 warranty of fitness c a violation of a warranty when the goods do not comply in some
regard with an express or implied promise at the time of sale

4 warranty of merchantability d a spoken or written promise made by the seller about the quality.
performance or other considerations concerning the goods covered
by the contract which would affect the buyer's decision to purchase

5 warranty of title e a negation or restriction of the rights under a warranty given by a
seller to a buyer

6 breach of warranty f a warranty that the goods being sold are of a quality that generally
conforms to ordinary standards of similar goods sold under similar
circumstances

7 disclaimer of warranty g a warranty which is not explicitly stated but that is imposed by the
law due to the nature of the transaction

3 Buying and selling Complete the table below using the words in the box.

commodity
merchant
retailer

consumer customer to deal in merchandise
to offer for sale to pay for to purchase purchaser

supplier vendor wares

1 words related to the act of buying

2 words related to the act of selling

3 words for buyers of goods

4 words for sellers of goods

5 words for goods

f
12'



Most of the words in the right-hand column of the table in Exercise 3 are not
exact synonyms but are used in slightly different ways. Read this excerpt from
a student's vocabulary notebook on the definitions and uses of two of the
words for goods.

word

wares

merchandise

definition

small items for selling
in a market or on the
street, but not usually
in a shop; or, a
company's products

(formal style) Q..QQd..s.
that are bought
and sold

sample sentence

The company must do
more to promote their
wares overseas.

Being allowed to
return or exchange
merchandise is a
privilege, not a
legal right.

collocations/usage

to promote / to peddle (= sell) wares
word ending: -ware
hardware, tableware,
kitchenware
Also: warehouse

used / damaged / retail /
wholesale merchandise
merchandising: products tied in
to popular film, etc.

1 What do you think of the way vocabulary is recorded in the excerpt above?
2 How do you record vocabulary?

5 Choose one section of the table in Exercise 3, such as 'words for goods', and
look up each word in a dictionary. How do the meanings differ? Find out if a
word is used in some contexts but not in others.

s ions of sale
Lawyers often assist suppliers of goods in drawing up standard terms and conditions of
sale. These terms and conditions may be incorporated into contracts for the sale of goods
or may be relied on as the legal framework of consumer sales, Legal counsel ensures that
the terms and conditions are relevant to the specific circumstances of the seHer in his
particular trade, and that they provide adequate protection of the seller's rights.

6 These clauses are typically included in a company's general terms and conditions of sale, Match the
clause types (1-10) with their descriptions (a-j).

1 claims and credit a Contains provisions governing the payment of the monetary
consideration for the goods. It may include, among other things,
terms governing the manner and time of payment, as well as
modification of the amounts charged for the goods.

2 changes or cancellation b Contains, among other things, provisions governing the ownership
of the goods and exactly when the peril of loss is shifted from the
vendor.

3 delivery c Provides that, despite the fact that the purchaser has taken
possession of the goods, the vendor maintains ownership thereof
until some condition (usually payment) is fulfilled.

4 indemnification of vendor d Contains provisions governing the manner in which orders for
goods are submitted by the buyer and accepted by the vendor.

5 limitation of remedies e Contains, among other things, provisions regarding the time,
limitations and manner of which the sale of the relevant goods
becomes complete and final if payment has been made,

6 orders f Contains provisions governing the time and manner of any
complaints by the purchaser regarding the goods,



10 warranties

9 title and risk

8 retention of title

7 prices and payment g Contains, among other things, the terms and conditions governing
any express warranties, often including provisions regarding
inspection of the goods by the seller and liability, and limitations
thereof, of the seller for breach of such warranties. Often matters
related to notice of defects and disclaimers are included.

h Contains provisions restricting the vendor's legal responsibility to
pay damages due to, among other things, errors in the goods and
in many cases governing the maximum amount payable by the
vendor for such things.
Provides that the purchaser guarantees any possible loss the
vendor might incur connected with any use of the goods, inclUding
violation of any intellectual property rights.

1 Contains provisions governing modifications by the purchaser
regarding, among other things, the character or manner in which
the goods are manufactured, payment of any expenses related
thereto and termination of any orders placed.

7 Decide which kind of clause each of the sentences (1-5) below would most
likely be found in. Then explain them in your own words.

EXAMPLE: Prices and charges are subject to change without notice.

1 Title in the goods shall pass to the buyer on delivery of the goods.
2 Vendor's interpretation of a verbal order shall be final and binding where

shipment is made prior to receipt of written confirmation.
3 Vendor does not make any representations or warranties except that those

goods shall conform to the specifications supplied by Purchaser and that all
processing applied by Vendor is performed in a good workmanlike manner in
accordance with applicable industry trade standards and practices SUbject to
any tolerances and variations consistent with the usual trade practices or as
specified by Purchaser.

4 Purchaser hereby agrees to indemnify and hold harmless Vendor from and
against all loss, damages, expenses, claims, suits and judgments arising,
directly or indirectly, out of the design, installation, maintenance or operation
of the goods.

5 Vendor may accept Purchaser's request to change the specifications or
processing of the goods, but shall reserve the right to charge Purchaser for
all costs and services necessary for such changes.

I I
S ntered
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8 .. Listen to the first part of the presentation. According to the speaker, why is
it a problem if the ROT clause is interpreted as a charge?

9 .. Listen to the second part and take notes as if you were attending the
seminar yourself. What are the five tips for drafting effective retention of title
clauses? Compare your notes with a partner.

10 Choose the best answer to each of these questions.

1 What is the main purpose of a retention of title clause?
a to prevent the liquidation of the buyer
b to protect the seller in the event of the insolvency of the buyer
c to enable the seller to profit from the manufacture of the goods sold to

the buyer

2 Why don't sellers register every ROT clause as a charge?
a It would be too expensive to register everyone.
b It is not permitted to register everyone.
c It would be too time-consuming to register everyone.

3 Why does the speaker advise putting a serial number on all the goods sold?
a so the seller can prove to a liquidator which goods belong to him
b so the seller can keep a record of which buyer has bought his goods
c so the seller knows exactly how many goods he has sold

4 Why should an ROT clause say that the buyer has a right of entry to recover
the goods?
a so that the buyer will not claim additional property that does not belong to

him
b so that the goods are not used to produce a product, thus becoming

impossible to recover
c so that the buyer will have access to the place where the goods are

stored

Complete the retention of title clause below using the words in the box.

buyer due in full
supplied value

premises recover seller solvency

The ownership of the goods 1) to the buyer shall remain with the
2) until payment 3) for all the goods shall have been
received by the seller in accordance with the terms of this contract or until
such time as the 4) sells the goods to its customers by way of
bona-fide sale at full market 5) . If such payment is overdue in
whole or in part, the seller may 6) ..._.. or resell the goods or any part of
it and may enter upon the buyer's 7) for that purpose. Such payment
shall become 8) immediately upon the commencement of any act or
proceeding in which the buyer's 9) is involved.

Does the clause above have the five characteristics of a well-drafted ROT
clause mentioned by the speaker?

1 (US) security interest
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13 III Listen to the case brief. What exactly is the product involved in the
dispute? What is the central legal issue in the case?

14 Decide whether these statements are true or false.

1 In the first instance. the court held that the sales contract was binding and
in full force and effect.

2 In the view of the Court of Appeals, the purchaser could have returned the
software if he did not agree with the terms and conditions.

3 The Court compared buying shrink-wrapped software with buying an airline
ticket. as both involve payment before the terms of sale are fully known to
the consumer.

4 The UCC states that a vendor may not propose limitations on the kind of
conduct that constitutes acceptance of the terms of a contract.

S According to the Court. the respondent had to acknowledge the terms of
sale. since he could not use the software without doing so.

15 Read the transcript on pages 271-272 of the case brief of ProCD. Inc. v.
Matthew Zeidenberg and Silken Mountain Web Services. Underline the
paragraph where the speaker gives an overview of his brief. The speaker
explicitly mentions the sections of the brief. What are they?

16 On two occasions in the presentation. the speaker uses a particular device to
introduce a new topic. What is this device? Underline the two examples.

17 Complete the spaces (1-9) in the explanation on page 126 of how to prepare a
case briefing using phrases in the box (a-i).

a The court pointed out I noted that .
b In the first instance. the court ruled .
c The question before the court is whether ...
d The court reversed the ruling of the first instance.
e The court drew the conclusion that ...
f The court upheld/affirmed the decision of the lower court.
g The issue in this case is ...
h The instant case involves the following circumstances ...
j The court remanded the case back to the lower court for further

proceedings.
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Preparing a case brief

Although individuals or law firms usually have their own preferred ways of structuring a case brief,
a typical one will include the following elements:

A The name of the case, the names of the parties
Cases acquire their names from the parties involved. with the name of the party who initiates
the action appearing first.
Useful terms
plaintiff. the party who files a complaint in a civil suit in a trial court
defendant: the party being sued
appellant2: the party who appeals the jUdgment of a lower court
respondenP: the responding party in an appeal

B A summary of the facts of the case
The circumstances leading to the dispute should be described briefly, but in all necessary
detail. The history of the case, including the ruling of the lower courts, should also be
mentioned.
Useful phrases
The facts of the case are as follows: ...
1) .
The lower court held that.
2)

C The legal issue{s) involved In the case
The point of law around which the case revolves or the legal issue it raises should be
identified. This issue is often stated in the form of a question that can be answered with
yes or no. or in the form of an indirect question beginning with whether.
Useful phrases
The question raised by this case is whether.
3)
4)

D The ruling or holding of the court
The decision of the court in the case should be stated. This statement can take the form of
an answer to the legal question raised by the case.
Useful phrases

The court held/ruled that ...
5) .

6) .

7)

E The reasoning of the court
Here, an account of the reasons leading to the decision of the court is given. usually making
reference to previous cases and established principles of law.
Useful phrases
The court argued/reasoned that ...
8)
9)

2 (US) also petitioner

3 (US) also appellee



Following the guidelines for presenting a case brief given on page 126. prepare
a case brief dealing with an issue related to the sale of goods. (You will have
to research this issue first.)

Make an oral presentation of the brief.
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20 Read the text, then match these phrases (a-g) with the paragraphs (1-7) they
refer to.

a the legal issue in question
b the overall significance of the holding
c a brief summary of the High Court holding
d the reason for the failure of the seller's appeal
e the wording of the ROT clause
f the reason why the High Court rejected the rulings of the first two courts
g the High Court"s definition of the legal relationship between the parties

21 Read the text again and answer these questions,

1 Explain the title of the article in your own words.
2 What is meant by the phrase 'the Court noted that effect had to be given to

the legal relationship the parties had entered into' in paragraph 5?
3 On what grounds was the Seller's appeal dismissed?
4 Explain the last paragraph of the article in your own words.

22 Complete these phrases and collocations from the text using the prepositions
in the box.

between for in (x3) into (x2) of over to

1 to breathe new life retention of title clauses
2 by a four- -one majority
3 proceeds sale
4 to hold part of the proceeds trust
5 to have priority .... .

6 to confer a proprietary interest the proceeds
7 to be void ._ non-registration

8 to draw a distinction trusts and charges
9 the particular clause question

10 to enter ...__ ..__.__. a legal relationship

Uoit, S,l, ,f ,ood, E



Retention of title clause created a trust, not a charge

The High Court of Australia has breathed new
hfe Into retention of title ('ROT') dauses. By a
four-to-one majority, the Court has upheld the
effectIVeness of an agreement providing for the
proceeds of sale of manufactured goods to be
held In trust, thereby securing the
manufacturer's indebtedness to the seller. The
fad that the ROT clause created a trust, rather
than a charge, meant it was effective despite
not being registered under the Australian
equivalent of the Companies Ad.

2 In the case of Associated Alloys v ACN 001 452

)06, Associated Alloys ('Seller') sold steel to a
customer ('Buyer') subject to a ROT clause. The
critical provision in the clause stated:

'In the event that the [Buyer} uses the
goods/product in some manufacturing or
construction process of Its own or of some third
party, then the (Buyer) shall hold such part of
the proceeds of such manufacturing or
construction process as relates to the
goods/product in trust for the ISeller]. Such part
shall be deemed to equal in dollar terms the
amount owing by the (Buyer] to the [Seller] at
the time of the receipt of such proceeds:

3 The Buyer used the steel in the manufacture of
pressure vessels, heat exchangers, and columns
('steel products'). It was agreed that the Seller
had not retained title to the steel products since
the steel it had supplied was no longer
ascertainable in the products; the steel products
were physically different property. The steel
products were sold to a third party, with the
third party making payments to the Buyer. The
question for the Court to consider was whether
the Seller had priority over those payments by
Virtue of the provision set out above.

4 The Judge at first instance, and the Court of
Appeal, had held that the dause insofar as it
operated to confer on the Seller a proprietary
interest in the proceeds, was a charge over
book debts and was void for non-registration.
The majority in the High Court rejected that
reasoning. In the malarity's view, there is a
critical distinction to be drawn between trusts
and charges.

5 In drawing the distinction in relation to the
particular clause in question, the Court noted
that effect had to be given to the legal
relationship the parties had entered into. On
that basis, the Court held that the ROT clause
created a trust. The fact that the amount subject
to the trust was determined by reference to the
amount that the Buyer owed the Seller did not
reduce the importance of this characterisation.

6 In the end, and despite substantially upholding
the Seller's arguments as to the effect of the
clause, the Court dismissed the Seller's appeal
on an evidential ground. The Seller had not
adduced evidence to show a link between the
steel it had supplied and the payments for
products supplied to the third party. This gap in
the evidence meant that the Seller's appeal
failed.

7 However, despite the Seller's ultimate failure,
the majority's decision strengthens a seller's
position and consequently could aller the
balance where sellers and secured creditors
compete for priority.



23 Underline the phrases in the text used to introduce these components.

EXAMPLE: a The ruling or holding of a court = para. 1: the Court has
upheld ...

a The ruling or holding of the court
b A summary of the facts of the case
c The legal issue(s) involved in the case
d The name of the case, and the names and roles of the parties
e The reasoning of the court

24 Find the phrases in italics in the text which match these definitions,

1 invalid because it was not registered
2 the income received from producing a product
3 offered evidence as proof
4 when property or assets are held by one party for the benefit of another
5 right of ownership
6 for evidence-related reasons
7 as a result of

•
J.: Talking about correspondinq

~.
The first paragraph of Reading 2 contains the sentence The fact the ROT
clause created a trust. rather than a charge, meant it was effective despite
not being registered under the Australian equivalent of the Companies Act.
The phrase in bold refers to a law in Australia which more or less
corresponds. or is comparable to. a law in the UK. This phrase and the ones
like it below can be used to refer to laws of all kinds as well as to
institutions. and thus are useful for comparing one's own legal system to that
of another country or another jurisdiction. look at the examples:

The law is the Australian equivalent of the Companies Act.
This statute corresponds to the German law on ...
That's what we in France would call .. ,
In Russia, we have something similar called the ...
Our law Is comparable to the UK's Companies Act.
It's basically the same as our/your ..

25 Work in pairs. Using the phrases above, explain your country's equivalent of:

1 the Companies Act
2 Companies House
3 the Uniform Commercial Code

Unit 9

To improve your web-based research skills, visit www.cambridge.orgleIVlegalenglish.click on
Research Tasks and choose Task 9.
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Language Focus

Vocabulary: distinguishing meaning Which word in each group is the odd one
out? You may need to consult a dictionary to distinguish the differences in
meaning.

1 purchaser vendor buyer consumer
2 comparable distinct corresponding equivalent
3 plaintiff appellant defendant petitioner
4 postpone decide delay defer
5 void non-arbitrary invalid non-binding
6 material pecuniary monetary financial
7 originate from lead to arise out of result from

Word formation Complete these tables by filling in the correct forms. Underline
the stressed syllable in each word with more than one syllable.

disclaim

exclusion

indemnify

tolerance

specifications

retain

postponement

Adjective

suit

acceptable

implied

bind

ascertain

Prepositions Complete the sales contract clause below with the prepositions in
the box.

by for of under with

Governing Law

Anderson County, Texas, shall be the proper place of venue 1) suit
on or in respect 2) the Agreement. The Agreement and all of the
rights and obligations of the parties hereto and all of the terms and conditions
hereof shall be construed, interpreted and applied 3) accordance
4) and governed 5) and enforced 6) the laws
of the State of Texas.



4 Word choice Complete this paragraph about consumer rights by choosing the
correct word in each case.

When you buy goods from any seller, you have the right to expect certain
standards. The UK Sale of Goods Act 1979 states that the goods must be
1) for / of / in satisfactory quality 2) in comparison to / by virtue of / in
respect of the appearance and finish of the goods. their safety and durability,
and their freedom from defects ~ except where they have been pointed out to
you before purchase. They must also be 3) special/fit / made for their
purpose, including any particular purpose mentioned by you to the 4) vendor /
purchaser / consumer. If the 5) merchandise / supply / sale does not meet
these standards, you are 6) obliged / entitled / required to reject it and get
your money back. You have a/an 7) reasonable / acceptable / exclusive time
to return faulty goods. after which you are 8) requested / deemed / implied to
have accepted the goods and their faults, although you may still be able to
9) claim / incur / charge damages.

Contract expressions Match each of the words and phrases used in sales
contracts (1-7) with the phrase that best expresses its meaning (a-g).

1 to be subject to change
2 on delivery
3 prior to receipt
4 to conform to specifications
5 in a workmanlike manner
6 to hold harmless
7 to reserve a right

a before receiving
b to retain an entitlement
c at the time of delivery
d to secure against loss or damage in the future
e may be changed
f to be in agreement with or to follow precise description
g competently

6 Disclaimer expressions Match the words in italics in the text (1-9) with the
word or phrase below (a-i) that has a similar meaning.

Disclaimer of Warranty

The software is provided 1) 'as is' without warranty of any kind. (The Company] further
2) disclaims all implied warranties including without limitation any implied warranties of
3) merchantability or of 4) fitness for a particular purpose. The entire risk 5) arising out of the
use or periormance of the software and documentation remains with you.

6) In no event shall [the Company], its authors or anyone else involved in the creation,
production, or delivery of the software be liable for any damages whatsoever (including, without
Ilmitation, damages for loss of business profits, business interruption, loss of business
information or other 7) pecuniary loss) arising out of the use of or inability to use the software or
documentation, even if (the Company] has been 8) advised of the possibility of such damages.
Because some states/countries do not allow the exclusion or 9) limitation of liability for
consequential or incidental damages, the above limitation may not apply to you,

a financial
b told about
c suitability
d resulting from
e denies
f acceptable quality
g restriction
h for no reason
i in the present condition

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o ,
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Contract law

e fac.ts of the case
ia... h 3' el 0 re iev. the following US contract lav. ca' ani' t, relevant

rei at m meetinc with a ( ient

Read the facts of the case. Why is this type of case referred to as a 'battle of forms'?

Colonial Incorporated makes cooling units that contain steel tubing supplied by a company called Lehigh
Steel Incorporated. Each year, Colonial sends a purchase order to Lehigh for the tubing Colonial will need
for the year. During the year, Colonial sends out release orders to receive parts of the year's order from
Lehigh. [n return, Lehigh sends acknowledgement forms in response to the release orders to Colonial and
then ships the tubing.

Lehigh's acknowledgement form disclaims all liability for consequential damages (such as lost profits)
and limits Lehigh's liability for defects. These terms are different from Colonial's purchase order and. of
course. are not contained in it,

Unfortunately. some of the lUbing supplied by Lehigh. which Colonial incorporated into a cooling unit.
was defective and burst. causing considerable damage and loss to one of Colonial's customers. Best
Produce Corporation. Best Produce Corporation is claiming damages against Colonial. including
consequential damages In lUrn, Colonial has claimed recovery from Lehigh. In response. Lehigh argues
that it has disclaimed all liability for any damages in accordance with the terms set out on its
acknowledgement form,

Task 1: Speaking
Work with a partner. Follow steps 1-3 below for each role-play.

Role-play 1 Role-play 2
Student A: You are the client, a representative Student A: You are the lawyer.

from Lehigh Steel. Student B: You are the client, a representative
Student B: You are the lawyer. from Colonial.

1 If you are the client, prepare for the meeting by becoming familiar with the facts of the case.
If you are the lawyer, prepare for the meeting by:

v identifying the legal issues of the case and determining arguments for your side
v listing the strengths and weaknesses of your side of the case
\.." deciding which parts of the relevant legal documents most strongly support your case and can be

used to argue against the other party's case
v making notes for the meeting: What course of action do you think your client should take?

2 Lawyers: pair up with your client to explain the legal issue involved and review the relevant documents.
Remember to paraphrase their contents so that they are easy to understand. Advise your client on a
course of action.

3 Report the results to the group, focusing on the client's willingness or unwillingness to settle.

Task 2: Writing
You are an associate at the law firm representing Colonial Incorporated. The senior lawyer handling the
case needs assistance regarding Colonial lncorporated's legal argument. Write a memo to the senior
lawyer based on all the information you have.



Text 1: statement printed on lehigh's form

le~igh Sleel Inc. 's acceptance of purchaser's offer
or ItS. ~Her fa purchase is hereby expressly made
condltlon.a~ to purchaser's acceptance of the terms
and provIsIons of the acknowledgement form.

Text 2: Uniform Commercial Code, Section 2-207

Section 2-207 of the Uniform Commercial Code applies in your jurisdiction and to
this case. It addresses the issues arising from a 'battle of the forms'.

u.c.c. §2-207
Additional terms In acceptance or confirmation.
(1) A definite and seasonable expression of acceptance or a written confirmation which is sent within

a reasonable time operates as an acceptance even though it states terms additional to or
different from those offered or agreed upon, unless acceptance is expressly made conditional on
assent to the additional or different terms.

(2) The additional terms are to be construed as proposals for addition to the contract. Between
merchants such terms become part of the contract unless:
(a) the offer expressly limits acceptance to the terms of the offer;
(b) they materially alter it; or
(c) notification of objection to them has already been given or is given within a reasonable time

after notice of them is received.
(3) Conduct by both parties which recognizes the existence of a contract is sufficient to establish a

contract for sale although the writings of the parties do not otherwise establish a contract. In
such case, the terms of the particular contract consist of those terms on which the writings of
the parties agree, together with any supplementary terms incorporated under any other
provisions of the Uniform Commercial Code.

Text 3: extract from a legal decision
This extract from one of the leading decisions in your jurisdiction regarding a
similar case addresses the principles underlying section 2-207 (see Text 2).

One of the ptindples underlying section 2-207 is
neutrality. If possible, the section should be
interpreted so as to give neither party to a
contract an advantage simply because it
happened to send the first or in some cases the
last fonn. Section 2-207 accomplishes this result
in part by doing away with the common law's "last
shot" rule, At common law, the offeree!counter·
offeror gets all of its terms simply because it fired
the last shot in the exchange of fonns. Section
2-207(3) does away with this result by giving

neither party the tenns it attempted to impose
unilaterally on the other. Instead, all of the terms
on which the parties' forms do not agree drop out,
and the nee. supplies the missing terms,
Generally, this result is fair because both parties
are responsible for the ambiguity in their contract.
The parties could have negotiated a contract and
agreed on its terms, but for whatever reason, they
failed to do so. Therefore, neither party should
get its tenns.

'" 51" ly> ,to, low E



Real property law

Reading 1: Introduction to property law
The foHowing text serves as an introduction to basic concepts and terms used in reat
property law. many of which have been in use for hundreds of years.

1 Read the text and decide whether these statements are true or false.

1 The term of years of a freehold estate is not fixed.
2 The term reversion refers to the passing of real property to the State when

the owner of the property has died and has no legal heirs.
3 A licence grants exclusive possession of a property.
4 The Statute of Frauds permits oral contracts in the case of leases if the

duration is more than a certain number of stipulated years.

1 English-speaking jurisdictions generally distinguish between real property and personal
property. Real property is a general term for land. tenements and hereditaments. On the
other hand. personal property refers to everything which does not fall under the heading of
real property. This brief summary addresses key terms in relation to real property.

2 Real property can be divided into freehold estates and leaseholds. Freehold estates are those
whose duration is not determined. By contrast. the duration of a leasehold is fixed or capable
of being fixed. Essentially, there are four types of freehold estate: the fee simple, the fee tail,
the life estate and the estate pur autre vie.

3 As its name suggests, a fee simple refers to a whole interest in a piece of real property and
may pass through sale. inheritance or reversion, i.e. when the owner dies and there are no
persons alive who have the right of inheritance. the property reverts to the State. Reversion is
also referred to as an escheat. A fee tail is an inheritable estate which lasts as long as the
original grantee or any of his descendants live. A life estate is an estate granted only for the
life of the grantee. When the life tenant dies, the remaindermen take possession, or the land
reverts (see above). An estate pur autre vie is similar to a life estate, except that the estate is
granted for the life of someone other than the grantee.

4 A leasehold is generally created through what is referred to as a lease, which is a contract for
exclusive possession, generally for a term of years, usually for a specified rent or compensation.
A leasehold should not be confused with a licence. The crucial test for determining whether a
lease or a licence has been created is whether there is exclusive possession. If there is no
exclusive possession. there is no leasehold. A good example of this is where the property
remains in the control of the grantor, such as in the case of a hotel room or dormitory.

5 Generally speaking. the Statute of Frauds requires that agreements regarding the sale of or
interests in land must be in writing to be enforceable. In respect of leases. the Statute of
Frauds for a particular jurisdiction will specify that leases for more than a certain number of
years must be in writing to be enforceable, e.g. three years in England. For land sales, the
Statute of Frauds requires a formal writing.

6 There are numerous other areas of real property law which commercial lawyers deal with on a
day-to-day basis. Real property law includes such things as easements, usufructs. mortgages
and other financing measures.



Pa ti s r f r d to I r

The key terms heir. grantee and tenant all appear in the text on page 134. This
is a more complete list of parties named in legal documents dealing with real
property law. Match each pair (1-3) with its explanation (a-c).

1 decedenVheir

2 grantor/grantee

3 landlord/tenant

a a person who transfers property / a person to whom property is
transferred (in real property law synonymous with assignor/assignee)

b a person (usually the owner) who gives another person a lease in
return for rent / a person to whom a lease is given in return for rent
(in real property law synonymous with lessor/lessee)

c a person who has died / a person who is entitled to inherit property

Two ideas can be contrasted with each other using the words whereas and
while:

Real property refers to land and anything permanently attached to the land,
whereas/while personal property refers to all ofher property,

Both whereas and while can appear at the beginning of the sentence as well:

Whereas/While real property refers to land and anything permanently
attached to the land, personal property refers to all other property.

It should be noted that whereas is used in legal English in two distinct ways.
The first use has the meaning of 'but on the contrary' (as in the present
example). The second use is at the beginning of recitals, i.e. the setting forth
of facts or other important matter in a deed. contract or other legal document.

Whereas, the parties wish to amend certain terms of the Sales Contract: and
Whereas, certain capitalised terms not otherwise defined herein are defined
in the Sales Contract ...

3 Contrast these key terms using whereas or while. You may need to consult the
glossary,

1 freehold estate I leasehold
2 fee simple I fee tail

3 lease I licence
4 easement I usufruct

h 9

Classification is an effective way to structure complex information so that it
can be more easily understood by listeners. Paragraphs 1. 2 and 6 of the text
on page 134 contain verbs and phrases for classifying ideas and
distinguishing categories:
distinguish, divided, fall under the heading of, includes, is a general term for,
refers to, types

•



4 Complete these sentences using the classification words and phrases in the
second box on page 135.

1 English-speaking jurisdictions generally I make a
distinction between real and personal property.

2 Real property land, tenements and hereditaments which,
upon the death of the owner. pass to his heirs.

3 Personal property everything which does not
real property.

4 Real property can be I classified I categorised I
grouped into freehold estates and leaseholds.

5 Essentially. there are four I kinds I classes I categories
of freehold estate: the fee simple. the fee tail. the life estate and the estate
pur autre vie.

6 Real property law / encompasses such things as
easements. usufructs. mortgages and other financing measures.

5 ReWrite sentence 4 from Exercise 4 in four different ways. each USing a
different classifying phrase. Make changes in sentence structure or add words
as necessary.

EXAMPlE:

Listenmg 1: ~asements
One of the key terms ment" Jned above IS easement. which 1$ a right acquired for al ceS\
to or use of another person's land for a specific purpose. In the followlOQ listening
ex n se you w'l\ hear an excerpt of a seminar held by a awyer as part of a training
ourse for est te agents. It is the lawyer's task to provide basic legat information on
ssues whll'" the agents may one day encounter in the course of their work n the

If ,ents a general classificatior of easements, explaini'9 he
types his listenl r~ need to now about.

6 Before you listen. discuss this question.

What other legal issues might an estate agent need to be informed about?

7 .. Listen and answer these questions.

1 What is the purpose of a temporary easement?
2 Explain what is meant by open, notorious and continuous use.
3 What does an easement by necessity refer to?

8 Complete these sentences, in which the speaker classifies information. Use no
more than three words for each space.

1 Generally speaking. . .. two fundamental types of
easements: temporary and permanent.

2 Permanent easements can be three common types.
These three are the easement in gross, the prescriptive easement and the
easement appurtenant.

3 This those easements which are given to a quasi-public
corporation. such as the electric or phone company.

4 of an easement appurtenant is called an easement by
neceSSity.



Language use 3· Giving a presentation
,. . a .. . . r

A presentation should begin with a clear statement of the topic. You should
also use language for classifying ideas to help you structure your talk. For
example:

My presentation will deaf with the topic of X. I wiff discuss the three most
important types of X in my jurisdiction.
I would like to explain X in my jurisdiction. In our country. v.oe distinguish
between two main classes of X ...

The overall structure of the presentation will be determined by the elements
in the classification scheme. Le. a three-part classification will lead to a
presentation which includes an introduction, three main points and a
conclusion.

When making the transition from one point to another, it is common to signal
the move to a new point by using phrases such as the following:

Moving to my second point, ...
That brings me to my next point.
To turn to / Turning to the second type of X. ...

9 .. Listen again or read the transcript on page 272. How does the speaker
indicate a change to a new point? Add the signals to the list above.

10 Choose a topic related to real property law in your jurisdiction which lends itself
to structuring by means of classification. Prepare a short presentation, making
use of the phrases for classifying, structuring and signalling presented above.

Some possible topics are:
...... Types of tenancy agreements
...... Types of concurrent ownership of property
...... Types of estates
'-' Tenant's rights
...... Landlord's rights

firm's practice areas
law firms commonly print brochures or create web pages in order to make their areas of
expertise known to prospective clients. This kind of text, or competency statement, is
usually entitler' 'Practice Areas' and generally lists the areas of the law which the firm
has pel formed sue 'essfully ar d the ar 'd w ich staff members t ve mlSt experience ir

11 Read the competency statement of a large American law firm on page 138.
What area of the law does the firm handle in addition to real property? What
two types of disputes are explicitly named in the text?

Unit" 'eal pcoperty law E
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Practice areas
The law firm of Johnson, Fabian, and Brugger was founded in 1983. Our staff tavvyers are
expenenced in handling cases invoMng Natural Resources, Property and Real Estate law
and have represented clients With Issues involving local and national authoritIes and
orgamzations.

Our firm has dealt with a wide range of natural resource matters. including endangered
speCIes, forestry/timber, grazing, imgation, mimng claims, oil and gas. water, and wildlife.
We have assisted clients In vanous property matters, Including federal. pUblic, state and
private lands, communication sites, condemnation, easements, land exchanges, property
boundary disputes, ownership disputes, and rights of way.

In addition, our lawyers have handled a broad array of real-property/real-estate
transactions, including commercial, residential, agricultural, and conservation easements.

Due to our comprehensive natural resource and property capabilities, our firm can
provide experienced counsel for all environmental and natural resource matters affecting
property owners.

1.2 Decide whether Johnson, Fabian and Brugger is the right firm for these parties
(1-4) to consult for legal assistance.

1 Mr Simmons is engaged in a dispute with Mr Burns concerning repairs that
must be made to a pipe leading through Mr Burns' property to Mr Simmons'
house. Mr Burns refuses to allow the workers access to his property.

2 Mr Wyatt produces a natural insecticide from the seeds of a type of Indian
tree which grows on his property and has been selling it to organic farmers
In his region. A pharmaceutical company is suing him for infringement of
patent rights.

3 Mr Parker's neighbour operates a private childcare centre within her property.
During the summer, the children spend a lot of time outside, and the noise
level is extremely high. Mr Parker and his neighbour agreed to install a
fence, but disagree about the exact boundary between their properties and
about who should pay for the fence.

4 Mr Tanaka is a landscape architect working under subcontract with a
construction company on the site of a large private home. The lead
contractor has filed for bankruptcy protection. Mr Tanaka wants to know
whether he can stop work, pack up his gear and walk off the job site. He
also wants to know whether he can enforce his mechanics' lien rights
against the real property's owner.

13 Read the text again and answer these Questions.

1 What are the phrases in italics used to express?
2 Underline the verb tenses in the text. Which verb tense is used most often?

Wtrf'
3 Find two words in the text that are synonyms of the word case.
4 Which sentence of the text expresses what the firm can do?



Wr"tina 1 D s ribina a firm's p actic ar
14 Using the phrases in italics in the text. write a short description of the practice

areas of your own law firm or of a law firm you are familiar with.

Note some of the important features of such a statement:
....... It is written in the first person plural (the 'we' perspective);
....... Much of the information is provided in the form of lists;
....... The present perfect tense is used to refer to what the firm has done;
"-' The text may begin with a reference to the firm's history and may conclude

with a statement that sums up what the firm can do.

J _

aqreement
ng a enancy

A andlord. whO wishe~ to lase Jroperty to ~ tenant will often (Jnsult il.wyer for
aSSIStance In drawing up a lease. AIlrospective tenant, on the other hand mght sk a
lawyer to eVlew th terms and conditions of a lease before entering Into such an

lr er .. e ic.Qs of legal counsel the e er

dispUi .r1 ~ l ~<

15 Tick the sections or clauses you would expect to find in a lease tenancy.

Parties D
Term D
Non-competition D
Statutory conditions D
Confidentiality D
Rent amount and payments D
Acceleration D
Method of payment D
Force majeure D
Deposit D
Can you think of any other clauses and sections that are generally included in
a lease?

16 Look at the title of the text on page 140. What are statutory conditions? Can
you think of the kinds of thing that might come under statutory conditions in a
lease agreement?

17 The text is an excerpt from a lease. setting forth the statutory conditions
applying to the lease. Read it and complete the spaces (1-7) using these sub

headings.

a Abandonment and termination
b Sub-letting premises
c Entry of premises

d Entry doors
e Conditions of premises

f Services
g Good behaviour
h Obligation of the tenant

u "" ,,,, p"pe", E



STATUTORY CONDITIONS

The following statutory conditions apply:

1

The landlord shall keep the premises Il1 a good st:lte of repair and fit for habitJtion
during the tenancy Jnd shall comply with any statutory ('IUCtl1ll'tlt or law
respecting standards of health, safety or housing:.

2 (a)

Where the landlord provides J service or f:lcility to the tenant that is reasollably
rdated to the tenant's contillued use Jnd enjoyment of the premises slich as, but not
as \0 restrict the generality of the foregoing, heat, water, electric power, gas,
appliances, garbage collection, sewers or elevators, th(' landlord shall not discontinue
providing that service.

2 (b)

A tenant shall conduct him/herself in such a manner as not to interfere with the
possession or occupancy of other tenams.

3

The tenant shall be responsible for the ordinary cleanliness of the i1l1erior of the
premises and for the repair ofdamage caused by wilful or negligent act of the tenant
or of any person whom the tenant permits on the premises.

4

The ten:tnt nuy assign, sub-let or otherwise part with possession of the premises
subject to the consent of the landlord which consent will not arbitrarily or
ulHe::lson::lbly be withheld or charged for unless the landlord h:ts actually incurred
expense 111 respect of the grant of consent.

5

If the t('nant abandons the premIses or terlllll1ates the tenancy otherWIse than m the
m:mner permitted, the landlord shall mitigate any damages that may be caused by
the abandonment or terrl11natioll to the extent that a p:trty to a contract IS reqUlred
by law to mitigate damages.

6

Except In the case of an emergency, the landlord shall not enter the prenllSes
without the consent of the tenant unless:

(a) notice of the termination of the tenancy has be('n gIven and the entry IS at a
reasonable hour for the purposes of exhibiting the premises to prospective tenants
or purchasers;

m

(b) the entry is mach.. during daylight hours and written notice of the time of the
entry has been given to the ten am at least twenty-four hours in advance of the
entry.

7

Except by lllutual consent, the landlord or the tenant shall not during occupancy
by the tenant under the tenancy alter or cause to be altered the lock or locking
system on :ll1Y door that gives entry to the prcrl11ses.



18 Where do these ideas appear in the text? Write the number of the section or
sub-section in which they can be found.

EXAMPLE: The landlord is not permitted to go into the flat unless the tenant
agrees.

1 The tenant is not allowed to disturb other tenants in the building.
2 The landlord agrees that he will not stop providing the use of utilities such

as gas or electricity.
3 The landlord is obliged to take advantage of any reasonable opportunity to

reduce loss or damage if the tenant leaves unexpectedly.
4 The landlord is required to keep the flat in suitable condition.
S The tenant agrees to repair anything broken by a person he has invited into

the flat.
6 The landlord promises that he wilt not have the lock of the front entrance

changed without the agreement of the tenant.
7 The tenant is permitted to rent the flat to someone else if the landlord gives

him permission to do so.
8 The landlord can enter the flat if the tenant is moving out. and the landlord

needs to show a new tenant around.

19 Match these words and expressions (1-11) with their definitions (&-1<).

1 statutory a agreement of both parties
2 premises b what has been stated before
3 habitation c when a tenant leases a teased property to a third party
4 the foregoing d giving one's permission to something
S witrul or negligent act e something done knowingly or carelessly
6 sub-letting f minimising any loss due to breach
7 grant of consent g a piece of land, a building, or part of a building
8 abandonment h created or regulated by statutes
9 mitigate damages I the act of living in or occupying a place

10 mutual consent j in a manner based on chance rather than being planned or
based on reason

11 arbitrarily k leaving and no longer using a property

20 Match these verbs (1-4) with their synonyms (a-d).

1 abandon
2 terminate
3 comply with
4 grant

a cause something to end or stop
b give or allow something
c leave a place, person, or thing
d act in accordance with an order, set of rules or request

Now match the same verbs (1-4) with the nouns in the box they collocate with
in the text.

consent law premises tenancy
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Readmg 4: (ase review
legal publications wh"ch present the outcome of disputes1nvolving commercial property
leases are of interest to lawyers. Landlords ana tenants allke The decisions in such cases
indIcate how courts in a jUrisdiction tend to rule in real property cases, and :are therefore
useful for parties when preparing a courf lS€'. The frllow,ng accounl of a (ase was
published in ~ law firm newsletter.

21 Read the report and answer these questions.

1 Which business sector is involved in the case? Is the case in question
relevant for other sectors of business as well?

2 The concept of quiet enjoyment is central to the case. What does the term
mean? Is there a comparable concept in your own jurisdiction?

Quiet enjoyment
Goldmile Properties Ltd v. Lechouritis

What steps must landlords take, in deference
to their covenants of quiet enjoyment, when
complying with their repairing obligations
under a lease? Is it enough for a landlord to
take all reilSoFlable precautions - or is the
landlord required to take all possible
precautions - to avoid disturbing its tenant?

The landlord brought in contractors to repair
and clean the exterior of a building, which was
let as a restaurant. The contractors erected
scaffolding and fixed sheeting to the exterior
of the premises. 111e interior of the premises
became dust)' and dark.. and the restaurant
appeared dosed.

The Appeal Coun said that. where the
provisions of any contract come into connict,
they are to be interpreted and applied to give

proper effeCt, where possible. to each. 'llu~

landlord's obligation to keep the building in
repair had to co-exist with the tenant's right to
quiet enjoyment and vice versa. Neither
obligation should take priority over the other.

[t would ha\'e been possible to restrict the work
to the days on which the restaurant was closed,
but this would have been costly and
impraCtical. 111e landlord had sent the tenant a
copy of the estimate for, and had agreed to
spread the cost of, the work. It had also
postponed the start of the work to avoid
interfering with the tenant's busiest period and
had arranged the work to meet the tenant's
requirements in so far as it could.

The landlord was under an obligation to take
all relisolwbEe steps - but not all possible
precautions - to avoid disturbing the tenant,
and had done so.

22 Find words or phrases in the above text which match these definitions.

1 An agreement that the lessee can use the property in peace without being
disturbed
c of Q . e

2 Something done in advance to prevent harm
p

3 Someone who enters into an agreement to perform a certain service or
provide a certain product; (here) a company or trader which agrees to
provide construction work
c

4 The expected cost of work to be done
e

5 To put off or delay until a later time
p



23 Discuss these questions in small groups.

1 What is the difference between reasonable precautions and possible
precautions in the present case?

2 The Court reasoned that 'where the provisions of any contract come into
conflict, they are to be interpreted and applied to give proper effect, where
possible, to each'. How is this statement to be understood?

3 Do you agree with the Court's ruling in this case?
4 What do you think the outcome of such a case would be in your jurisdiction?

, B , , o se Spa
lawyers are often involved in all stages of the sale and purchase of real propert)' These
stages include drafting, reviewing and negotiating the contract of sale. handling
payment. as well as preparing and filing the documents required to close on the property.

When the purchase nvolves real property in another country, it will be necessary to
obtain the hel of wyer wllo well acquainted with the procedl'Te and dOl Iml
required thaI :our y.

24 What documents are required for the sale of real property in your country?
Do many foreigners buy property in your country?

25.. Listen to the following interview between a lawyer (Ms Blackwell) and her
client (Mr Watson), who intends to bUy a house in Spain.

1 Who is Senor Martfnez?
2 Tick the steps that must be followed to buy a house in Spain.

a Draw up power of attorney 0
b Submit financial history of buyer 0
c Apply for fiscal number 0
d Negotiate agent's commission 0
e Set up bank account 0
f Arrange financing 0
g Inspect premises 0
h Sign contract 0
i Hand over 1% of the purchase price 0
j Hand over remaining deposit (9% of purchase price) 0
k Sign final documents 0

26 Decide whether these statements are true or false.

1 A notary will translate the power of attorney document.
2 A power of attorney allows the client's Spanish lawyer to complete necessary

paperwork when the client is not in Spain.
3 The contract for the sale of the house will be written in both English and

Spanish.
4 The client's English lawyer does not want to look at the contract. since

Senor Martfnez will be drawing it up and has extensive experience with such
contracts.

5 The client must be present for the final signing so that he can hand over the
rest of the deposit.

Un t " ,,,I p"p,rty I.. E



Reading 'j: Reference email
In the prevIous listening exercise, Ms Blackwell discusses the steps to be taken by
MI Watson and his Spanish solicitor. Senor Martinez. when purchasing a house in Spain.

le followmq em3:i • written by $f"n'Jl Mal mez, ~ referred to by Ms BlackweH in the
t /"l .J "lr aeer ~

27 According to the email, what is Senor Martinez's specific area of expertise?
What else qualifies Senor Martinez to help Mr Watson?

'" ''''To T. Blackwell

From M. Martinez

SubJf'ct Spanish property purchase

Dear Ms Blackwell

Thank you for your email of 15 May, in which you request my services
as legal counsel for your client. Mr Watson.

Allow me to provide some information regarding my professional
background. As a Spanish lawyer specialising in the sale of real
property, I have 15 years' experience in assisting buyers from the UK
in purchasing holiday or retirement homes in the Costa del Sol
region. During this time, I have provided my services for the
successful completion of hundreds of real-estate transactions. I have
not only accompanied my clients through all of the steps involved in
the process of buying a home in Spain, from drawing up an initial pre
sale contract to final completion, but have also gained particular
expertise in negotiating the terms of sale of real property. May I also
add that I have studied law in both Spain and England, and therefore
possess knowledge of the legal systems of both countries. I also
speak English fluently.

I would appreciate it very much if you would inform MrWatson that I
would be happy to assist him in purchasing a home. Please could you
forward this email to him and ask him to contact me at his
convenience.

Thank you for your assistance in this matter.

Yours sincerely

Mateo Martinez



9
28 The following phrases can be used for making requests:

Could you please provide me with ...
Would you mind sending me ...
I'd appreciate your sending me ...

Read Senor Martinez's email again and find two more phrases to add to the
list.

29 The English lawyer, Ms Blackwell, wants to respond to the email and to inform

ISiHPiE Senor Martinez of the matters she has discussed with their mutual client.
ANSWER'
»p ..l,6 Write her email to Senor Martinez in which you should:

v thank him for his email:
....... state the reason for writing:
v briefly summarise the content of the interview with the client (you may need

to listen to the interview again or read the transcript of it on pages
272-273);

....... request copies of all documents Senor Martinez draws up in connection
with the house purchase;

v offer your assistance, if needed;
v thank him for his efforts.

When asking for the copies of documents, use some of these phrases from
Exercise 28,

30 Using Senor Martinez's email as a model, write a brief account of your own
r:.:~1!l professional experience as a lawyer to send to a prospective client.
))p.J9J

Q Unit 10

To improve your web-based research skills, visit www.cambridge.orgjeIVlegalenglish.c1ick on
Research Tasks and choose Task 10,



Language Focus

1 Vocabulary: distinguishing meaning Which word in each group is the odd one
out? You may need to consult a dictionary to distinguish the differences in
meaning.

1 to rent
2 lessee
3 to fulfil
4 capability

to lease to license to let
grantee heir tenant
to comply with to set forth

opportunity competence
to satisfy

ability

2 Word formation Complete this table by filling in the correct adjectival form of

the nouns listed. Underline the stressed syllable in each word with more than
one syllable.

reason

negligence

capability

inheritance

prospect

necessity

safety

3 Vocabulary: completing clauses Complete the clauses below from a tenancy
agreement using the words in the box.

r
deemed harmless
reasonable rules

herein
thereon

liable Lessee Premises qUjet~

INSPECTION OF PREMISES, Lessor and Lessor's agents shall have the right at all .t:.~I').rt.~k times
during the term of this Agreement to enter the for the purpose of inspecting the
Premises and all buildings and improvements and also for the purposes of making any
repairs, additions or alterations as may be __ appropriate by Lessor for the preservation
of the Premises or the building.

2 INDEMNIFICATION. Lessor shall not be for any damage or injury of or to the Lessee.
Lessee's family. guests, Invitees, agents or employees or to any person entenng the Premises or
the building of which the Premises are a part or to goods or equIpment or In the structure or
equipment of the structure of which the Premises are a part, and ...__.._ ...__ hereby agrees to
Indemnify, defend and hold Lessor from any and all claims or assertions of every kind
and nature.

3 QUIET ENJOYMENT. Lessee. upon payment of all of the sums referred to as being
payable by Lessee and Lessee's performance of all Lessee's agreements contained herem and
Lessee's observance of all and regulations, shall and may peacefully and
have. hold and enjOy said Premises for the term hereof.



4 Verb tenses: past simple or present perfect Choose the correct verb form for
each of these sentences.

lOur lawyers represented I have represented landlords. property owners,
developers and tenants in a wide range of real-estate and real-estate
financing litigation.

2 last month, our firm won I has won an important suit involving property
owner and occupier liability.

3 In the past ten years, the attorneys in our firm handled I have handled a
large number of landlord/tenant disputes.

4 Since it was founded, our firm advised / has advised clients on the full
range of property issues.

5 In the year 2004, the real-estate department of our firm was involved / has
been involved in a successful civil lawsuit concerning a large commercial
development.

5 Collocations Match the nouns in the box with the verbs below which they
commonly collocate with. Some of the nouns collocate with more than one
verb. Consult a dictionary jf necessary.

contract
statute

lease premises
tenancy

regUlation requirement site

1 abandon:
2 comply with:
3 terminate:

6 Sentence completion Complete these sentences using a suitable verb from
the list in Exercise 5. Some verbs are needed more than once.

1 The fact that tenants the premises will not normally relieve them
from the duty to pay rent.

2 The security deposit will be refunded if you . ,_ the lease.

3 The agreement contains a provision allowing the landlord to the
tenancy within six months of the beginning of the tenancy.

4 In the case of the non-payment of rent by the tenant, the landlord has the
power to . . the lease.

5 A lease which does not " the aforementioned requIrements is
wholly void.

7 Adjective or adverb? Choose the correct options to complete this text, in which
a lawyer explains what quiet enjoyment means to a client.

A covenant for quiet enjoyment is 1) normal/normally contained in any
2) good- / well- drafted lease. The term 'quiet enjoyment' refers to the right of
a tenant to use and enjoy a property and not be interrupted by an act of the
landlord. It doesn't 3) actual/actually refer to noise. as you might think. For
example, there are 4) specific / specifically things a landlord may not do. such
as 5) continual/continually obstruct access to the premises. He is also not
permitted to cut off or 6) persistent / persistently interrupt the gas or
electricity supply. However, a 7) temporary / temporarily inconvenience does
not qualify as breach of the covenant of quiet enjoyment. and so a landlord is
permitted to carry out 8) essential/essentially repairs. for example.

." ~~ E



11 Intellectual property

R dinq 1: Introduction to intellectual property

,e<
;01 to

ro,
feals lith

1 Read the text below and decide which of the terms in bold match these
definitions.

1 exclusive right granted to authors of creative works to control the use of
their original works

2 exclusive right granted by a government to an inventor which prevents others
from making. using or selling his or her invention

3 distinctive registered mark used by a business to identify itself and its
products or services to consumers

4 official order from a court that stops someone from doing something

Intellectual property is an expansive and rapidly changing area of the law which deals with the
formulation. usage and commercial exploitation of original creative works. A majOrity of the
issues that arise within this area revolve around the boundary lines of intangible property rights
and which of those rights are afforded legal protection. The abstract quality of the property rights
involved presents a contrast to other areas of property law. Furthermore. the rapid changes
occurring in this field raise topical debates over such things as gene patenting. genetically
modified food and peer-to-peer networking (e.g. music piracy on the Internet).

Traditionally. intellectual property rights are broken down into three main areas: patents, trade
marks l and copyrights. Other areas which warrant mentioning are trade secrets, design rights
and the concept of passing off.

A patent is a monopoly right in an invention. Patent law is regulated in various jurisdictions
through legislation. A patent must be granted pursuant to the relevant legislation in order to
create the monopoly in the invention. Once the patent is granted, the protection remains in force
for a statutory period of years, e.g. 20 years in the UK. Most patent legislation requires that a
patentable invention: 1) is novel; 2) involves an inventive step; 3) is useful or capable of
industrial application; and 4) is an invention or, in the US, non-obvious. Many things are excluded
from patentable sUbject matter due to unsuitability, public policy and morality.

A registered trade mark is similar to a patent in that it provides the holder with an exclusive
right to use a 'distinctive' mark in relation to a product or a service. A common aspect of
applicable legislation is that the mark must be distinctive. In other words, it must be capable of
functioning as an identifier of the origin of the good and thereby avoid confusion, deception or
mistake. Deception has been deemed to include. for example, the use by another of a domain
name that is substantially similar to the trade mark, so-called cybersquatting.

Copyright is a right subsisting in original literary, dramatic, musical and artistic works and in
sound recordings. films, broadcasts and cable programmes, as well as the typography of
published editions. Copyright holders possess economic rights associated with their works,

1(US) trademarks



including the essential rlght to prohibit unauthorised use of the works. The most common
requirements for copyright protection are that the work must be in material form (I.e. not just an
idea) and it must be original in the sense that the work 'originates' from the relevant author.
Copyright only provides a partial monopoly in a work, as various rules provide exceptions by
which a work may be copied without infringing on the rights of the author. A good example of
such an exception is the right of fair use recognised in the United States2.

Of course. Infringement of intellectual property rights may result in enforcement actions being
brought against the infringing party. As part of these actions. remedies might include damages,
injunctions and account of profits, depending on the right infringed and the extent and nature of
the infringement.

2 (UK) fair dealing (More restrictIve than the US doctnne of fair use; In order to be protected. the use has to fall Into one of
severnl categories. while In the USA It is open..ended.)

2 Match the two halves of these definitions of key terms from the text, Consult
the glossary if necessary,

1 The term passing off refers to the practice of a company ...
2 The term design right refers to a right ...
3 The term cybersquatting refers to the practice ...
4 The term injunction refers to an order issued by a court ...
5 The term trade secret refers to the intellectual property of a business."

a which prohibits the copying of an original, non-eommonplace design of the
shape or configuration of a product.

b which prohibits a specific action from being carried out in order to prevent
damage or injury.

c illegally trading on the reputation of another company by misrepresenting its
goods or services as being those of the other company.

d which it does not want others to know about.
e of registering a trade mark as a domain name with the intention of later

selling it to the rightful owner,

3 Explain what is meant by these terms related to intellectual property rights in
your own words. Use the sentences in Exercise 2 as models,

1 intangible rights
2 right of fair use

3 infringement of rights

Listenmg 1. Traming of JUnior lawyers
Law firms generally provide training for young lawyers entering the firm in the form of
formal instruction and practical work experience. Seminars are held by experienced
lawyers to provide a theOletical framework for understanding the legal. business, ethical
and practical issues that junior lawyers are likely to encounter. On the practical side, the
practice known as 'shadowing' gives junior lawyers a chance to observe senior lawyers at
work. ShadOWing may include anything from attending meetings with a client and other
lawye,s, to participating in negotiations with opposing counsel, to attending a trial, or
observing the closing ot a transaction.

The following listening exercise presents an extract from a seminar held for junior lawyers
at a US law firm.

Unit 11 Intellectual property E



.. requirement.

patentability: abstract ideas

4 .. Listen to the extract and answer these questions.

1 What is the topic of the seminar?
2 The speaker says that her listeners will be shadowing a senior lawyer on a

new case. What does the case involve?
3 How many requirements does the speaker mention?

5 .. Listen again and complete this extract from the outline of the speaker"s
notes for this part of the seminar. Use no more than three words for each
space.

Notes for seminar
• General remarks: Area which is changing rapidly; important new case (Whittaker)

• Overview: Topics 10 be covered in seminar: basic concepts, a few
1) presented by participants, recent holdings

• Requirements for patentability of an invention

- First requirement: must be useful: 2) .

Invention must provide a 3)

- Second requirement: must be new: novelty requirement

- Third requirement: must not be obvious to person with skill in the art:

4)
- Fourth requirement: must be patentable 5) ..__... . Examples:

processes, machines, a composition of mailer (such as a synthesised chemical

compound)

Subject mailers traditionally 6)

{in particular: business methods]

6 Decide whether these statements are true or false.

1 The question of whether an invention is patentable is generally decided by

the courts.
2 In order for an invention to qualify as novel, the idea behind it should not

already have been patented in another device.
3 A process, such as the idea for a machine, is not patentable.
4 Today, business methods are no longer automatically barred from

patentability.

State Street case
The Jun or awyers wno are attending the seminar on business method patents are asked
10 e~ear( 1 elevan! !Sl s on thp' topic One has been assigned the landmark case known

r~ ~':ase. hi r h, "e came across thr Sl ry of the case she:'

7 Read the title and first three paragraphs of the summary and answer these
questions.

1 What effect has the court's decision had on the patent system in general?
2 What does the business method in question involve?



The 'State Street' case
expands patent protection
to methods of doing
business

In 1998. the United States Court of
Appeals for the Federal Circuit handed
down a landmark. decision in State
Street Bank and Trust Co. v. Signature
Financial Group, Inc. The 'State Street'
case has attracted wide attention
because it has opened up the patent
system to inventions which are not
within traditional technologies.

The case involved a patent issued to
Signature Financial Group which was
called a 'Data-Processing System for
Hub and Spoke Financial Services
Configuration'. The data-processing sys
tem allowed for complex calculations to
be provided very quickly in relation 10
mutual funds (Spokes) pooled in an
investment portfolio (Hub) which was
organised as a partnership. The patent
was challenged by State Street Bank
and Trust

The lower court held that the invention
fell WIthin two exceptions to patentable
subject matter: 1) the mathe-matical
algonthm exception, and 2) the business

method exception, The court reasoned
that the data-processing system merely
performed a series of mathematical
functions and that the patent was further
invalid under 'the Iong-esta-blished prin
ciple that business ·plans· and .sys
tems· are not patentable'.

However, on appeal, the Federal Circuit
Court reasoned that the cases relied
upon by the lower court 'oNere inappro
priately applied to the case. It stated
that the focus of what constitutes
patentable subject matter should be
the essential characteristics of it and, in
particular, its practical utility. And, with
regard to the Hub and Spoke software
in question, it produced a 'useful, con
crete and tangible result'. The court
ended by dismissing the 'ilkonceived'
business method exception to
patentability in total.

Naturally, this new approach to busi
ness method patents has been wel~

comed by inventors in the field of busi~

ness. This is witnessed by recentfy
issued patents in such areas as archi~

tecture, investment and marketing. The
decision has truly increased the poss~

bility of patent protection for ever
expanding methods of doing business.

8 Read the whole text and answer these questions.

1 On what grounds did the lower court hold that the software patent was
invalid?

2 What was the reasoning of the Federal Circuit Court in affirming the
patentability of the invention?

3 Why is the State Street case considered a landmark case?

9 Add the correct forms of the word patent to these phrases.

1 The Court affirmed the of business method-related software.
2 This decision has caused an increase in __. application filings.
3 The lower court held that the software patent was invalid on the grounds

that it was directed to an 'mathematical algorithm'.
4 The . .. at issue in the State Street case pertained to a data-

processing system for managing mutual funds.
5 Things which are generally considered ..__ ..__.....__. are processes, machines,

a composition of matter and so on.
6 Traditionally. business methods could not be
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2 to be within the public domain

3 to review a decision
4 misappropriation

10 As part of the preparation of a case which your firm will soon argue in court.
~< ( you have been asked to submit a memorandum on cases and rulings related to

np·l91 the patentability of business software, including the State Street case.

Usmg the information from the telrt. on page 151, write notes for your
memorandum. Refer to Unit 9 to review typical expressions used in case
briefs. Order your notes under these headings:

Facts of the case
Legal issue in question

...... Holdings and reasoning of the courts

...... General legal significance of the case

at nts
Thl legal opinion on page 153 was written by a senior lawyer in the law firm in which the
seminar on business method patents was held.

11 Read the text and answer these questions. Ignore the missing sentences (1-5)
for now.

1 Which paragraph of the text refers to the fact that business method patent
law has undergone much change in recent years?

2 In which paragraph does the writer suggest an alternative to registering the
business method as a patent?

12 Read the text again and complete the spaces (1-5) using these sentences
(a-e),

a Unless the Supreme Court opts to review future business method patent
controversies, I believe it is unlikely that lower courts will break from this
line of cases.

b Traditionally, inventors of business methods have relied upon trade-secret
protection because such inventions were regarded as unpatentable.

c Ultimately, the validity of any patent claim depends upon satisfying the other
requirements for patentability, inclUding those of novelty and non·
obviousness.

d Libris has developed a system called ~Express Lane~ through which a
consumer may complete an online purchase on the Libris website using a
single action - one click of a mouse button.

e Consequently. the success of any patent application for ~Express Lane~ will
primarily depend on whether "Express Lane~ comprises a patentable invention.

13 Match these words or phrases (1-4) with their definitions (a-<:l).

1 to state unequivocally a to be freely available to all and to not be protected by
intellectual property rights

b taking something from someone else and using it for
your own benefit

c to say clearly. without any doubt
d to re-examine a court ruling



HE: Advice concel'lling business method palenls

Dear \Is. Costa

A \Oll hal e N'(IUeSled adl ice as 10 II ht'!hcl' or nol ~ollr one-click Inlernet ol'derillg solution. ~Express
L.111e.~ is patentable ,IS a method of doing business.

H Thc foJlo\\ing is a summaI') oftJlf' facls you ha\"e prmided me "ilh during ourte]rphonc
ronferenC't'. lour ('()lI1pall~. I.ibris. is an online retailer. 1) IJbris Ilouid lil.r to filc an
3Jl1)Jicalion S('('l..ing a l .s. 1l<1tcnl. sj){'cilically a business melhod Ilc1lenl. for Ihi<; streamlined online
shOI)jling solution.

C .\5 \\(' discuW'd brien~ during ourconferenC'f.lhis is an unseltled area orllle lal\. and there has
been much debate about lhe Imlenting of business melhods, Jlarticularl~ \\ ith reganllo the
aPllrol>r;alr subje('lmCtller for palenI protection. Among olber consideralions inllw patent
applicalion Pl'O<.'('ss. pal('nt ('\amineN must deride whether a gh ell im clllion colllprises
patcntable sulJje(1 mailer.

D 2) lIistoricall~, the courts halt' ruled Utal busint"ss :'~St{,llb do nol (Illlllir~ for p.ltenLs
and h,ne barred patents on business methods, HOI\C\t"f,thc C'urrenttrend is to allo\\ such patents,

E Ilri,n). a "",nl and gro" lilg liar of rascs holds Ula"h, Irsl fO"'lIIlrnlahlrsnbj'rt mall,r is
\\helher an ill\ention achie\es a ~useful. concrete, tangible result .., \loN'o\cr, thcse decisions
hale remoled lhe business method patent exception h) un{'qui\oC'all~ staling thatlJusiness
mcthods arc subject to the same anal~sis as an~ OtlWl' pro<'f'SS. \otabl).the Supreme C01ll1 has
declined to relie\\ these business method palent decisions. 3) .\S a result.
business methods aloe eligible for l.S. palent protection, suhjecllo lhe olher re{luirements or the
Palenl \('1.

F 110""'1", ,,,,,n' business mrthod p,,'en' case law empbasizes Iha' allpatenl'" im,n'ion\ '''n"in
slIbjeclto the I'equil'emeills oflhe Patent Ac!. This means thaI simlll~ fulfilling: the patelllahic
subjecl mailer rC(luirelllent is not enough 10 justif) the gr'nnti ng of a patenl.
4) Accordingl), Lihris must considcr I\hethrl'lhe illH'lllion daimcd in ~E'q)ress Lane
is all'clllly within the public domain, Ihus l'eIH!cI'ing il obvious <lInl tlwrefol'(' 110t patentable.

G Allernalivt'ly, iflhc queslion of palentabilily is a close Olle, you may ('!loos(' 10 pI'olect ~E:xpress

[,ane" as a lmdc sccl'et. 5) ....... Ilowelcl', tradc-srCl'el law merely 1)1'0\ ides proleclion
agaillsllllisapIH'opl'iatioll oflhe in\'ention. and does not confcr' lhe rulll'illlge of rights gilTl1 by
patent.

II In Illy IlI'e1iminal) opinion, "Express L..lne
H

compliscs patcntable suIJj('('ll1laller. 1101\('\('1', <I more
delailed im eSligalion of lhe claimed invcntion in ~E)"IlI'rSS Lane" is required. If illlleed the
ill\"ention fulfills the additional patentabilit~ requirements of nOlell) and nOll-olniousness, 1would
ad\'ise ~ou to submit a palent application for HE\press Lane~ 10 the (lalent and Trademark Omce.

Plea~e conta('tll$ if~ou ha\'e an) (lueSlions aboullhe mallcrs here discus:.ed, or all~ olher issues.

Sin(,(,I't'I~

Cind) Bre\\ster

, ,,, E



analv~1< ours rna k rs a s

The text on page 153 makes use of discourse markers to indicate how ideas
interrelate. When placed at the beginning of a sentence. these openers point
to a relationship between ideas or highlight individual ideas.
look at the following sentence from Reading 3, in which the discourse marker
as a result signals a cause and effect relationship:

As a result, business methods are eligible for U.S. patent protection, subject
to ti,e other requirements of the Patent Act.

In the next example. the word notably. which here means 'it should be noted
thaf, serves to emphasise the idea expressed in the sentence:

Notably, the Supreme Court has declined to review these business method
parent decisions.

There are a number of discourse markers expressing a variety of meanings.
One meaning already covered in previous units is that of contrast. which can
be expressed using words like whereas or in contrast.

The table below lists eight functions. Decide which one each of the words or
expressions in the box fulfils and add it to the table. You may need to consult
a dictionary.

As a-consequence. As a next step. Besides. Finally, First of all,
For example. For instance, Formerly, In addition, In contrast,
In fact, In particular, In short. On the other hand, Previously,
Secondly, Specifically. Summing up, Therefore, Thus,
To begin with. To conclude,

Establishing a sequence

Expanding on a point

Contrasting

Referring to the past

Drawing a conclusion or
inference through reasoning

Emphasising

Giving an example

Summarising

t

Go back to Reading 1 and Reading 3. look for any discourse markers used at
the beginning of a sentence and add these to the table above.



Reading 4: Trade-mark statutes
Lawyers assist their clients with aU matters relating to trade marks. including advising on
the availability of trade marks and trade names. registering trade marks and renewing
trade-mark registrations, pUc'paring licence agreements, identifying trade-mark
intr 1gement and representing plaintiffs and defendants in litigation, to name a few.

The following text :Ii Article 47 of the Council Regulation [Ee) No. 40/94 on th
Community Trade Mark A CTM is a trade mark registered in the European Unton. r e
Arti"ll leab ".L.L. lee' of f"'nrw' a Community Tnde Mar ant If' e

be d b 'If rI tin ( ith the rene 1\ 01 'gist 1

16 Read the article. Who informs the owner of the trade mark when that trade
mark is about to expire?

Article 47: Renewal

1 Registration of the Community trade mark shall be renewed at the request of the proprietor of the
trade mark or any person expressly authorised by him, provided that the fees have been paid.

2 The [Trade Mark] Office shall inform the proprietor of the Community trade mark, and any person
having a registered right in respect of the Community trade mark, of the expiry of the registration
in good time before the said expiry. Failure to give such information shall not involve the
responsibility of the Office.

3 The request for renewal shall be submitted within a period of six months ending on the last day
of the month in which protection ends. The fees shall also be paid within this period. Failing this,
the request may be submitted and the fees paid within a further period of six months following
the day referred to in the first sentence, provided that an additional fee is paid within this further
period.

4 Where the request is submitted or the fees paid in respect of only some of the goods or services
for which the Community trade mark is registered, registration shall be renewed for those goods
or services only.

17 Match these words or expressions (1-7), italicised in the article, with their definitions (a-g).

1 expressly authorised a will not be the fault of
2 provided that b the date something stops being valid or ends
3 shall inform c if this has not been done
4 proprietor d if
5 expiry e given the legal power to do something
6 shall not involve the responsibility of f will tell
7 failing this g owner

18 Complete this simplified account of the procedure described in Article 47 using
the nouns in the box.

expiry fees renewal request trade mark

1 Office informs proprietor of
2 Proprietor submits for
3 Proprietor pays
4 Office renews

(
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Writing and Speaking: Paraphrasing in plain

Lawyers often need to explain the contents of a legal text to a client in plain
language the client can understand.

Generally, when paraphrasing complex sentences written in formal language,
it is helpful to do the following:
..... Break long sentences down into shorter sentences.
..... Make passive sentences into active ones:

The request may be submitted - You can submit the request
..... Replace shall constructions with other verbs, depending on the meaning:

- future forms: Registration shall be renewed for those goods or services
only - Registration will only be renewed ... or You will only be able to
renew registration ...
- verbs of necessity: The fees shall also be paid - You have to I must /
are required to pay the costs.

'-' Replace formal vocabulary with more common. everyday words.

19 Read this paraphrase of paragraph 1 of Reading 4. What kinds of changes
have been made?

The owner of the Community trade mark can renew the registration of the trade
mark himself. Another person can also renew the registration if the owner has
given him the authority to do so. The owner can only renew the registration if
he has paid the costs of registration.

Paraphrase paragraphs 2-4 in plain language. Write down your paraphrase first
and then read it aloud. Does it sound natural?

20 Read this email from a client of yours. What information is she requesting?

To S. Walters

From: C. Fox
-

Subject EC registration

Dear Ms Walters

I am writing to you with a few questions regarding the European Community
registration for our company's trade mark which' hope you will be able to answer:

How can I find out when the registration of a trade mark will expire? Is it the
responsibility of the trade-mark holder to find out this information?

Who can renew the registration?

When can It be done? Are there any deadlines?

Of course, we are very fond of our traditional trade-mark foll. logo and would not
under any circumstances want to jeopardise our rights to use it.

As always, I very much appreciate your help in this malter.

Yours sincerely

Charlotte Foll.



Write a response to Ms Fox's email using the information in Reading 4.
Express the information in your own words. You should:
'-" refer to the email you received from the client:
'-" state the reason for writing:
'-" provide the information she has asked for (use discourse markers for

putting points in order and adding ideas);
'-" offer your assistance with the renewal of registration.

fair us
J , ght and

The ap :Hy changing technJlogles egul3.te:l. by lOteLlec ual ropel y aw mong t ern
computer and Internet technologies are the source of debates on vanous e<J I Issues n
particular ~sues related to copyright. Tl the 'oHowlng IstenlOg exercIse you w I hea a
disl u..~"ion on the topIC of th .lSe of copyrighted naterial for educatlOn'3.l purposes An
Ami flCM Jumo lawyer named Thomas as been assigned to shadow two spnior lawytr
working on a Jose ;'l\toLVInO the fall JSt" doc nne In connection with distanc e rm 9
Cal· n. t. !'tis as,;or • 'ler"cca. n Pot k s

IN"n tle case.

21.. Listen to the discussion and answer these Questions.

1 How do Thomas and Rebecca describe the concept of fair use in American
law?

2 According to Patrick. what is the objective of copyright law?
3 Who does Rebecca think is in the stronger position now. copyright holders or

educators?
4 According to Patrick. how many factors need to be taken into account when

assessing fair use?

22 Decide whether these statements are true or false.

1 The 'fair use' doctrine only applies to the use of copyrighted materials in
traditional face·terface classroom situations.

2 Thomas has a basic understanding of what distance learning is. and is
aware of one of the intellectual property issues that it raises.

3 Rebecca argues that in the future it is likely that a teacher's right to use
copyrighted material without permission will become increasingly restricted.

4 The four-factor analysis helps determine whether the use of copyrighted
material falls under the 'fair use' doctrine.

S Rebecca points out that the four-factor analysis is subjective and therefore
not reliable.

f:'S for discussions
When taking pHt In jiscusslons. It I necesXlry to know how to express your own idea
amt opiniom E19lish (see Unit 3 for )hrases '01 expressing your opinion). 11 S eQJ ltv
ne essarv to know how to react to the statements of others [see UOIt 8 for lhr ses fOI
agreplOg m1 disagreellg) The table on p!Qe 158 provide~ further Jseful lhr t;,e-s for
presenting and respondinq to ide3.s

It II te 0' " E



23 Complete the table below using these phrases, taken from Listening 2.

In what way?
So. in other words, ...
Yes, you have a point there.
Yes, but you can look at it another way, too.
That may well be true, but you have to see the bigger picture.
Well, from a legal point of view. the debate is about ...
Sorry. can I just finish my point?
As I was saying, .
And what's more .
Yes, but that's only one side of the problem.
I think the important issue here is ...
Let me give you an example.
It seems to me that the real issue is ...

Asking for clarification

Clarifying the issue

Restating your point

Adding a point

Expressing reservations
about another
speaker's opinion

Keeping your turn

Continuing after
an interruption

I'm not sure I follow you. Did you say that ...?
Are you saying that ... ?
1) ...
Sorry, I'm not sure I understand.

As far as I can see. the main issue is ...
2)
31
4)

The point I'm trying to make is ...
What I mean to say is ...
5)
To put It another way ...

let me add that ...
Another point worth mentioning is ...
61
71
And another thing to remember is ...

Possibly, but ...
8) .
9) .
10)
111
I'm not sure about that. Don't you think ...?

Sorry, could I please just finish my point?
Sorry, but if you could wait for a second, I'm just
about to finish my point.
12)

Going back to what I was saying....
13)
To go back to my last point. ...



24 Complete these responses to a statement made by another speaker in a
discussion using the words point or view. In one case. both words can be
used.

1 I take your
2 I'm afraid I don't share your on this.
3 That's really not the at all.
4 In my , that's precisely the issue.
S I don't Quite get your here.
6 It seems to me you're missing the
7 That's my exactly.
8 I think that's beside the , really.

25 Discuss these Questions.

1 What do you think about the fair use of copyrighted material for distance
learning? Do you think the law should continue to allow educators to use
such material without permission, or do you think the rights of the copyright
holders need greater protection?

2 Copyright protection on the Internet is also a major concern of the
entertainment industry. Some of the issues involved concern peer·to-peer file
swapping of music and film piracy. What recent court decisions in this area
are you familiar with? Do you think the rights of the music and film
producing corporations should be better protected?

Q' Uni 1

Do improve your wel>-based research skills, visit www.cambridge.orgjeltjlegalengfish.clicko~
Research Tasks and choose Task 11.

------



Language Focus

1 Vocabulary: distinguishing meaning Which word in each group is the odd one
out? You may need to consult a dictionary to distinguish the differences in
meaning.

1 infringe dismiss violate encroach on
2 in addition for instance for example e.g.
3 confirm review uphold affirm
4 holder proprietor issuer owner
5 prerequisite suggestion stipulation requirement
6 thus therefore moreover consequently

2 Vocabulary: phrases with copyright infringement Complete the sentences
below using the verb forms in the box. Then put the sentences in the order in
which the actions are likely to have occurred.

dismissed filed settle was gUilty-of would be liable for

a On appeal, the Court found that the defendant ..'J. .:J.. copyright
infringement.

b In the first instance. the Lower Court the copyright
infringement claim which formed the basis of the suit.

e A song-swapping company, which had created an online database of
thousands of albums, was advised by their lawyers that they

copyright infringement.
d Major record companies a copyright-infringement lawsuit

against the song-swapping company. which threatened to shut down the free
song-swapping service.

e Before the case came to triaL the song·swapping company unsuccessfUlly
offered a high sum to the record companies to the
copyright-infringement lawsuit.

Order of the actions: 1 2 3 4 5.

3 Collocations Match the verbs in the box with the nouns with which they
collocate (1-3). Some of the verbs collocate with more than one noun.

apply for
patent

enforce
register

file grant infringe misappropriate

1 an injunction:
2 an invention
3 a patent:



Legal expressions: prepositions Complete the expressions below from
Reading 3 using the prepositions in the box.

against for on to (x2)

1 to be eligible something
2 to be subject the requirements of the Patent Act
3 to bring litigation someone
4 to confer rights someone
5 to submit a patent application the Patent and Trademark Office

Adjective formation Add the prefixes dis-, in-, non-. un- to each of the
following words to form its opposite. In one case, more than one combination
is possible.

1 tangible
2 obvious
3 similar
4 authorised
5 valid
6 patentable
7 suitable
8 commonplace
9 exclusive

Vocabulary: court holdings Complete the sentences below using the verb
forms in the box.

alleged
proceed

be infringed enforce had ruled
to be determined to issue

has been registered

1 The appeals court held that a trial regarding a claim of copyright
infringement could ..~_

2 The appeals court affirmed that an infringement claim could be made only if
the copyright

3 The court held that because two former business partners both behaved
badly in the course of a trade-mark dispute. it would not
the trade-mark rights held by one party.

4 The appeals court upheld the decision of the trial court which
.. that a commercial photographer was due payment of

royalties for mass reproduction of a photograph that was used without
permission.

S After a group of instructors left their employer. who had developed a special
training programme, and went into direct competition with him. an appeals
court held that it was at trial if the training programme
was due trade-secret protection.

6 The appeals court affirmed that a patent was invalid. and thus could not

7 The court denied a request
of a book which the plaintiff
copyrighted material.

an injunction against the sale
______ contained infringed

161
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Intellectual property law

Read this description of the facts of the case. What are the legal issues here?

Fleming Co. 'Fleming') was a company responsible for assisting new immigrants entering the State of
Bloomland. One of its responsibilities was to report certain information. such as dates of arrival and
departure, In order to carry this out, Fleming conlracted with linxus Co. ("Linxus), a software development
company. to develop a system that would provide Fleming with access to a database over the Internet. In
developing the software. Linxus used some software codes that it had previously designed and used to
support website·based databases for other companies.

The contract between fleming and Unxus to develop this software did not contain any express provision
regarding ownership of copyright in the new database. When Fleming attempted to sub-license the
software to another company, Linxus objected, and a dispute arose regarding what copyright rights Fleming
had in the software. if any. Although not expressly written in the contract, Fleming argued that a term
should be implied whereby Linxus assigns the copyright to Fleming, thereby granting Fleming the ability to
sub-license the software to third parnes.

Task 1: Speaking
Divide into two groups, with one group representing Fleming and one group
representing Linxus.

1 Prepare for negotiations with the other party. You should:
identify the legal issues of the case and determine arguments for your side;
list the strengths and weaknesses of your side of the case;
decide which parts of the relevant legal documents most strongly support
your case and can be used to argue against the other party's case;
make notes for the negotiation: What are your goals? What are you willing to
give? What are you not willing to give?

2 Pair up with a representative of the other party and attempt to negotiate a
settlement.

3 Report the results of your negotiations to the class.

Task 2: Writing
1 Rewrite the contract between Fleming and Linxus with your partner from the

other side in order to incorporate your negotiated outcome.
2 Write a letter of advice to one of the parties (your choice), in which you outline

the legal issues raised by the case, refer to relevant statutes or related cases
and provide your opinion as to the likely outcome of the case.



Text 1: excerpts from the contract between Fleming and linxus

3 Development of software
rum~ hereby dgrE ~ to develop )mputer software for fleming regarding an internet-based

database WIth r 'p''Cl to Flenung's busIness (the 'Developed Software').

5 Licensing
Linxus hereby grants a perpetual license to Flemmg for the Developed Software for the purposes
of its busmcss. which includes tho right to repair. maintain and upgrade it for the purposes of
flemmg's business.

8 Confidentiality
~m-ng has fele ,d ::ertain conItdennal mfonnauon about ITS business practices and procedures
JllXUS in order for Unxus to develop the Developed Software. Linxus agrees to keep all such

nformation ronfidenuaL includmg the Developed Software and informauon regarding the
uevelor..ad Software. and Linxus lunher agrees that it WIll not make use of the mformation on
Flemmg's operatmg procedures, other than what is sUlCtly necessary for the development of the
[1 ,veloped Soltware.

Text 2: Copyrights Act of Bloomland, sections 11 and 91

II (I) The author of a work is the first owner of any copyright in it. subjeel to the following provhions.
(2) Where a litemry. dramatic. musical or anistic \\ork is made by an employee in the cour-e of his

employment. his employer is the first owner of any copyright in the ,""orlo. subject to any agreement to
the contrary.

91 (I) Where by an agreement made in relalion to fUlUre copyright. and signed by or on behalf of the
pro~pecti\'e owner of the copyright. the prospccti\e o\\ner purpons to assign the future copyright
(wholly or panially) to another person. then if. on the COP) right coming into existcnce. the assignee or
another person claiming under him would be entitled as against all other persons to require the
copyright to be vested in him. the copyright shall vest in the assignee or his successor in title by virtue
of this subsection.

(2) In this Part. "future copyright" mCllns copyright which will or may comc into existcnce in respect of a
future work or class of works or on the occurrence of a future evenl; and "prmpective owner"' shall be
construed accordingly. and includes a perwn who is prospectively entitled to copyright by virtue of
such an agreement as is mentioned in subsection (I).

Text 3: excerpt from a case brief in the State of Bloomland

Bongorth Monogement v. Business Linx pIc

In order for an implied term to be read imo a
contract if it has not been expressly included in
the contract, it muSt:
1 be reasonable and equitable;
2 be necessary to give business efficacy to the

conlract, so that no lerm will be implied if the
cOntract is effective without it;

3 be so obvious that "'it goes without saying";

4 be capable of clear expression; and
5 nOt contradict any express tenn of the commer.
The necessity (for business efficacy purposes) for
an assignment of copyright would only be likely
to arise in circumstances where the
commissioner of the work requires the right to
exclude the contractor from using the work and
the ability to enforce the copyright against third
parries.



12 Negotiable instruments

Read the text and decide whether these statements are true or false.

1 The possession of a negotiable instrument can be freely transferred physically
or through signature.

2 An endorsement refers to a signature which serves to transfer ownership of
the instrument to another party.

3 The nemo dat rule is strictly applied to the use of negotiable instruments.
4 If an instrument is 'payable to the order of a certain person, this means that

the holder of the instrument is entitled to payment.
S Negotiable instruments are used to obtain credit or to pay financial obligations.

Negotiable instruments l are documents which represent an intangible right of payment.
Examples include promissory notes, certificates of deposit and cheques2 • When drafted using
the correct and very particular language prescribed by common law or statute, a document
becomes negotiable. which means that it can be freely transferred by endorsement3 (usually by

signature) or delivery, One of the most important features of negotiable instruments is that they
are generally not subject to the nemo dat rule. This general principle of law states that 'he who
hath not cannot give', Le. a transferor who does not hold title cannot transfer title to a
transferee. In the realm of negotiable instruments. that rule is sacrificed in order to facilitate the
free alienability of negotiable instruments. which aids commerce in general.

A further explanation of 'negotiability' can be illustrated by a common type of negotiable
instrument, a promissory note. A promissory note is a formal written document which contains
an unconditional promise and is signed by the person making the note. the maker, to pay a
certain sum of money to or to the order of a named person or to the bearer of the document.
Payable 'to the order of' means that the sum of money is payable to the certain person and 'to
the bearer of' means that the sum of money is payable to the holder of the instrument.
Therefore. if a promissory note is eventually held by someone who is unconnected with the
underlying transaction. but who holds the note in good faith and knows of no problems with the
instrument, that person can become a bona-fide purchaser for value or holder in due course
(HOC). Specifically, the HDC takes good title to the instrument, even where the person
transferring the instrument to him did not hold title. Thus. in a lawsuit between the HDC and the
maker, the HOC still gets paid because he is immune from the normal defences to payment.

Negotiable instruments serve two different functions in commercial transactions: a credit
function and a payment function. The credit function allows negotiable instruments to be used to
obtain credit now, to be repaid out of future income. Common examples include promissory
notes. certificates of deposit and debentures·.

I (US) also commercial paper

2 (US) checks

3 (US) IMorsement

4 (US) bond Of secured debenture (both are secured debt instruments), A debenture in
the USA IS a debt instrument which may be secured or unsecured. whereas In the UK,
a debenture is usually a secured debt instrument evidenced by a document under seal
(a deed) and protects the rightS of the debenture holder.



A certificate of deposit is a bank's written acknowledgment of a deposit and a promise to pay the
depositor to his order, or to some other person or that person's order. A debenture is the most
common form of long-term loan used by companies in the UK. It is usually repayable at a
determined date in the future and secured by the assets of the company, although sometimes it
is unsecured and referred to as a naked debenture.

The payment function allows negotiable instruments to be used in lieu of cash payments which
may be inconvenient (or risky) to transfer directly, Common examples are cheques and bills of
exchange5 .

A bill of exchange is a three-party instrument written and signed by the first party (the drawer).
ordering the second party (the drawee) to pay a third party (the payee) a sum of money on
demand or at a fixed or determinable future time. A cheque is a more specific term for a bill of
exchange. usually on a printed form. drawn on a bank and payable on demand.

Another example of a negotiable instrument which should be mentioned here is the letter of
credit, A letter of credit is a document issued by a bank (the issuer) to a third party (the
beneficiary) at the request of an applicant, instructing the bank to pay a certain specified amount
of money to the beneficiary once certain conditions that are stated on the document are met.
Letters of credit are often used in the international import and export business, as they provide
good documentary evidence of financing for the transaction,

5 (US) also drafts

Complete these sentences using terms from Reading 1.

1 A c of d is a record of a deposit with a fixed time period
and a fixed rate of interest.

2 A loan raised by a company which pays a fixed rate of interest and which is
secured on the assets of a company in the UK is called a d

3 A c is a negotiable bank instrument which is payable on demand
and which instructs a bank to pay the sum indicated to the party named on
the instrument from funds held on deposit.

4 A note which unconditionally promises in writing to pay a sum of money to a
party either on demand or at a time in the future is known as a p
n

5 A b of e. (most often referred to as a d in the
USA) is a written order which directs one party to pay a certain sum of
money to a third party.

These parties are all involved in the use of negotiable instruments. Match
these parties (1-7) with their definitions (a-g).

1 bearer

2 drawer

3 drawee

4 endorsee

a party who signs a note. cheque or other negotiable instrument and who
promises to pay an obligation when due

b party who has acquired possession of a negotiable instrument through
proper negotiation for value, in good faith. and without notice of any
defences to it

c party who is in possession of a negotiable instrument payable to bearer
or endorsed in blank

d party who issues or signs a bitt of exchange or draft as a party ordering
payment

16.



5 holder in due course e party to whom a cheque, draft or note is payable. The payee's name
follows the words: 'Pay to the order of.

6 maker f party on whom a bill of exchange or draft is drawn, and thus who is
required to make payment

7 payee g party to whom a negotiable instrument is transferred by the act of

endorsement

5 wr tf> t
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DEMAND PROMISSORY NOTE
Pnnopal: $10,000 Date issued: March 31, 2006

Interest rate: 6% per annum Maturity dale: April 1, 2008
Soderton, New York

For value received, the undersigned ("Maker) promises to pay on demand to the order of
Soderton National Bank ("Payee") at its offices at 99 Hartsdale Avenue, Soderton, New
York. the principal sum of ten thousand dollars ($ 10,000), together with interest at the rate
and in the manner hereinafter provided lor on the outstanding pnncipal hereof from time
to lime until paid in lull.

Interest shall accrue on the outstanding pnnopal balance of this note commencing on the
date hereof and COfltlnuing until repayment 01 this note In full at a rate per annum equal
106%. Interest-only payments shall be made by Maker to Payee on or before the 1st day
01 each month.

Maker shall make all payments hereunder to Payee in US dollars.

The maturity of this note may be accelerated by Payee in the event Maker is in breach or
default 01 any of the terms, conditions, or covenants of any other agreement with Payee or
its affiliates. In the event of default in payment of any interest payments when due
hereunder, the whole sum of principal and interest shall become immediately due
and payable.

Read the note and answer these questions.

1 When does the maker of this promissory note have to repay the principal?
2 When are interest-only payments due?
3 What happens in the event that the maker defaults on the payment of an

instalment?

Explain these phrases from the note in your own words.

1 for value received
2 the undersigned

3 on demand
4 to be in default of the terms of an agreement



Complete the sentences below using the words in the box.

accrue due
principal

instalment interest maturity outstanding

1 The cost paid by a borrower for the use of the money borrowed is known as

2 The is the amount borrowed from the lender, excluding interest.
3 An amount of money which has not yet been repaid is said to be
4 A debt is when the date is reached when it must be repaid.
5 When interest accumulates or increases, it is said to
6 is the date on which a debt becomes due for payment.
7 One of a series of payments made at intervals over a period of time is

referred to as an

n ~ome JUrI501(
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What is the situation in your jurisdiction? What is the limit on interest rates for
private loans? What are the penalties for usury?
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Listen to the conversation and tick which of these formal requirements for
the negotiability of an instrument Ms Benton mentions.

1 The instrument must be in written form. 0
2 The instrument must be signed. 0
3 The instrument must state that it is 'payable to .. .'. 0
4 The instrument must state a sum certain in money. 0
5 The instrument must state under which conditions it does not apply. 0
6 The instrument must provide the name of a financial institution. 0
7 The instrument must contain an unconditional order or promise to pay. 0
8 The instrument must state that it is payable on demand or at a

definite time. 0
9 Answer these questions.

1 What are the two requirements which the client's promissory note does not
meet?

2 What condition did the borrower make regarding repayment?

1\1 0 Id n 167
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Here are some of the phrases Ms Benton uses in the interview to rephrase
ideas so that the client can understand them:

There are certain formal requirements that have to be met [by a promissory
note] for it to be negotiable, that is, to be enforceable by you as a holder in
due course.
The note has to mention what is known as a 'sum certain', That Is to say, ...
Allow me to explain. 'Unconditional' means that ...

Other phrases that can be used after an unfamiliar word or a difficult concept
to introduce an explanation are:

In other words ...
Put simply, ...
What this actually means is ...

10 Work with a partner, with one of you playing the role of a lawyer, Ms Chang, and
the other the role of a Client, Mr West. Mr West shows his lawyer the
promissory note below and wants to know if it is valid.

Ms Chang should discuss whether the following promissory note meets all of
the six requirements for negotiability referred to in Exercise 8, explaining each
requirement in plain language to Mr West. Mr West should ask Ms Chang to
explain any special terms.

These phrases for talking about requirements may be useful:

I don't think it meets the requirement about ...
There is also a requirement concerning ...
It certainly fulfils that requirement.
It doesn't satisfy the requirement dealing with ...

PROMISSORY NOTE
March 31, 2006

$3000

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, and which must be received pursuant to agreement between the
parties dated February 17, 2006, 3 months from the date of this Note. I promise to pGy to
Keith West the sum of thirty thousand dollars (30.000) with interest in an amount to be
decided by the pGrties.

BY:



L1 Following their interview about the poorly drafted promissory note. the lawyer.
Ms Chang. receives the following letter from her client Mr West.

Dear Ms Chang

Thank you for sharing your time and expertise with me last Thursday. I now
realise (somewhat too late, I'm afraid) that promissory notes have to be drafted
correctly to be legally binding. In order to avoid such regrettable situations arising
in the future, I would ask you to provide the six requirements for me once more 
this time in writing.

Many thanks in advance. 1 look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely yours

Keith West

In order to fulfil her clienfs request. Ms Chang will need to summarise the six
requirements she explained to him in their interview. How do you think the
information should be organised in her response? What can Ms Chang do to
make the information easier for her client to understand?

Write a letter in response to Mr Wesfs request. in which you provide the
information he has asked for. When stating the requirements for negotiability.
explain difficult legal expressions in easy to understand plain language. In your
letter. you should:

refer to the previous contact with Mr West;
provide the desired information in a clearly structured format
explain ideas in simple terms;
offer further assistance and explain the importance of having a lawyer to
review the wording to ensure enforceability and negotiability.

Ie
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12 Skim the text quickly. What is this instrument called?

13 Read the text. and match these headings (a-e) with the paragraphs (1-5).

a A new kind of instrument
b Provisions included in the act
c The purpose of the act
d Some possible effects
e limits to applicability

l! t 12 Nt' tl I ,>Iru rn E



The Uniform Electronic Transactions Act IUETA)

2

3

The National Conference of
Commissioners on Uniform State
Laws (NCCUSL) adopted the UETA
on July 29,1999. The UETA's purpose
is to provide a uniform national
framework governing use and
application of electronic
transactions.

The act defines the terms "record,"
"electronic record," and "electronic
signature" and provides as a general
rule that electronic records and
signatures satisfy legal requirements
that a record be in writing or signed.
The UETA also applies only to
transactions between parties when
each has agreed to conduct
transactions by electronic means.
Some types of transactions will be
exempt. Although the UETA is
intended to have broad application,
under certain circumstances
transactions governed by the Uniform
Commercial Code (UCC) or the
Uniform Computer Information
Transactions Act (UCITA) will be
excluded from the statute's affect.

The UETA contains provisions
governing provision or transmission
of information in electronic form,
attribution of electronic records and
signatures, distributing risk of error
in electronic transmissions, and
retention of "original" electronic
records. Other provisions govern
automated electronic transactions or

4

5

the use of so-called electronic
"agents" and acceptance of
electronic records and signatures by
governmental agencies.

The UETA also creates a form of
electronic negotiable instrument,
called a "transferable record." As
long as an entity has "control" of the
transferable record, it is a holder of
the record as defined by UCC § 1
201(20) and has the same rights and
defenses as a holder of a negotiable
instrument or document under UCC
Articles 3, 7, and 9. The requirements
of delivery, possession, and
endorsement are eliminated.

A person has "control" over the
record if "a system employed for
evidencing the transfer of interests in
the transferable record reliably
established that person as the person
to which the transferable record was
issued or transferred."This
requirement can be met by a system
that creates, stores, and assigns the
transferable record in a manner that
satisfies six specific conditions listed
in the UETA.
The UETA will affect the rules
governing creation of enforceable
contracts or instruments.
Transactions existing or signed
electronically that might be
unenforceable under traditional
principles of law may become
enforceable when taking into account
the UETA's provisions.



14 Collocations with Act Complete each of the sentences below describing what
the UETA does using the verbs in the box.

applies to contains creates defines provide

1 The Act the terms 'record'. 'electronic record' and 'electronic
signature'.

2 The Act transactions between parties who have consented to
carry out business transactions electronically.

3 The purpose of the Act is to a uniform national framework which
regulates the use and application of electronic transactions.

4 The Act provisions governing how information is provided and
transmitted in electronic form.

S The Act a form of electronic negotiable instrument which is known
as a 'transferable record'.

Complete these expreSSions, which follow their definitions.

1 To be excused from a requirement: to be e ,._. from (paragraph 2)
2 To be put into effect in many cases: to have broad a (paragraph 2)
3 Agreements in which one or other party can legally force the other party to

perform: e c (paragraph 5)

Has similar legislation been enacted in your jurisdiction governing the creation
and use of electronic negotiable instruments? If so, describe which aspects of
electronic negotiable instruments it governs.

T'

Listen to the first part of the dialogue, What is the problem? Why do you
think this is a problem?

Listen to the second part of the dialogue and decide whether these
statements are true or false.

1 The senior partner suggests that the document could be signed by fax,
2 The senior partner recommends that the lawyer bring the document to the

prison and have it signed there,
3 The senior partner states that revisions to the UCC make it possible for the

document to be signed by the agent on behalf of the others.
4 One suggestion made by the senior partner is that the document could be

signed electronically.
S The senior partner suggests signing the document in a few months,
6 The senior partner advises her colleague that the document could be

delivered by courier, signed and then returned by courier,



Listen to both parts of the dialogue again and choose the best answer to
each of these questions,

1 Why does the senior lawyer advise her colleague to make sure the
promissory note is signed by all of the principals?
a So that the real-estate deal can go through on time
b So that the client can sue on the promissory note against all of them
c So that the client does not have to bother locating all of the principals

2 Why is Ness vs. Greater Arizona Realty, Inc, discussed in this context?
a Because it indicates that an agent can be liable on a note when he fails

to disclose his representative capacity
b Because it indicates that several people can be liable for a single

instrument
c Because it indicates what the previous law was regarding this issue

3 What does the senior lawyer say about signatures by fax?
a That they are legal in their jurisdiction
b That the junior lawyer should ask a colleague how they work
c That they cannot be used for real-estate deals

Look at some of the expressions used by the senior lawyer in the previous
dialogue when making suggestions to her colleague.

1suggest that you tell your client to refuse to accept the note until it has
been signed by al/ of the principals.
I recommend that you advise the buyer that there are ways to get his
business partners to sign the promissory note.
Why don't you propose that option?
I would advise you to look into e-signatures.
One other way of getting the signatures of al/ of the principals would be to
send the document by courier and have it signed.

Both suggest and recommend can also be followed by a verb + -ing form (see
Unit 7):

I suggest telling your client", I recommend advising the buyer that",

20 These phrases can be used to make suggestions and recommendations, For
each pair of phrases, decide which one is more formal (F) and which is more
informal (I), The formal phrases are more suitable for use in a letter to or in an
interview with a client or colleague who you don't know well, while the informal
ones are more appropriate for conversations with (or emails to) a client or
colleague with whom you have a friendly working relationship.

EXAMPlE: Why don't you. , [J

1 I propose that you ... 0
2 Try ... D
3 I recommend that ... 0

I would advise you to .. , []

Why not ...? 0
Perhaps you could... 0
How about ... ? 0



Imagine you are providing advice to a client and suggest ways of getting the
signature of the person who is on a boat in the Caribbean. Decide if your
relationship with your client is formal or informal and use appropriate
expressions for making suggestions.

The junior lawyer, Ms Wadman, wants to write an email to her client, Mr
Lawson, recommending that he should not accept the promissory note for the

np.Jn down payment on the property if it has only been signed by one of the
principals.
Ms Wadman also thinks it is not a good idea to do business with a man who IS

in jail. Making use of the phrases for making suggestions, write an email in
which you should:

state the reasons for writing:
give advice concerning the promissory note;
make suggestions regarding the prospective buyer in jail:
offer to provide further assistance, if necessary.

To improve your web-based research skills, visit www.cambridge.org.letVlegalenglish.click on
Research Tasks and choose Task 12.
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Language Focus

Vocabulary: distinguishing meaning Which word in each group is the odd one
out? You may need to consult a dictionary to distinguish the differences in
meaning.

1 upon request with consent on demand when needed
2 monetary outstanding unpaid due
3 main most important principle principal
4 increase incur accrue accumulate
5 meet a requirement make a requirement satisfy a requirement

fulfil a requirement
6 suggest advise impose recommend

Vocabulary: legal Latin Complete the sentences below using the latin
expressions in the box.

e.g. (x2) Le. inter alia per annum

lOur firm can assist you in the drawing up of all forms of negotiable
instruments and other paper that is negotiable by mere delivery
(, bearer checks, drafts or notes) or by delivery and endorsement
(,. order checks, drafts or notes).

2 An instrument is a document used for making some payment and it is
negotiable, its ownership can be easily transferred.

3 The note. payable in monthly instalments of $100 or more. bears interest at
10 per cent _ with penalty for late payments.

4 The company engages in lending of all kinds. including.. consumer
credit, mortgage credit and the financing of commercial transactions.

Word formation Complete this table by filling in the correct adjectival or
adverbial forms of the words listed. Underline the stressed syllable in each
word with more than one syllable.

basic

electronically

principal

reliable

specifically

strict

uniform



Prepositions The text below is an excerpt from the Uniform Electronic
Transactions Act discussed in Reading 3. Complete it using prepositions in the
box.

in (x3) of (x2) to under

SECTION 16: TRANSFERABLE RECORDS

(a) In this section, ~transferable record· means an electronic record that:

(I) would be a note 1) Article 3 of the Uniform Commercial
Code or a document under Article 7 of the Uniform Commercial Code If
the electronic record were 2) wrrting; and

(2) the issuer of the electronic record expressly has agreed is a transferable
record.

(b) A person has control 3) a transferable record if a system
employed 4) evidenOng the transfer of interests In the
transferable record relidbly establishes that person as the person
5) 'Nhich the transferable record was issued or transferred.

(c) A system satisfIeS SUbsectlOO (b), and a person is deemed to have control
of a transferable record, If the transferable record is created, stored, and
assigned 6) such a manner that

(1) a single authorrtatrve copy 7) the transferable record exiSts
'o'IIhich IS unique, identifiable, and, except as otherwise provided
8) paragraphs (4), (5), and (6), unalterable.

Vocabulary: word choice Complete this excerpt from a promissory note by
choosing the correct word in each case.

DUE DATE: The entire balance of this Note together with any and all interest
1) installed / increased / accrued thereon shall be 2) owed / due / indebted
and payable in full on the 27th day of February, 2008.

DEFAULT INTEREST: After 3) instalment / maturity / demand, or failure to make
any payment, any unpaid 4) principal/principle / money shall accrue interest
at the rate of eighteen percent (18%) 5) pro rata / per se I per annum OR the
maximum rate allowed by law, whichever is less, during such period of Maker's
default under this Note.

PREPAYMENT: 6) Holder / Maker / Payee may prepay all or part of the balance
owed under this Note at any time without penalty.

CURRENCY: All principal and interest payments shall be made in 7) acruall
lawful/current money of the United States.

f<>c



13 Secured transactions

Read the text. then choose the correct word to complete each of these
definitions. You may need to consult the glossary.
1 A loan I pledge / lien is an arrangement in which a lender gives money to a

borrower. who agrees to repay the money, usually with interest, at some time
in the future.

2 A loan / mortgage / pledge is a debt instrument by which the borrower gives
the lender a lien on real property as security for a loan.

3 The depositing of personal property by a debtor with a creditor as security
for a debt is referred to as a loan / mortgage I pledge.

4 A claim which a creditor has on the property of the debtor to ensure
payment (often for goods for which payment is outstanding) is known as a
loan / pledge / lien.

The purpose of secured transactions is to provide credit for the borrower and security for the
lender. 'Credit" refers to the provision of a benefit for which monetary payment is to be made to
the beneficiary of the security Interest (the lender) at some time in the future. The most
ob'olious example of this is a loan.

Security (in the context of the law of secured transactions) differs from other arrangements
securing payment or performance because it gives the lender a right in rem which binds third
parties. so that anyone interested in buying the security from the borrower cannot freely do so.
These other types of arrangements are sometimes referred to as quasi-security. (It should be
noted that mortgages are a form of security in land and are usually addressed within the scope
of real-property law.)

There are two types of security interests, possessory and non-possessory. With a possessory
interest. the creditor takes possession of the property which is the security interest (the pledge).
The debtor (pledgor) transfers personal property to the creditor (pledgee} in order to secure
payment or performance of the underlying obligation. An example of this would be pawning
personal property to raise money. The most commonly encountered non-possessory security
interests are the fixed charge' and the floating charge2. A fixed charge creates a security
interest in specific property and affords the creditor control over its alienation. This means that
the debtor cannot deal in the property without first satisfying the indebtedness secured by the
property or receiving the credItor's consent. A floating charge creates a security interest in the
assets of the debtor at any given time. which means that the debtor may freely deal with them in
the ordinary course of business. It is only when there is a default or a similar event that the
charge 'crystallises' and becomes fixed.

1(US) secunty interesl in spec,flC assets (also chanel mortgage pnor 10 the Uniform Commercial Code)

2 (US) usually referred to as a floarmg lien and not often used. though possible. under the Uniform

CommerCial Code



All the security interests mentioned above are consensual. since they are created through a
security agreement whereby the debtor grants to the creditor an interest in debtor property
(collateral) in order to enforce the performance of the debtor's obligations to the creditor. There
also exist non-consensual security interests, such as those created by operation of law, e.g.
unpaid sellers' liens. where a seller has a lien over goods in his possession for which he has not
received payment. In order to invoke consensual security interests against third parties.
perfection of the security interest must take place. Perfection is the action which gives the
creditor priority over certain other creditors in the enforcement of the security interest. Perfection
can take place in three ways: by registration of the security agreement, by possession of the
collateral. and by attachment of the security interest. The underlying purpose of perfection is to
put third-party creditors on notice of the security interest and so avoid any hidden interests in
property. Attachment refers to the time at which the creditor's interest fastens to the property
offered as security, giving the creditor a vested interest. In certain cases, attachment also
constitutes perfection. Perfection upon attachment is sanctioned by statute, generally for
purposes of commercial convenience and availability of other methods of protecting creditors.

2 Complete the comparisons of key concepts below using the verbs in the box.

attaches (x2)
seize sell

crystallises defaults has make owns

Security / quasi·security: Security gives a creditor the legal right in property
owned by the debtor, i.e. the right to 1) and 2) the
debtor's property if the debtor 3) in repayment. However, in the case
of quasi-security, the creditor typically 4) the property in question.
while the debtor only 5) possession of it.

Fixed charge / floating charge: While a fixed charge 6) to the
property in question as soon as the charge is created. a floating charge
7) only when it 8) _ . for example as a result of a failure to
9) a payment at the proper time.

3 Underline the words and expressions in the paragraphs in Exercise 2 which are
typically used to compare and contrast ideas.

Match the nouns in the box with the verbs (l--4) with which they can collocate.

collateral credit
a security interest

1 to attach
2 to perfect
3 to pledge
4 to secure
5 to provide
6 to enforce

indebtedness a loan payment performance

J
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Read the excerpts from a security agreement below and answer these questions.

1 Which kinds of property are pledged as collateral for the loan?
2 What happens upon default of the agreement?

SECURITY AGREEMENT

This SECUHITY \GHEE.\tENT is made on this t lLh day or\la),2005, between
Appleb) Designs Ltd ("'Debtor"), and Richard J. Cross ("'Secured Party").

SECLl\l'n li\'TEREST. Debtor grants 10 Secured ParI) a security interest in
all il1\cnlol'), equipment. appliances. rUI'nishings and fixtures now 01'
her'callel' placed upon the premises locilled al 99 1\PI>I('b) Hoad, Ballimore,
\10 (the "'I)remises") 01' used in connection lhcl'c\\ith and in \\hich Ocblol'
no\\ has or herenner" acquires any right and the proceeds thererrom. As
mldiliomll collHtcl'al, Debtor assigns to Secured Parly a sccul'it) interest in all
or its right, liUc ,:lI1d interest to any u'ildemilrks, trade names and eOlllrHcl
righls \\hieh Deblol' now has or herenOer acquires, The SeeuriLy Inlel'est
shall secure the payment and perrormilnce of Debtor's promissol'y nole of
C'\en date herewilh in the principal alllount ofl"ent) thousand ($20,000)
Dollars ilnd Ihe pilymenl lind performance of all other Iiabililies Clnrl
obligalions of Dcbtol' to Secured Party of ever." kind amI description, direct
01' indirN'I, absolulC 01' contingent, due or to becomc due, now exisUng OJ'
hercalkr arising.

3 DEFAUI:r. TIlt' Dehlor shall he in default undel'this Agreement lipan the
happening of any of the following: (a) any misrcpl'CScnt,llion in conneclion
with this Agl'Cerrlenl on the part of the Debtor; (b) allY 1I0n w compiiance with
or 1I0n-pel'fol'mance of the Dcblor's obligations under the Nole 0" lhis
Agrc('ment: (c) if Debtor is involved in ilny financial dil11culty as evidenced
by (i) all assignmenl for Ihe benefit of creditol's, 01' (ii) an attachment or
receivel'ship of assets not dissolved" ithjn thirty (30) days, aI' (iii) the
institution of bankruptcy proceedings. ,,-hethel' voluntal') 01' involuntary,
"hieh is not dismissed wiUtin lh..irty (30) days from the dale on which it is
filed, Upon default and at any time lherealler, Secured 1><ll't) 111<1) declare all
obligations secured hereby immediately due and pa)C1blc anti shall have Lhe
remedies of j] Seelll'cd Part)' under the Uniform Commercial Code.



6 Read the text again and answer these questions.

1 Where is the inventory located in which the Secured Party has an interest?
2 According to the agreement. what would constitute evidence of financial

difficulty on the part of the Debtor?
3 Which remedies are available to the Secured Party in the case of default?

Match these words and phrases from the text (1-5) with their definitions (a--e).

1 of even date
2 misrepresentation
3 contingent

4 non-performance
5 receivership

a failure or refusal to fulfil contractually agreed upon terms or actions
b depending on something else in the future in order to happen
c The situation in which, during bankruptcy proceedings of an insolvent

corporation or person, the court appoints a person to take charge of
all assets in order to preserve them for creditors.

d a false statement, often in order to obtain an advantage
e written on the same date

When legal agreements like the one on page 178 are drawn up, the drafter
will strive to anticipate possible events which may arise and plan
contingencies, i.e. to deal in advance with events that mayor may not occur.
This is done by wording the text in such a way that these possible events are
mentioned and thus covered by the agreement. Often opposing pairs of words
are used in order to cover the full range of possibilities.
look at this example from the security agreement:

As additional collateral, Debtor assigns to Secured Party, a security interest in
all of its right. title, and interest to any trademarks, trade names, and contract
rights which Debtor now has or hereafter acquires,

The word pair now or hereafter is used to refer to both currently existing
assets as well as assets which may become the property of the debtor in
the future.

Explain in your own words what is meant by each of the four word pairs in
italics in this sentence from the security agreement on page 178.

The Secul"ily Interest shall secure the pa)ment and pCI'formanc(' of
Deblo..'s prolllisso..~ note ofe\en date 1l('I'e\\"ilh ill the principal
;llllount oft\\ent) thous.md ($20,000) Dolla"s and the pllymcnt and
performllnce of all other liabilities and obligations of Debtor to
SeclIloed Pa rl) of C\ CI'Y ki nrl and {Iesel'i plion. dirert or indirect. ab,wlllte
01' cOfltingent, dlle or to become dUI!. nail' eonstiug or/tet't'(({ler arisi"g,

9 Look for other word pairs of this kind in the security agreement. Explain them
to a partner.

OJ



Look at the advertisement and answer these questions.

1 Where might you expect to see the advertisement?
2 What is the subject of the seminar?

The Shuttleworth Institute of Continuing Education
for the Legal Profession

Understanding Revised Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code:
What you need to know
August 19-20
A selection of topics to be covered
• Filings and perfections under Revised UCC Article 9
• Creating a secured interest: seven steps to follow, including drafting security agreements
• Secured transactions: rules governing transition from Prior Article 9 of the UCC to the

new Revised Article 9 of the UCC
• Special rules applying to consumer secured transactions in Revised Article 9 of the UCC
• Intellectual property as collateral
• Security interests in personal property

Target audience
This two-day seminar is intended for attorneys and paralegals, loan officers, vice
presidents, commercial loan officers, credit and collection managers, branch managers,
loan department personnel, accountants, and auditors.

Featured speaker
John T. Kellogg (Partner), Knowles, Kellogg, and Granger
Mr. Kellogg has substantial experience in all aspects of business litigation emphasizing
creditors' rights. secured transactions, and real-estate matters; bankruptcy and business
reorganization; loan documentation and loan restructuring. Mr. Kellogg has represented
secured and unsecured creditors, bankruptcy trustees, creditor's committees, and
business debtors for the past 30 years.

Materials
Participants will receive a manual which has been compiled by the Institute specifically for
this seminar. The seminar will be recorded; registration constitutes consent to such
recording. If a registered participant cannot attend, he or she may order a set of the
digitally recorded CDs and the accompanying manual from this program.

Contacl the ShuttIewoffh IfI$lItute tor holeIJsemmar informalJon lit (555) 456-r048 (please call holel for
accommodations 0# dfrecIJons only).

CancelJatioos: If)IDU cancel Six or mote business days in advance. you will reeewe a fuN refund. less a S20 service
charge. If you cancaI within five business days, you are nol enlltled to a cash refund.



Read the advertisement again and decide whether these statements are true
or false.

1 The seminar will deal with the issues involved when changing over from the
old Article 9 to the new one.

2 The seminar is only suitable for senior legal personnel.
3 When they arrive at the seminar, the participants will be asked to give their

consent to being recorded.
4 A participant can get his money back if he cancels one day before the

seminar takes place.
S The seminar does not cover the writing of legal documents.
6 The speaker has experience representing both sides in a secured

transaction.

Have you attended any continuing legal education seminars of the type
advertised? If so, what was the topic of the seminar? Do you think it is an
effective way to learn about legal matters?

tt e fo 0 " ,I

Read the email below and answer these questions.

1 Who sent it and to whom?
2 Why does the writer think that the recipients should attend the seminar?

To STTeam
0----

From: J. Sampson

SubJtCI Seminar

Dear All

Although I am aware that this arrives at rather short notice, I have attached a
flyer about an interesting seminar being held at the Shuttleworth Institute in
Boston nextThursday and Friday and would strongly advise that all of tile
members of the secured transactions team attend this tWO-day event. Tile seminar
will be held by a highly respected expert on Revised Article 9. Considering the
fact tllat there are two young newcomers in the department and several important
cases dealing with secured transactions currently in tile pipeline, I firmly believe
that we cannot afford to miss til is seminar.

Naturally, it may be necessary for some of you to rearrange your schedules so that
you can fly to Boslon next Wednesday and participate in the seminar which
commences on Thursday morning.

I sincerely hope thai all of you welcome this opportunity 10 improve our knowledge
and Ihus our ability to serve our clients. I look forward to your response in this
matter.

Sincerely

Jennifer Sampson

U,tt S ,of"," io, E



The email was written by a senior partner to her subordinates. Discuss these
questions.

1 What is the level of formality of the email - is it friendly or respectful.
familiar or distanced, informal or formal?

2 What language features of the text contribute to create this impression?

3 When would it be appropriate for you to use this level of formality?

Generally speaking. it is useful to distinguish between a formal style of

language and a neutral/informal style. Writers should be aware of
features of a text which playa role in establishing the level of formality
so that they can make conscious choices to ensure that the level is
appropriate to the situation.

Complete this table using the more formal equivalents from the email.

contractions

sentence length

sentence structure

personal pronouns /
passive verb forms

vocabulary and fixed
expressions

Avoids using contractions:
I am. I have, do not, will not, cannot. etc.

Tends to use longer, more complex
sentences

Tends to use subordination (joining
clauses with words such as while.
because. although)

Tends to use personal pronouns
less often: however. passive verb
forms are often used to avoid
naming a personal agent
1)
2)
3)

Uses formal words:
4) .
5)

Uses formal fixed expressions:
6)
7)

Uses formal verbs, often polysyllabic,
often of Latinate origin
8)
9)

Uses contractions:
I'm. I've, don·t, won·t. can·t. etc.

Tends to use shorter. simpler
sentences like in everyday speech

Tends to use CQ<lrdination (joining
independent clauses with words such
as and, or. but)

Uses personal pronouns freely and
often; prefers personal and active
constructions

A highly respected expert will hold
Two of you are newcomers ...
You may need to ...

Uses neutral or informal words
I really think you should ...
I really think that ...

Uses informal fixed expressions:
Best wishes
Let me know what you are going

to do.

Uses phrasal verbs / neutral verbs:

... and rake part in the seminar ...

... which starts on Thursday morning.

The email contains examples of adverb-verb collocations commonly used in

professional correspondence. as well as in more formal speaking situations.
Underline the three adverb-verb collocations.



Match the verbs in the box with the adverbs (1-6) to make all possible
collocations.

advise
suggest

agree
support

believe hope
understand

object to recommend regret

1 deeply
2 firmly
3 fully

4 sincerely
5 strongly
6 wholeheartedly

8 You receive Jennifer Sampson's email and would like to respond and tell her it
will not be possible for you to attend the seminar, as you will be in court that

))p.)OO day. (You are also aware that other members of the secured transaction team
have important appointments.) In your email, you should:

refer to her email to you;
'-' state the reason you are writing;

express your agreement with the idea of attending a seminar on the topic:
explain why you cannot attend on that date;

'-' suggest an alternative to attending the seminar in question:
offer to make arrangements for such an alternative.

Use at least two adverb-verb collocations in your email.

19 Rewrite the email from Jennifer Sampson to make it less formal, so that it
'1 would be appropriate for a lawyer to send to a colleague with whom he or she

))p.)OO has a friendly relationship. Do not change the content of the email.

One of the op S JVf>red n thp Jntmu n9 educdtiol semin r ad ertised in he flv r 0
L < Ie tlr h rp1 ~rom thl mma

hien t p el tline e\ n lei in a cum int H In e USA.

20 Before you listen, try to put the steps involved in order.

Step ._

Step

Step

Step

Step

Step

Step

Draft the security agreement.

Identify the debtor.

Perfect the security interest by filing a financing statement.

Confirm that secured party has given value.

Identify the collateral, either by a list of specific property
or by a categorical description.

Confirm that the debtor has rights in the collateral. Ask
for bills of sale. invoices, etc.

Authenticate the security agreement. either by signing or
by email.

21 III listen and check your answers.
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listen again and answer these questions.

1 According to the speaker, why is it important to identify precisely the party
granting a security interest?

2 When would a security agreement describe property with the phrase now
owned or later acquired?

3 What is meant by authenticating a security agreement?

How is a security interest created in your jurisdiction? What are the most
common problems or issues arising from a security interest?

f t

Read the first paragraph. What is the issue in question? Who is affected by

this issue?

Read the whole text. It discusses the court rulings in two important cases and
explains their general significance. Complete the ruling(s) and a summary of its
significance (1-5) for each case using the sentences below (a--e).

Siebe Gorman & Co. ltd v. Barclays Bank Limited
Ruling: 1)
Significance: 2)

National Westminster Bank Pic v. Spectrum Plus Limited
First rUling: 3)
Ruling on appeal: 4)
Significance: 5)

a The court held that the bank only had a floating charge over book debts.
b Since the specific wording of debentures had created a fixed charge for 25

years, this wording was reasoned to have acquired that meaning by
customary usage.

c The court held that the charge on book debts was a valid fixed charge.
d The decision was reversed by the Court of Appeal: it held that restrictions

imposed by debentures on book debt meant the bank had a fixed charge,
e This resulted in banks and creditors taking fixed charges on book debts,

26 Complete these definitions of words or expressions from the article,

1 B d are the debts owed to a business, as recorded in
the business's accounting records. They are also known as 'accounts
receivable'. (paragraph 1)

2 An unsecured debt obligation which is issued against the general credit of a
corporation is known as a f c . (paragraph 3)

3 A promise given by a bank that it will repay the debt of another person If that
person does not pay the debt is called a b g . (paragraph 4)

4 A P creditor is a creditor who has the right to receive payments
distributed by a liquidator before other unsecured credItor. (paragraph 5)

27 Which unsettled areas of the law in your jurisdiction are you aware of?



The last word on book debts'?
1 There have been court battles for more than a century over whether it is

possible to have a fixed charge on the book debts of a company. This is a
topical issue of particular concern to company directors, bankers, other lenders
and creditors.

2 The modern practice of lenders taking a fixed charge on book debts arose in
the UK from a court decision in 1979, in the case of Siebe Gorman & Co. Ltd v.
Barciays Bank Limited. In that case, Barclays Bank had taken a fixed charge on
book debts and a floating charge on other assets of the company. The judge
held that the charge on book debts was a valid fixed charge. He said that the
critical feature distinguishing a floating charge from a fixed charge was the
company's power to deal with assets in the ordinary course of business. He
interpreted the charge as meaning that the company was not free to draw its
account without the consent of the bank, even when it was in credit, and so the
charge on book debts and their proceeds was a fixed charge. The overall effect
of the Siebe Gorman case was to expand the practice of banks and other
lenders taking fixed charges on book debts.

3 In the most recent case of National Westminster Bank Pic v. Spectrum Plus
Limited, the court said that Siebe Gorman had been wrongly decided. It held
that the bank only had a floating charge over the book debts because the
company was entitled to collect its book debts and use the proceeds in the
normal course 01 business unless the bank intervened. However, the case went
to appeal, and the Court of Appeal reversed the decision and said that the
restrictions imposed by the debenture on the use of the proceeds of the book
debt were enough to give the bank a fixed charge.

4 What is significant about this case is that the Court of Appeal pointed out that.
for the last 25 years, debentures with the Wording that had been approved In
the Siebe Gorman case had been used on the understanding that this would
create a fixed charge. The Court of Appeal said that banks have relied upon thiS
understanding and bank guarantees have been given on this basis. It also said
that even if the Interpretation in the Siebe Gorman case had appeared
erroneous, it would have held that the wording had, by customary usage,
acquired the meaning which the Siebe Gorman case had attributed to it.
However, the case of Spectrum Plus Limited is going to be looked at by the
House of Lords, and it may very well reach a different conclusion to that of the
Court of Appeal.

5 But does all this really matter? Well, yes, it does, because the reason why there
has been so much conflict over charges is that book debts are often a very
significant part of a company's assets. If a company becomes insolvent, book
debts can become critical for a debenture holder. If the charge was a floating
charge only. then the book debts would go to the company's preferential
creditors - mainly the Inland Revenue, Customs & Excise and employees. That
said, the picture changed radically in September last year when, by legislation,
the Inland Revenue and Customs & Excise lost their rights as preferential
creditors in insolvencies. Now they are part of the body of unsecured creditors.

6 As time goes by, the number of such cases will fall away, but it is still a problem
for many debenture holders and for people who gave guarantees on behalf of
companies that later became insolvent. If a debenture holder is unable to be
paid from book debts, where possible, a claim will be made under a personal
guarantee instead.

1 (US) accounts receivable

8,
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listen to the discussion and choose the correct answer to each of these
questions.

1 What did Peter like about Mr Kellogg's presentation style?
a It was professional and factual.
b It was funny and personal.
c It was complex and international.

2 Why is Jack happy that the topic of Intellectual Property was covered in the
seminar?
a because it is an area of the law he knew nothing about previously
b because it is an area of the law which is so unsettled
c because it is an area of the law that is growing in importance

3 What does Jack say that he learned about perfecting security interests
internationally?
a He says it would be better to wait until the law has become more settled

before filing.
b He says that the main issue is knowing where something should be filed

in each country.
c He says it's best to have the help of local lawyers in the countries in

question.

4 What does Tina ask to be told more about?
a perfecting security interests in copyrights
b trade marks in Hong Kong specifically
c the Revised Article 9

Listen again and decide whether these statements are true or false.

1 Both Jack and Peter would probably recommend the seminar held by Mr
Kellogg to others,

2 Due to the revisions of Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code, the area
of Intellectual Property in secured transactions is particularly unsettled in
the United States.

3 Only registered copyrights are considered 'general intangibles' under the
revised law.

4 Jack tells Tina to look on the Web for more information on what was covered
in the seminar.



In the previous listening exercise, Tina asks her colleagues Jack and Peter to
tell her about the seminar which she was unable to attend. These are the
phrases she uses to request information.

Can you fill me in on what he said?
And what did he say about the situation internationally?
Can you give me an eJCample?
And what did he have to say about perfecting security interests in the US?
I'm interested in copyrights. What can you tell me about those?
Where could I get more information on what was covered in the seminar?

The style of Tina's requests for information is informal, suitable for speaking
with colleagues with whom she has a friendly relationship. One way to make
requests of all kinds more polite and thus more formal - including requests
expressed in writing - is to use the word could instead of can.

Could you help me with these forms?

Another way to make a request more polite and formal is to begin the request
with one of the following phrases:

I wonder if you could help me with these forms.
I was wondering if you could help me with these forms.
Would you mind helping me with these forms?

Rewrite Tina's requests for information so that they are more formal.

This task is intended to give you an opportunity to present information in the
course of a discussion and to make use of the phrases for requesting
information presented above.

Gather information about one aspect of secured transactions in your
jurisdiction. You may want to choose a topic like perfecting a trade mark or
patent as a security interest, or the appropriate institutions, methods or
deadlines for filing, for example.
Present the information informally to two or three others, as if you were
telling colleagues about a topic you are knowledgeable about in the course
of a discussion.
The listeners should ask for further information about the points you raise
as you are speaking.
Then switch roles and listen to another speaker. Ask about points that are
of interest to you.

To improve your web-based research skills, visit www.cambridge.org(ell/legalenglish.click on
Research Tasks and choose Task 13,



debt

to attach
dependent on

Language Fo us

Vocabulary: distinguishing meaning Which word in each group is the odd one

out? You may need to consult a dictionary to distinguish the differences in
meaning.

1 loan security interest charge lien
2 indebtedness instalment obligation
3 to pawn to pledge to give as security
4 contingent on unconditional subject to
5 hereby after this hereafter in future

Prepositions used with expressions of time Complete the expressions of
time below from the security agreement in this unit using the prepositions
in the box.

at from of of on on upon upon within

1 this 11th day May
2 promissory note even date herewith
3 the happening of any of the following
4 assets not dissolved thirty (30) days
5 thirty (30) days the date ....._ which it is filed
6 default and any time thereafter

Collocations Match the pairs of words as they appear in this unit.

1 bankruptcy a debts
2 debenture b description
3 security c proceeding
4 categorical d holder
S book e interest

Expressions with take Complete the sentences below using the words in the
box. They corne from the reading texts in this unit.

care charge part place possession precedence

1 With a possessory interest. the creditor takes .t. of the property
which is the security interest.

2 In order to invoke consensual security interests against third parties,
perlection of the security interest must take _.

3 Receivership is the situation in which, during bankruptcy proceedings of an
insolvent corporation or person, the court appoints a person to take

of all assets in order to preserve them for creditors.
4 I really think you should take __.....__. in the seminar.

S I'm sure you will agree that this court appearance takes over the
seminar.

6 Identify the debtor. Take to identify precisely which person or
entity will be granting a security interest.



Formal verbs Legal documents such as legislation, agreements and legal
correspondence are characterised by the use of formal verbs not generally
found in everyday speech. Many of these verbs are of Latinate origin. Match
the formal verbs (1-15) with their more informal counterparts (a-o).

1 assist a get
2 commence b stop
3 comprehend c ask, deem d show
5 desist e tell
6 endeavour f look through
7 enquire g start
8 ensure h have
9 evince I suggest

10 inform j think
11 intimate k keep
12 peruse I try

13 possess m help

l' receive n make sure
15 retain o understand

Writing: formal style Rewrite the email below to make it more formal. Use the
words and phrases in the box and verbs from Exercise 5. Add formal fixed

))p.lOl expressions used in correspondence where appropriate. Wherever possible,
join two sentences to make a more complex one. You may choose to make one
or two active sentences passive.

verbs: assist. commences, ensure, enquired, inform (x2). peruse, possess
discourse markers: therefore. thus
adverb-verb collocations: strongly advise. firmly believe. highly respected.
sincerely hope

Hi everyone!

Several of our corporate clients hold the rights to valuable intellectual property
assets, and they have asked if we could help them with matters concerning
secured transactions and these assets. That's why I really think it's important
that we make sure that our knowledge in this area is up-to-dale.

So I'm writing to tell you that I've arranged an in-company seminar on
perfecting IP assets as security interests. We'll have the seminar on Monday,
October 26 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. A very important expert will hold the seminar.
Please note: it starts at 9 a.m. sharp!

I've attached a list of topics tor the seminar. Please look through it.

I really think you should take part in the seminar. So I suggest that you make
sure you have no other appointments thai day. I really hope you can come. Let
me know!

Best

Marlin Black

o



14 Debtor-creditor

Read the text. then match the three main types of liens (1-3) with their
explanations (a-e).

1 consensual lien
2 judicial hen
3 statutory lien

a a lien created as the result of a legal process
b a lien created by agreement between the parties
c a lien created by legislation governing the

relationship between debtor and creditor

9C
/

Debtor-creditor is the area of the law which relates to the rights and obligations of debtors and
creditors. The law outlines what happens when the debtor is unable or unwilling to make
payments and what remedies are available to the creditor in this situation. It does not focus on
the creation of the debtor-creditor relationship but. rather, on the collapse of the debtor-creditor
relationship.

With this in mind. debtor-creditor law largely involves how creditors get paid when the debtor does
not have the resources to make payment. This question is determined by whether the creditor
has some type of 'favoured status'. Broadly speaking, creditors get favoured status by two
means, either by lien or by priority.

There are three different types of liens: consensual. judicial and statutory. A consensual lien is
one which is created upon agreement between the debtor and creditor. Usually. this type of lien
must be perfected through some type of registration process in order to be invoked against third
parties (e.g. other creditors seeking payment from the debtor from the same property). Examples
of these types of liens would be mortgages and registered security interests. Mortgages are liens
created in land, whereas security interests are generally related to other types of property. Judicial
liens arise as a result of some sort of judicial proceedings brought by the creditor to secure an
interest in the debtor's property. Examples of this type of lien include attachment liens,
garnishment, judgment liens and execution liens. These liens generally entail seizure of the
debtor's property by a public official (such as a bailiff) to enforce the obligations of the debtor.
Statutory liens are liens created by legislation due to the economic relationship between the
debtor and creditor. Common examples of this type of lien are tax liens and mechanic's liens. In
some cases, perfection of this type of lien is required in order to be valid against third parties.

Priority becomes an issue when the debtor is unable to make payment of his debts when they
become due and a group of creditors take action to secure payment of their particular claim.
Most commonly, creditors bring some form of action or claim during the course of insolvent
liquidation1 proceedings. In such a circumstance. the usual procedure is to gather the debtor's
property and to distribute it among the creditors. When there is not enough property to go
around, the law has a system of priorities under which certain creditors are paid before others.
Most of the rules that apply in this situation are f1rst-ln-tlme rules related to different classes of
creditors. Examples of priority creditors would be wage earners, landlords and tax collectors.
Other creditors are usually subject to first-in-time rules to determine their priority.

I (US) IIlVoluntary bankruptcy



The majority of creditors will not have any favoured status. either by lien or priority. These
creditors are often referred to as general creditors. In the context of group actions, these
creditors generally end up receiving nothing upon distribution of the debtor's property. In order for
these creditors to secure their claims to some degree. they will have to bring an action to attain
the status of lien creditor.

Match these types of liens (1-8) mentioned in the text with their explanations
(a-h). You may need to consult the glossary.

1 attachment lien

2 execution lien

3 garnishment

4 jUdgment lien

5 mechanic's lien

6 mortgage

7 security interest

8 tax lien

a a claim against property which secures payment for taxes owed to the
government

b a claim imposed on a person against whom a judgment has been
entered but remains unsatisfied

c a legal instrument which creates a claim upon real estate in order to
secure the payment of a debt

d a claim against real property which secures payment for work or
services carried out on that property

e a claim resulting from a legal proceeding in which a creditor requests
a court to order a third party holding property of or owing money {e.g.
wages} to the debtor to release the relevant property/money to the
creditor

f a prejudgment interest in assets resulting from a court order or writ to
seize such assets

g a right created by a court order or writ directing the seizure of assets
of a debtor in order to enforce a judgment

h a legal right to property an owner gives to a creditor as collateral for
repayment of a debt through the creation of a security agreement

On f Ih ey tprn S oduce abOve s at.ac lment lien wnl h '10 S h I;J f
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Read the text and answer these questions.

1 What is the name of the document which in this case shows the right to
attachment?

2 What does the word grounds mean in the context of the text?
3 How does the text refer to the creditor? And the debtor?
4 How many of points 1-4 (section 61.001) and points 1-9 (section 61.002)

must be satisfied in order for attachment to be available to plaintiff?

Explain these expressions, in italics in the text, in your own words.

1 to harass the defendant
2 to serve the process of law on someone
3 to dispose of property with the intent to defraud creditors
4 to obtain property under false pretences

'91



192

61.001 GENERAL GROUNDS A writ of attachment is available to a
plaintiff in a suit if:

(1) thc defcndant is justly indebted to the plaintiff;

(2) thc attachment is not sought for the purpose of injuring or hara.~iIl8

/Ile defendalll;

(3) the plaintiff will probably lose his debt unless the writ of attachment
is issued; and

(4) specific grounds for the writ exist under Section 61.002.

61.002 SPECIFIC GROUNDS Attachment is available if:

(1) the defendant is not a resident of this state or is a foreign corporation
or is acting as such;

(2) the defcndant is about to move from this state permanently and has
refused to payor Sffure the debt due the plaintiff;

(3) the defendant is in hiding so that the ordinary process of law cannor be
served on him;

(4) the defendant has hidden or is about to hide his property for the
purpose of defrauding his creditors;

(5) the defendant is about to remove his property from this Slatc without
leaving an amount sufficient (0 pay his debts;

(6) the defendant is about to remove all or part of his property from the
county in which the suil is brought with Ihe intent to defraud his
creditors;

(7) the defendant has disposed of or is about to dispose of all or parr of his
property with tile intent to defraud his creditors;

(8) the defendant is about to convert all or part of his property into money
for the purpose of placing it beyond the reach of his creditors; or

(9) the defendant owes the plaintiff for property ob/ained by tire defem/all!
tlllderfalse pretellces.

For each of these situations (1-4). identify the specific ground in paragraph
61.002 of the statute above which describes it.

EXAMPLE: The defendant has sold all of his possessions and placed the money
in a foreign bank account.

1 The defendant is going to move abroad and has said he wilt not pay the
plaintiff what he owes him.

2 The defendant is a French firm with an office in Germany. where the suit is
being brought.

3 The defendant purchased several expensive motor vehicles from the plaintiff
with a bad cheque.

4 The defendant has left his known address and cannot be found.
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6 .. Listen to first part of the presentation. in which the speaker explains two
types of liens, a pre-judgment attachment tien and a judgment lien. Tick the
features of each type of lien.

Pre-judgment attachment lien
1 allows attachment before the case is decided 0
2 generally attaches to your salary 0
3 is granted in all types of cases D
4 usually occurs in contract disputes involving money D
Judgment lien

5 allows attachment after the case is decided by the court 0
6 applies if the court decides in favour of the plaintiff 0
7 attaches to all real estate in your name and all accounts 0
8 is fundamentally different from a mortgage D

listen to the second part of the presentation, in which the speaker
describes the examples of two clients, and answer these questions.

1 What did the lawyer's firm do to protect Ed's assets?
2 How did the asset protection plan improve Ed's position in negotiations with

his creditors?
3 Why was the pre-judgment attachment lien unsuccessful in the second case

cited by the speaker?
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Read the excerpt and answer these questions,

1 Explain what you think this sentence from the text means: Insolvency work is
as much about people as it is about figures,

2 What role do professional bodies play in the making of a career as an
insolvency practitioner?

Decide whether these statements are true or false,

1 The insolvency practitioner profession is rapidly expanding, with many new
practitioners being licensed every year,

2 Both revised legislation and a change in the way people think have led to the
trend of rescuing businesses,

3 Once a practitioner has been licensed by one of the recognised professional
bodies, this license cannot be cancelled,

93



Insolvercy is iXlssibly the most demancJing career option a professional can undertake. It is

certainty Or€ of the most challenQlng, involving ancJ revvarding. The insolvency profession is also
one of the smallest - there are fevver than 2,CXXJ licensed insolvency practitioners in the UK,

Insolvency practitioners can find themselves running businesses, constrlJCting and negotiating

deals, or investigating and advising Dri the viability of a busir€ss am its restructuring (and,

sometimes, the integrity of its directors),

The work of the insolvercy practitioner affects the lives, prospects and livelihoods of both

creditors and debtors. Insolvency work is as mlJCh atout people as it is about figures.

Insolvercy practitioners need the personality am skills to deal 'Nith angry creditors, ar1Xious

directors, distraught employees and, amDrigst others, hard-bitten businessmen 'Nith an eye for
a bargain,

The tnsolvercy scene is always changing, In particular, the effects of the Insorvency Act 1986

ancJ the altitudes of banks and other creditors mean that. more than ever, insolvercy

practitioners are business rescuers VVhilst IlUCh of the work done by the profession involves

fomlal insorvency procedures, increasingty insolvercy practitioners are using their skills to

restructLXe am rescue t\Jsinesses (both in the UK and abroad) WIthout recourse to formal
insolvercy procedures.

Wnere an Insorvency practitioner is app;)inted in a formal insorvency, the most common

procedures are tire liquidation of companies by a variety of routes am bankruptcies of

incJividuals, Even in these cases, often r8lJarded as the 'end of the line' for busir€sses,

imagination ard determination are still needed to preserve as much of the business (am its

associated jobs) as iXlssible, or, as a last resort, to get the best p:Jssibie price for its assets.

Even vvhere a formal insolvency procedure is necessary, in many cases a iXlsitive approach to

the rescue of businesses and jobs can be taken through the application of administrations,

administrative receiverships and voluntary arrangEJ!Tlents

The professioo has been able to rescue increasing numbers of jobs and t\Jsinesses in recent

years, both because of l8lJisiative changes and the changing altitudes of creditors, Overall,

some 20 per cent of insolvent businesses are rescued in one form or amther, in part or in

whole, and one in every six insolvent individuals enters a voluntary arrangement as an
alternative to bankruptcy,

Since 1986, all insolvercy practitiOners have been required to be licensed by a recognised

professior1al txxiy (RFB) or the [)epartment of Trade and Industry (011) in England and Wales. or

the Department of Enterprise Trade and Investment (OETI) in Northem Ireland. AA incJividual's

licence can be revoked if the rolder ceases to be a fit and proper person to act as an

insolvency practitioner. Onty licensed insolvency practitioners are authorised to take
appointments as administrative receivers, administrators. liquidators, trustees in bankruptcy or

sequestration, supervisors of voluntary arrangements, and trustees urder deeds of arrangement
and trust deeds.

If you have decided to make your career in this area of insolvency, you 'Nill first need to choose

a route to becoming a licensed insolvency practitioner.



10 Complete these definitions by choosing the correct word or phrase.

1 An administrative receiver is an insolvency practitioner who is appointed by

the holder of a debenture which is vested / entitled / secured by a floating
charge of a company's property, whose function is to realise the value of the
assets for the behalf / benefit / behold of the debenture holder.

2 An administrator is appointed by the court to deal in / for / with the assets
and liabilities of a person who died without a legally / legal/legalistic valid
will.

3 The term 'voluntary arrangement' refers to a plan for repaying debts as an
alternative to bankruptcy or liquidation which is usually filed / proposed /
controlled by debtors and shareholders and monitored by a supervisor.

4 A liquidator is appointed to wind down / up / over a company, i.e. to deal
with the assets and liabilities of the company.

11 Working with a partner, explain these phrases (italicised in the text) in your own
words. Consult a dictionary if you are not sure what individual words mean.
Discuss in what way these concepts relate to the work of an insolvency
practitioner.

1 the viability of a business
2 the integrity of the directors of a business
3 hard-bitten businessmen with an eye for a bargain
4 to rescue a business

12 Have you considered practising in this area of the law? Why / Why not?

R.f'un aw ch Igrad te!l n~ youn~ awypf\ with a fploY ars w rkinq experlln e
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13 In the UK, job adverts aimed at the two groups mentioned above - recent law
school graduates and young lawyers - will typically include the abbreviations
PQE and NQ. Read the headings of the job advertisements on page 196. What
do you think these abbreviations stand for?

14 Quickly scan the two advertisements and decide for which job (A or B):

1 you will have the opportunity to travel.
2 you need no previous experience.
3 you will have a chance to specialise in information technology law.
4 you need to speak more than one language.
S you need to belong to a particular association.

15 Read the advertisements again and answer these questions.

1 Compare the description of the law firm in the second advert with that in the
first. How do the two firms differ? In what way are they similar?

2 Which of the two job adverts looks more interesting to you?



A

Vacancy Type: Private practice lawyer
Practice Areas: Banking/Finance, Insolvency

Location: based in London
POE: 2-4 years

B

Duo firm Wll;, for led in 2005, following the merger of Johnson and Hall in the UK,
Europe and ASh._, •.Hld Paoletti, Heider and Robinson in the US. The merged firm
comprises over 3,000 people in 29 offices and 17 countries around the world. Our
visiol . to be one of the top full-service international law firms, while upholding strong

v. Ihiel il :Iude 19 il 01 employees, our clients and the community.

As an associate in the Restructuring and Insolvency team, you will act for insolvency
practitioners, creditors, debtors, investors and regulators on corporate restructurings,
rescues, formal insolvency procedures and investigations. You will gain international
experience which may include cross-border co-operation activities. As our clients' business
becomes increasingly global, you will be working to find creative commercial solutions to
reconcile the often differing requirements of several domestic law regimes.

Your general role as an associate will comprise three main components:

• Pure legal work
• Managing the client relationship
• Raising your personal profile within the practice by participating in client events and

contributing to training sessions and the production of know-how

Professional requirements/qualifications

• Keen interest and relevant experience in restructuring and insolvency work
• Current membership in a recognised Insolvency Practitioners Association
• Strong analytical skills
• Fluency in spoken and written English and preferably another European language
• Willingness to travel
• Excellent interpersonal and communication skills
• Ability to work effectively in a multi-ethnic and multicultural environment

Applicants may send their application to Lhali@halijohnson.com

Vacancy Type: Private practice lawyer
Practice Areas: Company/Commercial,

Insolvency

Location: south-west UK
POE: NO-l year
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The position will involve general company and commercial work, including some
insolvency. You will be working with the head of the department and supporting the team
as a whole on transactional work. You will also have the opportunity for some
specialisation within the areas of IT and e-commerce, and this will involve working closely
with a salaried partner. This is a great opportunity for someone wishing to join a market
leading, forward-thinking firm.

Applicants may send their application to harold.jackson@jacksonreeves.com
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Read the covering letter below. then match these functions (a-f) with the
sentence or sentences in the letter (1-10) which express them. Each function
can be used more than once.

a Referring to any relevant work experience you have in the field
b Identifying your current status
c Referring to future contact
d Explaining how you found out about the position
e Demonstrating an interest in the firm to which you are applying
f Highlighting particular skills. qualifications or accomplishments

Dear \Ir Jackson

1) I would li"e 10 allpl~ for the post of a COmllan~ CormllE.'rrial Solidlor in ~our linn as adH'rtised ol1thc
\1 ebsHe \nnr.le~all)O~itiol\S.rom. 2) \s a rt'1.'('lIt laI\ -school graduate, I 1\ as partklllarl~ happ~ 10 S('{' Ihal
the posilion ~ou art' olfrring is open to nc\\l~ qualified la\\ ~ers,

3) YOIl wilt set' fl'om m~ enclosed C\ Ihal I{'ompleted 1lI~ 1,1\\ sludips in HOllie \1 itll honours, and spellt
onc ,\cal' sludying I"" in Edinburgh, 4) I am t's]lcciall) in1el'('1>lf'l! ill the position you al'e olfering, sillct' I
ha\c r'('lnllll1 \loI'k eX]lcricnee inlhe field of ins011 ellC). 5) J spen1tlrree summers I\orking as a clerk illl!
mid-sized ('onmler'C'ial lall finll in \lauchester. 6) \\11ile assisting \1 ith the insol\ ent) I\ork carded Oil!
Iht'I't'.! dewloped a ~l'ell inleresl in beeoming an illsohen('~ pl'(letitioner. 7) In addition, I am a student
member of the Insohenl.'~ I'ractilioners bsociation ill the L 1\, and 11\0 articles I \I role in En~1ish \\ere
IlUbli~hed ill their ne\\~leller. 8) I may aillo udd Ihat I achic\ed a high srore olllhl.' InlemaLional IA"gal
En~1ish Certifieate E\amination,

9) ! \\ould welrome the opportunity to \\orl.. a... part of your Stu:.'('t·...sfu! tearn, 10 benefit from) our e\lellSi\e
c\pcnence, and to pul my trainin~. e\perience and el1thlhiaSm into prartitt for ~our linn.

10) J look fornard to hearing from you,

Sincere!)

Fabio Seata!olri

1 (US) cover retter
2 (US) r~sume or resume
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17 Write an application tetter of your own in response to one of the job
advertisements on page 196 or to one you have found. You should:

structure your letter in three parts:
....... include the functions listed in Exercise 16;
....... write your letter in an appropriate style:

proofread the text carefully.

When you have finished writing. exchange letters with a partner and proofread
his or her letter. Circle any mistakes you find.

Th b mtervlew qivrs n employer an opporunity to form an impression of you ~

e son an 0 del df' .....hether yOI' wo ltd be sUIted to join tfle fum An mtf"rYIPWf"f Will
ra~ge ~ Ie

1.8 Read these questions. typically posed in an interview for a legal position.
Which do you think would be most difficult for you to answer?

1 What can you tell me about yourself? 0
2 What are your greatest strengths/weaknesses? 0
3 Why dId you decide to study law? 0
4 What was the most valuable experience you had in law school? 0
5 What qualities do you think a good lawyer needs to have? 0
6 Which accomplishment are you most proud of? 0
7 What do you know about this firm? 0
8 Why do you want to work for this firm? 0
9 Why should we hire you? 0

10 How would you describe your ideal job / boss / law firm? 0
11 What can you tell me about your work experience? 0

19.. You will hear a candidate. Mr Berger, being interviewed for one of the
positions described in the job adverts on page 196. Listen to the interview.
Which position has he applied for?

20.. Listen again and tick the questions in Exercise 18 the interviewer asks.

21 Answer these questions.

1 Why does Mr Berger want to work for the firm?
2 Why is Mr Berger already familiar with London?
3 What kind of work does Mr Berger do in his present job?
4 What does Mr Berger ask the interviewer about the firm?

22 Using one of the job advertisements on page 196 or one you have found in a
newspaper or on the web, prepare to be interviewed for the job. Think about
how your education, skills and work experience relate to what is required of the
applicant. Your partner should play the role of the interviewer and should ask
you some of the questions from Exercise 18. When the interview is finished,
discuss which of your answers were good and which need improvement. Then
switch roles and interview your partner for the job he or she has found.



Read the thank-you note below, then complete the spaces (1-5) using these
phrases (a-e)_

a As I mentioned during our conversation
b I appreciated
c The interview convinced me that my background
d Thank you again
e I am confident that my ability to

Dear .\11' Gl'('en('

1) for Ihe opportunH~ 10 inll'nie\\ for the I>osition of Senior Insoh ene~ P!'aclilioner in
)OUf finll. 2) )OlU' hospil(\liI~ and elljo~ed mccling )OU and members of~our siaff. J
especiall~ enjo)e<! heilt'ing alloul )Olll' lil'm's plans lor ('\pansioll.

3) ,inlcresls, and skills at'(' cOlllpalible wilh lhe goals ofyollr lirm. 4) ,the
j'\I)crienee I giltlH'I'cd in til)' previous (,1111)10)'lI1enl has prepared me wclilol' corporale insohctIl,)
\\01'1\.5) supel'\'ise a ('i\SC from commCllcemenl of liqllidationlO dosure \\ill bc of
\alue 10 your finn.

I10o\" fomanllo he'lI'ing from ~ou.

lours sin('('rt'J~

Julia Fenloll

24 Answer these Questions.

1 Which sentence in the note refers to a topic discussed in the interview?
2 Which sentence serves to reinforce points mentioned by the applicant during

the interview?
3 What is the purpose of the final sentence of the second paragraph of the

note?
4 Which part of the thank-you note refers to future contact?

!5 Write a thank-you note from Franz Berger to Ms Hall as a follow-up to the
interview in the listening exercise. You should:

))P.)U mention one or two topics discussed in the interview:
reinforce one or two points about the applicant's background which were
discussed in the interview;
use the sentence beginnings found in the model text above;
refer to future contact.

/
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26 look at the title of the article. What is meant by the word case in this context?

2" Read the first two paragraphs of the excerpt. What is the weakness the writers
point to? Which system do they propose as a model for reform?

The case for unifying the
EU's insolvency laws

200

/

ver the last live )'ears.. there have been
a number of big Insolvencies and debt
restnJcturings across Europe. It must be

obvious to all objectIVe commentators that
Europe SI1Tlply does not have an effective, or
Indeed any. legal n:"gm'le to support court
supervised restruetunng. as opposed to
bankruptCies or Itquldation~It is astonishing
that there 1$ simply no legal middle ground
between out-of-court restructurings. with all
of their uncertainties and differences of
approach. and liquidations.Why does Europe
not have an equivalent to the US practice of
court-supervised debt restructuring?

The pnnciple that It is preferable for
Insolvent companies (as well as their
creditors and other stakeholders) to be
l'eorganised rather than liquidated has long
been re<ognised In the US and is now
accepted in most European Jurisdictions.
However, while the US Bankruptcy Code's
Chapter I I provides a clear framework for
such reorganisations, the equivalent statlJtory
regimes in Europe do not.

Chapter I I provisions significantly
improve companies' prospects of
restructunng their balance sheets and
aVOiding Insolvency.These provisions are not
perfect. but after more than 20 years of
application In the US. most commentators
would probabfy agree that Chapter I I
provides a comprehensive and workable
mechanism for delivering a restructuring.

The key proviSlons operating to mlnlfT\/Se
destnJctJon of value In liquidation are:

• early protection a company IS able to
file (or Chapter II protection voluntanly
and, importantly, can do so regardless of
whether it can show that It 15. or IS likely
to be. Insolvent

• the alJtomatJc stay. which prevents both
secured and unsecured creditors from
taklng proceedings against the company
(also leading to a senSible and practical
approach to handling secured claims);
so-called debtor-In-possession powers.
which perrmt eXisting management to
continue running the company:
pnonty for debtor-in-possession (DIP)
finanCing - this super-priority status has
resulted in the evolution of a specialised
marl<.et place where the DIP can borrow
rresh runds to continue its business during
the restructuring; and

• limitations on contractual termination
provisions,

In addition, t\'.'O sets of provisions that
particularly help Insolvent companfes to
restruaure allow the US Bankruptcy Court to
reorganise the eqUIty of an insolvent company
without a vote of the shareholders and provide

for the Court to enforce a reorganisation plan.
despite objections from some Creditors (\<na'vvn
as 'cramdown proviSlOflS).

The absence of provisions equivalent to
some or all of the abo"Je In Europe both
affects the economics of restructunngs In
Europe and adds an onerous layer of
complexrty and transaction nsk.



28 Read the whole article and decide whether these statements are true or false.

1 The authors argue that while reorganisations of insolvent companies are
increasingly being carried out in Europe, the legislation in Europe does not
provide a legal framework for these reorganisations.

2 In the USA, they try to save bankrupt companies rather than wind them up.
3 Under the early protection provision, it is necessary for a company to show

that it is insolvent before it can file for protection under the law.
4 The authors think that DIP powers are an advantage to insolvent companies,

as they permit an insolvent company to continue functioning during
restructuring.

5 Chapter 11 does not allow the court to implement actions against the witt of
a company's creditors.

29 Match these words or phrases (1-5) (italicised in the text) with their definitions
(a-e).

1 legal regime
2 to file for Chapter 11
3 fresh funds
4 equity
5 onerous

a new loans
b assets of a company less its liabilities
c difficult
d statutory framework
e to declare bankruptcy

30 Look at these counter-arguments to the standpoint presented in the article and
decide whether you agree or disagree with them.

..... 'In my opinion, court restructuring of an insolvent business can result in
negative publicity. This could have a bad effect on the business by reducing
consumer confidence:

...... 'As I see it, out-of-court restructuring is faster and cheaper, as it involves
less paperwork (official forms, schedules and procedures). I'm convinced
that the time and effort spent on court restructuring can be better spent on
rescuing the business:

Q Unil14 I
To improve your web-based research skills, visit www.cambridge.org/eltjlegalengnsh.click on
Research Tasks and choose Task 14.
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Language Focus

Vocabulary: distinguishing meaning Which word in each group is the odd one
out? You may need to consult a dictionary to distinguish the differences in
meaning.

1 precedence
2 confiscate
3 demanding
4 legislation

distinction priority favoured status
seize take J,X>ssession of relinquish
urgent onerous difficult

legal regime judicial review statutory framework

Word formation Complete this table by filling in the abstract noun form of each
of the verbs. Underline the stressed syllable in each word with more than one
syllable .

.... c. ~ _ ~ _ _ (;.J, Abstract noun

seize

p<oeeed

execute

secure

liquidate

restructure

Vocabulary: classes of creditors Complete this text about classes of creditors
by choosing the correct verb in each case.

In every bankruptcy, there are generally three classes of creditors. These
1) contain I include I consist secured or lien creditors, priority creditors. and
unsecured or general creditors. Generally, if a secured creditor has
2) perfected I improved I submitted its lien prior to the bankruptcy filing, the
secured creditor must be 3) entitled I paid lowed in order for the debtor to
keep his or her property after the bankruptcy is discharged. A secured creditor
has security for its debt, which can be personal or real property that was
4) borrowed I pledged I attached by the debtor to secure the debt. Priority
creditors have a priority for the repayment of their debt before the unsecured
creditors are paid. Income taxes, wages, child support and administrative
expenses 5) collected I suspended I incurred in the bankruptcy are usually
classified as priority creditors. Unsecured creditors are creditors who do not
have any security. Some examples of unsecured debts are credit-card bills.
medical bills and personal loans.



4 Asking questions in an interview Decide which sentence beginning (A or B)
can be used to form questions that an applicant might ask in a job interview.
In some cases, bOth sentence beginnings can be used to form a question.

A Can you tell me something about ...
B What is .

1 what you are looking for in an associate?
2 the atmosphere in the firm like?
3 the management structure of the firm?
4 how attorneys are trained in your firm?
5 your most important clients?
6 the firm·s attitude toward pro bono work and community service?
7 a typical caseload of an associate like?
8 how associates are rotated through the departments of the firm?
9 your area of expertise?

Vocabulary: types of trustees Reading 3 mentions several different trustee
roles that can be carried out by an insolvency practitioner. A trustee can be
defined as a person who controls property and/or money for the benefit of
another person or an organisation. Insolvency practitioners can serve in various
trustee roles. Complete the explanations of types of trustees below using the
words in the box.

abandon appointed
trust vests

insolvent ownership pledged seizure

1 A trustee in bankruptcy is a trustee _ _ by a court to handle the
affairs of a bankrupt party. The property of the bankrupt party in
this trustee.

2 A trustee In sequestration refers to the role of trustee in the case of a
sequestration. Sequestration is when a debtor's property is taken, either
voluntarily or involuntarily (by ), into the possession of a third
party, i.e. the trustee, until the court determines the of that
property.

3 A trustee under a deed of arrangement refers to the role played by a trustee
under a contract made between an entity and its creditors. Under
this agreement, as much of the debt as possible is paid. and the creditors
consent to .. "., .... ,_,.."" their claims to payment in full. The property of the
bankrupt party may be transferred to a trustee during this process.

4 A trustee under a trust deed is a role played in a transaction in which real
property is as collateral for a loan. The borrower transfers the
legal title for the property to the trustee, who holds the property in
as security for the payment of the debt. If the borrower defaults in the
payment, the trustee may sell the property.



15 Competition law

Read the text and match the words in the box with their definitions (1-4).

cartel merger monopoly oligopoly

1 a market situation in which a small number of firms compete with each
other

2 an organisation or group that has complete control of an area of business
so that others have no share

3 a group of similar independent companies who agree to join together to
control prices and limit competition

4 the joining together of two or more companies

Competition lawl concerns itself with the regulation of business activities which are anti
competitive1 . This area of the law is very complex, as it combines economics and law.

The legal English used is also complex and is made even more so by the differences in the
language and law employed by the two major actors in competition regulation, the European
Union and the United States. EC competition law is rooted in the creation of the single European
market and. as SUCh, prohibiting private undertakings3 from partitioning the Community market
along national lines is a fundamental goal. The origins of competition law in the United States,
on the other hand, can be found in the term ·antitrust·. In the late 19th century. enormous
amounts of wealth were amassed in some important national industries such as railways, steel
and coal. The 'barons' who controlled these industries artfully created trusts to shield their
fortunes and business empires. Those who fought against these practices came to be called
trustbusters. Their efforts culminated in the Sherman Act, which was enacted to put an end to
these practices. The overall purposes of competition law are often the subject of debate and
differ from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. However. on the whole, it is accepted that competitive
markets enhance economic efficiency because they maximise consumer benefit and optimise
the allocation of resources, which is good for market economies.

Competition law regulates cartels, monopolies. oligopolies and mergers. A cartel is a type of
agreement among undertakings which would nonnally compete with each other to reduce their
output to agreed levels or sell at an agreed price. One of the key ingredients in sustaining a cartel
is a defined relevant market with high barriers to entry so that new undertakings cannot penetrate
the market. The classic tool used by the cartel to gain monopoly profits is price-fixing. In broad

1 (US) antitrust law

2 (US) An American antitrust lawyer would descnbe such beh3Vlour as 'restralnt 01 trade' (from one of the govemll'lg acts (the

Sherman Act))

3 This is the tenn used in Artlcte 81 of the EC Treaty. In the US. any number of terms could be used here. includll'lg busll'less.
firm or enlerprise.



terms, a monopoly is an undertaking or inter-related group of undertakings which either control the
supply (and therefore the price) of a product or service or exclude competition for that product or
service. An oligopoly is a market with only a small number of market actors, who are able to adopt
parallel behaviour in relation to price-setting or output decisions. Common aspects of enactments
aimed at preventing antkompetitive activities include restrictions on abuse of a dominant position4

through such instruments as predatory pricing and tie-in arrangements, among others, The United
States even prohibits behaviour which attempts to gain a monopoly position.

Merger regulation is another common aspect of legislation aimed at limiting antkompetitive
concentration of market power. In this context, it is also important to discuss the terms
horizontal and vertical. 'Horizontal' denotes the joining of undertakings which are at the same
level in the economic supply chain; 'vertical' denotes the joining of undertakings at different
levels in the economic supply chain.

4 (US) abuse of monopoly power

2 Match these terms (1-4) with the examples of anti-competitive activity they
describe (a-d).

1 barriers to entry

2 price-fixing

3 predatory pricing

4 tie-in arrangement

a A manufacturer of computer components requires that consumers
purchase other equipment made by the firm in order to keep the
warranty valid.

b The major petroleum corporations in a country all agree to raise
the prices of petrol and petroleum products.

c A company interested in entering the telecommunications market
in a particular country has to deal with restrictive government
licensing practices and complex bureaucratic procedures which
inappropriately favour domestic suppliers before it can offer its
services.

d A new Internet provider enters the market, and the main provider in
the region temporarily lowers the cost of its services dramatically.

Readmg 2: Anti-cL
dntitrust medsures in th fU
One of the main areas of the competition policy of the European Union IS antitrust and
cartels. Its aim is to eliminate agreements restricting competition, is well as abuses )y
firms who hold a 10minant position on the market .

, excer f
pc tes

a •t le~ lef 1..1' hed y a qe Ie W
es t er E mbf'r ~latf'S.

3 Look at Table 1 quickly and answer these questions.

1 Who do you think would be interested in reading such information?
2 Why do you think the table is set up the way it is?
3 A lawyer writing a report comparing anti-competitive activities in the

telecommunications sector with other sectors in the EU is looking for
information. Will this table be of use to him?

U,,, ., (omp' 1;"0 I,. E



Table 1: Member States and Measures Taken

Member State

Germany

Italy

Poland

Portugal

Czech Republic

latvia

The Netherlands

Sweden

Slovak Republic

Measure

In December 2004, the German Cartel Office initiated
proceedings against five gas utility companies suspected of
abusive pricing practices,

On 16 November 2004, the Italian Competition Council fined
Telecom Italia €152 million for an abuse of its dominant position
on the market for fixed network telecommunications services for
business customers.

Poland's Office for Protection of Competition and Consumers
fined PKP Cargo. the largest Polish railway carrier. PlN 20 million
for abusing its dominant position by applying dissimilar

conditions to equivalent transactions with other trading parlies.

On 11 January 2005. the Portuguese Competition Authority fined

Abbott. Bayer, Johnson & Johnson. Menarini. and Roche
€658,413.22 per company for COlluding on bidding prices.

On 21 December 2004. the Supreme Administrative Court of the
Czech Republic upheld a decision by the Competition Office
finding that the GSM operator Eurotel Praha (Eurotel) had abused
its dominant position in the mobile telecommunication services
market by charging discriminatory prices for connection to the
network of Cesky Mobil.

The Latvian Competition Council has fined members of a price
fixing and informatiolrexchange cartel in the market for
chickens' eggs.

The Netherlands Competition Authority has confirmed that 11
parties in the shrimp'fishing industry participated in an illegal

cartel.

The Competition Authority filed a fine petition at Stockholm City
Court on 15 December 2004 accusing Nynas of having abused
its dominant position on the bitumen market by applying
business conditions that discriminated against other companies
in order to limit their access to the market. The Competition
Authority demanded that several oil companies be fined a total

sum of SEK 394 million.

In December 2004. the Anti.monopoly Office of the Slovak
Republic imposed fines on the telecommunications companies
Orange Slovensko (Orange) and SAPEKO for concluding a vertical

agreement restricting competition.



Skim through the table quickly and answer these questions.

1 What product was at the centre of a price-fixing cartel in latvia?
2 How much did the Competition Authority fine oil companies in Sweden?
3 In what year did the Italian Competition Council fine Telecom Italia 152

million euros?
4 How many parties were involved in an illegal shrimp-fishing cartel in the

Netherlands?
5 Why were proceedings taken against five gas utility companies in Germany

in 2004?

The lawyer writing the report mentioned in Exercise 3 has decided to
reorganise the information on the basis of industry rather than country. Use the
information from Table 1 on page 206 to complete the spaces in Table 2
below.

Table 2: Sector, Country, Measure Taken, Violation, Authority

gas

telecommunications

5)

Germany

Italy

Czech
Republic

Slovak
Republic

Poland

1)

fined

Court upheld
decision (of
Competition Office)

fined

fined

abusive pricing
practices

abuse of dominant
position

abuse of dominant
position by charging
3).

conclusion of a
vertical agreement
restricting competition

abuse of dominant
position by applying
dissimilar conditions
to equivalent
transactions

German Cartel Office

2)

Supreme
Administrative
Court of the Czech
Republic

4)

Poland's Office for
Protection of
Competition
and Consumers

pharmaceutical Portugal fined

food latvia fined

fishing The confirmed
Netherlands participation

bitumen oil Sweden 9) -- -- ..__.

6)

7) .

8)

abuse of dominant
position; limiting
access of other
companies to the
market

Portuguese
Competition Authority

latvian Competition
Council

Netherlands
Competition Authority

Swedish Competition
Authority

Match these verbs (1-5) with the nouns (a-e) they collocate with in Table 1.

1 abuse a access
2 initiate b prices
3 collude on c a fine
4 limit d one's position

5 impose e proceedings

u t ') ( w E



7 A client has asked you to inform him of recent anti-competitive activities in the
"Pt( telecommunications sector in the EU and the measures taken against the

np·)OJ offending companies. Look at the relevant three cases in Table 2 on page 207.
Have similar violations been committed in each case? In what way do the
violations differ? Using the information in Table 2, write a short email to your
client in which you compare the anti-competitive activities in the three
telecommunications cases. Where appropriate, use passive constructions to
focus on the receiver of the action and the action taken.

EXAMPlES:

~ ...tttu:m Ai W'l t .,e I'Jl

:iJ ~ c; nf Q.. iomLn'U'lt; P ~w..on Q.yui for
other (.()IllPo.nt.e.S the. llllUk:e.t,

Li teninq 1· Advi ing on competition law risk')
High profIle C3Se\ involving competition law violations committed by large. well-known
( 11 pin e often lppear in the news However undertakings of all sizes and sectors of
th co jmy Me et:juaUy bound by the laws prohibiting Inti competitive activities. Fa

h ~ e 0 • lawyers nUSl 'idvis tt,e·r business clients 'ibout the competition law risks
so at l1 with rei ain bJ n ss pra tl(e\ an j warn t~ern of the po \lble c nsequenl es

I I ~ I Ie il pI Il~ 'Ie. t".

of

... Listen to the discussion and tick the terms mentioned by the lawyer.

1 anti-competitive behaviour 0
2 bid-rigging 0
3 price-fixing 0
4 per se violation 0
5 tie-in arrangement 0
6 territorial allocation 0
7 predatory pricing 0
8 vertical agreement 0
9 abusing a dominant position 0

9 ... Listen again and decide whether these statements are true or false.

1 Mr Greene is worried that the entry of a new competitor into the market will
adversely affect his business.

2 His competitor has suggested a tie-in arrangement that would make entering
the market more difficult for the new taxi undertaking.

3 Mr Greene thinks that small businesses should operate under different rules
from large corporations.

4 The lawyer warns his client that anti-competitive activities always result in
criminal prosecution.



AI I • . "
In the discussion. Mr langston warns his client of the risks associated with
anti-competilive activities. He uses the following phrases:

Let me caution you that in this jurisdiction the fines can be very high for this
sort of activity.
I must warn you that individuals directly involved in serious ant;,;ompetitive
behaviour face the threat of criminal prosecution, which could lead to
imprisonment.
You should be aware that the risks of being a party to an anti-competitive
agreement or abusing a dominant position are serious.

Other phrases that can be used in this way are:
I must advise you that ...
I urge you to consider that ...

10 Working with a partner. conduct two lawyer-elient interviews, taking the role of
the lawyer in one and of the client in the other.

When you play the lawyer
""" Read the information about an area of anti-competitive activity.

Conduct an interview with the client. asking questions to learn more about
the situation.
Think about how the information you have read applies to the situation
he/she describes. Inform your client of the risks and warn him/her of the
possible consequences.

'-' Make recommendations for his/her future behaviour.

When you play the client
..... Answer your lawyer's questions. supplying one piece of information at a

time. Allow your lawyer to ask you questions; don't tell him/her everything
at once. Be creative and invent answers to questions when necessary.
Respond to the questions and the information and advice you are given as
you think a business person would in the given situation.

Case 1
Student A: You are the lawyer. Look at the notes on page 305.
Student B: You are the client. Look at the notes on page 306.

Case 2
Student A: You are the client. Look at the notes on page 305.
Student B: You are the lawyer. Look at the notes on page 306.
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Read the letter. What is the client's problem? What solution does the lawyer
propose?

Match these functions (a-f) with the paragraphs of the letter (1-6) which serve
these functions.

a Benefits of the solution
b Closing
c Proposed solution
d Reason for writing
e Implementation of the solution
f Description of the problem

July 29,2005

Dear Mr Bichardson

As a follow~lIp to our telephone conversation last week in which we discussed some of
the lendering difficulties your construction company has been having recently, I
would like to make a few recommendations.

2 YOli described in detail the sudden and marked drop in the number of contracts
awarded to your company in the last 12 months, particularly in the commercial
property seClor, which has traditionally been one of the principal areas of activity of
your firm. You also told me about several recent calls for tender in which your
company participated; your very competitively priced bids were all rejected. and the
contracts in every case were awarded to two of your competitors.

3 After consulting with my colleague David Fisher of our Antitrust and Comperition
Department, I have come to the conclusion that it would be wise to look into the
possibility thaI anti-competitive agreements have been concluded by your
competitors. As you are surely aware, behaviour of this kind is not unusual in a
market situation such as the present one. It could certainly account for the dramatic
decrease in business you have been experiencing.

4 In the event that your competitors are found to have been engaging in activities of
this kind, the benefits for your own company would be considerable. These benefits
would range from a likely increase in market share to more intangible, but
nonetheless valuable, benefits such as a reputation for honest dealings.

5 Should you be interested in pursuing this course of action, David Fisher would be
happy to assist you. Mr Fisher has a great deal of experience in investigating cases of
this kind. At your request, he could begin an enquiry into the matter. which, in its
early stages, would involve information-gathering in the broadest sense (including an
analysis of relevant tendering processes). Such an enquiry could lake a substantial
amount of time fO conduct. Should this enquiry uncover information confirming our
suspicions, then our firm is well prepared to assist you.

6 Please let me or David Fisher know if you would be interested in having us undertake
such an enquiry on your behalf, or if you have any other questions about the malter.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Yours sincerely

Martin Stockwell



Using the letter on page 210 as a model, write a proposal in the form of a letter

to a client who is the managing director of a large company in the service sector.

"p.).1 Your client's industry has seen cases of cartel formation and price-fixing in the

past. In order to protect your client against the risks of anti-competitive

activities. you recommend that he set up guidelines for his employees to help

prevent anti-competitive behaviour. In your letter. you should:

state the reason for writing;

outline the problem and warn your client of the risks of anti-competitive activities;

make your recommendation as a solution to this problem;

point out the benefits to his firm;

briefly discuss how such guidelines can be developed and implemented with

your assistance;

offer to provide further help. if necessary.

Read the title and the first paragraph of the text. then answer these Questions.

1 What kind of text is this? Who was it written for?

2 Which companies are involved? What sector of the economy are they in?

3 Which illegal activities were the firms engaged in?

Sotheby's fined £12.9m by EU over illegal price-fixing cartel
SOTHEBY'S auction house was
fined £12.9m by the European
Commission yesterday for colluding
with Christie's to cheat wealthy
players in the international art
market.

The fine represents 6 per cent of
the company's annual turnover and
comes after a court case in America
which saw its former chairman
Alfred Taubman, 68, fined £4.7m
and jailed for a year for the fraud,
which cost sellers £290m. Christie's
escaped a fine because it provided
the evidence that proved the
operation of a cartel between the
worId's two leading art houses.

Mario Mooti, the European
commissioner in charge of
competition policy, said: 'This case
shows that illegal cartels can appear
in any sector, from basic industries
to high-profile service markets.' He
said Sotheby's and Christie's, which
hold 90 per cent of the market, had

breached EU competition rules.
After fierce competition in the

19805 and ear1y 19905, a price
fixing agreement was struck in 1993
at the highest level in the two
companies, the commissioo said.
The key aspect of the illegal
agreement was an illCrease in the
commission paid by sellers at
auctions. But it also involved
advances paid fa sellers.

The commission said Taubman
and his Christie's counterpart, Sir
Anthony Tennant, 'entered into
secretive discussions at their
respective private residences in
london anl1for New York'. The
meetings were followed by regular
meetings between the companies'
chief executives at the time, Dee
Dee Brooks of Sotheby's and
Christopher Davidge of Christie's. Sir
Anthony refused to go to America to
stand trial for the collusion. He
cannot be extradifed from Britain on

the antitrust charges he faces.
The European Commission began

investigating in January 2000 when
Christie's approached the American
Department of Justice and Brussels
offering evidence in the hope of
gaining leniency.

Bill Ruprecht, president and chief
executive of Solheby's Holdings,
said it had anticipated the fine,
which would be reflected as a
special charge in its financial
statements.

'Sotheby's co-operated fUlly with
the Commission throughout, and as
the fine is materially less than it
cook! have been. we are pleased to
have the investigation behind us: he
said. 'No current employee of the
company was involved in, or aware
of, the anti-competitive practices.'

A Christie's spokeswoman said:
'We're pleased that it brings this
chapter in the history of the art
market closer to a conclusion.'

I , (



Read the whole text and answer these questions,

1 Why wasn't a fine imposed on the second auction house involved in the
illegal activity?

2 What did the collusive agreement between the auction houses entail?
3 What was the attitude of the firm towards the fine it had to pay as

expressed in the official statement of the chief executive?

Complete these phrases from the text using prepositions. Then explain what
each phrase means in your own words.

1 to stand trial
2 to be jailed
3 to be extradited

collusion
fraud

antitrust charges

Discuss these questions.

1 What is your opinion on the case? Do you think the fines were particularly
severe, lenient or just? Do you think fines deter others from engaging in
such activity?

2 This text first appeared in a daily newspaper written for a non-specialist
audience. Which features of the text helped you to recognise its source? In
what ways would a text about this case written solely for lawyers differ from
this text?

3 Think about how you would tell another lawyer who is not familiar with this
case about it. Reduce the information to a few key points, Then present the
information to another student. Do you agree on what the most important
points are?

merq r c trol ~w.,.ers k :lq 0

estl ~tIO 01 prop sed me rs. The r w rk
h ~t WIt! t d anti mpe Iflve actiVIt (,

vOJ W I hpal n xc rpt rom p e h 0-' the evaluitlon of me Qer" Ilv~n Vi
representative }f the 'j( uth Afr'can (}mpe1 ion TnbunH to an lUdience )! bus·ne< ..
people and lawyers. The purp,n f (ompetitioll Tribunal s to adjudicate Call petition
ma·lers in accordance with the SOl th Af iCi\r (ompeliti m Act The ~aker outlines the
steps aken in the evaluation of merger'

18 III listen to the excerpt and decide which of these phrases best expresses
the main purpose of this part of the speech,

a to compare South African merger regulation with that of other countries
b to convince the listeners of the importance of merger control
c to help companies planning to merge to formulate their arguments in favour

of merging more effectively
d to explain the reasons for renewing the Competition Act

19 III listen again and choose the best answer to each of these questions,

1 According to the speaker, what is the first step in the evaluation of a merger?
a determining whether the merger will lead to the company having a small

or a large market share
b analysing the effect of the merger on competition
c defining the state of international trade in the product



2 The speaker recommends that when a company argues that a merger will
increase its efficiency. the company should
a present data to support this claim.
b refer to the economies of scale idea.
c speculate on the advantages that can be expected to result.

3 According to the speaker. the third and final step in the evaluation process
involves
a considering the effect of the merger on public interest.
b surveying public opinion regarding the merger.
c deciding whether the merger can be administrated effectively.

~O Discuss these questions.

1 How is merger control carried out in your jurisdiction? Which authority is
responsible for it?

2 What do you think the speaker means when he says 'efficiency gains from
the merger'? Can you identify some of the gains alluded to? How are these
gains analysed and weighed ;n your jurisdiction? Are benefits to consumers,
such as lower prices. included in this analysis? Should they be?

eq l to
Lawyer~ i~si5t thei orporate lient' in the EJ in '}elting ele ranee from the Europeio
Comm 5S In or a Member State(s] on the competition iW ClSP el~ of a rYJerger or
acQul It on "Ial Hally th v eed to Je aw f any ehanaes he proce :tures to fO ow
andt e e dli swhc pplv het n ge 14 san x p frollarepo n
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Read the first paragraph of the report and answer these questions.

1 What does the term one-stop shop usually refer to. and what does it refer to
here?

2 The word threshold, which appears several times. refers here to the turnover
threshold. Explain turnover threshold in your own words.

22 Read the whole text and answer these questions.

1 What are the two purposes of a pre-notification request?
2 According to the text. what are the advantages and disadvantages

associated with the pre-notification process?

23 Match these words (1-4), italicised in the text. with their definitions (a-d).

1 to notify to the Commission
2 to object to a request
3 pending the final case allocation
4 referral of cases to an authority

a while awaiting
b directing
c to oppose
d to inform officially

J" ( p 1 w



Jurisdiction
One of the great strengths of the ECMR is its one-stop shop - the
ability 10 notify once [0 the Commission rather than in each of the 25
Member States. Whereas the largest mergers and acquisitions meet
the ECMR thresholds and need therefore be notified only in
Brussels. it has become clear that a significant number of mergers
with a European dimension do not meet the ECMR thresholds and
require notification in each of several Member Stdtes, creating
unnecessary burdens and COSts for the parties. In future, where a
case falls below the existing thresholds, and where notification would
otherwise have been required in at least three Member States, the
parties will be able to make a pre-notification request to the
Commission to take over the case from the national authorities. If
no Member State concemed opposes the application within 15
working days. the Commission will have exclusive jurisdiction
throughout the EEA If any Member State objecu. the case will not
be referred.

In the oppoSite scenario. the parties may also make a pre-notification
request that the case should be examined by a national competition
authority rather than the Commission. If the Member State does not
object and the Commission agrees within 25 working days that a
distinct market exists in that Member State and that competition in
that market may be significandy affected by the concentration. it may
refer the case to that national authority and national law will apply in
that Member St:ate.The Commission will apply EC law in other
Member St:ates.

This pre-notification process will inevitably involve a degree of
uncertainty pending the final case allocatian and will therefore need to
be managed carefully if the desired result (usually a single filing) is to
be achieved. Clearly, this additional stage will tend to increase the
timescale to obtain clearance.The criteria for post-notification
referral of cases between the Commission and national authorities
and vice versa are also made more flexible.

As a lawyer in the Competition Law department of your law firm, you want to
inform one of your corporate clients who is considering a merger about the new

np.}O} pre-notification process described above. Write a letter telling your client how
pre-notification works and what advantages it would have for his firm.

In your letter, you should:
state the reason you are writing:
explain the cases in which a pre-notification request can be filed;
point out the advantages of pre-notification;
indicate possible disadvantages;
offer to provide further information if required.



You can refer to the opinions of others using the following expressions:

The Microsoft vice president suggests/Implies that ...
Attorney General John Ashcroft maintains/claims that ...

You can say whether you agree or disagree by saying:

I completely agree/disagree (with this view).
He/She Is clearly right (with regard to this).

25 Read these diverging opinions on the effect of Microsoft's monopoly position
on the market and on consumers and say what you think. Has Microsoft's
position in the market helped or harmed competition and consumers?

US Attorney General John Ashcroft, on the settlement imposing restrictions
on Microsoft's behaviour:

'A vigorously competitive software industry is vital to our economy, and
effective antitrust enforcement is crucial to preserving competition in this
constantly evolving high-tech arena. This historic settlement will bring
effective relief to the market and ensure that consumers will have more
choices in meeting their computer needs.'

Microsoft Vice President Bob Herbold in a letter to Ralph Nader, activist
attorney and consumer rights advocate:

'(The) premise that Microsoft has been a disincentive to competition and
innovation is simply wrong. As an AT&T executive observed last year, the
cost of computing has fallen 10 million-fold since the microprocessor was
invented in 1971 ... Meanwhile, American software companies provide over
600,000 direct American jobs and grew at seven times the rate of the US

economy from 1987 to 1994. That's certainly not a portrait of an industry in
decline due to lack of competition. In fact. the growth in jobs and decline in
the cost of computing has been helped by the operating system technology
in Microsoft Windows, which has enabled software developers and hardware
manufacturers to develop thousands of compatible products.'

g
To improve your web-based research skills, visit www.cambridge.org{eIVlegalenglish.click on

I Research Tasks and choose Task 15.
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Language Focus

Vocabulary: distinguishing meaning Which word in each group is the odd one
out? You may need to consult a dictionary to distinguish the differences in
meaning.

1 undertaking enterprise cartel firm
2 dimension threshold level limit

3 practices offences activities behaviour
4 secret agreement oligopoly collusion conspiracy
5 to misuse to breach to abuse to use improperly

2 Word formation Complete this table by filling in the correct word forms.
Underline the stressed syllable in each word with more than one syllable.

verb Abstract noun Adjective

monopoly

collude

abuse

competitive

discriminate

restriction

regulatory

allocate

fine

notify

Vocabulary: collocations 1 Complete the phrases below using the nouns in
the box.

access
practices

bids cartel

proceedings

complaint fines petition position

to a market
on a company
against a company

1 to initiate _. against a company

2 to suspect a company of abusive pricing
3 to abuse its dominant
4 to collude on
5 to participate in an illegal
6 to file a fine
7 to limit
8 to impose
9 to lodge a



4 Vocabulary: collocations 2 Complete each of the collocations in these
sentences using a word or a form of a word from the phrases in Exercise 3.

1 The Competition Authority fined 20 construction companies over €30 million
for r. r. ~ in an illegal cartel.

2 The Competition Authority is investigating tow truck service providers who
are suspected of pricing practices in breach of Article 81 of the
EC Treaty.

3 A consortium of banks was fined for infringement of the Competition Act
by means of horizontal agreements between the banks and abuse of a

position.
4 Record fines were against drug companies for colluding to fix the

price of vitamins.
5 Six roofing contractors have been found to have agreed to fix the prices of

roofing services through bid
6 Diamond dealers plan to a complaint with EU regulators against

a giant South African diamond corporation for anti-competitive practices.

5 Vocabulary: collocations with merger Decide which of these verbs collocate
with the noun a merger.

allocate approve evaluate impose investigate lodge reject

Vocabulary: irregular plural forms Choose the correct plural form (a or b) for
these words. For some of the words, both options are acceptable. Consult your
dictionary if necessary.

1 addendum a addendums b addenda
2 analysis a analysises b analyses
3 appendix a appendixes b appendices
4 attorney general a attorney generals b attorneys general
5 bureau a bureaus b bureaux
6 criterion a criteria b criterions
7 forum a forums b fora
8 index a indexes b indices
9 memorandum a memoranda b memorandums

10 notary public a notaries public b notary publics
11 phenomenon a phenomenons b phenomena
12 prospectus a prospectora b prospectuses

7 Prepositions Complete the sentences below using the prepositions in the box.

against by in in of for on on to

The Competition Authority filed a fine petition 1) 1 February 2005
accusing FabNet Corporation 2) having abused its dominant position
3) the telecommunications market 4) applying business
conditions that discriminated 5) other companies 6) order
to limit their access 7) the market. The Competition Authority also
imposed fines 8) the telecommunications companies Chicha
Corporation and linTel Corporation 9) concluding a vertical
agreement restricting competition.

~7



Exam Focus

Parts 1-3 of the Test of Reading focus on your use of English. while Parts 4-6
primarily test your reading skills. The texts used are extracts from authentic law·
related source material, such as a legal textbook, a contract. a legal website. a law
journal article or legal correspondence. Parts 1-3 carry 1 mark for each correct
answer. and Parts 4-6 carry 2 marks for each correct answer.

What you have to do
This part of the examination consists of two short texts which are not linked
thematically. Each text is a multipl~hoice cloze: there are six gaps, and your task
is to choose the correct option from the four available to fill each gap. An example
is given at the beginning.

What is being tested
The task tests your ability to distinguish between similar words and to select words
carefully. It also tests your knowledge of collocations. fixed phrases. phrasal verbs
and linking words and phrases.

,
........ Skim the whole text to get an idea of its general meaning.

The four multiple<:hoice options provided are all the same part of speech. so they may fit in
the gaps grammatically. but not make sense in the sentence. Always read the sentence
carefully to check jf an option fits the meaning of the sentence as a whole.
Look carefully at the words preceding and following the gap. as they may serve as clues. You
may recognise words that collocate with the correct answer.
If there are words you do not know in a sentence, try to get a general understanding of the
sentence by thinking about its meaning in the context of the text. You may then be able to
guess the meaning of the word you are looking for.

Questions 1-6

Read the extract from a legal opinion on page 219.
For each question 1-6, choose the best word to fill each gap from A, B. C or D.
There is an example at the beginning (0).



OUI' opinions and advice (0) out below are based upon yOLlI' account of the
('irCulllstilllces giving rise to this dispute, a SUllllllaIY of which is as follows. 111e v('ndor of the
above property is threatening to (I) proceedings against you to (2) the
("ontract for sale, which yOll have refused to complete because you take the view that the
contmct released yOll frOIll any personal liability. You stated that Mr Liule was madc
(3) aware of the fact that Goodwright Tools Ltd was in the process of being fomle<1
on the date of signing the contract and the contract contains provisions e\incing that fact.
The contract for sale is a st.mdard fonn agreement (4) by the Law Society of
England and Wales, and the only section which is relevant for present (5) is S('(tion
8 which (6) that "any .Uld all agreements, con:-nanlS, and warranties shallb<'
constnlC'd as being made with the company provided that the inCO'llOration thereof is
cOIUI>leted on or before (the completion date)'.

EXAMPLE: 0 A done B set C kept D put

1 A submit
2 A obstruct
3 A subsequently
4 A allotted
5 A purposes
6 A claims

B terminate
B remit
B obviously
B approved
B situations
B suggests

C commence
C enforce
C widely
C remanded
C points
C indicates

o register
o amend
o expressly
o concluded
o questions
o provides

Questions 7-12
Read the following extract from a rental contract.
For each question 7-12, choose the best word to fill each gap from A, B, C or D
below.

Integr:uion
TllI~ Agn:~·lllt.'nt COlhtilutt.'S tht: l.'ntire agreement between the Parlit.'S with regard to the ~ubjt:l:t nutter
hereof. All prior agreelllent.<. alld CO\·l.'nant~. l"Xpress or (7) . onl or wrinen, wnh rc<.peet to the
subject nUtll.'r hereof. are hereby (8) _.., by thiS agreClllClll. Thi~ is an lntegnted a~rl'el1lcnt,

Severability
rf ,Illy pfovi,iorl of Ihis Agrt'I.'IIIC'llt i~ (9) ... ,., ..... _, to be VOid. illv,lhd, or unenforceable. that provi~ioll ,hall
b,,' scvefl.'d from the fem:lindl.'r of thi, Agreemcnt so as not to call~e the invalidity or llllcnforcc,lbility of the
fcnl,lindcr of this Agrl"Clllenl. All !"l'ln,lining provisions of this Agrcclllcnt ..hall then continue in flill forcc ,Ind
(10)

Stale Law
Thb AW"'ClllCllt sllJll be (11)
Agrl.'cment is imended by the (12)
and dUI1~><; of landlords and tt'IlJlllS.

and enfotced under the la\\~ of the State of CalttOrni,l. Thi~
to comply With all ,Ipplicable ~ute law govl"rllLng th,,· nghu

7 A explicit
8 A terminated
9 A stipulated

10 A intent
11 A imposed
12 A Parties

B suggested
B superseded
B contended
B application
B construed
B Lessees

C suspended
C amended
C disputed
C effect
C considered
C Bodies

D inferred
D followed
D deemed
o function
o conducted
o Legislators

dm



What you have to do
This part of the examination consists of a single law-related text. The task is an
open cloze: you have to supply one word for each of the 12 gaps. The text also
includes an example.

What is being tested
The task mainly tests your knowledge of grammatical words and structures and
text cohesion. which refers to the flow of a text and the interrelationship of ideas.
The kinds of items that may be tested in this task include prepositions, auxiliary
verbs, pronouns, conjunctions and tinkers.

Skim the whole text to get an idea of its general meaning. Then read each sentence carefUlly.
bearing in mind that the missing word often has a structural function in the sentence which
may only become clear when you have understood the meaning of the sentence as a whole.
As in the previous task, it is a good idea to look carefUlly at the words preceding and
following the gap as they may serve as clues. You may recognise words that collocate with
the correct answer or grammatical structures that go with it.
Reread the whole text with your answers in place, to check it makes sense.
Check your spelling, as every word must be spelled correctly.
Write your answers clearly in capital letters.

Questions 13-24
Read the following extract from provisions regulating the capitalisation of a
corporation. Think of the best word to fill each gap.
For each question 13-24, write one word in CAPITAL LETTERS in each gap.
There is an example at the beginning (0).

Upon dissolution, (O) ._ voluntary or involuntary, the holders of preferred shares
shall first be entitled to receive, (13) of the net assets of the Corporation, the par
value of their shares plus unpaid accumulated dividends, without interest. All of the
assets, (14) any, thereafter remaining shall be distributed among the holders of
the common shares. The consolidation or merger of the Corporation (is) any
time with any other corporation or corporations, or a sale of all or substantially all of the
assets of the Corporation, shall not be construed (16).. a dissolution, liquidation,
or winding (17) of the Corporation.
(1S) as herein otherwise expressly provided, or as otherwise provided
(19) the laws of this state, the holders of the common shares shall exclusively
possess all of the voting power of the Corporation (20) all voting purposes, and
the holders of the preferred shares shall have no voting power and no holder thereof
shall be entitled to receive notice of any meetings of the shareholders of the Corporation.
(21) the event the Corporation shall default in the payment of dividends on said
preferred shares, and said default shall continue (22) that three semi-annual
dividends (whether or (23) consecutive) shall be in default, then during the
continuance of any default in the payment of such dividends, but no longer, the holders
of preferred shares shall be entitled to notice of all shareholders' meetings and shall
have the sale (24) exclusive right to vote thereat.



What you have to do
This part of the examination consists of two short law-related texts which are not
linked thematically_ There are six gaps in each text. You have to fill these gaps by

transforming the word supplied on the right into a suitable related form of that
word. An example is given at the beginning.

What is being tested
The task tests your knowledge of vocabulary and. in particular, affixation and
compounding.

r First. read the text Quickly to get a general idea of its meaning.
Read each sentence carefully to determine the part of speech required to fill the gap(sj in it.
Looking at the words adjacent to each gap can help you do this.
Word transformation involves creating the noun, verb. adjective or adverb form of the word
given. usually by adding a prefix and/or a suffix.
Think carefully about the meaning of the text; for example, a negative prefix may be needed
to fit the sense.
If a noun is required, read the surrounding text to decide whether it needs to be a singular or
plural form.
Check your spelling, as you will not get a mark for any word spelled incorrectly.

1

Questions 25-30

Read the following extract from Article 81 of the EC Treaty taken from the website
of the European Commission.
For each question 25-30. use the words in the box to the right of the text to form
one word that fits in the same numbered gap in the text. Write the new word in
CAPITAL LETTERS in the gap.
There is an example at the beginning (0).

1 The following shall be prohibited as (0) with the
common market: all agreements between undertakings,
decisions by associations of undertakings and concerted
practices which may affect trade between Member States and
which have as their object or effect the prevention,
(25) or distortion of competition within the common
market, and (26) those which:
(a) directly or indirectly fix purchase or selling prices or any other

trading conditions;
(b) limit or control production, markets, technical development or

investment;
(c) share markets or sources of supply;
(d) apply dissimilar conditions to equivalent transactions with

other trading parties, thereby placing them at a
(27) disadvantage;

(e) make the conclusion of contracts subject to (28)
by the other parties of (29) obligations which, by
their nature or according to (30) _. usage, have no
connection with the subject of such contracts.

o COMPATIBLE

25 RESTRICT

26 SPECIFIC

27 COMPETE

26 ACCEPT

29 SUPPLEMENT

30 COMMERCE

221



Questions 31-36
Read the following news item from a legal journal.
For each question 31-36, use the words in the box to the right of the text to form
one word that fils in the same numbered gap in the text. Write the new word in
CAPITAL LETTERS in the gap.

The Rights of Third Parties Act 1999
This Act fundamentally reforms contract law by allowing
(31) parties to confer (32) rights on third
parties. For (33) ,the Act presents a new way of
allocating risk in complex deals, and a way to protect the customer
in prime and sub-eontractor situations. The Act erodes the position
of the prime-contractor and (34) the hand of the sub-
contractor.
Before the Act, the doctrine of privity of contract prevented a person
who was not a party to a contract from enforcing a term of that
contract. This meant that even if a contract affected other people,
only the parties to it had rights and (35) .." ,...." ,......,... under it. Until
now, the only answer for English law contracts was to create either
a complex web of trusts or back-to-back contracts or to allow end-
users to call off direct contracts with the (36) . under a
general umbrella agreement.

4

31

32

33

34

35

36

CONTRACT

ENFORCE

SOURCE

STRONG

OBLIGE

PROVIDE

What you have to do
This part of the examination usually consists of a single law-related text which is
divided into four sections. Alternatively. it can consist of four short texts which are
thematically linked. It is a multiple--matching task: you have to match each of the
six statements provided to the section of the text to which it corresponds. An
example is given at the beginning.

What Is being tested
The task tests your ability to scan a text for specific information and to understand
the main ideas. It also tests your understanding of the item and your ability to
relate it to a part of the text which is expressed in different language,

Ti~s

First, read through the six statements, then read the text quickly to get a general
understanding of what it is about. Then return to the statements individually and read the
text more carefUlly to find the correct answers.
Remember that it is unlikely that you will find the exact wording of a question in the text.
Instead. look for words or phrases which have a similar meaning.
Don't try to match the same words in the questions and texts ('word-spotting'), as this may
lead you to the wrong answers,

Questions 37--42
Read the questions and the extract on the opposite page from a journal article
about the partnership structure of law firms.
For each question 37-42, decide which section (A, B, C or D) the question refers to.
You will need to use some of these lellers more than once.
There is an example at the beginning (0).



o In the USA, attorneys are prohibited from forming law firm partnerships with

people who are not practising lawyers.

37 Some observers believe that the prevailing organisational framework of law

practices will ultimately be replaced by something else.

38 Professional associations have established regulations which ensure that law

partnerships differ from other commercial partnerships.

39 Increasingly, law firms are adopting behaviour typical of businesses.

40 A partnership structure could interfere with a legal counsel's obligations to his

clients.

41 The US legal system has traditionally favoured the notion of a lawyer's

personal liability for actions taken on behalf of clients.

42 US attorneys may not receive payment for services rendered together with a

business associate who is not a lawyer.

Partnership: Can it survive in today's mega-firms?
A Qlle or the II10si striking dlanges in the

e\ollllion of Ihe American It'gal Illarkel ill
recenl ~eal's has beerl the e\tl'aordinaf)
gl'o\\lh or law firllls, In 1980, tile 250
largesl 1,1\\ finns ill Ihe ('tlllrltr) :neraged
Ul\[~ 95 lawyel'S. H) 1001. Ow :?O largl'sl
finns in the L'S 'l\eraged 1,120 I'l\\~crs.

amllhel"(' wCI'e 11 firms intht.'" COllnl~ wilh
mOl·'" than 1.000 la\\)ers, Thi., gl"()\\th has
caused 111011) 1:m firms 10 takf' measures to
incl...ase their COllllIIl'rdal \i..bilit). such as
r{'organisinl; their go\ernance and
managemenl s~sl('lIIs 10 Ill:lrshal Iheil·
1"('""OlllTes. markeling their M· .... ices. and
managing Iheil· dielll l'('lalionship... more
errN'Ii\ (,(). The mo\ e 10\\ ani more
(·('llll'alised gO\ e...lance alld IllHnagement
s,\slem... has. howeycl.. plac('d incrf'asing
1'1"t.'SSIll"C on Ihe ('Qll(-epl of ·pm1nership· as
lh(' organising model for Itlrgt' 1;1\\ firms.
Ilut('{'d. il htls led marl) 10 question
whether partnership carl sun'iv(' as the
(lonlillHlll rorm of Iilw lil'lI1 sll"I1CIIll"('.

U The orgal1isation of 1,1\\ firlT1S as
IJaflnerships has its 1"00ts in the histol') of
English law, in the tradilional role of the
Ellglish barrister as tl\(' ·personal
rcprcsenlatiw' of his dient. To assure Ihe
('ITeclhe opel'aliOIl of lilt.' ad\l'l"sar)
s)slelll. barrislel'S \\er'c relluil"t.'d 10 lake
onlhs 10 Ihe courts 10 l'omlucl Ihemseh es
obit.'ctiH~I~ and in the besl interesls oflheir
dienb. \\ i1hout all~ ('OlInkls of inler-esl
\\!laISoc\·er, -\s a consequence. barristers
\\ cre rcquil-ed 10 op('ratc it') indh iduals
and \\ere not pennilled to be in
pM'llIer'ship wilh olll('rs. The) Here
1><'I·sonal l-cprescntalhcs of Iheil' dienls.
alHllhe~ \\ere liable 10 both th(' ('ourls ilnd
Iheil' clients fOl'lhe Coudu('1 of their office,

C This it!('<1 or the la\\~'('I" <IS [lel"sorlal
rCl)resel1lalht.' was transplilllted to
AIIlt'J"ka along \\ ilh the 1;:l1glish COllllllon
Lal\ ilself. All1erican lim !"ejeetl"ll lhe
notion thai la\\)crs should bl" rt.'quir"t'd 10
praclise olll~ as separate illdi\ iduals.
It did, ho\\e\el', embract' Ilu' t.'ollcepl
Ihat laH)ers should ha\e pl'r.,olwl
relationships \\ilh Iheir c1ienls ilnd .,hould
remain pCi"souall) liable 10 their dil'nt<; fOl'
their actions, That led 10 IIIl' r('(!uir...m('nt
Ihat associalions for the praelil"{' (If I,m
('ould 0111~ lal-e Ihe 1'01'111 of p.lrtI1I'Nhip....
since olll~ Ihat OI'ganisalional <;t ....etllre
pres{'f\('(1 the full personal p<lrlidllalion
and liahi1it~ of Ihe law)ers thern:-.ehes,
The parillet·ship model \\as {'IT('('li\el~

incoq)OI'aled inlo la\\ in 1110<;t sln\('s
111l'ollgh lhe adopliou of (IrohibiliollS
againsllimilaliolls 011 person,tl liabilit~ for
la\\)el"s,

I) III order [0 ('lIlHlllee the status of la\\,\I'rs
as 'prol"t'ssion,lls', state !J.II'S .llTOSS the
eOlilltl"~ pl"oll1ulgated rules I"ol"llidding
I.I\\)('/"s frOl11 engaging in .te!i\ilil'S thilt
arc COllllllon for olher lypes of hllsinessl's,
The elltTent Bull' 5.4 of tilt, \1\ \":; \lodel
Buies of Pl'ofessional Conduel rt'llt.'cls
thl'Sl' l)I"ohibitions: for ('~alllllle. 1<1\\)ers
arc forhidden from sharing legal fet's nilh
non.lnw~cl·s: prohilJilt>d from forminj!
partnerships with non-Ian~el·" for Ihe
IJraelk... of la\\: and arf' b'IlI11t.'d from
practising in lIny type of association in
\\hkh a non~la\\)er has .111) onnel·shill
interest. is H dirt"ctor or officer, o/" has an)
right to dircet or conlrol Ihl' I,m~{'rs'

professiolltll judgment.
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Par
What you have to do
This part of the examination consists of a single law-related text. from which six
sentences have been removed. You have to read the text and then identify the
correct sentence to fill each gap. Eight sentences are provided. which are marked
A-H. Sentence H is always the example. and one other sentence is a 'distractor'.
which does not fit any of the gaps.

What is being tested
The task tests your understanding of the meaning of the text. as well as of the way
it is structured, including the way discourse markers can be used to enhance the
structure.

First, read the text quickly to get a general understanding of what it is about, then read
through all of the eight items. You should then return to the items individually and read the
text more carefully to find out where they belong.
Pay attention to any discourse markers - words that signal and link ideas - at the beginning
of the items, as they may serve as clues. Similarly, words such as pronouns which refer back
to something said in a previous sentence can help you to identify where a sentence belongs.
Make sure you read the whole text with your answers in place, to check that it makes sense.

Questions 43-48
Read the following extract from an entrepreneur's guide to venture capital
negotiations.
For each gap 43-48, choose the best sentence A-H to fill it.
Do not use any leiter more than once.
There is one extra sentence which you do not need to use.
There is an example at the beginning (0).

Venture capitalists often refer to the 'pre-money' and 'post
money' valuation of a business. Pre-money valuation is the
value the parties agree to place on the entire enterprise prior
to tlte investment of the venture capitalist. (0)
Because the negotiations are often conducted with reference
to what percentage of the company's equity the investor will
receive for its investment. it may t>e easier to work from post
money valuation than pre-money valuation. For example, if an
investor receives one-third of the company's equity for a $1
million investment, the post-mooey valuation is S3 million (3 x
$1 million) and the pre-money valuation is $2 million (the S3
million post-money valuation minus the $1 million investment).
To detemline the value of the emerging business, venture
capitalists will cooduet an in-depth financial analysis.
(43) For many earty-stage businesses, financial
projections are so uncertain that CUfTent cooditJons in the
venture mar1<et may be the most important single factor in
determining valuation. For example, if most start-up
busmesses in the software industry are receiving first-round
pre-money valuations of approximately 52 millioo at a given
time, the negotiation for a particular investment may focus oot
on the precise financial forecast lor the particular business, but
on the ways in which that particular business differs from the
'lypical' software start-up. (44)

Another critical part of the analysis will be the likely need for.
and size of, prospective rounds of financing that may be
required before the venture capitalist is able to 'cash out' its
investment. (45) _....

Once valuation is established, the price per share can be
calculated. (46) Equity ownership that is
assigned to or included in the pre-money valuation does not
dilute the equity interest received by the venture capitalist.
Therefore one !Xlint of negotiation that ShOuld be addressed by
companies is whether rights to acquire stock that exist or are
created at the time of investment, includmg shares reserved
for employee stock options or shares issuaDle upon exercise of
warrants, are to be considered outstanding before the
investment or after the investment. (47)

AI times, valuation negotiations may reach an impasse. In
order to bridge a gap between the entrepreneur and investor,
performance-based adjustment mechanisms may be
employed. (48) The practical effect of these
mechanisms is often to shift investment nsk from the venture
capitalist to the entrepreneur.



A Key distinguishing factors include experience and depth of the management
team, state and proprietary nature of the technology, competitive environment
and similar factors.

B These devices, which adjust the number of shares received by the investor
(through the use of warrants, conversion price adjustments or other means),
operate only when the company achieves (or fails to achieve) a preset financial
or business milestone.

C In the former case, dilution is borne solely by the founders, and in the latter
case, dilution is borne ratably by the founders and the venture capital investors.

o Once a venture capitalist makes a preliminary decision to invest in an emerging
business, the parties must negotiate the terms of the investment.

E Continuing with the above example, if the company has SOO,OOO shares of
common stock outstanding prior to the investment, the venture capitalist will pay
$4 per common stock equivalent share and receive 250,000 shares for its $1
million investment.

F This will include a thorough review of the company's past operating history
(should there be any) and its future projections as disclosed in the company's
business plan.

G Because such future financings will dilute the prior investors. the greater the
expected need for future financing, the more important it is for the venture
capitalist to maximise its initial ownership interest.

H Post-money valuation is equal to the pre-money valuation of the business plus
the amount of the venture capitalist's investment in the company.

E" Focus E



Part 6
What you have to do
This part of the examination consists of a single. long. law-related text. It is
followed by six multiple-<:hoice questions. each with four options. The multiple
choice may take the form of a question about an idea or an opinion expressed in
the text, about a word or phrase used in the text, or about the meaning of a
paragraph in the text. A question may consist of an incomplete sentence which you
have to complete by selecting the correct option.

What Is being tested
The task tests your ability to read a text for detail. It requires you to be able to
recognise and understand implication and opinion. and to be able to identify the
detailed meaning of a paragraph, as well as what individual words refer to.

ip
'-' As with the other longer exam tasks, it is advisable to skim the text first in order to orient

yourself, and then to read through the questions quickly. When reading the text carefully a
second time, you should pay attention to detail.
Remember that when you are asked about opinions or viewpoints expressed in the text, you
should answer according to the information contained in the text, and not according to your
own opinions or knowledge.
The function of a paragraph can often be determined more easily by identifying the main or
topic sentence of that paragraph.

Questions 49-54

Read the article on page 227 about European mergers and acquisitions from a
law firm's website. For each Question 49-54, choose one letter (A, B, C or 0).

49 What is the main point in the first paragraph?
A Many people in the press and government would welcome the end of

'golden shares'.
a Three decisions have been reached with regard to a special shareholders'

rights issue.
C Three decisions were issued which allow governments to keep control over

former state industries.
o New European High Court decisions will increase the rights of shareholders

of privatised enterprises.

50 What does the writer say about golden-share schemes in the second
paragraph?
A The French and the Portuguese laws concerning golden shares were

approved, despite the fact that they restrict the movement of capital.
a The Court will only tolerate golden-share schemes if the governments

safeguard shareholders' rights.
C Golden shares will be permitted under certain carefully defined

circumstances, subject to judicial review.
o Golden~share schemes which are based on objective criteria will be lawful if

they can be shown to be necessary.
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A closer look at the European High Court decisions and what they mean for European M&A
On June 4,2002, the European High Court issued three decisions regarding 'golden shares', Le.
special shareholder rights designed to enable national governments of EU member stales to
retain certain controls over formerly government-owned and subsequently privatised business
enterprises. The press over-eagerly announced the end of golden shares in Europe.

I The reasoning of the Court
A closer look at the decisions, however, reveals that this is not yet the case. First, the Court struck
down only two of the three golden-share schemes at issue (namely the French government's
special rights in Etf-Acquitaine and Portugal's law on privatisations), but upheld the Belgian
regulation. Second, the Court held that special governmental shareholder rights will be considered
justified, even though they constitute a restriction of the free movement of capital, if they: are
designed to safeguard the provision of services in the public interest or strategic services as
opposed to mere financial interests; layout well-defined procedures and objective criteria that are
subject to judicial review; and do not go beyond what is necessary to attain the objective pursued.
After the Court stated the above justification requirements, it addressed whether the requirements
were met in the schemes of each of the countries. The French scheme was struck down because,
although it pursued a justified objective (namely, to guarantee supplies of petroleum products in
the event of a crisis), the measures employed went clearly beyond that which was necessary to
do so. In addition, the Court considered that the French provisions lacked precision and allowed
the government too much discretionary power to control the company in question, Elf-Acquitaine.
The Portuguese scheme was struck down primarily because it prohibited the acquisition of more
than a given number of shares by nationals of other member states. The Court reasoned that the
Portuguese rule provided for the manifestly discriminatory treatment of investors from other
member states, with the effect of restricting free movement of capital. The Court rejected the
justification arguments which were based on economic grounds.
On the other hand, the Court upheld the Belgian scheme, which was aimed at maintaining
minimum supplies of gas in the event of a serious threat, as it met the justification requirements
stated above. The objective of safeguarding energy supplies constituted a legitimate public
interest, and the Belgian scheme provided for the least restrictive means of attaining such and set
out well-defined procedures.

II The impact on European M&A
Although the discussed judgments address specific regulations in France, Portugal and Belgium,
the principal reasoning of the Court may be extended to many other forms of special shareholder
rights with which takeovers can be impaired or blocked which currently exist in the legal systems of
certain member states. In Germany, the Volkswagen Act is now expected to come under closer
scrutiny. This regulation caps the voting power of any shareholder in Volkswagen AG at 20%,
regardless of the number of shares held. The German state of Lower Saxony, holding a share of
close to 20%, has, by virtue of the Act and its complicated rules on proxy voting, a de facto majority
of votes present at the annual general meeting. The EU Court has been quite clear in its reasoning
that the objectives justifying an overriding interest of a member state must be of a public, general
interest and that economic interests cannot constitute a valid justification for restrictions on the
fundamental freedom of movement of capital. Whether the Volkswagen Act will stand up against
such concerns remains to be seen, but it appears that the State might find it difficult to argue
public reasons for an interest that is obviously, albeit for good historical grounds, an economic one.

•
•



51 In the writer's view, the main reason the proposed French law was not
approved was because
A it could not truly guarantee that petroleum products would always be

available,
B the objective was not justified, and the proposed measures cannot be

considered necessary.
C it ultimately served to increase the power of the petroleum companies.
o the provisions were excessive, giving the government too much influence

over the company.

52 According to the writer, the foremost reason why the Court rejected the
Portuguese scheme is that
A it placed unfair constraints on investment by other Europeans.
B it enabled citizens of other member states to purchase shares.
C it led to investors discriminating against shareholders from other states.
o there were no sound economic reasons for it.

53 What does the phrase such concerns refer to in the third last line?
A the German government's valid historical reasons for maintaining a

controlling share of Volkswagen AG
B the Court's insistence on objective criteria for justifying continued

governmental control
C the Court's position that a member state can only retain control over a

company if it is in the public interest
o the interest of the government of Lower Saxony in preventing unwanted

takeovers of key industries

54 What is the main point made by the writer in the sixth paragraph?
A Economic interests are a valid justification for restrictions on the free

movement of capital throughout the European Union.
B The Court rulings may also be applied to shareholders' rights issues related

to takeovers in other EU countries.
C The Volkswagen Act will most likely be upheld due to the overriding public

interest.
o The Court is certain to strike down similar schemes in other member states,

such as Germany.



Writing
The Test of Writing consists of two parts, which are weighted differently. Part 1
receives 40% of the marks, and Part 2, which requires a longer answer, carries 60%.

Part 1
What you have to do
This is a letter-writing task. You have to write a letter of 120-180 words in a
neutral/formal style in response to another letter. Your letter must include the five
content points which are written in the form of notes on the letter provided.

What Is being tested
This task tests your ability to organise the content of a letter. to use language
accurately and appropriately, and to carry out various language functions, such as
explaining, refuting, correcting, presenting/developing arguments, suggesting. etc.

Tips
"-' Make sure you include all of the content points from the handwritten notes in a logical order

- make a plan before you start so that you don't forget anything.
"-' Try to avoid using the same language as in the notes, which may be too informal.
"-' Maintain an appropriate level of formality, using a correct opening and closing.
"-' Keep the word limit in mind while writing. You will be penalised if you write too few words,
"-' Use paragraphing to organise your letter clearly.

You must answer this question.

Your client, Lumber Products, Inc., contracted with Computer Analysts, Inc. for the
purchase of a program to manage a computerised ordering system. The system
was not completed on time, and it failed to perform the functions intended.
The president of Computer Analysts, Eric Vollbreckt, has now sent a letter to your
client's president.
Read the leiter from the Mr Vollbreckt, on which you have made some notes.
Then, using all the information ;n the notes, write a letter to Mr Vollbreckt on
behalf of your client.

Yes, we
did '

AI you ,lr~ aware, ~ll ill\'OlCl' III the amount of$2(J(),OOO is slill oillmlldlllg 011 tlw work p~rtorn1l'd

by COlllplllcr Allal)"its pUf';lI,lI11 to our agITcmCI11. A~ you h,I"" Hlchnh:d, illlp1cmcllt,lt1011 of lh.,
,y~lclll wa, ddayed by WWr,lJ 1110nth,. 1101I'<:\"I:r. you wen: mtOTlllcd of tht· deby aud made 110
objections to it. In J.ddJllon, .Ill of the problems n"bled to lhc fmKtlonahty of lhe sy-;t<:nl wen:
rn:tified months ago. Jnd lhe ~y~lcl11 is operating in Jcconlmce with t·ontrJ.ct sp<.'"eifiutiollS.
In ("tlllsideratioll of tl1l' Jbon" ;md Ihe r,KI thilt the systt'm hJ.5 Ix'('n lI11plellll·med. Lumlx'T
Products has waived any Tl,!;lll 10 d,lI111 brca(-h dUl' to ddJ.) J.nd ekarly no ()(her brt"ach h.lS Ix'en
("{)IlIllHUed by Cornpmcr An;llpts.

In h¢ll of Ihe JIJ.o,. dm l~ a til~aJ dcnund for 1lXt"lpt of filII p;i\"melll \\ llhm [<:n OOSllle-s dJ}~

of 11m letler.ln the l m Ihal Lumber "rOOuet> f,uk 10 l11Jkc 1':l'l'11lc-111 Ul lUll \\'lthlT1lhl~ period.
\\~ ullend 10 Iu,"t" our U,\)'t'r<i file an J<:l1on ;lg;JutSt }'Our COIllp;il1\" lOr bT(".u:h of conltXl.
~~ hJ\'t' J.ttelllplro 10 )Cule tillS l1Uller "ith }"OU 011 J.JI J.llU<:J.b1e 00.1S.T~ JUCTlipIS lu,,-' hl...,n
IIll't by unwarranted CLIllIlS.

<"llK<:rd}:

ETlL Vollbred.1

Pre<;uK-m. C..ompuu_T AnJ.h~,lnL

No d ""t, " "m.s
, < ~

i

N ~

t=
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Write a leiter of between 120 and 180 words in an appropriate style. Do not write
any postal addresses.

E< foc", E



Part 2
What you have to do
This part of the examination involves the writing of a memorandum. Based on the

information provided in the rubric, you should write 200-250 words in a
consistently appropriate style. covering all four content points mentioned.

What is being tested
The task tests your ability to organise information in a memorandum. to present
and develop arguments. express and support opinions. and evaluate ideas.
Furthermore. the task presents an opportunity to demonstrate your range of
structures and vocabulary. as well as your ability to use language correctly and
appropriately, and to carry out various language functions in writing. such as

describing, summarising, recommending. persuading, explaining. apologising.
reassuring. complaining. etc.

Tips
v Structure your memorandum carefully - it may help to make a plan before you start writing.
v Include an introductory statement of purpose at the beginning, as well as a concluding

statement at the end.
v Whenever possible. link and signal ideas using discourse markers.
v When arguing in favour of an idea, support your opinions with evidence.
v Use a variety of language. including appropriate legal expressions.

You must answer this question.

You work in the Real Estate Department of your law firm, a large international firm
with clients around the world. Your superior has asked you to write a
memorandum addressed to the director of Human Resources outlining and
explaining your suggestions for improving the continued training of the members
of your department.

Write a memorandum to the director of Human Resources. Your memorandum
should:
..... outline the current situation in the department
v suggest ways to improve the methods and content of training courses
v recommend legal English language training
...... summarise the benefits for the department

Write your answer in 200-250 words in an appropriate style.



Listening
Part 1
What you have to do
This part of the examination consists of three short monologues or dialogues set
in a legal context. They are not linked thematically. For each extract, there are two
three-option multiple-choice questions. The recordings will be played twice.

What Is being tested
The tasks test your ability to listen both for main points and specific details. They
also test how well you are able to recognise the function or topic of a text. and to
identify the purpose of a speaker. as well as a speaker's attitude. feelings or
opinions as expressed in the extract. Finally. the tasks measure your ability to draw

inferences from what the speakers say.

Tips
v At the beginning of each section of the recording, time is provided to allow you to look

through the questions. Read each question and all three options carefully and thoroughly in
advance, otherwise you may miss important information.
Since many of these questions deal with attitudes, feelings and opinions, pay particular
attention to the verbs, adjectives and adverbs that express these.

Questions 1-6
You will hear three different extracts.
For questions 1-6, choose the answer (A, B or C) which fits best according to
what you hear. There are two questions for each extract. Each extract will be
played twice.

EXTRACT 1

You will hear a conversation between a lawyer and his client.

1 Why has the client come to speak with her lawyer?
A She is being sued by her neighbour over property rights.
B She is contemplating taking legal action against the seller of her house.
C She would like to create an easement on her property.

2 What does the lawyer say about the next step in the client's case?
A He believes that more information needs to be gathered.
B He suggests beginning negotiations with the neighbour.
C He wants to file a suit against the former owner of the property.

EXTRACT 2

You will hear an associate lawyer who works for a large law firm talking about her
first year at the firm.

3 The purpose of the speaker is
A to report to one of the senior partners about her first year at the firm.
B to tell junior colleagues what they can expect in their first year at the

department.
C to inform her supervisor at the department why she would like to remain there.

4 She feels that her first year was a valuable experience because
A she was able to make many social contacts.
B she learned how to carry oul research.
C she was continually exposed to new things.



EXTRACT 3

You will hear two partners discussing the performance of two young lawyers at
their firm.

S What impresses the male partner about the lawyer called Marcus?
A his intelligent understanding of the subject matter
B his ability 10 work independently of others
C his willingness to help colleagues with their work

6 The female parlner thinks that the lawyer called John
A should spend more time researching his cases.
B needs to review some essential concepts.
C oughllo be more careful with routine paperwork.

Part 2
What you have to do
This part of the examination consists of a dialogue set in the context of, for
example, an interview, a meeting, a hearing, a consultation, a negotiation or a social
situation. The dialogue involves two or more people. You are required to answer five
three-option multiple-.choice questions. The recording will be played twice.

What Is being tested
The task tests your ability to listen for specific information as well as for gist
meaning. You must also be able to identify the opinion or attitude of the speakers.

r Tips
..... You will need to concentrate on a longer piece of dialogue than the extracts in Part 1. Use

the time at the start of the recording to read the questions and the three options so that you
know what key points to listen out for.
Be aware that an option is not necessarily the correct answer just because it contains a word
from the recording. Often the incorrect options will contain words from the recording to act as
distractors. Choose your answer by trying to understand the underlying meaning of what the
speakers are saying.

Questions 7-11
You will hear a conversation between a senior insolvency lawyer, Mr Sanderson,
and a young trainee, Thomas.
For questions 7-11, choose the best answer, A, B or C.
The recording will be played twice.

7 What does Mr Sanderson say about being an insolvency lawyer?
A It is suitable work for people who are not shy.
B It is the ideal profession for people who want to get ahead.
C It is the right work for people who like to think.

S According to Mr Sanderson, what does the R3 organisation offer its members?
A exam preparation and mentoring
B further education and specialist publications
C job opportunities and professional advice

9 Whal advice does Mr Sanderson give about preparing for Ihe examination?
A He suggests Thomas takes a course to improve his professional writing skills.
B He recommends observing carefully how insolvency work is carried oul.
C He advises studying the relevant legislation in detail.



10 What does Mr Sanderson say the phrase higher insolvency work refers to?
A working for at least two years on insolvency cases
B shadowing a licensed practitioner on all kinds of insolvency cases
C carrying the main responsibility for an insolvency case

11 What does Mr Sanderson suggest Thomas should find out more about?
A the academic requirements for joining the IPA
B the number of years' experience in insolvency work needed
C the qualifications required for a practising certificate

Part 3
What you have to do
This part of the examination consists of a monologue set in a legal context, such
as a legal training seminar, presentation or lecture. You are required to complete
nine sentences which contain missing words (usually one word is needed for each
sentence). The recording will be played twice.

What is being tested
The task tests your ability to understand and record specific information.

TipS

..... Fill in the gaps as best you can when listening to the monologue the first time. Then use the
second listening opportunity to confirm that the answers you have written are correct.

..... If you do not understand the answer to a question. forget it and focus on the next question.
Otherwise you risk missing something. Remember that you may understand the item better
the second time you listen.

Questions 12-20
You will hear an announcement at a meeting about a future seminar for lawyers.
For questions 12-20. complete the sentences.
The recording will be played twice.

Seminar on e-commerce

The seminar will take place on 7th, (12).

(14).
........_.. (15) will be shown.

Morning
The first session will be an overview of the _..,
harmonisation is organised as a
During the third session, a film on

(13), with questions. The second session on

Lunch
The optional lunchtime session on (16) must be booked in advance.

Afternoon
The guest speaker, Sally Greenside, will talk about (17) disputes. Rob Bateman will run
the session on online contracts for (18). The main theme of the panel discussion will
be (19).

Price for CPE members is £ (20), including materials.



Part 4
What you have to do
In this part of the examination, you will hear five short monologues on a theme
spoken by five different speakers. There are two multiple-matching tasks, each with
a discrete focus, with each task consisting of six options. The recordings will be
played twice.

What is being tested

This task tests your ability to understand gist or global meaning, as well as to be
able to recognise the attitude. feeling or opinion of the speakers. You may also be
required to identify the speakers or the topic. or draw inferences from what the
speakers say.

Tips
'-' Since this section requires you to keep two sets of information (the items in Task 1 and

Task 2) in mind as you listen, read all the options carefully first.
'-' Bear in mind that one of the options is extra, and does not match with any of the speakers'

statements.
v Don·t choose an option simply by matching a word you hear with the same word in the option:

the word may be there to distract you from the real answer.

Questions 21-30
You will hear five short extracts in which various employees of a law firm
specialising in intellectual property are talking about their work.

TASK ONE
For questions 21-25. choose from the
list A-F the disadvantage of his or her
work which each speaker mentions.

TASK TWO
For questions 26-30. choose from the list
A-F the future aim which each speaker
talks about.

The recording will be played twice. While you listen, you must complete both tasks.

A not being able to A to argue cases in
select projects court

B not having much Speaker 1 (21) B to remain in present Speaker 1 . (26)
contact with clients position

C having to research Speaker 2 (22) C to have sole Speaker 2 ................. (27)
complex matters responsibility for a

D having to conduct
Speaker 3 ............... (23)

case
Speaker 3 ............ (28)

searches for clients' D to assist a partner
papers in court

E having to get Speaker 4 ............. (24) E to be involved with Speaker 4 (29)

testimonies from another area of IP
difficult people Speaker 5. ........ (25) law Speaker 5 ................. (30)

F bearing financial F to improve own
responsibility leadership qualities



Speaking
The Test of Speaking consists of four parts and lasts for 16 minutes. The test is

taken In pairs. and there are two examiners. an assessor and an interlocutor. The
assessor does not take part in the interaction. If there is an uneven number of
candidates at the end of an examining session. the last test is taken in a group of
three, and the timing of the test is increased.

Part 1
What you have to do
In this part of the Test of Speaking, the interlocutor welcomes you both and asks for
your mark sheets. He or she then asks you a few Questions about yourselves, your
legal studies or legal work experience, and about one or two law-related topics. This
part of the test is designed to put you at ease and find out a little about you.

What is being tested
Your ability to respond to questions and to expand on these responses. You are
expected to be able to give personal information related to your study of the law or
your work, and to express opinions on law-related topics.

This part of the test only lasts two minutes.

Tips
"-' Take advantage of this initial opportunity to demonstrate your speaking ability. Avoid pauses

and answer the questions quickly, but without going into too much detail (remember that this
part only lasts two minutes).
Do not memorise longer. prepared answers. Speak naturally and clearly so that both the
interlocutor and the assessor can hear you.
If you are feeling nervous. take a deep breath and start to speak as you breathe out.

...... Remember that the examiners want you to do well. so try to relax and enjoy the test.

Interlocutor: Good morning (afternoon/evening). My name is
colleague,
And your names are?
Can I have your mark sheets. please?
Thank you.
First of all, we'd like to know a little about you.

Ask candidates the following questions in turn .

and this is my

...... Where are you both from?

...... (Candidate A). have you ever practised law or are you a law student?

...... And what about you. (Candidate 8)?

Ask candidates who have practised law one further question, as appropriate.

...... Could you briefly describe the organisation you work for?

...... Could you tell us what you find most enjoyable about being a lawyer?

...... What advice would you give to lawyers starting their careers?



Ask candidates who have not practised law one further question, as appropriate.

v Could you tell us in which area of the law would like to practise?
v Could you briefly describe what you are studying?
'-" What have you found difficult about studying law?

Ask each candidate one further question, as appropriate.

v In your opinion, how could universities in your country improve the study of law?
v What opportunities are there for newly qualified lawyers in your country?
'-" What opinion do people in your country have of those who work in the legal profession?

Part 2
What you have to do
In this part of the Test of Speaking, you and your partner both give a different one
minute talk. The interlocutor hands each of you, in turn, two written topics, and you
have one minute to choose one from the set of two and prepare to talk about it.
Both topics include three prompts, which you may use if you wish.

After you have given your talk, your partner will ask you a question. This question
and-answer section also lasts about one minute,

What is being tested
Not your legal knowledge, but your ability to give a short, informative talk on a law
related topic. You are assessed on how well you can organise information and
ideas, use vocabulary appropriately, express and justify opinions, and convey a
clear message.
This part of the test lasts seven minutes.

Tips
v When preparing your talk, organise your thoughts around a few key ideas,
v Begin your talk by picking up on the topic and developing different aspects of it. using the

prompts if you wish.
v Don't worry if you don't have time to cover all the prompts given.
v Speak coherently and avoid pausing for too long.
v Try to link ideas and sections of the talk with connecting words and phrases (discourse

markers).
v Try to use a range of grammar and vocabulary to show the examiners what you can do.
v Listen to the other candidate's talk carefully so that you will be able to ask an appropriate

question.

TASK 1A

Marketing legal services
v recent developments in marketing legal services
v marketing by lawyers
v problems raised by marketing legal services



TASK 18

Business associations

v the role of lawyers in forming business associations
v the legal differences between a partnership and a company
Iv the advantages of forming a company

TASK 2A

Training for the legal profession

v legal education in your country
why people want to train for the legal profession

v professional training after law school

TASK 28

~petltion law

I the purpose of competition law
I the difficulties of enforcing competition law
~nalties for breaking competition law

Pa 3
What you have to do

In this part of the Test of Speaking, you and your partner take part in a
collaborative task. The interlocutor reads out the task and gives you both one
written copy of the task and three prompts. You are expected to discuss the topic
together without the intervention of the interlocutor.

What is being tested

Your ability to engage in a discussion, to take turns (to initiate and respond
appropriately) and to collaborate with your partner. This part may also involve
exchanging information, expressing and justifying opinions, agreeing and/or
disagreeing, suggesting, speculating, comparing and contrasting, and decision
making.

This part of the test lasts three minutes.

Tips

v In addition to agreeing and disagreeing with your partner, try to pick up on their comments
and ideas and develop them further.

v Don't dominate the discussion or interrupt your partner during the discussion, as these are
not considered to be good interactive communicative skills.

v Don't worry if you occasionally have difficulty remembering a specific word. Try to paraphrase
the idea you want to express or use another word.

v Use the prompts - and your own ideas - to keep your discussion going for three minutes.
v Never ask the interlocutor if the time is up - just keep talking until he/she says 'Thank you'.
v Try to give the impression that you are genuinely interested in what you are talking about.

F am Fr E



Interlocutor: Now, in this part of the test, you are going to discuss something
together, but please speak so that we can hear you.

A senior associate has asked you to write a report on the effect
the Internet has had on the way lawyers work. Tafk together
about what to say in the report.

There are some discussion points to help you.

You will have about three minutes to discuss this. Is that clear?

Please start your discussion now.

The effect of the Internet

A senior associate has asked you to write a report on the effect the Internet
has had on the way lawyers work. Talk together about what to say in the
report.

Discussion points
'-' The advantages and disadvantages of the Internet for lawyers
'-' The problems associated with intellectual property rights
'-' Whether the Internet has reduced the cost of legal services to clients

What you have to do
In this part of the Test of Speaking, you and your partner take part in a discussion
with the interlocutor, who asks you questions related to the task in Part 3.

What Is being tested
Your ability to respond to questions and comments appropriately, develop topics,
exchange information, express and justify opinions. and agree and/or disagree.

This part of the test lasts about four minutes.

Tips

Remember that the purpose of the interlocutor's questions is to encourage discussion. There
is no right or wrong answer to the questions.
Whether you have an opinion or not, it is important to respond to the questions without
undue hesitation. $0 if you have no opinion, invent one quickly.

'-' Try to engage actively in the discussion and to play an active part in developing the topic.
'-' If you find it difficult to think of something to say, try to relate the question to your own

experience.

Interlocutor Select any of the fof/owing questions as appropriate:
'-' What role should governments play in protecting intellectual

property rights of material available over the Internet?
'-' How can organisations prevent personal information about

clients becoming public knowledge?
...... What effect has the Internet had on legal research?
...... What problems do you think might occur in the future regarding

the Internet?
Besides the Internet, what other things have changed the way
layers work nowadays?



ILEe practice test

Test of Reading

TIME 1 hour 15 minutes

Part 1

Questions 1--6

Read the following extract from a reference book on contracts.
Choose the best word or phrase to fill each gap from A, B, C or D below.
For each question 1--6, mark one letter (A, B, C or D) on your answer sheet.
There is an example at the beginning (0).

.a.2 Incupacil)' in General E\en though individuals differ mar~edly in

their :lbilil) to represent their o\\," interests in the bargaining process. a person is

generally (0) to h:l\c full power to bind himself contr-lclu;ll1y. Onl} in

extreme (1) is one's power regarded as impaired because of an illahilil} to

panicipale meaningfully in the bargaining process. One whose power ii. '>0

imp.1ircd is SOlid to lack capacity to conlmct and is (2) . to special rules thai

allow him to 3\oid the COnlmcts thai he makes in order to protect him from hi!>

O\~ n improvidcnt acts,

Two principal kinds of defects are today (3) as impairing the power to

contract: immaturity and mental infinnity. In thc past. thc COllllllon law regarded

a woman's marriage as (4) her of her separate legal idcntity, including the

capacity to contract. during the life of her husband.

(5) . this di~ability was largely removed by statutes (6) in thc

ninctecnth ccntury.

Example: A concluded B surmised C assumed 0 implied

~
A B c ~I= ==

1 A stages B junctures C occasions o circumstances

2 A subject B conditional C liable o open

3 A granted B recogniZed C conceded o appreciated

4 A depriving B debarring C dissolving o dismissing

5 A For example B In particular C However o Consequently

E6 A realized B ruled C legislated o enacted



Questions 7-12

Read the following extract from a rental contract.
Choose the best word to fitl each gap from A, B, C or 0 below.
For each question 7-12, mark one letter (A, B, C or 0) on your answer sheet.

PROVISION FOR LATE CHARGES NIJER LEASE

Tenant acknowledges thaI late payment of rent will cause Landlord to

(7) costs not cOlltcmplllted by this Lease, the eXllct amount of which will

I)e extremely difficult to (8) These costs include, but are nol

(9) to, proces~ing and accounting charges, and late charges which may be

(10) on L:lI1dlord by the tenns of any Superior Leases and Mortgages.

Accordingl}. if any instalment of Monthly Rent or payment of additional rent is

not recei\ed by Landlord or Landlord", designee within fourteen da}s after the

amount is (11) . Tenant shall pay to Landlord a late charge equal to ten per

cent of said amount. Acceptance of late charge.. by Landlord ~hall not constitute a

waiver of Tenant"!> default with respect 10 !>aid amount. nor prc\em Landlord from

(12) any of the other righb and remedies granted hereunder or at law or in

equity.

7 A derive B acquire C collect o incur

8 A affirm B classify C ascertain o locale

9 A contained B limited C held o bound

10 A imposed B dictated C obliged o required

11 A owing B scheduled C due o unpaid

12 A practising B exercising C commanding o undertaking



Part 2

Questions 13-24

Read the following extract from a journal article about competition.
Think of the best word to fill each gap.
For each question 13-24, write one word in CAPITAL LETTERS on your answer
sheet.
There is an example at the beginning (0).

I Example: [o]ITJ00~0DDDDDDDDDD

PRINCIPLES OF COMPETITION

Invariably in every law (0) are provisions which tend to be overlooked. The

Commercial Agents Regulations are no exception. Ten cases concerning the Regulations

have reached the UK courts since 1994, but (13) of them has concerned the

provisions which deal with an agent competing against his or her principal. (14) part

this can be attributed (15) the fact that the other provisions of the Regulations have

had (16) . a great effect on agency law that the non-compete provisions may seem to

pale into insignificance. But principals who overlook these regulations (17) so at their

peril.

It has always (18) open to a principal to include a non-compete provision

in an agency contract. The most important consideration here is whether a provision of this

nature might be void (19) a result of infringing the common law doctrine of restraint

of trade. (20) it is fairly easy to determine the legality of restrictions which are either

extremely harsh in terms (21) their geographical extent and duration (22) quite

lenient, the question of (23) to treat a moderate non-compete provision can be hard

to resolve. In practice, (24) that can be said with certainty is that the narrower the

restriction, the greater the chance of enforceability.

'c "..." E



Part 3

Questions 25--30

Read the following description of the World Trade Organization, taken from its
website.
Use the words in the box to the right of the text to form one word that fits in the same
numbered gap in the text. For each question 25--30, write the new word in CAPITAL
LETTERS on your answer sheet. There is an example at the beginning (0).

I Example 0 0 ~ [I]~ [i] IT] [2] 0 [B] IT] [i] D D D D

World Trade Organization
0 PREDICT

The World Trade Organization (WTO) exists to create the conditions in which

trade between nations flows as smoothly, (0) and freely as possible. To 25 FRAME
achieve this, the WTO provides and regulates the legal (25) which

governs world trade. The legal documents of the WTO spell out the various 26 OBLIGE

(26) of member countries. The result is assurance. Producers and

exporters know that foreign markets will remain open to them, which in turn 27 PROSPER

leads to a more (27) , peaceful and (28) economic world.
28 ACCOUNT

(29) all decisions in the WTO are taken by consensus among all

member countries and are then ratified by member parliaments. Trade friction 29 VIRTUAL
is channelled into the WTO's dispute (30) process, where the focus is

on interpreting agreements and commitments and ensuring that countries' 30 SETILE

trade policies operate in conformity with them.



Questions 31-36

Read the following news item from a legal journal.
Use the words in the box to the right of the text to form one word that fils in the
same numbered gap in the text.
For each question 31-36. write the new word in CAPITAL LETIERS on your
answer sheet.

Ruling on Proceeds of Crime Act

The Court of Appeal has ruled that lawyers do not have to report their clients

under the money· laundering rules if they suspect them of tax (31) or

even the most minor financial (32)

Uncertainty had arisen because Section 328 of the Proceeds of Crime Act

2002 makes it an (33) for a person to be involved in an arrangement

which he knows or suspects would (34) (by whatever means) the

acquisition. retention, use or control of criminal property by or on behalf of

another person.

Lawyers had been taking the view that to avoid (35) proceedings or

prosecution when in receipt of suspicious information from clients under

circumstances of legal privilege, they had to make a (36) to the

National Criminal Intelligence Service and obtain consent to continue.

31 EVADE

32 REGULAR

33 OFFEND

34 FACILE

35 DISCIPLINE

36 DISCLOSE

•



Part 4

Questions 37-42
Read the questions below and the extract on the opposite page from a journal
article about client selection.
Which section (A, B, C or D) does each question 37-42 refer to?
For each question 37-42, mark one letter (A, B, C or D) on your answer sheet.
You will need to use some of these letters more than once.
There is an example at the beginning (0).

Example: 0 It is important for a firm to follow an existing procedure.

~ 6 c~:J[~ 61
37 A firm may act with undue haste if it has failed to anticipate adverse economic

conditions.

38 A financial outcome for a firm may be the reverse of that intended.

39 It can be prudent for a firm to move into a specialty that is less affected by
fluctuations in the economy.

40 A bad decision may result in a drain on a firm's resources.

41 It is undesirable for commercial pressures to determine the continuation or
otherwise of representation.

42 A firm may underestimate the requirements of an aspect of law in which it
lacks experience.



The Prudent Course
Ethical and Practical Considerations in Client Selection

A Like many other segments of sociclY. law finns keenly feel the effects of an economic

downturn. Corporations carefully examine their bollom line. and ask lawyers to deliver

more for less. In such circumstances a law firm has several options 10 incrc.lse its

profitability. Seeking to enhance or establish a practice in an area of law that seems

impervious to economic swings. or in an emerging area with a high demand for legal

services. is one logical response. In fact. it is a most judiciolls response if a finn is willing

to expend the resources - time and money - to become immersed in the area.

B Law firms with a long-range plan are generally better positioned to weather an economic

downturn. A problem arises. however. when a firm. without a plan for survival. reacts

precipitously when its client base and/or income begin to decrease dramatically. For

example. a response of this nature may cause a finn that focuse~ on regulatory or

transactional work - confident of its anomeys' analytical. research. and writing abilities

- to decide that it is competent to begin litigation practice. Such a firm is not likely to

appreciate the nuances of the practice area. the importance of being familiar with how the

court systems work, and the in-depth knowledge required of the procedural and

evidentiary rules.

C A second reaction to a weakened economy that results in fewer new clients is to keep
existing clients when prudence and objectivity counsel withdraw;.l1 from a case. Another

option is to become less discriminating when accepting clients. But feeling the effects of

a weakened economy should not cause a firm to panic and resort to accepting clients

indiscriminately. On the contrary. a firm needs to remain vigilant and adhere to its

established client selection process. Likewise. if ethical or practical concerns dictate that

a firm should no longer act for a client. the finn should 110t allow the amount of revcnuc

it receives from the client to cloud its judgment.

o Failure to maintain rigorous standards for client selection can jeopardize an anomey's

reputation. increase stress and decrease morale within the finn. and ultimately have a

negative impact on the firm. rather than provide the remuneration the firm envisioned in

entering into a rclationship with an improperly screened client. If a finn has to al'sign

lawyers to represent it in charges of malpractice. or has to retain outside counsel for that

purpose. its OOllom line is being adversely affected. Potentially. these lawyers will have

to spend several hours each day documenting every detail of every conversation with in

house counsel. and a substantial amount of time apprising man<lgemcnt of evolving issues

and discussing how to resolve them.

LEe " ",,' E



Part 5

Questions 43-48

Read the following extract from a letter of advice from a lawyer to a client.
Choose the best sentence from the opposite page to fill each of the gaps.
For each question 43-48, mark one letter (A-H) on your answer sheet.
Do not use any letter more than once.
There is one extra sentence which you do not need to use.
There is an example at the beginning (0).

You have requested advice regarding your legal position in a suit filed against you by
Jermain Equipment Co. (the "Claimant"') related to an equipment rental agreement. You
have been sued for damages based on an alleged breach of contract.

The statements expressed herein should not be construed in any way as conclusive or
indicative of our future opinions and views. (0)

A summary of the facts as you have provided them are as follows. You arc a shareholder in
Richardson (the ··Company"). Some time in ovember. the Company's managing director
entered into an equipment rental agreement with the Claimant. (43) You have been
sued personally based on the allegation that the company was improperly fomled.

In sllch situations. the law is not completely clear as to the issues concerning the
Company's legal status and your personal liability. I have rcvicwed the Articles of
Incorporation of the Company and. in my opinion. pursuant to the laws of this jurisdiction.
the Company might be considered as no company at all. This is because its purponed
formation was deficient as the Articles did not comply with the relevant statutes and no
certificate of incorporation had been issued at the time of contracl. (44)

The issue or your personal liability primarily hinges on whether the court accepts this
view. In the casc that the Company is deemed a company in fact. you will, of course. be
insulated frolll liability. (45)

However. it might be efficacious to argue another modern devclopment in the law. The
tradition:.11 view in this jurisdiction is that all of the "shareholders" in a would-be
company may be held personally liable for debts incurred in the name of the company.
(46) In this context, the idea is that passive "shareholders" should not incur liability
due to the failure of the managing "shareholders" to act competently. On the other hand,
thc traditional view seems to prevail perhaps due to the case of its application. (47)
Judges tend to support the traditional approach as. in practice. they are likely to spend
less time in court. I would therefore anticipate an argument endorsing the modern
approach will not be warmly received by thc court.

There is OIlC final argument you could raise. It is based on the concept that a party cannot
argue thai a would-be company was improperly formed when at all times it dealt with the
undertaking as if it were validly fonned. (48) In my opinion this argument represents
the best possibility for you to avoid personal liability. However, its success depends on the
evidence presented. which means that a more detailed investigation of the facts is required.



Example:

I.lo ABCDEfGHI
~ c:::J c:::J c:::J c:::J c:::J c:::J c:::J c:::J

A Specifically, it obviates the need for an in-depth factual analysis of the
shareholder's participation.

B As a result of this action, the interpretation of the clause of the original
agreement relating to rental payments became a matter of dispute.

C However, there is an argument, increasingly supported by judges and prominent
legal scholars, that provided the inadequacy is later cured, as it was in this
case, the would-be company should be given the status of a company in fact al
the time of contract.

D In a case of this nature, it would operate as an injustice 10 permit such a
contention to be advanced.

E If not, your chances of avoiding liability are greatly diminished.

F The Company has failed to make contractual payments despite receiving and
using the equipment.

G However, there is a significant development in the law towards allowing claims
only against those who actively participated in the management of such a
company.

H That is to say. facts and circumstances may come to light which would require
us to significantly modify our advice.

ILEC ,""i'''''' E



Part 6

Questions 49-54

Read the following extract from a reference book on contracts and the questions
on the opposite page.
For each question 49-54, mark one letter (A, B, C or D) on your answer sheet for
the answer you choose.

9.2 Types of Mistake

The .... ord mi.\·wke i.... genemlly used in the la\\ of
contracb to refer to an erroneous belief - 'a belief
that i~ not in accord with the facts: To a\oid
confu~ion. it should not be used. as it sometimes
i.. in comlllon 'pcech. to refer 10 an imprO'ident
act. \uch a!> the making of a contract. that results
from ~uch an erroneous belief, or should it be
u'>Cd. a, it occ:l!>ion;lll) is by couns and ....Tilers. 10
refer to a \ituation in .... hich t.... o panies a!lach
dilTerent meaning" to their language.

An crroneou, belief is nO! a mistake unless it
relale\ to the fach as they e~ist m the time the
COlllmCI i, made. A poor prediclion of e\ents thm
arc e:-<pccled to occur after the contrJ.cl is made is
nO! a mi"la}"e. -nle law of mi-.lakc deals only with
the ris}" of error rc1:uing 10 Ihe factual basis of
agreement - Ihe \Iale of alTairs al Ihe time of
agreement. [t doe" nOI deal with the ri~k of error
a.. to futurc malic,",. Ca\e" of poor prediction arc
dealt with by the dOClrines of impr.lclicability and
fru\lr.llion, which arc thought to be more suited 10
adju.\ting Ihe rel;l1ionship between the panics
under their agreement.

In some c:I\e..... however, the line between a
mi\w}"e ;1\ to an existing fact and a poor
prediction a\ to a future cvcnt i\ hard to draw.
e\pecially when the panic\ Iwve extrapolated
from eXi\ling faCh 10 M,:t their expectations as to
future ll\C. I.A.'{/,I('O I'. T{/II,I',I';g i\ an example. In
February 1971, Tau\\ig. who had been an officer
at Lea\co\ \uh\idiary MKI. made a contract with
Leasco to buy MKI. In May. howcver. he sought
to avoid lhe contract 011 the ground that the panics
had erred in e\tirnating MKr\ prc-tax earnings for
the I>criod ending with Seplember 1971 as
$200,000. In fact the company 10M $12.000, and
Tau\\ig argued Ihe panic" had shared a mistake as
to Ihe exi\ting fact 'that they were dealing wilh a
COIllP<lllY which would earn 5200.000 in the fiscal
year ending September 30. 1971: The court.

ho.... e\er. held Ihal this was merely a poor
prediction as to a future e\enl. Therefore. each
p:lrty bore a risk that the earnings mighl not be as
estimated. and each was bound even though. 'as it
turned out. one party got a beller baf£ain than
anticipated,'

A ~imilar is\ue \\as presentcd by A/I/milllllll
Co. of America I', Esst'x GrollI" Under a 16-year
contmct m:lde in 1967, ALCOA was to comen
alumim supplied by Essex inlO molten aluminum.
The contr:lCt price pro\'isions contained an
escalation fonnula. one ponion of which was
based on Ihe Wholesale Price Index - Induslrial
Commodities (WPI). By 1979. it hOld bt.--comc
apparent Ihm lhe WPI was not keeping pace .... ith
the sharp rise in the COSI of energy toALCOA. and
Ihe company slood to I~ some $60 million O'er
Ihe contract term. ALCOA sought relief for
mutual mistake. The Iria[ court found Ihm the
parties had chosen the WPI 10 rellect changes in
ALCOA's non-I:lbor COSIS after a careful
invc~ligation showed IIl:lt the WPI had, o\"er a
period of year~. tracked ALCOA's non-labor cost
lluctuations without marked deviations. In this.
the judge concluded, the partie~ had made an error
'01' fact rather than one of \imple prediction of
future events: He di"tingui\hcd the Taussi!!. ca\c
on the ground that there the 'partie\ bot7omcd
their agreement 011 a naked prediction: while in
ALCOA the capacity of thc WPI '\0 work a\ thc
parties expected it to work wa, a mailer of fact.
existing at the time they tll:lde the contracl.' The
judge felt that justice required him to find a
mistake of fact. 'At stake in thi-. suit i" the future
of 01 commercially import'lIlt de\ice - the long
term cotllract. If the l:lw refused ,Ill appropriate
remedy when a prudently drafted long-term
contmci goes b:ldly il\vry. prudenl business jX--ople
would ::I\oid using this sensible bU"iness dedcc:



49 What is the writer doing in the first paragraph?

A explaining why a word is misused
a identifying the appropriate legal usage of a term
C giving examples of common legal errors
o suggesting a wider interpretation of a particular term

50 In the second paragraph, what does the writer say about cases involving
poor prediction?

A They occur more often than cases involving a mistake of fact.
a They do not normally result from a breakdown in relationships.
C They are not dealt with under the law of mistake.
o They can be more difficult to resolve than mistakes of fact.

51 Taussig argued that he was not held by his contract with Leasco because

A Leasco's anticipated takeover of MKI had failed.
a MKl's financial record was worse than he thought.
C MKt's projected income had been miscalculated.
o Leasco had underestimated the value of MKI's stock.

52 What does the word 'bargain' in line 45 refer lo?

A the expectation that MKl's turnover would rise
a the terms of the contract working in Leasco's favour
C a high degree of competence on the part of Leasco's lawyers
o an attempt by Taussig to enforce the terms of the contract

53 A factor in ALCOA:s decision to go to court was that

A Essex was not keeping to the terms of the contract.
a energy was rapidly becoming its biggest single cost.
C the wholesale price of alumina was fluctuating considerably.
o a contract price was linked to an inappropriate predictor.

54 According to the judge, his decision in A LCOA v Essex Group was
influenced by the need to

A maintain the viability of an important business tool.
a reduce the impact energy costs have on a range of businesses.
C safeguard prudent businesses from unforeseen events.
o allow financial recompense for an unethical contract.
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Test of Writing

TIME 1 hour 15 minutes

Part 1

You must answer this question.

You are a lawyer representing Ms Sandra Meyer. Ms Meyer is the subject of a
disciplinary investigation by her employer, Scansoft. Robert Woodly, Director of
Human Resources at Scansoft, has written to you with a statement of Scansoft's

position.

Read the letter from Mr Woodly, on which you have already made some
handwritten notes. Then, using all the information in your handwritten notes,
write a letter to Mr Woodly on behalf of your client Ms Meyer.

UroV.SU(1J)

Normo..L
c.Dmpa.Yl~

prOC«l.u.res?

Sw.ff no<
twl..

I have been informed that you are acting on behalf of Ms S.
Meyer.

"!ls Ms Meyer is the subject of a disciplinary investigation,
• following the discovery of confidential documents in hernes... briefcase as she was leaving the premises on 151 June.

She claimed she was taking them home to work on them
overnight. This is contrary to company policy.

i.rwilion? She was stopped by asecurity guard at the gate, and she was
asked to present her briefcase for inspection. When she did
so, the confidential documents were found.

The company takes a very serious view of such behaviour and,
if the investigation confirms the circumstances outlined above,
this will lead to termination of employment.

While the investigation is in progress, Ms Meyer will be
suspended withoul pay.

S - Yours sincerely,
sc time "-
tau. "Robert Woodly

Director of Human Resources
Scansoft

A meclin
$ugge
"",<I. p

Write a letter of between 120 and 180 words in an appropriate style.
Do not write any postal addresses.



Part 2
You must answer this question.

You are leaving on an extended course of study and are transferring your case
load to a colleague. A client, a major supermarket, is involved in a dispute
concerning the quality of fruit delivered by a long-time supplier.

Write a memorandum to your colleague to brief him on the case, and include the
following points:

....., some information on the client

...... what the client has done to try to find a solution

....... the options available to the client
..... possible results of legal action.

Write your answer in 201)....250 words in an appropriate style.

p E



Test of Listening

TIME Approx. 40 minutes

Part 1

Questions 1-6

You will hear three different extracts.
For questions 1--6, choose the answer (A, 8 or C) which fits best according to
what you hear.
There are two questions for each extract. You will hear each extract twice.

IExtract One I
You will hear a trainee lawyer who works for an international law firm talking about
his six-month placement in the firm's Milan office.

1 He feels that the Milan office was a good choice for the placement because

A he had already had contact with some of the people there.

S it provided a contrast to his usual working environment.

C it gave him the chance to work in new areas of the law.

2 He believes that as a result of his placement he is now

A more accurate in his work generally.

B more able to delegate work effectively.

C more aware of the value of some of his usual work.

IExtract Two I
You will hear a conversation between a lawyer and her client.

3 What problem does the client have?

A A neighbour is suing him for damages.

B He's unable to continue with certain aspects of his business.

C The local authority is accusing him of contravening its zoning laws.

4 How does the lawyer feel about the forthcoming hearing?

A unsure whether it will finally resolve the matter or not.

B concerned aboulthe evidence the opposition will bring to it.

C worried that it will rely on the understanding of technical detail.



IExtract Three I
You will hear two partners discussing the performance of two young lawyers at
their firm.

5 What impresses the male partner about the lawyer called Claudia?

A her ability to work independently

B her commitment to the cases she works on

e her willingness to work closely with her colleagues

6 The female partner feels that the lawyer called Pedro

A should spend more time analysing his clients' needs.

B needs to refer more of his queries to her.

e would benefit from further training.

oct E



Part 2

Questions 7-11

You hear part of a consultation between a lawyer and a new client, Anna Krupa
who is planning to set up her own business. For questions 7-11, choose the best
answer (A, B or C).

You will hear the recording twice.

7 The law firm has previously represented Anna's husband in

A a dispute involving his inheritance.

B setting up his own commercial venture.

C an insurance claim regarding his company.

8 What does Anna tell the lawyer about her current situation?

A She is in full-time employment at present.

B She is completing a course of further study.

C She is putting resources into ideas of her own.

9 What made Anna decide to leave her last employer?

A She was unable to gel on with her new boss.

B She feU she was not making sufficient progress in her career.

C She was dissatisfied with a change to her employee benefits package.

10 Anna thinks that the restrictive covenant in her previous employment agreement

A is no longer binding on her.

B imposes limits on where she can work.

C prevents her from disclosing company policy.

11 What is Anna's next priority for her proposed business venture?

A ensuring that her new invention is protected by a patent

B establishing the most economic way of moving forward

C finding the right employees and appropriate office space



Part 3

Questions 12-20
You will hear an announcement at a seminar about a future conference on the
subject of taxation law in South America. For questions 12-20, complete the
sentences.

You will hear the recording twice.

Conference on tax incentives in Latin America
17th-18th March

The conference will be useful for

and

Early registration allows young lawyers, university teachers

and

(12) as well as corporate lawyers.

(13) to pay a lower fee.

ISA members registering after 16th February pay a conference fee of

$

Delegates get materials in advance plus a week's access

to the association's

Part of the conference is being organised as a

On day one, sessions will focus on tax issues in sectors such as

(14)

(15)

(16) for young lawyers.

financial services and the

On day two. the sectors focused on include ecotourism,

and (17) industries.

utilities and

Each session will include both a presentation and a

(18)

(19) on a particular issue.

Once fees are paid, the organisers will provide documentation

for delegates who need to obtain a (20)

· E



Part 4

Questions 21-30

You will hear five short extracts in which various employees of a law firm called
Haddiscoe are talking about working for the company.

TASK ONE

For questions 21-25, choose from the list A-F the
thing that impressed each speaker about the firm
initially.

TASK TWO

For questions 26-30, choose from the list A-F
what each speaker regards as the most valuable
experience they have gained whilst with the firm.

You wilt hear the recording twice. While you listen you must complete both tasks.

A the firm's A getting involved in
recruitment staff training
procedures B learning to choose

B the attitude of which projects to
immediate Speaker 1 (21) work on Speaker 1 (26)
colleagues C being involved with

C the firm's ambitious Speaker 2 (22) high-profile clients Speaker 2 (27)
plans for the future o working with the

D the range of work Speaker 3 (23) firm's other Speaker 3 (28)
available to junior branches
staff Speaker 4 (24) E being given Speaker 4 (29)

E the flexible working responsibility for
arrangements on Speaker 5 (25) whole projects Speaker 5 (30)
offer F working with highly

F the image knowledgeable
projected by the colleagues
firm's literature



Test of Speaking

Sample
Paper fPART 1 (2 minutes)

Interlocutor Good morning (afternoon/evening). My name is

And your names are?

Can I have your mark sheets, please?

Thank you.

First of all, we'd like to know a little about you.

Ask emu/idtlles the followill.t: questions ill film.

and this is my colleague,

Where are you both from?

(Candidate A), have you ever practised law or are you a law student?

And what about you, (Candidate B)?

Ask candidates who "m'e practised law olle !lIrT{u'r quesliol1. as oppmpriolt'.

Could you briefly describe your practice and your area of expertise?

Could you tell us what you find enjoyable about being a lawyer?

What kind of qualities do you think a good lawyer needs?

Ask Clllldidates M'IIO hUl'e I/ot practised /aw ()lIt' fllrther qllestio/l. liS ClfJpmpri(lf(',

Could you teU us what you are currently studying?

Could you tell us what made you decide to study law?

In your opinion, is stu.dying law more difficult than studying other subjects?

As.l elldl {"",,,Iil/ate olle il/I'/ller questiol/, ll:> apIJroprilllt',

In your opinion, what effect is technology having on the practice of law?

What do you think law firms look for in associates when considering
forming partnerships?

How do lawyers advertise their services in your country?

Thank you.

E



Sample
Paper [PART 2 (7 minutes)

Interlocutor Now, in this part of the lest I'm going to give each of you a choice of two different
topics. I'd like you to select one of the topics and give a short talk on it for about a
minute.

You will have a minute to choose and prepare your topic. After you have finished
your talk, your partner will ask you a question.

All right? (Caudidate Aj, it's your turn first. Here are your topics and some ideas to
use if you wish.

Place Part 2 booklets. open at Taxk lAIR ill front of each emu/iflale. *

".-~, APllroxil/lately olle mil/we ofpreparation time.

All right? Now, (Candidate A), which topic have you chosen, A or B?

Candidate A COIl/irllls /Opic.

Interlocutor (Calldidmc Bj, please listen carefully 10 (C(//ulidatc A '.I') talk, and then ask him/her a
question about it. (Calldi(/ate A) would you like to start talking about !state c!Josen
topic! now please?

Candidate A ('.-', GI/e milll/If!.

Interlocutor Thank you. Now, (Calldi(/ate B), can you ask (Candidale A), a question about hislher
talk?

Candidates ,,:-) Up 10 ol1e milll/te,

Interlocutor Thank you. Now, (Candidale B), it's your turn. You will have a minute to choose and
prepare your topic. After you have finished your talk, your partner will ask you a
question.

All right? Here are your topics and some ideas to use if you wish.

Place Part 1 booklels, open (I{ Ta~k lA/B, ill front of each cwufi(J(jte.*

:::<' Approximately olle minute ofpreparation time.

All right? Now, (Cal/didare B), which topic have you chosen, A or B?

Candidate B Confirms topic.

Interlocutor (CwuJidme A), please listen carefully to (CmuJil/ate IJ"s) talk, and then ask himlher a
question about it. (Cmu/idate B) would you like to start talking about [state chosen
topic] now please?

Candidate B f;, Gill' mil/ute.

Interlocutor

Candidates

Interlocutor

Thank you. NOw,(Calldidate A), can you ask (Candidate B), a question about hislher
talk?

':':-) Up to olle mill/ue.

Thank you. Can I have the booklets, please? Rerdel'e booklets.

• Note: In a live examination, there Will be a range of tasks for the examiner to choose from.



Task 1A

English Use in International Business Law

the effect of the increased use of the English language in business transactions

the level of English needed

the importance of language in law

Task 1B

Intellectual Property Law

an example of what is copyrightable in your country

the rights that copyright provides

the differences between intellectual property protection from one country to another

Task 2A

Contract Law

the most important points of a contract

what effect an oral contract has

what happens if a contract is broken

Task 2B

The Legal Profession

the legal training system in your country

the types of work opportunities for lawyers

the functions of professional bodies governing lawyers

ItEC p' '" '" E



• Sample
Paper PARTS 3 and 4 (7 minutes)

IInvesting In Another Country _I

Interlocutor

Candidates

Interlocutor

I PART 4 I
Interlocutor

Now, in this part of the test you are going 10 discuss something together, but
please speak so that we can hear you.

P!(1('(' Part 3 booklet. open at Task 14. illfmlll offill' candidates. *
Your company is thinking of investing in another country. The Managing
Director has asked the legal department for some recommendations.

There are some discussion points to help you.

You will have about three minutes to discuss this. Is thaI clear?

Please start your discussion now.

::'") Approximately three miml/es.

Thank you. Can I have the booklet, please?

Relric\'{' booklet.

Select allY of the fol/owillK questions as Gp{,ropriate:

What other important issues should people consider when they are thinking of
investing in another country?

Do investors from other countries have to worry about restrictions when buying
real estate in your country?

How important is Government and currency stability when considering investing
in another country?

What can investors do to protect their investments in another country?

Thank you. That is the end of the test.

• Note: In a live examination there will be a range of tasks for the examiner to choose from,



Task 24

Investing In Another Country

Your company is thinking of investing in another country. The Managing Director has asked
the legal department for some recommendations.

Discussion points

what 'investing in another country' means

the types of regulations your company might be subjected to in another country

the possible results of not complying with local regulations

EC ..



Audio transcripts

Unit 1
Listening 1
lawyer: Well. maybe I should start by explaining how things

work. You say that a writ has been served on you. informing
you lIlal an action has been filed against you for breach of
contract. Is that right?

Client: Yes. I got that yesterday.
lawyer: OK That means that a complaint against you has

already been filed with the court. Our next step will be to
draft an answer to thiS complaint.

Client: How does that work?
lawyer: In order to be able to draft an answer, I'll need

Information from you - facts. documents and the like - so
that I can begin preparing your defence. Of course, we'll
then also have to start building up evidence to support your
defence. For example. we may wish to get affidavits - sworn
statements - from potential witnesses supporting the
statements you've made in your defence,

Client: Right. What happens next?
Lawyer: Well, it depends on how we wish to proceed, We

Sllould try to have the case dismissed as soon as we can,
This'll require filing motions. We'll also have to draft briefs
clarifying our legal position, which we'll then submit to the
court,

Client: I see, Do you think there'll be a trial?
Lawyer: ThaI'S Ilard to say exactly.
Client: Urn, if there is a trial, when will it take place?
Lawyer: When the time comes, the court'li issue a notice to

inform us of the date and time of the hearing,

Listening 2
Anna: So, what are you two planning to do later, when you've

completed your degree?
Daniel: Well, right now, I'm planning to become a barrister,

because j'd really like to plead cases in court.
Anna: You've been watching too many of those American films,

when the handsome young attorney wins the case against
the big, bad corporation!

Daniel: Very funny, I just like the idea of argUing a case, I think
ird be exciting, What about you?

Anna: Actually, I'd like to work for a big corporation and advise
them on their legal affairs, as in,house counsel, I've heard
the work can be very challenging, What are your plans,
Jacob?

Jacob: I'm thinking about becoming a solicitor. I'm not that
interested in pleading cases in court. I'd rather do research
and give legal advice - I think that'd suit me better.

Listening 3
Mr Nichols: So, at this POint, I'd like to ask you if there's

anything you'd like to ask me? About the firm, for example,
Linus: Of course, I do have some questions, I guess I'd like to

know what irs like to work here, Urn. I wonder if you could
you describe the firm's culture for me?

Mr Nichols: Well, as you certainly know, we're a relatively small
commercial firm, We're what's known as a law boutique,
since we specialise in two areas of the law: Real Property
and Debtor,Creditor. Since we're specialists, we try to
maintain high standards in our work, As for the firm's
culture, I'd have to say we're pretty traditional. People dress
quite formally, in suits, and we don't call partners by their
first names. It's a good place to work, definitely friendly, but
people are serious and work very hard,

Linus: That sounds good to me, Perhaps you could tell me
something about the structure of the firm,

Mr Nichols: Well, the firm is headed by the two senior partners,
Mr Robertson and Mr Michaels, They founded the
partnership 30 years ago, They're still quite active,
especially with the older clients, but the day·to-day affairs
and the finances of the firm are managed by the full
partners, that's Ms Graham and myself, We also oversee the
two departments, But a salaried partner is in charge of each
of them,

Linus: I see. And how are the departments structured?
Mr Nichols: Well, in the Real Property Department. there are

three associates who report to the partner, and they're
assisted by two paralegals, In the Debtor-Greditor
department, there are two associates and two paralegals.
There's also one secretary for each department who
basically assists the partner who heads the department, but
who does on occasion do work for the associates as well,
since they're responsible for all the clerical work that needs
to be done. Of course, there are always summer aSSociates
or clerks working at the firm, on average four of them, not
just during the summer, but also during the term breaks,
Right. I guess that's all there is to say about the structure,
How does that sound to you?

Linus: Very interesting. Actually, the size sounds ideal - not
quite as small as the firm I worked for in Cambridge, where
I did my summer clerkships, but not too big, either, And
nowhere nearly as large as the European Commission
where I worked last!

Listening 4
1 I'm a newly qualified lawyer and I've just landed a job as an

associate at a mid·size law firm, The firm offers a wide
range of commercial law services, Our lawyers provide
advice on many different legal areas, including banking law,
corporate law and corporate tax, employment iaw,
commercial litigation, property law, to name a few, In the
next months, I'll be rotating through some of the
departments to get an idea about the different practice
areas, At present, I'm working in commercial litigation and
am enjoying it. My duties Include a good deal of client
liaison, lots of research and some writing of briefs and
letters, Urn, while I'm at this firm, I intend to speciaiise in
an area of the law that involves a lot of trial work, because I
think I'd really like to be a litigator,



2 I'm a sole practitioner In the area of employment and
labour law In a small City. Some of the legal issues I
commonly deal with are wrongful lemllnation, sexual
harassmeflt. and discrimination on the baSIS of gender. age,
religion, disability, natIOnal ongln or race. I also handle wage
and overtime disputes. employment contracts. publlc·sector
employee issues, and disability and workers' compensatIon
ISSueS. I counsel clients about their nghts and options. I
also provide advocacy for them, including representation in
mediations, arbitrations and litigation. My clients are
primarily indl~iduals. They usually need ad~ice in handling
personnel matters and resolving disputes, Two paralegals
assist me in my work at my offICe,

3 As an attorney. I protect the innovations and il1Vef1tlons of
my clients. I represent both plainlJffs and defendants In
trade-mal1l. traele-secret and Copyright Infnngement SUits In

both state and federal courts. I have a good deal of
expenence In domalfHlame disputes. I carry out
Intemational trademark and service-mal1l registratlOfls and
do availability searches and clearances of marks, trade
names and logos. My work also Involves providing
counselling to photographers, arChitects, graphic deSigners
and creators of fine art. I try to give them an understanding
of the laws and procedures that affect them and their
bUSinesses. I also serve as a tnal consultant and expert
witness In IP law. For bigger cases requinng additional
staffing and resources. I have a good working relationship
With a large IP firm and can arrange representalJon under
ttus firm if a client requests it. This reqUires a separate
retamer agreement.

4 I'm a senior partner In a large law firm. My maIn areas of
expertise are compelJtlon law and international trade law. I
adVise domeshc and International clients on all aspects of
competition and International trade laws, including domestic
and multijurisdictional merger transactions. criminal cartel
cases. and trade and pricing practices. I represent clients
before the Competition Tnbunal in merger transactions. I
advise clients on a regul<:1r baSIS With respect 10 restrictive
trade practiceS under the CompetllJon Act. Some of the
IndUStrieS my clients come from Include transportatlOfl,
steel, pulp and paper. telecommumcalJons. medIa and
entertairvnent. financial serviCes, electronIC products and
servICeS. food serviCes. and consumer products. On a
regular basiS I wnte papers and hold presentations for
business and profeSSional audiences on various tOPICS
dealing with competition and international trade law.

S I'm a shareholder in my firm and am head of my firm's
Litigation DiviSion. I represent landlords. tenants,
developers and contractors and have tried many cases
(mostly to successful conclUSion) in court or arbitration. I

assist clients WIth all types of real-estate-related litigation,
Il'ICluding lease and contract disputes, mortgage
forecloSlJres, property-tax disputes and land-ose disputes.
My practice also Involves all types of real-estate
transactions. In addition to lectunng and wnting aboUt rea~

estate Issues lor professional groups. mcluding lawyers.
accountants. lenders and real-estate professionals. I teach
courses on real-estate law for law students at the local
university. I'm an active member of several professional
organisations. including the state and national bar
associations, to name but two.

Listening 5
HI. for those 01 you who don't know me yet, my name's RIChard
Batley. I'm here to tell you about my expenence domg summer
and WInter clel1lshlps, In law school. the profesSOfs WIll always
tell you that irs Important to do some sort of work expenence

because irll improve your future job opportunities. Have you
heard that yet? well, Irs definitely true. I'm now in my last year
here, and I started domg summer and WInter CIer1l.shIPS In my
first year. It's been a tremendous Iearmng expenence.

Most of my clerkshlps have lasted for a penod 01 four weeks.
I've lned to vary the firms I wol1l for, Irom a small two-man firm
nght through to a huge global firm. Each firm was different. At
smaller firms. I was expected to be more independent and was
responsible for more things. I liked that a lot. Since I was
usually the only clerk there at the time. I'd have to do whatever
work needed to be done.

Working at the bigger firms was quite different. I was usually
one among many clerks. The work I performed there tended to
concern bigger cases that were qUite Important and so !hey
had more ·preslJge-. That was really interesting. At the larger
firms. I usually had a chance to move between groups In
different practICe areas. helping out where needed. thIS
allowed me to ga,n some msight into what was involved 10 the
legal work camed out in these teams and In the different
practice areas.

At the smaller firms, I wrote case briefs for the partners and
associates. and all kinds of correspondence with clients from
the first day on, whiCh I liked doing. At the bigger firms, I was
asked to do research and to help to maintain court books.
That was a usefulleamlng experience, too.

In my opomon. the main advantage of a clerkship at a large firm
is that you meet a lot of new people, There's a big network of
people - so many different lawyers and chents. There's also a
greater emphasIs on learning and develoPing the vanous skills
a lawyer needs In courses and semmars.

I must say that both the larger and the smaller firms tned to
give me a sense of being a part of the comP<Jny. as if I really
belonged to their tearn. At the larger firms, I was even invited
to some of their social events, and that was really fun.
However, the smaller firms definitely made you feel more
comfortable: everything was more Inendly and relaxed. But in
both tYpes of firms I never felt that I was wasting my time,

My advice to you all IS that trS really Important to try to do
cIeI1IshlPS, startq Ifl your first year of law school. I also thll1k
Irs valuable to get 10 know a vanety of firms, WIth different
practJCe areas and dIfferent sizes. I'm sure It will help you decide
what kind of law you want to prnctlse later, and wtlat kind of law
firm you'd feel most comfortable m.

Unit 2
Listening 1
Ms Norris: So, based on all the background Information you

prOVIded me WIth, my strongest recorrvnendation IS for you
to lnc0rp0f8te for lhe reasons we diSCUSsed.

Mr O'Hara: All nght. Of course. I !nJst your Judgment. But I'm
completely new to thiS. How does It work exactly? I mean, I
assume that the paperwork has to be drafted by you aod
filed with the State ...

Ms Norris: Weli, urn, let me begin by teillng you about how tile
process workS in our state. in Deiaware. You know, qUite a
few large corporations choose to mcorporate here due to
our highly developed corporate legal system.

Mr O'Hara: Right. So what do we have to do first?
Ms Norris: The first thing you have to do IS select a name 

but the incorponllor has to check whether that IlSme is
available in the State.

Mr O'Hara: The incorporator?



Ms Norris: That's the person whO prepares, files and signs the
articles of Incorporation and everything necessary for
Incorporation. Of course. that's something I could do lor you.

Mr O'Hara: Got It. Go on.
Ms Norris: well, I mentioned the artICles of IncorporalJon:

thaI's the first main document that needs to be filed. II
Includes InformalJon like the name of the corporation, the
address of the corporation and of the corporalJon's
registered OffICe, and the name of the registered agent at
lhat offICe - urn, that's the person to be served if the
corporatlOfl IS sued.

Mr O'Hara: OK, nglll. Er, what else do the artICles of
IrcorporatlOfl Include?

Ms Norris: They must state the purpose of the corporation and
length of time that the corporation is to e,ust. The duration
can be eIther perpetual or renewable. Another thing you'd
have to Pfovlde IS information about the capital structure:
how much common stock, how much preferred stock, and
what are the nghts and responsibilities of each. This would
be stated In the stock ledger. The stock ledger and the
stock cerlllicates are kept With the company records. Any
questions?

Mr O'Hara: Er, could you explain what a stock ledger is?
Ms Norris: Sure, that's just a record of each shareholder's

ownership in a corporation.
Mr O'Hara: I understand. So. is that all? Are there any other

documents we have to file?
Ms Norris: Of course. the other document necessary for the

company to function as a corporation IS the bylaws ...
Mr O'Hara: Those are the rules of the corporation?
Ms Norris: Exactly; the bylaws arc the rules and regUlations

adopted by a corporallon lor Its internal governance. There's
one more thing: you're also requIred to file the
organlsahonal board resolulJons.

Mr O'Hara: What are those?
Ms Norris: WcIl. they're dr<twn up after the artICles of

IIlCOfpOralJOr'l have been filed ana the b)1aws created. That's
the lime Yitlen the first OfgafusalJOrlal meeting of your
corporatlOll WIll take place. At thIS meellng, the b)1aws are
then approyed and adopted. offlCCrs are elected, and
dIrectors are aptXllnted. among other thines. All of these
declSlOllS are made during thiS meellng and then set down in
the orgamsatlonal board resolutions, and these resolutions
are then filed. Then the incorporation process IS complete.

Listening 2
Mr Larsen: Albert Larsen. Good morning.
Mr Wlseberg: Good morning, Mr Larsen, thiS is Ernest

Wlseberg speaking - we met last night at the reception at
the museum.

Mr Larsen: Yes. of course. Mr Wiseberg. Good to hear lrom,...
Mr Wlseberg: You said I could give you a call. Am I dIsturbing

,..?
Mr Larsen: No, not at all. not at all. You're Interested in

lormlng a sWlmwear company.! recall, A private company
limited by shares?

Mr wtseberg: That's right. I have some Cxpenence WIth
company formalJoo. but so far only In the United States. I
founded a C corporauon WIth some business associates in
FJooda some years ago. You're famIliar WIth C corporations?

Mr Larsen: Yes. yes. 01 course. C corporations are Similar to
prrvate limited compames in the UK In many ways.
partIcularly in respect 01 liability, naturally. Shareholders are
not personally liable lor the debts 01 the corporatIon in both
a C corporation and a private limited company.

Mr Wlseberg: That's right.

Mr Larsen: But if I'm not mistaken, a C corporation may
become a public corporation. With its shares being bought
and sold either through a stock market or 'over the counter',

Mr Wiseberg: MrrHlm.
Mr Larsen: In this respect. a private limited company differs.

Its shares are not available to the general public,

Mr Wlsebel'l: I see.
Mr larsen: The two types of company are like each other in

that both can be founded by persons of any nationality, who
need not be a resident of the country. Perhaps this is
relevant for you, Mr Wiseberg.

Mr Wlseberg: Yes. it is.
Mr Larsen: And there IS one big difference between a

C corporation in the US and our private limited company:
thaI's the lemlt on the number of shares. As I recall, there's
no limIt on the number of shareholders of a C corporatlOO.

Mr Wiseberg: That's right.
Mr Larsen: But that's not the case With a pnvate limited

company. The Companies Act stipulates that not more than
50 members can hold shares Within the company.

Mr Wiseberg: I see. I didn't know that. But thaI'S not a

problem lor me.
Mr Larsen: On the other hand, a limited company is

comparatively easy to form. You have several options open
to yOu, depending on how soon you want the company
formed.

Mr Wlseberg: Well, I'd like to begin operatIOns as soon as
poSSible. 01 course, I know I'll have to walt until the
paperwork IS completed. How long would that take? A
couple of days?

Mr Larsen: well, once you supply all the necessary documents
to Companies House. it generally takes a couple 01 weeks
for them to process the OOC:uments.

Mr Wlseberg: A couple of weeks! That's much too long. What
other optlOOS do I have?

Mr larsen: You could form the company through a company
formatIon agent. The agent would fill In the reqUired forms
f04' you and then submit them to Compames House. It
would take around fIVe to eight days before the company

may begln to trade.
Mr Wiseberg: That sounds better. Maybe you coutd tell me

where I can find Ofle of these agents. Pertlaps you have ...

Unit 3
Listening 1
Mr Young: ... so if there are any questions. I'd be happy to

answer them now.
Mrs Whiteman: Mr Young. I've got a question, if you don't

mind. In your talk, you mentioned a rigt1\S Issue. Could you
explain to me in detail what a rights ISSue IS?

Mr Young: Well, a ngllts issue is an issue of new shares for
cash to eXisting shareholders. The shares are ISSued
proportionatly, that is. in proportIon 10 the number" of shares
the shareholders already hold. It's a good way of raising
new cash lrom shareholders. for publICly Quoted
companieS, It'S a source of new eqUIty funding.

Mrs Whiteman: I sec. But why ISSue shares to eXistIng

shareholders?
Mr Young; From a legal standp()lnt. a nghts issue must be

made before making a new issue to the publIC. and the
eXlstlng shareholders have what is referred to as the 'right
of first refusal' on the newly issued shares. This nght IS
also known as a 'pre-emption nght'. wt'ri IS thIS important
for the shareholder? Well, when a shareholder takes up
these pre-emption rights. he can mamtaln hIS existing



percentage holdmg in the company. However. shareholders
sometimes waive these rights and sell them to others.
Aoolher thing a shareholder can do IS to vote to can.cel

their Pfe.emptlon rights.
Mrs Whiteman: What about tOe poce of these shares?
Mr Young: The Pfice at which the new shares are ISSUed is

generally much lower than the market price fOf the shares.
You often see discounts of up to 20 Of 30 per cent.

Mrs Whiteman: Mm,that doeSll"t really make sense to me.
Why would a buSiness offer new shares at a poce thars
signIficantly lower than the Cllrreot ma~t price of the
shares?

Mr Younc: There are qUite good reasons fOf domg thIS,
actually. The main reason IS to make the offer attractIVe to
shareholders, Also, the aim is to encourage the
shareholders either to take up their rights Of sell them. The
Idea behlfld this is to ensure that the share issue IS fully
subscnbed. That means, of cOtJrse, that the new shares
have all been sold. The price discount has another function,
too: it serves as a kind of safeguard If the market price of
the company's shares falls before the issue is completed. It
makes sense if you think about it: if the market share price
fell below the nghts issue price, then it'd be very unlikely
that the issue would be successful. Naturally, in such a
case, shareholders could buy the shares more cheaply on
the stock market than by lakmg up their rights to buy
through the new issue.

Mrs Whiteman: So, let me see if I understand you COfrectly.
You said that existing shareholders don't have to take up
their nghts to buy new shares, is that right?

Mr Young: That's nght. Shareholders who don't want to take up
their rlgtJts are entitled to sell them 00 the stock market Of
by way of the company making the nghts ISsue, either to
other eXlsllng shareholders Of new sharehoklers. In that
case, the buyer has the right to take up the shares on the
same baSIS as the seller.

Mrs Whiteman: I see. Are there any othel" matters coonected
to nghts ISSueS that I should know about?

Mr Young: Just one more thing, perhaps - shareholder
reactions. Shareholders may be unhappy about firms
conllnually making nghts issues and may have a negalNe
reactIOn, They may not like being forced to do something 
and rights Issues force them either to take up their rights or
sell them. As a result. they may sell their shares. And
selling their shares can drive down the market price.

Mrs Whiteman: Mm. that makes sense now. Thanks,
Mr Young: My pleasure. Any more questions?

Listening 2
Mt Mansfield: Have you got any other questions, Mr ThOfpe? Is

there anything else about capitalisation you'd like me to
explain? Anything in the provisions, perhaps?

Mr Thorpe: Yes. Look at this: here it says 'conslCleralJon fof
shares'. What does that mean, 'ConSlderatlQfl'? 'To conSIder'
means 10 think about something, as far as I'm concerned.

Mr Mansfield: In thiS case, 'conslClerallorf simply means
'payment', II can also mean somethn'li lhat you promise to
gJVe Of do when you make a conttact, fOf example.

Mr Thorpe: You la¥.yers have a language all of your 0Yifl!
Mr Mansfield: Yes, It can be confuslOg. Arr1 other queslloos?
Mr Ttlorpe: Well, yes, there is. Urn. there's somethlOg I've

always wanted to know - could you explain why these
proviSlooS are so in.credibly diffICult to understand? I mean,
the subject matter Itself Isn't too diffICult. Irs fairly logical,
after all. But the way irs written ... Thars aoother story.

Mr Mansfleld: Well, thars what's known as 'legalese', the
special style of language used in legal documents. It can be
pretty hard to penettate. I'm afraid.

Mr Thorpe: But I'm reasonably well educated and I'm an
experienced busmessman. You'd think I'd be able to
understand somethIng written fOf the purpose of conducting
buSIness WIthout difficulty. wouldn't you? In my opimon,
there's something wrong when texts are too diffICult fOf the

maJOflty of people who have to deal WIth them to
understand,

Mr Mansfleld: Then you'd agree with the Plain Language
.....".,,<.

Mr Thorpe: What's that?
Mr Mansfield: Thars a school of thooght that believes that legal

documents - actually, documents of all kinds - should be

wntten so that you can ooderstand them eaSIly the first time
you read them. The way they see It. when It comes to legal
telrts, people are entitled to understand the documents thai
bind them or state their rights.

Mr Thorpe: As far as I'm concerned, that's ver~ sensible.
Mr Mansfleld: It is, I agree. And I think the Idea is becoming

increasingly popular. Many organisations and jurisdictions
already recommend plain-language principles. And many
legal writing courses at universities stress tile merits of
plain language.

Mr Thorpe: But there's still a long way to go .
Mr Mansfield: There are alwa~s those who resist change. And

the language of law IS. by Its very nature. Inherently
conservatIVe. In the law, lexts have authonty, language has
authonty, and there's often a long Iradltloo behind them. 50
you can understand a certain tendency 10 want to preserve
old habits of speaking and wntlng,

Mr Thorpe: Yes, that may be true. To my mmd, the fact that the
language of the law is so diffICult fOf non-Iawyers makes us
all need the sefVlCeS of Iawyefs more - as Interpreters!

Unit 4
Listening 1
Part I

Good evening, everyone. Irs good to see that so many of you
were able to attend my presentation this even109, Some of you
may know me already, but allow me to IOtroduce myself. My
name's Adrian Crawford. I'm With the Mergers and AcqUISitions
department of our firm. Right. As ~ou know, I'll be speaking
about aCQuisitions this evening, speCifically about a range of
issues connected with acquisitions which are particularly
relevant for buslOess owners like yourselves. I'm gomg to tell
you about the process you're about to begin and what awaits
you. Please feel free to IOterrupt me at any time, Should you
have any questIOns.

RighI, al thiS point, I'd like to give you a short overview of my
PfesentalJOn, I'm going to start With a few comments on how
10 decide If your busmess is ready to under"take an acqUISition.
Then I'll deal WIth the issue of malung the right choice, that IS,
choosing a target. After that. nl discuss the process of
assessing the targel business, whICh Involves gathenng
finaoc181 information, like Iooloting at IrendS In sates and profit
margins, fOf example. I think we'lI have lime fOf a shott break
at that POint. After the break, 1"11 move on to the legal aspects.
At the end, 1"11 conclude with a look at how the deal Itself IS
carried out and will Pfovide you with an example of a case I
handled, a rather IOteresting acqUiSitIon. There'lI be time for
diSCUSSIon at lhe end.
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There'll be time for discussion at the end. OK. then. In this
section of my presentallon. I'll be addressing the main legal
issues which arise at different stages of the acquisition
process. which require separate and sequential treatment.

That"s to say, they have to be done in the proper order. First, 1"11
tell you about the due d!lIgence stage, and then we'lI look at

the deal stage. Allow me to poml oul here that these are all
mailers that are besl handled by a lawyer, which means of
course thaI our firm can certamly handle these matlers for
you.

RighI. Due diligence. What IS clue diligence? Generally, this
term'S used to refer to the careful professional scrutmyof the
assets and llablhtles of a company. usually 10 preparatIOn for
an acqU'SllJon, It"s the process of uncovenng all the liabilities
associated With a firm. It's also the process of checking if the
claims made by the seller of the target busmess are correct,
You should know that directors of comparues are answerable
to their shareholders for ensunng that thiS process is properly
carned oot.

For legal purposes, Ihere are several th,ngs that must be clone in

the ~se of clue dll~. First you have to obtain proof that
the target buSIness owns key asselS such as property,
eQUIpment, Intellectual property, C<lP/fI&ht and patents. Another
th,~ that you should 00 IS to get the details of past, current or
pend,ng IepI cases. Look at the contractual obIlg<ltJons that the
business has WIth lIS emploJces (inCluding pension obligations),

as well as contractual obllgallOns With customers and supphers.
Here, one has to think about any likely or future obllgatlOllS. It's
also Important to consider the ,mpact that a change in the
ownerStllP 01 the buSIness may have on exJsllng contracts. As I
said, due diligence IS routinely conducted by a lawyer.

Now let me move on to the deal stage. When you are
consiOenng general terms of a potential deal. you'll probably
look for certam confirmations and commitments from the seller
of the target busmess. These'li prOVide a level of comfort
about the deal. They're also indicatiOns of the seiler'S own
confidence in their bUSiness.

A written statement from the seller or buyer that provides
assurance of a key fact relevant to the deal is known as a
warranty. You may require warranties With respect to the
business's assets, the order book. debtors and creditors,
employees, legal claims and the bUSiness's audited accounts.
A commitment from the seller to reimburse you in full in
certain situations is known as an indemnity. You might seek
indemnities for unreported ta~ liabilities. Here again, our firm
can assist you in re~iewing the content and adequacy of
warranties and indemnities.

Listening 2
Jack: Rob, do you think you could spare a minute and help me

out With something?
Rob: Sure, what is It?

Jack: well, I'm workmg on the longfellow case - you know, the
company that's planning to ,ncrease ,ts share capital.

Rob: Right. What do you want to know?
Jack: I have to admit that thiS is the first time I've done this

kind of thing. There certa,nly are a lot of steps that have to
be followed, and I don't want to forget anything.

Rob: I understand. But ,t's really pretty straightforward, you'll
see. let me show you what we usually use when we take
care of any kind of changes in company structure. we've
got these checklists. you see, that tell you what has to be
done and 10 what order. It also tells you what regulatIOnS to
refer to In different cases, and what documents need to be
filed, for eltample. Have a look.

Jack: looks good - I think this would help.
Rob: I'm sure it Will. let me talk you through it .
Jack: Great.

Rob: Well, the first thing you have to do is check the
memorandum of association, to find out how much the
company's share capital is.

Jack: OK.
Rob: Then you have to find out whether they've issued all their

share capital already or not. The next step would be to
determine the amount of Increase of share capitaL

Jack: Ah, I know that already,

Rob: Good. Tell your client that they have to call a board
meetmg, but at reasonable not,ce. And a quorum of
directors has to be present.

Jack: A quorum?

Rob: That's the minimum number of members reqUired so that
bUSiness can be carned out,

Jack: Ah-hah.

Rob: At thiS meetmg, the directors have 10 pass a resolution
that they'l hold an EGM where they win \/Ote on the
Increase 01 share caPItaL

Jack: An EGM IS the extraordinary general meetIng, right?
Rob: Right. But before the EGM can take place. the

shareholders have to be 'nformed by notICe about the EGM.
This notice must state the following th,ngs - you see them
hsted here on the checklist: date, t'me, place. proxy,
oroll'"lary resolutIOn, consent to short notICe.

Jack: What does 'consent to short notiCe' mean?
Rob: That Just means that they agree to the meetmg being

held SOOO, Without everyone know,ng about It a long lime in
advance.

Jack: I see. And now what?
Rob: Well, the chairperson is reqUired 10 preside at the EGM,

and irs necessary thai a quorum IS present. Then the
resolution has to be passed by a Simple majority. That'S all.

Jack: What about the paperwork that has to be done?
Rob: Right. Well. minutes of the two meetings - the board

meeting and the EGM - have to be drawn up. Finally. within
15 days, the follOWing documents have to be filed at
Compames House: the ordinary reSOlution, the notice of
Increase of nominal capital and the amended
memorandum, And you're finished.

Jack: Thanks, Rob, I'll Just take a copy of that checklist.

Unit 5
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Good morning. I'm ~ery happy to have been invited here today
to hold this talk on effecti~e contract negotiations. Before we
get started, I'd like to tell you something about the topics I
intend to cover. My talk will be di~ided into two parts: the first.
more informative part Will be held as a kind of lecture, and the
second, practical part will involve role-plays, to give you a
chance to try out some of the lechniques you'lI be hearing
about. In the informative part. 1"11 cover preparing for a
negotiatIon, tiPS for uSing agreement templates and term
sheets, as well as some general negotiating technIques. This'll
be followed by ways to overcome objections from the other
side and how to recogn,se a goocl deal. Then we'll break for
coffee, The second hall of our session will then be de<flcated
to role-plays.



Part II

... session will then be dedicated to role-plays. Now rd like to
move on to the tOpIC of using agreement templates and term
sheets. tt"s common to start out WIth an existing contract
template, which gives you a kind of bluepnnt 01 the things that
are usually Included in such an agreement. II's Important to
realise that negotiating with a contract template means that
It's necessary to review the terms and coodillons It contains
carefUlly. Please note that you ha\Ie to consider what IS not in
the agreement but should be. that IS, what's miSSing and
should be added. This is really just as Important as carefully
re'VlCWtng the language In the agreement. Here, I want to stress
that It'd be WIse to consult WIth a senior lawyer, preferably
someone who has experience negotlatmg agreements of the
kind that you are negotiating.

When usn'lg a term sheet as the basis of negollatlons, it's
Imperative to keep good notes of all diSCUSSions or emails
regarding the Items on the sheet. Term sheets are usually
used by lawyers to transfer the terms that have been agreed
into an official agreement, so It'S crUCial that the information
on these sheets is precisely what's been agreed on by all
parties. Sometimes a lawyer will incorporate Items from a term
sheet onto an agreement template. In such a case, Ile should
be careful not to include language originally in the template
that isn't appropriate.

OK, now I'd like to turn to some general negotiating
techniQues, It's good practice to separate the ISSueS at stake
into different categories in your mind: things)'Ou can't possibly
accept, major POints, minor potnts and things you can easily
Irve Without. Then you can make trades With the other side,
one Item for another, This IS also known as 'horse-trading'. It
can go Itke thIS: 'I'll change this provlsion to what you want If
you agree to adcI a prOVision that I want'. When It comes to
diSCUSSIng numbers, if possible let the other side suggest the
first number. In the case of a sales contract, fOf example, the
first number the other side states IS usually the least he
expects to pay, wtlereas the seller's first oornl)er is the highest
amount he thinks he might be able to get. My advICe IS to
know the number you really want to end up WIth and try to
suggest a starting number that'll force the other side to
respond With a number that, when combmed With your starting
number, Will average out to a number you'd be happy to accept.
So what you do is propose meeting the other party in the
middle by a~eraglng the two numbers out.

My next point has to do with o~ercoming some of the
objections yOU'll commonly hear in a negotiation. Sometimes
tile other party'li object to removing a clause that you don't
want by saymg something like: 'Don't worry, we won't hold you
to that item, so we'U just leave It 10'. In such a case, you

should insist that the item's taken out. The best argument in
this situatIon is to say that if they're not gOIng to hold you to It.
then why not Just take It out of the agreement. It'S Important to
be aware that the people involved in making the agreement
could all one day lose their jobs or take employment wrth
another company, and so their promise not to hold you to
somettllng IS worthless, because they might not be around any
more. Almost all agreements contain a merger clause whICh
states that anythIng that was said or wntten before the
agreement was signed does not matter unless II'S e~pllCltly

wnlten in the agreement.

All right, there are some other obiCCtions that can be raIsed in
the course of a negotialJon. These Include .. ,

listening 2
Mr Johansson: If I may, I'd like to address another one of the

clauses In the franchise agreemeot: the non.competltlon
clause here at the bottom of page three.

Ms Oryan: Yes, the norw:ompete. Well, I'll Just say upfront that
that's standard, that's in all our agreements.

Mr Johannon: Right. That may be so, but I'm afraid we can't
go along w,th It In ItS present fOfm.

Ms Oryatz: What do you obiCCt to? All our franchIsees accept
that. It's standard practICe, like I said.

Mr Johannon: Welt the clause in queslJon states, and I quote:
'In the event the franchIse IS lemllflated through the cJelautt
or a breach of thIS agreement by one of the parties the
franchisee and the principals hereinafter named shall not,
for a penod of three years have any dIrect or Indirect
interest in any sandw"ich restaurant busmess located or
operating within five miles of the franchised bUSiness If the
franchised bUSiness is located IfI a metropolitan area:
What this means IS that in the e~ent that the agreement
between my client and your corporation should at one time
no longer be 10 effect, my client wouldn't be able to operate
a sandwich restaurant for three full years in hiS own
neighbourhood. I'm afraid tllat's out of ttle question.

Ms Oryatz: Well, you must understand that my client has to

protect Itself - I mean, a former franchisee could Just come
along and set up a nearly identical sandwich restaurant
right near one of our restaurants, and With all the know-how
he got from us ...

Mr Johansson: Yes, I fully understand the reasomng behind
that prOVISIon, no need to explain, But my chent also has
skills and ab,lI11es of his own. proven skills relevant to the

sandw"lCh-making buSIness. That's wtly your client is
interested in concliJding a franchIse agreement WIth hIm In

the first place. LeI's face it: your cllCf1t awns a young and
Upcomlflg franchIse enterprise that may be promISing, but It
ccrtamly Isn't well known or well established yet - you need
the skills and know-how of expenenced franchIsees as
much as they need you. So I'll say It agam: we sImply could
not accept any clause that would forbid my chent from
making a IIvmg through these skills Independently for three
whole years, If that should one day become necessary.

Ms Or~atz: What do you suggest? We're nOlm a position to
remove the norw:ompete clause from the contract, let me
be perfectly clear about that.

Mr Johansson: Of course. Our proposal is to reduce the scope
of the clause. If you could consider reducing the time period
the non-compete covers, we'd be Willing to be more flexible
about the arbitration clause, for example.

Ms Orvatz: Well, all right. In that case, I think we could talk
about a reduction.

Mt Johansson: Welt that's certainly a step In the fight direction.
How about this: we suggest reducing the time frame to one
year.

Ms Oryatz: Mm, that would be dIfficult fOf us, We COUld only

reduce the number of years to two. and that's already very
generous on our part.

Mr Johansson: Let's agree on a year and a half, shall we? After
all. you and I both know that your clten! really wants to
enter mto thiS agreement WIth my cltent, as he's perfectly
suited to run a franchise in that part of town, whICh, let's be
honest, Isn't exactly the safest neIghbourhood. He knows
the area, he has the necessary skills and expenence ...

Ms Oryan: OK, OK. Ithmk we Could live WIth that. A year and a
half it is.

Mr Johansson: llery well.

Ms Orvan: NOW. what about the arbitration clause? You said
you'd be Willing to be a bit more flexible.
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I'd like to tell you something about the remedy of specific
performance in Denmark. As you know, spedfic perlormance is
a remedy requiring a person who's breached a contract to
perform specifically what he or she had agreed to do. Danish
contract law provides that where one parly breaches the
contract. the non·breaching party basically has two options: to
claim either specific performance or damages. However, while
the court may order the breaching parly to perform under the
contract. it only has limited power to enforce this. As a result.
the DaniSh Procedural Code only requires specific performance
in a limited number of cases - five types of cases, to be exact.

The whole system works like this: the court must first
determine whether an order for specific performance should be
granted. Of course, the breaching party can do two thmgs:
either comply or not comply with the order, In other words, the
defaulting party either taKes the action necessary to perform
the contract or he doesn't. If he doesn't, the other party can
decide to go to the judicial enforcement agent. This judicial
enforcement agent is called the foged In DenmarK, A foged is
similar to the bailiff in common law, He basically fulfils the
functions of a bailiff, The Danish Code of Procedure 17
regulates what the foged has to do, This code stipulates that
the foged can convert the plamtlffs claim into money
damages, So, in reality, most claims for which specific
performance is granted are converted into money damages.

Part II
granted are converted into money damages, However, there

are five types of cases in which the plaintiff's claim is not
converted into money damages and the defendant must
actually perform his obligations under the contract in
accordance with the specific performance ordered by the court,
Let me briefly tell you what these five cases are,

First of all, there's the case where objects - such as goods
which have already been produced - simply need to be handed
over to the plaintiff. This also includes where a person is to be
put In possession of real estate,

The second type 01 case is where goods can be procured from
a third party, The foged can allow for a third party to perform,
and if the breaching party doesn't pay for this, the foged can
seize his assets.

Third, we have the case when the only act that has to be
performed Is a signature on a document. All that's needed is the
signature: in thiS case, the foged can sign for the defendant.

In the fourth type of case, the act to be performed is the
transfer of a pledged security, The foged can seize assets from
the breaching party and pass them on to the pledgee,

Finally, we have the fifth case, where the breaching party must
be restrained from performing certain acts that are harmful to
the other party.

So, generally speaKing, the foged will convert a claim of
specific performance into money, unless the acts which the
defendant must perform can be performed by a third party, as
in the five specific cases I've just explained to you.

Listening 2
Part I
Mrs Hayes: As I understand the situation, Mr Anderson, Glaptech

was to write a software program for you to incorporate into
the website that you're designing for a ferry company?

Mr Anderson: That's right. They were supposed to write a
program that would allow the visitor to booK passage
online, and I was to insert it into the website and deliver
the product to my customer on May 15th,

Mrs Hayes: Um, did they not deliver on time, or did they deliver
something that didn't worK?

Mr Anderson: It was on time, but the program they wrote was
full of unnecessary code, Worse than that, it couldn't booK
ticKets from customers with Macs, only Pes, and we were
really clear in the contract that it had to worK for all
customers using modern home computers,

Mrs Hayes: Well, 'modern home computers' Isn't quite as clear
a speCification as one might liKe, but I can't imagine a jury
not finding that both Macs and PCs fall within that
definition, By the way, did you draft the contract yourselves
or did you engage an attorney?

Mr Anderson: We did it ourselves,
Mrs Hayes: OK. Were you able to deliver your website on time?
Mr Anderson: Not to the original deadline, The ferry line gave

me an extra three weeKs to deliver, but I had to give them a
10% discount and find someone else to clean up the mess
that Glaptech made, Fortunately, I have a cousin in New
York who could do it, but he charged New YorK prices, and I
had to pay him to fix the program that I had already paid
Glaptech to write, I actually lost money on the job, Plus, this
is a small town, and it certainly didn't do my reputation any
good to be late, I just hope that I don't lose a customer
because of this,

Mrs Hayes: Well, if you do lose the customer and they were a
long-standing customer and Glaptech Knew it, and if we can
prove all of that at trial, you might be able to recover what
are called 'consequential damages', I'll get bacK to that in
a second, First of all, they breached the contract by not
delivering the goods that you had ordered, that is to say a
program that would work on both PC and Mac, You were
able to fix the problem, Did you get in touch with anyone
besides your cousin, say, another programmer here in town?

Mr Anderson: Nope, I had no time and I wasn't going to mess
around.

Part II
Mr Anderson: Nope, I had no time and I wasn't going to mess

around.
Mrs Hayes: Ah, that could be a bit of a problem, You're

supposed to mitigate your damages, which means that you
had to maKe a reasonable effort to solve the problem as
inexpensively as possible, You don't have to get the lowest
possible price, but in the best-case scenario, you'd have
shopped around at least a little, preferably locally, If we
can't show the court that another programmer would have
charged more or less the same as your cousin and done
the same quality worK, you'll only be able to recover what a
local programmer would have charged for the work.

Mr Anderson: That's not fair, I really want to maKe these guys
pay, This whole thing really upset me, i couldn't sleep and I
lost a lot of weight from the stress.

Mrs Hayes: Well, since this is a contract case, you can't
recover for your emotional injury - you're only entitled to get
what you would have gotten if the contract had been
fulfilled, In the same way, you can't get punitive damages
you can't 'punish' someone for not fulfilling a contract. you
can only get what's called the 'benefit of your bargain', On
the other hand, you may be able to get what I mentioned
earlier, consequential damages, which are damages that
flow from the result of the breach of contract, Did they Know
what your deadline was?

Mr Anderson: Yes, I told them on the phone a dozen times,
Mrs Hayes: Goocl, I need to look closely at the contract. If It

doesn't waive consequential damages, you should be able to
recover the 10% discount that you had to give the ferry



company. we just need to show that they could have
foreseen that you'd haYe to give your customer a discount if
the program they designed was OOS3lJsfaetory and had to be
fi~ed, thus fOfClng you to deliver the goods late. That
shouldn't be hard. As I mentioned before, If you lose the
customer. you may be able to recover damages for that as
well. But I have to wam you that prOVIng that lhey could have
foreseen that you would lose a customer WIll be extremely
difficult. SO, how does thIS all sound to you?

Mr Anderson: Not as good as I'd have liked. but good enough.

Where do we go from here?
Mrs Hayes: Let me go through the file and read through the

contract. Then I'll prepare the complaint, which I should be
able to file at the end of next week. I'll be In touch,

Mr Anderson: Great. ThankS for your help.
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Sam: so, how do things IooIl. on the Keats case, Ron?
Ron: well, Sam, let me fill you In on It.

Sam: OK. What's It all aboot?
Ron: Well, as you know, our client. Mr Keats, is a restaurant

owner. He leased commercial space from the Jones
Corporation. Last year, Keats decided to sell his restaurant
buSiness. so he wanted to assign his interest in the lease

to a third party.
Sam: Does the lease perTT\lt thIS?
Ron: Yes, the lease expressly allows assignment.
Sam: SO Keats is allowed to assign the lease to someone else

... but surely only with the prior written consent of Jones?
Ron: Yes. that's nght. But the contract also stipulates that

Jones can't unreasonably withhold its consent to such an

aSSignment.
Sam: OK, go on.
Ron: well, then Keats sought approval for the assignment from

Jones.
Sam: Did Jones give its approval?
Ron: First they asked for personal and financial information

about the prospeclJve buyer. Our cllent provided this
InformalJon promptly. Then Jones asked for more detailed

information.
Sam: Such as ... ?
Ron: Things like photocopies of his dnvlng licence, passport and

15 years of work history. And Keats provided all of thaI, too.

Sam: And did Jones give its approval then?
Ron: No. Jones deferred making a decision on the assignment.

It just kept my client WCIllJng and waiting.

Sam: What happened then?
Ron: As you can imagine, the prospective buyer of the

restaurant got tired of waiting and Withdrew hiS offer.
So Keats is seeking damages from Jones for breach of
contract and for intentional interference with a prospective

busmess advantage ...

Sam: I see.
Ron: ... alleging that Jones CorporalJon deliberately Withheld

consent to the assignment.

Sam: for what reason?
Ron: Mr Keats believes that the reason Is personal animosity

between him and Jones.
Sam: So you're saying that Jones deliberately withheld consent

to the assignment in order to sabotage the sale - because

Jones doesn't like Keats?

Ron: That's right,

Part II

Sam: ... because Jones doesn't like Keats.
Ron: ThaI's right.
Sam: And how do you plan to argue this case?
Ron: Well, the crucial point is the contract stipulation tt1at

Jones can-t 'unreasonably withhold its consent'. And I want
to argue that Jones essentially Withheld consent for the

assIgnment - deliberately WIthheld consent - because he
doesn't like my cherlt. And that's surely something thaI can
be conSIdered 'unreasonable'.

Sam: That sounds good to me. But how do you want to
establish that the defendant acted unreasonably? How can

you convince the court?
Ron: well, I think the evidence IS strong here. first of all, the

prospectIVe buyer of the restaurant has an excellent credit
rating, SO JoneS can"t have rejected hIm on that account.

Sam: Good. But Jones could stili assert that they were
intending to make a decision, but they needed more
information. to which they're entitled,

Ron: I've got an expert on commercial lease transactions
who'll testify that Jones had sufficient Informallon to make

a decISion.
Sam: That sounds good. But you slJlI need to reinforce the

idea that the WIthholding was somehow intentional or

deliberate.
Ron: Yes, I'm working on that now. I'm collecting evidence that

suggests the relationship between the men wasn't a good

0"".
Sam: Good. Keep me posted. Ron - and let me know if I can

help at all.
Ron: Thanks, WIll do!

Listening 2
Ron: In determinlllg whether a landlord has unreasonably

refused to consent 10 an assignment, the court should
consldef only those factors that relate to the landlord's
interest In preserving the value of the property. and lhe court
must evaluate whether a reasonably prudent perSOfl In the
landlord's position would have also refused to consent.
Arbitrary considerations of personal taste. convenience or
senSibIlity are not proper cntena for WIthholding consent

under such a lease prCMSIOfI.

The court mtJst detenmne the credibility of WitnesseS and
the weight to be given to evidence and draw all Justifiable

inferences of fact from the evidence.
Here, when my client informed the defendant that he had a
prospective buYer for his buSiness, the defenclant's lawyer
requested that he prOVIde personal and financaal InformalJOn
on the buyer. as well as a business plan and evtdence of the

buyer's expenence in operating a restaurant. The
defendant's lawyer also prOVided my client With a commercial
lease application for the buyer to complete. My client gave
the defendant the completed application and information on
the buyer and promptly responded to each of the
defendanfs requests for InformatlOO.
As acknowledged by the defendant's lawyer, the proposed
buyer had a 'perfect credit raling·. If the credit ralJng was

'perfect', then on what grounds did the defenclant WIthhold
approval? Surely not on reasonable grounds. My client'S
expert on commercial lease transactions, whom the court

must find persuasIVe, testified that my client prCNided enough
informatJon for the defendant to make a deciSIOfl. If the
amount of information pl'O'iIded was suffICient. then on what
grounds did the defendant delay makmg a dec1SIOfl? Surely
not on reasonable grounds. Furthermore, there was eI/lClenCe
that the defendant's delay in apprOVIng the assignment was

Au{'o lfdr uipts



not related to the buyer's qualifications, but was predicated
on a dispute .....,th my client i!l\lOlvlI,g a prior lawsurt between
the parties. This eYIdence - a letter in YAllch the defendant
threatens to 'ruin' my clleflt - makes It clear on whiCh
grounds the defendant 'Nrthheld approval: on unreasonable
grounds, The defendant lost the lawsuit and was required to
pay high etamages to my cloent - this is the explana\lOrl for its
unreasonable .....,thholding of approval.
Based on the evKIence presented, the court must ooociude
that sufficient evidence supports a determination that the
defendant unreasonably Withheld consent to the assignment.
The defendant nevertheless asserts that they did not
refuse consent, but merely delayed giving my client an
answer until addItional information was obtained. We reject
thiS argument The terms of the lease prOYided that the
defendant could nol unreasonably Wlthhok:I consent, but
this IS exactly what It did. As defined in Webster'S Third New
Intemattonal DIctionary. 'Withholding' means 'not ~ng',
while 'refUSIng' on the other hand may require some
affirmative act or statement. Jones Corporation did not
refuse consent, It is true. But Jones Corporation's decision
to delay consent amounted to a withholding of consent.
especially given my client's indication in a letter to the
defendant that time was of the essence. And, as noted
above. the eVidence supports the determination that this
decision was unreasonable. Therefore, the defendant's
attempt to CllShnguish between Withholding consent and
refusing consent IS unavailing under the lease proYlSlon
here.

Unit 8
Listening 1
Gwen: HI. Jane. tllis is Gwen Hill here from Ludco Ltd, I"m just

about to go into a managers' meeting and I need to let
everyone kno..... what's going on In the Myers case.

Jane: Hello there, yeah, yeah. I've had a quick look at the
documents that we've got so far, and I can say that she
does have the nght to claIm unfair dismiSsal. Of coorse,
that doesn't mean she's necessarily gOing to WIn the case.

Gwen: I understand.
Jane: Now, we have to follow the prescnbed procedure in order

to defend It. I'd Imagine that If It goes to trial - and I
certainty hope It doesn't - then It'll be disposed of WIthin,
say, six to 12 months. But as I said, we have to follow the
prescribed procedure.

Gwen: OK. so what is the prescnbed procedure?
Jane: Well, we've already carried out the first step - I sent you

a draft entry of appearance With your answers to the claim.
As I understaod It. Ms Myers was dismissed for stealing.
Could you revtew what we've written about the reasons fOf
dismissal and let me know if It'S correct?

Gwen: Yes, I've read the draft and I just need to make a few
minor changes. I can send you an email after my meeting.
What's the nexl step?

Jane: The next slep would be to make an appllcalloo for a pre
hearing assessment. You use that wilen you feel that the
claim has very little prospe<:t of success, which Is the case
tlere. She was actually caught stealing documents. wasn't
she. or rather taking them from the building? So of course
our defence is extremely strong,

Gwen: So what <:10 we need to do?
Jane There are slJll a few thIngs that we need to look at. The first

thlng is the oonfidentJality aspect: SInce there was a breach of
the employee's duty of confidentiality and loyalty 10 the
company, we need to expIaHl what happened. exactly what
she did. Who saw her taking <:Iocuments oot of the building?

Were the documents in a briefcase? Were they photocopies?
All the details really. we need to get everyttung watertight. as
they S<rj. Could you supply me all those details?

Gwen: Sure. 111 write It all up fOf you, What happens after that?
Jane: Well. we can make a wntten submission and ask the

employment tnbunal to actually dispose of the claim purely
on the baSIS of the written submisSion. They'1l decide
whether to diSpose of the claim or to support It at the pre
hearing assessment. I'm pretty sure they'll grant us a pre
hearing assessment. and then irs up to us to convince them
at the pre'hearing that the claim does notment a full
hearing. Considering the facts, I'd actually recommend that
there'd be some form of written presentatIon first. because
firstly It costs less, and secondly you're not dragged oot of
the office. whICh of course would also incur costs. Actually,
It'd cost the company less. because 1 dotn have to leave
here and appear," court fOf the pre-heanng.

Gwen: OK. Costs aren't really an Issue for us. The ISsue lor us
is winning and gettilli this oot of the way. Are you sure that
doing thiS In wntlng IS the best way to approach the problem?

Jane: On the baSIS of everything that I've read so far, I can see
nothing whatsoever to be gained by arYy'OnC actuaily allowing
this to go to the full hearing. The defence is so strong.
Although she does have the right to claim for wrongful
dismissal. her cooduct as an employee in removlIlg coofldential
,nformation from the bulldu~ is clearly a breach of her
emDk'rment duties. These are contracts of good laM belween
em~ and employee. Of the utmost good faith. She really
doesn't have ... well. let's put It ttus wat, she doesn't have a
legal leg to stand 00, I don't thlr'lk, at the end of the day.

Gwen: OK, very good, Jane, Thank you for your help and, as I
said. 1"11 send you an email with the revised entry of
appearance form, as well as all the details of the theft nght
after my meellng. Talk to ~ou later.

Jane: OK. thanks. Bye.

Listening 2
MS Bre_r: Good morning, Mrs Howard, Mr Howard. Please

COffielil.

Mrs Howard: Good morning, Ms Brewer.
Mr Howard: Hello.
Ms Brewer: Please have a seat. Can I get you something to

dnnk?
Mrs Howard: No, thanks, I'm fir'le,
Mr Howard: Not for me, thankS.
Ms Brewer: Rlgllt, then. On the ptlone. you told me that you

wanted to speak to me about drug testing at your company.
Maybe you could tell me something about what's going on
at your company at the moment. How's business?

Mrs Howard: Not bad, we can'l complam, can we, John?
Mr Howard: No, no, business is fine. Actually the demaod fOf

cleaning sel"VlCeS and facility management is grOWing in the
area. 8IJt we're here to ask for your advlce - we think we've

got a drug problem among oor employees ...
Mrs Howard: ... and we're consldenlli startilli drug teStilli, some

sort of progf<IIlYTle that all the employees h<We to particlpate
in. We just can't tolerate the current situation. There are at
least ttuce of the younger men. WIndow cleaners, who we're
sure, reall~ sure, are taking drugs, even while they're on the
job, and one of the supervisors. who we ... we think is also ...

Mr Howard: Irs jusl that we think it's dangerous.
Mrs Howard: .,. and It'S bad for oor reputation.
Ms Bre_r: Right. If I coold just Jump in here and sunvnarise

wtlat you've been telling me. You suspect that several of
your employees abuse drugs aod so you're contemplating
Implementing a drug-testing programme. is that correct?
And you'd like me to inform you about the legality of such a
course of action.



Mr Howard: Yeah. thars right.

Ms Brewer; well. first of aiL I should say that the legal position
on drug testing at wor1\ Isn't at all clear at present. There's no
direct IegislatlOll, and important legal questlOlls depend on

the Inlerpretatlon of numerous proIIIsions In health and safety,
employment. tunan rigtlts and dalailKJ(ectJon law, This IS a
very tncky area, and one woukl have to proceed very carefully.

Mrs Howard: What do you mean?

Ms Brewer: well. If you were to subject your employees to drug
tesung, and you found out IIlat a WOt'ker abused Illegal
substances and then terminated hiS employment. there's a
good chance that you could be sued for VIolatIng the
employee's nght to prrvacy.

Mr Howard: But what about my nghts? Such as my nght as an
employer to mamtain a drug-free workplace?

Mrs Howard: Exactly!

Ms Brewer: I agree with you. Mr Howard, but we have to look at
what the law says. Generally speaking. the courts in our
Junsdictlon ha\le ooly tended to rule in favour of the employer
10 those cases where the dismissed employee has been
engaged 10 safety-sensitive work. And where the cmployer
had implemented a long·term workplace safety policy that
IOcluded not only drug testing, but also the opportunity for
the workers to get treatment for their drug problcms.

Mr Howard: But that could take ages! We can't risk waiting
until they've had a chance to kick their drug habits!

Mrs Howard: John's right - we need to act on this now.
Ms Brewer: I'm afraid I have to disagree WIth you both. In my

opinion, you risk more by acting hastily, by making a knee
JCrk reaction to the problem. You risk costly litigation IIlat
you'd most likely lose.

Mrs Howard: That may be true, but we can·tJust Sit back and
do nothIng.

Mr Howard: I couldn't agree more! There must be somethIng
we can do to respond to the sItuatIon nght now. After all,
these three worIu!fs are wif'ldooN cleaners, and there's most
definitely a safety issue Involved. We're responSible for the
safety of our worXers and for the safety of others.

Ms Brewer: t see your point. and you're absolutely nght - you
do bear responSIbility lor the safety of others. Let me
suggest somethlllg you could do immediately: you could
conSider re-assigmng the workers in question to different
tasks, to jObs that are less safely-senSitIVe. And then you
could launch a new workplace safety initiative. concentrating
on drug and alcohol abuse. with employee meetlllgs, memos
and the like informing your workers of the ncw policy.

Mrs Howard: That's not a bad idea.

Unit 9
enlng 1

Part I
Now. I'd like to move on to the retention of title clause. Every
stIppher of goods should Include a retention of title clause in
theIr contract terms. As you know. tillS clause states that the

buyer doesn't own the goods until pa'ftTlC(It IS made. Thus if
the buyer goes out of business before paylng for the goods.
the suppllCr can recover the goods.

If the clause IS drafted badly, It may be treated as a charge.
thiS means that, as a charge. It should be reSistered at
Companies House. If the supplier falls to reSister a charge. it's
generally VOid and canl be enforced. thaI's why lawyers
drafting such clauses should do their best to ensure that the
clause doesn't become a charge. If a supplier has a high-value
contract. it's a good idea for him to make the effort to register
the clause as a charge. It doesn't cost anythlOg, and it's a very

sensible thing to do. However, in most cases, where hundreds
of sales of goods are made each day, registering each one
under company law is just rJQt feasible.

Well. rJQW I'd like to give you five useful tiPS for draftJng
retention clauses.

Part II
well, now I'd like to gIVe you fwe useful tipS lor draftmg
retentIOn clauses.

First of aU, a good clause should be written clearly. It should
eXplICItly Slate IIlat ownership, or tille. In the goods woo't pass
to the buyer until the goods have been paId for,

A second thIng to keep In mind IS the fact that the clause should
also Include the reqUIrement thaI the buyer of the goods must
store the goods separately from other goods. The goods should
be clearly labelled as the property of the supplier IXlUI payment
for them has been made. The reason for thiS IS that liqUidators
ask for proof that those goods have not been paid for. So It"S
enormously helpful to make sure that the product seflal number
printed on the invOice IS also wrillen on the goods.

A third point: I would recommend that the Clause IOcludes
wording to the effect that the buyer agrees t!lat 11C won·t resell
tile goods until they've been paid for, Remember that there'll
be a greater risk that the clause amounts to a charge if the
buyer has the right to sell the goods before the seiler'S
received payment for them.

I now come to my lourtll point. Another thing to take IOto
consideration IS what the buyer Will do ..... Ith the goods. If the
buyer IOtends to use the goods In a Wi¥J lilaI'll result In thetr
losing their lorm. tillS means they can't be recovered, and so
the clause may be void. In one case. the Pfoduct was a
chemICal. an Ingredleflt used to make another product, and the
court held that once It was used in the manufactunng process.
a claim oYer the finished product uoder the retentlOll of IltJe
clause was Invalid because the ongJnal product no longer
eXIsted. So when the seller tried to claim nghts over the
resultlOg product. he was clalmmg tights over addlhonal
property. thiS. of course, meant the transactloo was a charge.
In another case. retnevlng the product was posSible - It was
attached to the floor of a building - and so It could be
retrieved by unscrewing, In that case. the clause was valid.

My fifth and fina' POlOt is the issue of recovery of the goods. A
well,wrltten clause will say that the supplier has a right of entry
to recover the goods. Allow me to give you another example. In
one case, a supplier of computer equipment was able to walk
nght into an office and pick up and take away tllC goods under
a retention of title clause. No one said anything or tried to stop
him, and the clause allowed this.

Are there any questions? Not yet? well, then I'd suggest at thiS
pomt that we have a look at a well-dratted retentloo of title
clause.

I'll be presenung a boef of the case ProCO Incorporated v
Matthew ZetderItle1g and Silken Mountain Web 5eMces from the

year 1996, The jUnsdic:tioo is the US state of WiSCXlllSln. Irs a
pretty Important case In the US in the area 01 the sale of goods
over the Internet. You could even say it's a landmark case.

First. I'll lell you the facts of the case and then something
about the stages of htlgatloo and the holdings of the courts.
Finally. I'll explalO the reasoning of the courts.

Here are the facts: the plaintiff, ProCO. produced the CD--ROM
product Select Phone. It's a hsting of (Ner 95 mliliOO telephone
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numbers and acldresses, combined with search and retrieval
software. The defendant. Mr Zeidenberg. purchased copies of
select Phone, but decided to ignore the licence. He formed
Silken Mountain 'Neb Services Incorporated to resell the
Infoonation In the Select Phone database. He copied the

telephone listings Irom the CQ.ROM onto hiS computer, created
a software search engule and uploaded the data onto hiS
webSite. The sIte was very successlul.

ProCD sued. alleging breach of the e~press terms of the
shrink-wrap licence agreement. among other things. The main
issue raised by the case is whether a shrink-wrap licence
constitutes an enforceable sales contract.

So, whal"s the procedural history 01 the case? The first
Instance. the Dlstnct Court. decided in favour of the defendant.
It held that because the terms of the licence agreement were
Inside the box IOstead of printed on the outside, Zetdenberg
had no oppor1uOlty to disagree wrth or negotiate them whefl he
paid for the procluct at a store.

Then the case went to appeal. The Court of Appeals reversed
the District Court deciSion In favour of the vendor, ProCD. It
remanded the case back to the District Court to determine
damages and other legal relief, In its decision. the Appeals
Court noted that the Select Phone box contained a clear
statement that use of the product was subject to the licence
terms contained Inside.

What was the reasorllng of the court? The Appeals Court made
comparisons to other types or transactions where money is
also exchanged before the det8lled terms and condItionS are
communicated to the consumer, One example the court gave
was buying airline IICkets. When an air1ine ticket is purchased.
the consumer reserves a seat. pays and gets a ticket. 10 that
oroer. The ticket contains elaborate terms. which the traveller
can reject by cancelling the reservation. To use the ticket is to
accept the terms.

The Court also noted that the Uniform Commercial Code provides
that a vendor may II'Mte acceptance of an offer by cooduct. The
vendor may also put IJffiltatlOl1S on the kind of conduct that
COllSututes acceptance. A buyer may accept that offer by

perforr\'q the acts the Yendor WI' treat as ac:ceptar1Ce. And that.
conduded the Court. IS >Mlilt happened. ProCD proposed a
contract that a buyer would accept by usulg the software after
havilll an opportunity to read the IICerlCe at leiSure. thiS
Zeidenberg dlCl. He had no <::holce. because the software displayed
the licence on the screen. It wouldn't let him proceed without
indicating acceptance. Zeidenberg also had the opportUnity to
reject lhe contract If he found the terms unacceptable by simply
returning the software. Instead. he decided to use it. So. the court
reasoned. he was bound tPj its terms,

Unit 10
Listening 1
Now. I'd like to IllOYe on to another tOPiC which youll surely
enrounter In your work as estate agents. I'm gomg to tell you a
bit about the pnncipal types of easements in our Jurisdiction.
First, allow me to define the term: an easement is the legal
fight of another to use part of your property.

Generally speaking. we distinguish between two fundamental
types of easements: temporary and permanent. Temporary
easements are granted fOf a defin,te penod of time. The
reason lor thiS might be to allow access to property dunng
construction, lor example. The second kJOd of easement. a
permaroent easement lasts fOf an indefinite penod. as the

name suggests. Permanent easements can be claSSIfied into

three common types. These three are the easement 10 gross.
the prescnptrve easement and the easement appurtenant.
Permanent easements are always recorded on the deeds and
survive any sale of the property.

I'll begin with the first type. the easement in gross. which is
also the rT'M)st commoo. The easement in gross only involves
one property. the property subJect to the easement. thiS type
Includes those easements which are given to a Quasi·public
corporation. such as the electric or phone company, An
easement in gross is usually recorded in the public records
when a piece of land is sub-dMded,

Let's move on to the second type 01 easement. the prescriptIVe
easement. thiS refers to the fight to use another·s property that is
acquired tPj what IS known as an 'open, notorious and contiouous'
use. Open use means that the use is obvious and not secretive.
...,lIe notonous means that the use has to be cIear1y V1sb1e. The
use of the land also must h<we beerl continuous for the statutory
penod,...,1Ch IS 20 years in our JUl'lSOlcbon.

Finatly. 111 come to the third type. the easement appurtenant.
When an easement benefits an adjoIning Pfoperty, such as for a
driveway or walkway, we call it an easement appurtenant. This
type of easement is usually reCOrded when a sub-divlsion is
created by dividing a property into two or more smaller lots. One
important sulHype of an easement appurtenant is called an
'easement by necessity'. This is created to reach a landlocked
Pfoperty, which does not have access to a publIC roacl.

What are the legal ISsueS connected WIth easements? What
kinds of disputes can occur and how can they be aYOlded? well.
we can dlStlngulsh three types 01 dispute which often occur ...

Listening 2
Ms Blackwell: Hello, Mr Watson, very good to see you.
Mr Watson: Hello. good to see you. too. Ms Blackwell.
Ms Blackwell: Please have a seat. Coffee. tea?
Mr Watson: No, no thank you. I'm line.
M, Blackwell: Great. Well. why don't we get down to business,

then? I've prepared everything you asked me fOf - the

house looks beaUtiful. by the Wfrf.
M, Walson: Yes. rrs lovely. isn't It?
Ms Blackwell: Right. Why dorn I talk you through the process.

tell you what has to be done so you get an idea of the
process as a whole and the costs you'lI have. so you know
what to expect.

Mr Watson: OK, fine.
Ms Blackwell: Well, buying a home in Spain is really not that

complicated. especially if you have the help of a Spanish
lawyer and you baSically know what you're dOing. senor
Martinez IS very reliable. hIS English is very good and he's
qUIte expeneoced in this kind of transaction. I've ponted
out an email from him - here you are - and as you can see.
he's waiting for you to contact him.

Mr Watson: OK. What about his fee. If I might ask?
Ms Blackwell: He told me that he charges 1.000 euros for

assistance throughoutlhe entire process.
Mr Watson: ThaI's fine ~ after all, I don't want any unpleasant

surprises.
Ms Blackwell: Rlgllt. Well. first of all. Senor Martrnez will draw

up a power of attorney. which you'll have to have made
offiCial at the office of a notary. senor Martinez Will officially
translate the cIocument for you In front of the notary.

Mr Watson: "Wtro/ do I need a power 01 attorney?
Ms Blackwell: That's so your soliCitor can carry out any

necessary steps when you're back In England.
Mr Watson: Ah. I see.



Ms Blackwell: Then the two of you'll go to the Nallonal Police
which is called the Po/iera Nacional in Spanish. I believe - to
get a fiscal number, referred to as an NIL The nex:t step is
to set up a bank account for transfernng all funds. You'll
need to have 1% of the purchase pnce of the house in cash.
And, of course, yoo'li want to talk about financing the house
WIth the bank. I'm sure that Seflof Martinez will be able to
recommend a good local bank.

Mr Watson: Right. What about the contract?
Ms Blackwell: Senor Martinez will draw up a contract for you in

both English and Spanish SlaMg the tenns of the sale. It'll
also set forth the tlmelrame of the house purchase and
Inclu6e thnlgS like dePOSit payable, furniture ,ncluded and so
on. Theo there'll be the Official SJgnlng of thiS contract by
yoo and the Seller, WIth both SeOor Martinez and the estate
agent present as well. At thIS 1'0101, yooll hand over the 1%
to the Seller.

Mr Watson: OK. COuld I send you a copy 01 the contract for
your re¥IeW?

Ms Blackwell: Of course - I was 8O'ng 10 suggest that.
Mr Watson: Good. WhafS next?
Ms Blackwell: Well, I suggest you then return home and

arrange for lhe rest of the dePOSit - thai WIll be~ of the
purchase pnce - 10 be ttansferred to yoor bank account in
SpaIn. Senor Martinez Win be takl~ care of further
paperwork, and when he's sure everything IS in order, hell
WIthdraw the mooey from your account and hand It over to
the Seller, SeOor Martinez can then SIgn the relevant part of
the contract. Once the rest of the money's been ttansferred
to your Spamsh account. the final documents will be Signed
on the compietlOIl date,

Mr Watson: Do I have to be there for the signing?
Ms Blackwell: No, senor Martinez WIll represent you, and he,

the Seller and the estate agent - as 'M:'II as a representative
of the bank If you've arranpd a mortgage - WIll undertake
the Signing In the presence of a notary, Then the money and
the keys WIll be exchanged, and the house IS yours!

Mr Watson: Sounds great!

Unit 11
Listening 1
Well, good morning, ladies and gentlemen. I'm going to be

talking to you today about a hot topic In the area of intellectual
property law. It's the tOpIC of business·method patents. Irs an
area w!lere a lot of change is occurring right now, and so it's
qUite eXCiting. One of the senior partners of the firm, Mr
Whittaker. has told me that the firm's just landed an important
new client With a case involVing a business·method patent for
an Internet sales application. I'm told It deals With a one-click
ordering solution. I understand that you'lI be shadOWing the
senior lawyer assigned to this case, and so I'll be covering the
topic with you In detail.

I'll begin WIth the baSICS, and then we'lI move on to look at a
few landmark cases. Each of yoo'li be assigned one case to
research and then to present to the group - don't worry, you'll
have plenty of tnne to do the research between seSSionS - and
then you'll summanse the case for the others. Finally, I'll
diSCUSS the present situation and some recent holdings. Feel
free to Interrupt me at any tlme If yoo have any questions.

Right. Well, allow me to start by gOlOg aver what happens when
a person tnes to get propnetary nghts for theIr lnver1tlon.
Naturally, an applieatlOllls subrMted to the patent offICe. The
examiners at the patent office decide whether an Invention
deserves to be awarded a patent on the baSIS of certain
standards. These standardS - also known as requirements -

are set forth in the patent statules, as you know. But what are
these standards? What determines the patentability of an
Invention? Let's have a look at the requirements.

The first requirement IS that the invention must be useful. ThiS
is also known as the 'utilitY requirement' This reqUirement IS
met if the invention IS operable and II the Invention prOVideS
what's known as a 'tangible benefit'. 'Tangible' m thiS case
means 'substantlal' or ·real'. so that we can say that utIlity
refers to a real benefit that the Invention provides.

The second reQlJlrement IS that the Invention must be nollCl.
Naturally, 'r'IOYel' means 'new', Il'I the sense lhat the IIlIICrltJOO

mustn't be arltlClpated by another patent which has atready been
grooted or by knovo'ledge which IS already Irl the pW!1C domam.

The third requlremenfs called 'norH:lI:Mousness' ThIs word
refers 10 the quality of something being not obvious to a
person who has ordinary skill In the art.

OK. so much for the first three reqUirements of Utility, novelty
and norHlbvIousness, There's a fourth requirement as well. and
thiS is the one that's partICUlarly relevant for the ISsue of
business methods. thiS requirement governs the ISsue of what
constitutes patentable SlJbfeCt matter, ThJngs whICh are
generally considered patentable are processes, machines, a
comPOSition of matter (such as a syntheSIsed chermcal
compound) and so on. These are rather broad categones, of
course, but - here's wtlere It gets IfIlerestlng - there have

lfaclltJonally been excepllons to patentabtllty In certain SpeCIfIC
cases. This means that certain subfeCt matters - such as
buSiness methods - have been barred from patentability.
Thars nght: traditionally, buSiness methods could not be
patented. We can assume that the thmklng behind thiS was
that abstract Ideas can't be patented.

Recently. however. some Imp()(tant deciSionS have put an end
to thiS practICe, I'd like us to have a look at some landmark
cases.

Listening 2
Patrick: Well. hello, Thomas, good to see you, corne in.
Thomas: Hi, Patrick, thanks,
Patrick: Thomas, you know Rebecca Schneider, don't you?

We're working on the distance learning case together.
Rebecca: Sure, we already met. HI, Thomas,
Thomas: HI, Rebecca.
Patrick: Right. Rebecca, Thomas'li be shadowing us on this

case. Well, let's get down to work, shall we? Maybe we
should start by findmg out what you know about distance
learning, Thomas.

Thomas: OK. I only know that distance learning basically refers
to a learning Situation In which the teacher and the student
are In separate locations. And so the teaching is done via
technology, sllCh as the Internet.

Patrick: Yes, that's nght. And naturally, there are copyright
issues involved.

Thomas: Yes, I Imagtne the concept of 'falr use' plays a role
when yoo're allowed to make limited use of copynghted
material Without permiSSion, If I'm not mistaken, you can
use copynghted material for educatloflBl purposes.

Rebecca: Well, generally speaking, that's true. Traditionally, the
Copynght Act has allowed teachers to 'dlsplay and perform'
the works of others In the classroom for educational
purposes. So a leacher can read a poem aloud In class
Without permlSSIOIl or make photOCOptCs of a text for
classroom use.

Patrick: But WIth distance Iearmng, thingS get a bit more
complicated,
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Thomas: In what way?
Patrick: Wei!, a teacher"s rights 10 the fair use of copyrighted

matenal for distance learning are much more limited. ThaI's
because distance learning usually Involves materials being
uploaded to websites. And thaI means that the materials 
texts, Images or music created by others - can be
transmltted all over the world, potentially to mllhoos of
people. These malerials could then theoreucally be
downloaded or altered by other users. Naturally. all of this
actIVIty Ihreatens the interests of COV1rlght owners.

Thomas: So, In other words. just because the use of a work is
educatlonat does not mean It'S neceSsarily fair.

Patrick: That's nght.
Thomas: Hm. This may sound naive. but Isn', the freedom of

access 10 information an important value, too? Isn't It

something like the foundatIOn of educatiOn?
Rebecca: Yes. you have a poinl there. II certainly IS - or

should be. Isn't It ironic thaI just when technology's
advanced and information can reach more people than ever.
the use of materials for online courses is becoming more
restricted!

Patrick: WeI!, yes, but you can look at It another way, too. The
aim of copyngllt law has always been to find a balance
between the nghts of copyright owners and society's
interest in ensuring the free flow of information. That hasn't
changed.

Rebecca: That may well be true. Patrick. but you have to see
the bigger picture. Things are changing. Important battles

are being fought over digital copyright issues. And new
federal statutes and Judicial oplnloos are shifting the
balance of powef to copynght holders - at the expense of
educators, The concept of fair use for education is .

Patrick: Well. from a legal pomt of VIew. the debate IS about.
Rebecca: Sorry. can I just finish my pomt? As I was saying, the

concePt of fan use lor educalJooal purposes IS slowly but
surely being narrowed by the 1a¥\I. And what's more, we're
heading toward a SltuatJoo where copynght owners will soon
be arguing before the courts that actMlJeS whICh we've
always conSidered normal and customary fair use are
copynght Infnngements.

Patrick: Yes, but thaI's only one Side of the problem. Rebecca.
I think the Important issue here IS what the courts look at
when they determine if the use of material is fair use or

"",.
Thomas: So, does the idea of fair use stili eXist In Ihe context

of distance learning?
Patrick: Yes, it does. There's a fair·use analysis. a way of

analysing tile use of copynghted material. Teachers can
apply It like a kmd of test. when they want to decide
whether the use of a work represents a copyright
infringement or not.

Thomas: How does that work?
Patrick: You looIl. at four factors. LeI me give you an example.

Let's say you are an Instructor develop.ing an online course
and you want to use a COfl')'l'lghted text, First you would ask
what IS the purpose and charactCl" of the use - for example.
IS It educatlOll8l or commercial? Then you look at the
nature of the col¥ighted wor1I: - is It factual or imaglnatNe?
And then at the amount of the .....ork used In relatIOn to the
whole woO< - IS It only a small amount? Finally. you have to
consider the effect of the use of the matenal on the marlu!t
for the work. The answers to these quesuons tell you If the
use of the material is lair use or not.

Rebecca: But Patnck. you have to admIt that your four-factor
analysis can lead to dlfferenl resulls: two people can review
the same facts aoout a proposed use and come to different
conclUSions about ItS faIrness. You know, it seems to me
that the real ISSue is how we lind an objective way of
judging lair use in the educational environment.

Unit 12
eni Ig 1

Ms Benton: Hello. Miranda Benton.
Mr Carter: Hello. thiS is Max Carter speaking.
Ms Benton: Yes, hello, Mr Carter. How are you todaY?
Mr Carter: I'm fine. thanks. Ms Benton.
Ms Benton: Great. What can I do for you?
Mr Carte,: well, I'm calhng about a financ181 matter. You see. I

accepted a note endorsed to me by a long·tlme buSIness
customer. Wilson Chanes, In payment for SefVlCes we
prOVIded. Wilson was short 00 cash, and the note had a
face value of five thousand dollars. The amount outstanding
on the services my firm provided was ooly about two
thousand rIVe hundred dollars. so I thought I was getting a
pretty good deal. Especially. since I know the maker of the
nole. John Ellis. And I knew he was a decent guy.

Ms Benton: I see.
Mr Carter: The nole says that John is to pay monthly

instalments, plus Interest as soon as he gets an
inheritance from his uncle, I've notified John that I'm the
holder of the note. but the problem Is that several months
have passed and he hasn'l paid me anything - nothing

whatsoever.
Ms Benton: Do you have the promissory note there With you?
Mr Carter: Yes. I have it right here. I believe John wrote it up.

Apparently he has some expenence with thiS kind of thing.
Ms Benton: Right. Let me ask you a few questloos. I need to

check If the note is valid. You see, there are certain formal
requirements that have to be met for It to be negotiable.
that IS. to be enforceable by you as a holder in due course.

Mr Carter: OK. what would those be?
Ms Benton: The first one IS simple: It has to be In Wrltlng.

Mr Carter: Well. It certaInly IS!
Ms Benton: Yes. and n has to be SIgned by the maker. In this

case John Ellis. Even an 'I(' would be acceptable. And
Ideally. a witness to the sigmng should Sign the note as well.

Mr Carter: Well, thIS note has definttely been s.gned by Ellis.
Ms Benton: Fine. A third requirement IS that the note has to

use the language of negotiabIlity. It Should say 'payable to
the order of Wilson Charles'. Charles should then have
endorsed the note 'payable to the order of' you. That's
what's referred to as 'order paper". Or the endorsement
could be in blank by Charles, which would make it 'bearer

paper".
Mr Carter: Yes, il says it right here. 'payable to the order of

Wilson Charles'. And then Charles endorsed it 'payable to
the order of Max Carter".

Ms Benton: OK, that's good. A further reqUirement is that the
note has to mention what's known as a 'sum certain'. That
is to say, an exact amount in a specific currency.

Mr Carter: It says '5.000 US dollars' right here.
Ms Benton: Right. This IS looking good. There are Just two

more reqUirements; if it meets those, you have no
problems. Let's see. The nell.l one is the reqUirement of an
unconclitlOfl8J order or prOlTuse. Allow me to explain:
'UncondltlOfl8l' means that there are no smogs attached.
no conditionS connected WIth repayment. Have a look at the
note, Are there any conditions mentioned?

Mr Carter: Yeah. well, here's one. It says that as soon as John
IS PMf out hIS Inhentance. he'lI start paying Orl the note.
I guess that's a condrtJoo. IStl"t It?

Ms Benton: Yes, It certainly is. Hmm. Er, thIS may cause you
problems, but let's just look at the final reqUirement. The
note should state that the outstanding sum IS either
payable on demand or at a defimle tIme. Is that written
anywhere on the note?

Mr Carter: No, nothing like that's written anywhere on It.



Ms Benton: Oh dear. Well. Mr Carter, it looks like out of six
reqUIrements for negotiability, your note only meets four.

Mr Carter: I guess we now need to talk about whether' can
get my money out of Ih,s whole mess ...

Listening 2
Part I
Ms Turner: So, how are things coming along with the Bitler

real-estale deal?

Ms Wadman: Good, qUite good, except lor one th,,'li. ThaI's
why I came over here to talk to you today. we have a bit of
a problem at the moment.

Ms Turner: Oh? What is it?

Ms Wadman: Well, the agent of the buyers group inSists on
signing the promissory note lor the down payment on behalf
of the entire group.

Ms Turner: Why's that?

Ms Wadman: Well, according to him, the other three principals
in the deal aren't available for signing right now. And, as
you know, our client's in a hurry to sell the property. so he'd
also like to get the note and close the deal as soon as
possible. The buyers seem to be in a hurry, too - they really
want this property. They're planning to build a big shopping
mall on It.

Part II

Ms Wadman: They're planning 10 build a big shoppmg mall on It.
Ms Turner: Well. wtlat do you mean by 'not available'?

Ms Wadman: One of the principals is in the hoSPItal. another
one IS out on his boat somewtlere In the canbbean and the
th,rtl's In ,all.

Ms Turne,: In 18111
Ms Wadman: On a tall-evasion charge, I'm told. Hell be out in

a few months.

Ms Turner: RIght. Doesn't sound like a very trustworthy
buSiness partner, does he? Well. even so, It'S Important
that ou, client realises that he puts himself In an
unfavourable poSItion If only one person SignS !he
prOfniSsory note for all the principals. Even If all !he parties
Involved are In a hurry to complete the deal. It'S Important
under the ci,cumstances that all the principals Sign the
note.

Ms Wadman: Why's that?

Ms Turner: Are you familiar with Ness versus Greater Arizona
Realty. Inc. and revisions to the UCC affecting that
deciSion?

Ms Wadman: No. I'm not. Could you explain?

Ms Turner: Well, er, basically. Ness versus Greater Arizona
involve<! a situation which was very similar to this case. A
promissory note was signed by only one pnnClpal who was
acting as an agent on behalf of a group of principals who

wanted to buy real estate. They were unable to pay the note
and were sued by the drawee. However. the court ruled that
00 one's liable on an instrument unless he's signed It.

Ms Wadman: I see.
Ms Turner: However, after the revisions to the uce, a principal

Signing as an agent on behalf of other principals can bind
them, even If !heIr signatures aren't on the note,

Ms Wadman: Well, there Isn't a problem. then, is there?
Ms Turner: Well. yes, there could be. Our courts haven't really

addressed this ISSue Since the reYlSlonS to the L1CC. I don't
want to put our client in the position of beIng a test case
for thiS Issue. It could get tricky if the othe, ponclpals deny
that the Signing prmcipal was acting on the" behalf, The
safest course IS for our client to be able to sue on the note
against all the principals as makers.

Ms Wadman: Right. I understand. So what do you think I

Should do?

Ms Turner: I suggest that you tell your client to refuse to
accept the note untlt It'S been signed by all of the
pnnclpals, I also recommend that you inform the buyer that
there are ways to get hiS business partners to SIgn the
promiSsory note.

Ms Wadman: Such as?

Ms Turne,: Well, urn, as you may know, In our lunsdlCtion,
signatures by f311 are legally binding. Why dorn you propose
that option?

Ms Wadman: OK.

Ms Turne,: I WOUld also advise you to look Into e-slgnatures
that might worX. Peter walston In the Intellectual property
department can explain how that's done. Anothef" way of
gelling the signatures of all the pnnc,pals would be to send
the document by courier and have It Signed,

Ms Wadman: Bot what about the guy on the boat out In the
Caribbean?

Ms Tume,: Hmm, well, that's a difficult one, but I'm sure we'lI
find a way around it!

Unit 13
Listening 1
John Kellogg: Well, I hope you all enjoyed your lunch. Now, I'd

like to tum to the topic of creallng secunty Interests. I'd like
to begin by giving you a general outline of seven steps that
you need to follow when creating a secunty Interest.
Afterward, I'll diSCUSS each of the steps In more detaIl.
Please feel free to Interrupt me at any time should you have
a ques\)()ll.

LeI's begin With step 1: identlfylng the debtOf, Take care to
identify precisely which person or enOl}' WIll be gran'mg a
secunty Interest. A borrower may conduct Its buslfless
th,ough several entities. Let me gJVe you an eumple. Your
client might be a reaf-estate holding company that owns

only the bulldlllg where a subSidiary conducts ItS buSiness
using ItS own personal property. If the holding company
owns only the real estate and oot the personal property, It
doesn't make sense to have that company grant a security
Interest in pe'sonal property that It doesn't own.
Step 2 is to identify the COllateral. Counsel should consult
With the client to determine precisely what property Will
serve as collateral. Some debtors Will offer specific
property, for e~alllple, a '2003 Spellman Press, Senal No.
1415XCO'. while other debtors may name certain
categories of thell property, for example, 'all equipment and
inventory', Depending on the specific deal strUCk between
the debtor and the secured party. counsel may use a
categoncal description of collateral.

Pa,ticlpant: Uc:use me, Mr Kellogg, I have a Question. Why not
use a general descnption, such as 'all personal property of
the debtor'? Wouldn't that be simpler?

John Kellogg: ThaI's a good ques\)()ll. What you are referring to
IS known as a 'blanket lien'. thiS IS problematIC, because a
blanket hen creates a roadblock to any further secured
borrOWing for the company.

RighI. On to step 3: confirm that the debtor has nghts In

the collatf!fal. Counsel should confirm thaI the debtOf has,
or WIll acqUire, rights In the property. If In doubt, ask the
debtor to prOVIde documentatlOl1 SUpportIng ItS claim to
owne,shlp, such as bills of sale, InYOtCes and !he like. The
debtor may also agree to subtect tIS after·acqu,red property
to the secunty Interest. In Such a case, counsel should
include a phrase Such as 'now OWned or later acquired' to
describe the property.

The next step is step 4: confirm that the secured party has e
2lSAudio trans ipts C



given value. In the typical lending relationship. where the
lender either agrees to make a loan or actually advances
funds, the reqUirement of value is easily met.
OK, Now we have step 5: draft the secUrity agreement. The
UCC requires that it's In writing. It should locnofy the debtor
and provide a SIgnature block. Of course, there's qUlle a bit

ITlOfe to be said here. I'll be going Into more octail on the
~t of drafting later.
Step 6 IS to 'authentICate' the security agreement. In most
cases, thiS probably means that the debtor's authorised
representatIVe WIll put pen to paper and Sign the secunty
agreement. Note that the concept of authentICation is
cleSlgned to permit the debtor 10 'Sign' the agreement
elec1rolllcally as well, USing email, for example.
The final step IS step 7: perfect the secunty Interest by
filing a financing statement. After the secunty agreement is
authentICated, It binds the debtor and the secured party. To
make It fully effective against subsequent creditors, the
secured party must perfect the secUrity IOterest, typically by

gIVIng constructive notice to third parties.

Listening 2
Tina: So, guys, how was it? Was it worlll It?
Jal::k: Oh, definitely. Old Kellogg knows what he's talking about.

What did you thlOk. Peter?
Pete,: Yeah, and he's funny, too. Kept It from being too dry. He

had some good stories to tell about cases he worked on.
Jack: On the whole, rd have to say I learned a lot at the

semmar. I'm glad I went. Ilhoughl that the IP stuff was the
most IOteresting. That's where things are gOing, If you ask

me. That's the future.
Tina: can you fill me In on what he saKI?
Jack: Sure. Whal he dKl was 10 give us the blg picture, telling

us about what the Sltua\Jorl is In different countOCs. And
then he talked about how SpecifIC types of IP collateral are

perfecled here In the US under the r€VIsed lICC.
Peter: He started off by talking about the Importance of

Intellectual property as an asset. He said that lor many
compames, their intellectual property IS their greatest
asset. II makes sense, if you think about II, since IP
Includes everything from patents to software copyrights to
Irade markS and trade secrets.

Tina: And what did he say about the situation internationally?
Peter: Right. Well, the maIO point he made was that the law is

still anythlOg but settled. Allover the world, you see
IOconsistent rulings and unclear statutes.

Tina: Can you give me an example?
Jack: Er, let me think ... what was that he said about the UK? Oh,

yeah, I remember. So. for example In the UK charges against
Intellectual property have to be regJstered at Companies
Hoose, but the law is still unclear aOOut whether thiS applies to
a foreign compafff that has no presence In the UK.

Pete,: Right. And take China and Hong Kong, There, you're not

allowed to create a secUtity Inlerest In a trade mark..
JlIl;:k: So hiS point was that perfectlng secunty Interests

tntemalJOnalty IS a tndIy buslflCSS. You need to have someone
In the countries in QUCS\Jorl who knows what they're~.

Tina: I see, And what did he have 10 say about perfecting
secunty Interests in the US?

Jack: wen, as you know, Ar1Jcle 9 has some new proIIISlonS
about IP as collateral.

Tina: Yes, I know.
Jack: And all those different IP assets hke colJ'lfight, trade

marks, etc. are classified as 'general intangibles'. But
they're not all perfected the same way as you mIght expect.
Part of the problem is knowing where 10 file the secunty
IOterest. whether on the state or the federal level. But there

are othcr considerations. too. Very complicated.
Tina: I'm interested in copyrights, What can you tell me about

those?
Peter: well, Kellogg warned us that copyrights are a particularly

clangerous area for lenders. The key issue here seems to
be whether the cOJ1)"ight is rei!stered With the Copynght
Office or not. If It IS, then you WOUld have to file a security
agreement With the Copyright OffICe. If the work IS
unr€glstered. then you would file a UCe-l to perfect a
secunty interest,

Tina: Right. Um, where could I get more InformatlOll on what
was covered in the seminar?

Jack: YOU COUld borrow our seminar matenals, Everything you
want to know IS in there.

Tina: Great, thankS. I promise I'll get them back to you qUICkly,

Unit 14
Listening 1
Part I
Well, I see thai my time's running out and so I'd like to move to
my final point. Clients often ask 'How can I limit the exposure
of my buslncss and personal assets to the risks of my
business?' That's what I'd like to talk to you about - asset
prolection,

The most powerful weapon of a legal adVersary is the ability 10

Ireeze your assets. When your bank account IS frozen, you
can't pay your bills or run your business or Withdraw your
money. Your reSIdence, rental property or bUSiness can also be
attached. You can"! collect rents or income, and)'OUr property
can't be sold or refinanced.

The plalnlJff can attach )'OUr property dunng or after the
lawsUit. An attachment dunng the case IS known as a pre
judgment attachment. After the case IS decided, it's called a
judgment lien, A pre-judgment attachment IS only granted In

certain types of cases, generally those Involving a contract
dispute over a particular amount of money.

A judgment lien applies If the plaintiff receives an award in his
favour. The judgment lien immediately attaches to all real
eSlate In your name, all bank accounts and other assets. A
lien acts like a mortgage or a trust deed, You can't sell or
refinance a property without paying off the creditor, and he can

foreclose on the real estate and seize any accounts in your
name, A creditor With a judgment lien clearly holds all of the
cards. You have no room to negotiate. Ccrtainly that isn't the
position you want to be in when you deal with an adversary.

Part II

, .. that isn't the position you want to be 10 when you deal With
an adversary. One of our clients, Ed, was a wealthy real.estale
Investor and owned fNC apartment bUildings worth about 53
million. Althougl1 he was involved in a IaY.rSUlt concerning a
property dIspute at the lime, he felt he had little exposure. we
set up a plan for him USing several limited liability companies to
hold the properties. A year later, Ed told us that he'd lost the
case and there was a Judgment against him for $1.5 million.
Had he not set up the plan, he'd have been In big trouble. The
plaintIff would've had a lien on all of lhe Cherl\'S real estate,
worth $3 million, as secunty for the judgment. The property
would've been frozen and then seized. The plainoff wouldn't
have taken a cent less than lhe full amount of lhe judgmer1t.
Nothing to talk about or discuss - just pay up. That's a bad
POSition 10 be In.

But because Ed was a smart guy, he wasn't In a bad position.



Sin<:e all of his assets had been transferred into the plan, the
judgment lien didn't affect the properties. Ed was free to sell,
refinan<:e, collect rents and deal with his property just like he'd
always done. Since the creditor had no sc<:urity for his
Judgment alld stood to collect nothing, Ed rlOW had the
leverage to negotiate a favourable settlement. He settled the
case for $75.000 - clearly a better result than losing the $1.5
million. In this case. the proper asset protection plan changed
the relative bargaining power of each SIde. Ed Could've been
weak and vulnerable, but Instead was able to negotiate from a

POSition of strength.

Another client. an architect, had savings of about $80.000
which he'd Inhented from hiS mother. Architects have a high
lawsull nsk. Sure enough, wltt..n two years of seumg up a
protectlOfl plan With us. my Cllel'lt was served With a lawsull. The
plalntlff attempted to get a pre-Judgmeflt attachment of the
S<Mngs. but the Judge ruled that the assets were property
protected and couldn't be reached by a hen, Without any
assurance of payment. the ptalntlffs attorney QUlCkIy lost
II'lterest and the case was settled fOf ...nder $2,000.

These examples In...strate theim~ of protecbrc assets
from~t attachments and JUdgr'nentll(!flS. , surgest you
conSldef mal<.IrC an aPJ)Ollltment wl\h one of the membefs of our
team 10 talk about how we can help you protect your own assets.

Listening 2
Ms Hall: So, Mr Berger, perhaps we should get started.
Mr Berger: Of course.
Ms Hall: How did you filld 0l.Jt aboUt our firm, and about the

POSlIJOll?
Mr Berger: well. your firm IS very well known - even in

Germany. The mergCf was In the news, of course, as well.
Ms Hall: Right. So, why do you wanl to work for our firm? What

IS II that mterests you about us?
Mr Berger: well, I remember thlnkmg at the time when I read

aboutlhe merger that Il'd be fascinating to be part of such
a large mtematlonal organisation, to have clients at( over
the globe ... I've always wanted to work in an international
context. to make use of my language skills, to work With
people from different backgrounds. Also, ever since I
started studymg law, I've been intngued by the differences
In legal systems in different countries. How things are done
differently. and how these different systems sometimes
need to be co-ordmated, The work I've been domg up until
now has been international, as well, but not enough for my
taste. And then, when I saw yOUr job advert 10 the web. I
knew I had to apply.

Ms Hall: I see. Mr Berger, how would you feel about relocating
from Germany to London? Would that be a problem for you?

Mr Berger: Not at all. Actually. thaI's another reason why I was
interested in the position. I know London very well - yo... ·11
see on my CV that when I was a stu<lenl. I spent a summer
working as a clerk at a law firm in the City. I also studied
law In London for a semester. So moving here would be
absolutely no problem for me.

Ms Hall: Yes, I see. II also accounts for your excellent
command of English, I suppose.

Mr Berger: well, thank you, I'm shl1trying to Improve my
accent, though,

Ms Hall: So. let's move to your present poslUon, to the work
you've been OOmg. What can you lell me about your work

expenence?
Mr Berger: well. for the past two-al'kkHlalf years, I've been

working fOf a German commercial laW firm In M"'nlch. we
have a few IntCfnatlOna1 COfpofStlonS as cllel'lts, but mostly
small and me<!1...m-S!Zed German enterpnses. My work'S

included a good deal of corporate restructUring. I've worked
on a few cross·border insolvency cases, too, and that was
very interesting. a real challenge,

Ms Hall: In what sense?
Mr Berger: Well. the fact that the laws regardmg msolvencies

aren't unified in Europe makes the work challenging. The
courts play a different role 10 the Insolvency process 10

each country. Things can get very ComplIcated. as I'm sure
you know.

Ms Hall: Yes. Mr Berger. It's something we have to deal With all

the time.
Mr Berger: Well. that's another reason why I've applied fOf thiS

POSltJon.
Ms Hall: RighI. I'm golng to ask you a lypicallntCfYICW

QlJestJon. but actually I'm very IntCfested 10 the answer:
could you tell me somethIng about yourself. Mr Berger?

Mr Berger: !Nell. I think you should know that ,'m someone who

loves hIS work: I thInk Insolvency work IS fasclOahrc. like
sotvirc a puzzle, a very complell one, m whICh peopIe's
Ir.oellhoods are at stake, I k:we the combmatJon of

unders~the relevant laws, VyI" 10 understand the
personallTJes and the Interests InvotYed, and findl,.the best
POSSIble solution for my cllCfltS.

Ms Hall: Hmm. But why should we hIre you 0\Ief all our other
applICants?

Mr Berger: I think you should hIre me because I have the
background you req... lre: expenence In insolVency work, an
intema\JOOal perspeclJYe, know1edge of languages. I'm also
a member of the Insolvency PractitionerS Assoclatlon, wtllch

was one of the reqUirements m your advert.
Ms Hall: Good. Perhaps I should ask you If you'd like to ask

me anythmg?
Mr Berger: Yes. Could you tell me something aboul how

attorneys are !ratrled In the fmn?
Ms Hall: Wen. that's a very good quesllon. First of all, we have

a training scheme whICh ...

Unit 15
Listening 1
Mr langston: So. Mr Greene, good to see you again. Please

have a seat.
Mr Greene: Thank you.
Mr Langston: How's bustrless? I remember that the last time

we met you'd just expanded your fleet. hadn't you?
Mr Greene: ThaI's right. Business is OK at the moment, but

not great. not great at all, The new cars aren't working out
as well as I'd hoped, actually. People Just don't seem to be

taking as many cab rides as they used to - trymg to cut
down on their expenses. I g...ess. And the new subway
connection to the airport hasn't helped us Mher.

Mr langston: Right. So, what brmgs you here today?
Mr Greene: Well. like I said. buSiness Isn't great at the

moment. But we're survIVing The problem is, we've heard
that a newcomer's planning to enter our market.

Mr langston: t see. No one's ever happy about news like that.
Mr Greene: That's nght. Well, these guys call themselves the

Oraoge Team Of something. and all their cars are orange. and
they've been advertiSing all over the place ...

Mr langston: I see.
Mr Greene: ... and some people are gewng worned. Not just

us. Our competitor. especially. YOU're famIliar With our
competitor. Belmont cabs?

Mr langston: Yes. of course.
Mr Greene: well. here's what's gOing on. Don Belmont called
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me the other day and said he wanted to meet and have a
beer. I thought It was a good idea to get together and talk
thmgs (Wer, you know. how busmess is gomg and things like
that And then Don started talking about prICes, and if there
wasn't something we could do to make It harder lor these

Orange boys to get a foothold In our terntory.
Mr Langston: Ah,I see, Mr Greene. ThaI'S why you're here 

you're woodenng about the legality of such a step.
Mr Greene: ThaI'S right. Belmont suggested we coot off our

compelltJoo a little and agree on some thlllrgS like terntOf)'
and prICes. He said we should agree to lower our poces
below those 01 the Clfange Team. but atso fi. a certain lower
limit that we both adhere to. so that our losses wouldn't be

too great.
M, Langston: Well. I'm glad you had the good sense to come

to me, Mr Greene. Of course. you are aware that there are
laws agamst this type of anti-<:ompelltl'le behaviour.

Mr Greene: Yes. I know. ThaI's why I'm here. I just wanted to
know how serious a crime that is. I mean, there's no harm
In talking about things over a beer. IS there?

Mr Langston: Well, actually, accordmg to the antitrust law, even

if you only discuss the idea of dMding up temtory or pnce
fixing with a competitor - that's what Mr Belmont's
suggestion amounts to, you know - even If the suggestion
is never put Into practice, it could still be an infringement of
the law. The infringements in this case would be for
conspiracy to allocate terntories and fi. prices. 01 course.
Irs very hard from an evidentiary starldpomt for the case to

be proven. but it's still a violation.
Mr Greene: But •...·El"re Just a taXI company. I mean. Irs not like

we're Microsoft or anything.
Mr Langston: ThaI's Irrelevant. I'm alrald. The law still applies.

And lerntonal allocallon - whICh IS Whal dlVldmg up the
terntOf)' betweefl yourselYes is called - IS a senous breach
of antitrust law.

Mr Greene: I see. Another suggestJoo he had was a discount
on airport lfIps. a specIal pnce, really dirt cheap. thard help
us to hold on to What's left of the airport buSiness.

Mr Langston: Well. that's what's known as predatory pricing.

II'S trymg to keep new businesses Irom entering a mal1«!t
by lowermg prices betow cost temporanly.

M, Greene: I see they even have a name for It.
Mr Langston: Yes, they do. And they also have punishments for

it. Let me caution you that the fines can be very high for this
sort of actiVity. Mr Greene. I must warn you that in this
jurisdiction. indiViduals directly involved in serious anti·
competltlvc behaviour face the threat of criminal prosecution,
which could lead to imprisonment. You should be aware that
the risks of being a party to an anti-<:ompetltive agreement or
abusmg monopoly power are serious.

Mr Greene: Well, j can't say you haven't warned me.
Mr Langston: As your lawyer, I must strongly advise you to

cease all communications with your Competitor on the
tOPiCS of temtOf)' arid pricing. Furthermore. I recommend
that your compelJtor be advlsed of the Illegality of hiS
behavIOUr. I also suggest you concentrate on other, legal
means 01 ImprOVIng your poSition in the ta.i-service mar1tet.

LIS'
How are mergers evaluated? Section 16 of the Act lays out the
cntena 10 be employed In the merger evaluatIon process. There
are three key steps. First. the invest.gators. and. where
appropnate, the Tnbunal. must consider the Impact of the
merger on competition. ThiS IS not SImply a matter of
calculating present market shares and Imputing future market
shares. It's a soptllsticated analySIS In which a range of factors
must be considered. The nature of the product, the state of

international trade in the prodUCt. past inter·firm relations. the
prospect that. in the absence of the merger, one of the firms
may fail are some of the factors that have to be accounted lor.
Once this analYSIS is done. irs possible Ihat a merger that
leads 10 a large market share might be approved. whereas one
that results In substantially smaller mal1«!t shares might be
relected. One word of advice here: the definllJon of the mar1tet
is a very Important step in conducting the CompelJtlOll
analYSIS. Predictably, the partlCS tend 10 define their market
very widely: competillon authontles lend to rather narrow
defiMIonS of the mar1tet. Taking clearly ridICUlouS VlCWS 01
market definition isn't helpful to the evaluallon process.

If the first questlOll IS answered in the affirmatJYC, that is. il It"S
IOUrld that the merger will impede competition. the lI....estlgators
arid tnbunal must ask whether there aren't eff!ClCncy gains from
the merger that may counler-balance the negatIVe Impact on
compelltlon. Here again, try and avoid preSCfltlng extreme ideas
or analyses based on anecdotal evidence alone - don't
exaggerate the efficiencies expected from the merger, and bear
m mind that the evidence regarding the efficacy of mergers as a
corporate strategy is sceptical at best. Or If, as appears
inevitable, you're going to use the economies-of-scale argument
for a merger, then present evidence. don't simply assert It. and
don't simply claim that because there are significantly bigger
firms in the same industry eisewhere in the world that this
somehow means that the continued existence of your firm
demands that you be permitted 10 merge. And related to thiS. If

you're going to inSist that turning down the merger Will result In
the death of one or even both partieS to the merger, then again
be prepared to support this with data and sound analysls_
AssertJons are cheap. arid we've heard them all before. Your

problem With effiCIency defences IS that they need to be
evaluated up front before the merger has been consummated.
This means that the claims are inherently speculatIVe, as
par1JeS are not yet In a posittoO to demonstrate their exiSlence.

The final step is the assessment of the impact on publIC

Interest. An anti-eOmpetltrve merger may be permitted in the
lace of Silang publlc-mterest reasons In lavour of the merger;
by the same token. a merger that"s Judged to have no oegallve
Impact on competition may be disallowed on publiC-interesl
grounds. ThiS is a diffICult and controversial step. It's eased
somewhat by the fact that the Act specifies the publlc~nterest

grounds that may be considered. but irll always be a difficult
Judgment call. Again, cynicism and vastly exaggerated claims
don't help anyone's case or promote the effective

administration of the law.

I want to end this by emphasising a point made at the
beginning of my discussion of mergers, There's no public policy
presumption against mergers. On the contrary. it's recognised
that these transactions are frequently an aspect of corporate
restructUring that's inevitable and productive, I'd expect the
vast majonty of mergers to be easily appr(Wed. And even those

that do run Into objections Irom the Competition authoritieS are
generally suscephble 10 a negotiated resolution that allows a
form of the transaction to go through WIthoUt offending
competillon requirements. But mergers that are devised for
dominating markets will fall fool of the Act. Better to recognise
thiS up front; In other words. factor thiS regulatory hurdle Into
your calculations rigtlt from the begInning. It'll save lime and
money and con$ldefable frustratl()fl down the line,



Exam focus
p;
Extract 1
Lawyer: So. Ms Wilson. what can I do for you?
Ms Wlisoo: well. 'juSI bought a house last month. When I

Signed the contract.' dldn"t realise - and the seller didn't
tell me - that my nelghbour"s driveway IS entIrely on my
property. What I'd like to know IS If I have any recourse
against the former owner. Or do I have to fight II out With

my new neighboUr?
Lawyer: well, first we would have to find out lhe facts. Is there

an easement? How long has thiS s,tuallOfl eXJsted? Things

like that.
Ms Wilson: wen, I've already checked the deed - there"s no

mention of an easement. And I think It'S probably been this
way since hiS house was built. A friend told me that my
neighbour may actually have a claim to the property! Is that

possible?
Lawyer: Well. there is a concept called adverse possession.

That's a Situation where someone can acquire title to
property under certain conditions. We"d have to find out if
these conditions apply in your case. However, if the
neighbour can claim adverse possession, you do have
optionS. You may be able to negotiate an easement in
return fOf him giving up his claim. fOf example,

Ms WlI!IOI1: I see,

EJltra<:t 2

Well. you know, I was in your shoes a year ago. When I began
WOf1l. here In the Corporate DMSlOO, I wasn't SUfe If I was going
to be happy. And I dJdrft know much about the WOf1l. at the
time. But I can honestly sat I learned somethlf'C new on a day

1O'day baSIS, I guess that's the best thing you can ever sat
about a JOb. And I had the opportuoity to become Involved as
much as t liked In the life of the firm, both In terms of aspects
of WOf1l. and tlalmng, and the social life. It was really up to me.
And everyone was very welcoming and fnendly, nght from day

one. I'm sure you'll find It that way, too.

The work here IS always varied. I got an excellent opportunity
to try my hand at some bUSiness development-related research
and deliver a presentation on thiS. SO I was able to keep up
some of the academ,c Side, too. And I was actively encouraged
to liaise With clients, even from a very early stage. It has been
a very rewarding year for me.

Extract 3
Woman: So how's the new associate working out?
Man: Well, Marcus is definitely not lacking anything In the

brains department. If you know what I mean - as sharp as
a tack, I'd SWi. Which is just what we need right now With
the samuels case - very challenging stuff. But he's a bit of
a lone wotf, and I'm not sure that the others Will appreciate
lhat In the long run. I'm thinking I might have to have a
word With him, you know. to try and foster some team SPlnt.

Woman: Well, at least he's up to the task. Unfortunately I can't
say the same about our new addItion In Banking and
Finance. John doesn't seem to have much of a grasp of the
fundamentals. I think we're going to have to remind him of
some of the baSICS. I was thinking of a staff seminar fOf

some of our newer people. ReaJIy Just to brush up on
things. But. to be fair, John does put tllS back into things 
he's often one of the last to leave 10 the evening, and he's

very conSCientIOus about things like filing papers and
meeting deadlines.

Thomas: Mr sanderson, I've really beefl enJOYing my work here.
You know, I'm even thinking of going into Insolvency work

later on.
Mr Sanderson: wei!. I must say I've never regretted II myself.

Of course, the WOf1l. isn't fOf eYeryorte - sometimes thlOgS
can get QUite complicated and trICky. You really need to use
your head most of the time. But some people relish that:
It'S really icleal WOf1l. for someone who doesn't shy &N&J
from a challenge.

'Thomas: Is there any advK:e you can g....e me at thIS polnt In
my career, Mr sanderson?

Mr Sanderson: Well, If you're really that Interested, then I'd
advise you to JOIn a professional Ofganlsatlon. You should
conSider applying fOf student membership 10 R3 - the main
insolvency practitioner orgamsatlon represenllng the
profession, They prOVide courses. hold conferences, publish
Journals and newsletters, and things like that. You can learn
a good deal about the profession. And It'S a great way 10 do
some networking while you're stili at university.

Thomas: Thanks for the tip. SoundS like a good idea. I've got
another question, Mr Sanderson, if you don't mind. I know
that insolvency practitioners have to be license<l. And to get
licensed, you have to pass an exam, don't you? How
difficult IS the exam?

Mr Sanderson: Ah. yes. the JOint Insolvency ExaminatIon. Not
an easy ellam, by any means. But there are preparation
courses to help you get throug.h all the material. I'd certaInly
recommend one of those. Things may have changed a bit
Slflce I t~ It. but from what I've beefllold, It-S not as
Important to haYe a detailed knowledge of IeglslatlOn as IllS
to know aboUt prachcal mattCfS. how cases are handled,
what requirements and profesSlOOBI guiclellnes there are,
and how these haYe an impact on Insotveocy In practICe. So
you should keep your eyes and ears open while on the JOb
here. And naturally, the Importance of strong convnunica!JQn
slulls shouldn't be t.ndereslJrnated.

Thomas: I see. What about the other qualifICationS you need to

become licensed?
Mr Sanderson: let me see ". well, you need to have some

years' expenence dOing insolvency work at a law firm. I
believe you have to have a minimum of flYe years' full-time
Insolvency work experience. And not less than two of these
five years must be spent doing higher Insolvency work, that
IS. work involving the management or supervision of a case.
And the IPA - that's the Insolvency Practitioners ASSOCiation
- requires that you're a member of the Association and that
you hold a practising certificate.

Thomas: Pretty demanding.
Mr Sancienon: Quile. And the IPA also has some special

reqUirements for Sludents wanting to register With Ihem.
Certain academiC qualifications, I believe, I'd certainly

advise you to look into those.
Thomas: Thanks fOf the Informa\Jon. Mr sanderson.
Mr Sancierson: My pleasure.

OK, the nelCt Item on the agenda IS a forthcormng seminar on
e<:onVT'lCrce. This IS a one-day event. whICh Will be dealing With

many aspects 01 doing buSiness onhne, so Irs otMously very
relevanl IOf us. Can you chedl the date, please? I know that

lasl year thiS seminar took place In July, whICh caused some
difficulties due to holidays, but thiS one's In AuguSI. The exact
date is the 7th, urn, a Tuesday. I believe.

AudiO ranscripts E



The course leaders. Rob Bateman and Helen Johns. are both
excellent. Theill share the three morning sessions between
them. First, there's a useful overview of the regulatory
framework. When things are developing so quickly. irs
essential for us to be up to date on this.

Now. there's a bit of time programmed for questions at the
end, but this opening session is very much a lecture. However,
the next session. on harmonisation and trade facilitation, will
be in workshop formal, so take along any regional or market
specific issues you'd like to raise.

The third and final session before lunch will be on websites,
focusing primarily on privacy policies. and that session will
include a short film on data protectiOn. which looks particularly
interesting. Irs good they're covering so much ground in the
morning, and there's great variety in terms of how the
information IS put across.

At lunch. you're bound to meet many other people who are
dealing with e-commerce matters. so make the most of any
opportunities to learn from those With more expenence. During
the lunch break, there'll be an extra 30-minute slol, which will
deal with electronic signatures. It's described as a practical,
hands-on session, and numbers are limited, so you'll need to
reserve a place for this immediately. I'd like at least one
person to attend, please. and be ready to report back at a
future staff meeting.

The afternoon will begin with a guest speaker, Sally Greenside,
whose presentation is on disputes arising out of domain
names. I know that over the last few years, Sally has advised
both dot-com start-ups and large corporations, so she really
knows what she's talking about.

Rob Bateman has the session after Sally's, where 11e will
explain some of the contractual aspects of outsourcing. from
an online perspective. Even if you're not working in this area
yet, you almost certainly soon wiil be, so this is another
important topic for everyone.

The last session. chaired by Helen Johns. Will be a panel
discussion on distance selling, a nice broad theme within
which you can bring up any issues you feel haven't been
addressed. There'll be opportunities to raise questions relating
to the earlier sessions, too.

Now, the price. Well, the fUll conference fee with all materials
is £450, but as ePE members, we qualify for a discount of
20% on this. so at £360. the day is very good value, in my
opinion. Try to let me know as soon as possible who'll be
attending.

Part 4
.1 I've just started a job as an associate here m the firm.

spend most 01 my time working on patent litigation, doing
the legwork and preparing the cases for trial. By and large,
it's interesting work, but it does have its downsides. I have
to do a lot of digging around for information, visiting clients
and looking together With them through boxes of
documents. That can be incredibly tedious. I'm definitely
looking forward to moving up - to managing cases on my
own some day, rather than just assisting the partners.

2 My work at the firm primarily consists of opinion work. A
client will want to know Whether a product he IS workmg on
will infringe the patent rights of others. To wnte an opinion,
irs necessary to be familiar with the patent or patents
involved and with the Client's technology. That usually means
many hours spent reading up on something. I'm a bit of a
loner, so that suits me fine, but at times, trying to get a

handle on the subject matter can be extremely difficult. and
that's sometimes frustrating. Still, I'm confident about the
quality of the opinions I write. On the whole, I really enjoy it
wouldn't dream of doing anything else.

3 As senior partner in the firm, I've got a lot on my plate. That
can be stressful. I've got to make sure our clients are
happy With the quality of representation and legal counsel
they receive. And I've got to keep an eye on our costs,
make sure things don't get out of hand, ensure value for
money. That's the least satisfying aspect. I also have to
keep my team focused and informed - make sure we're
always on the ball. Irs up to me to communicate a vision 
where we're heading as a firm - and that·s something I'd
like to be able to do better m the commg years.

4 I've been an associate at our firm - which handles some
really high-profile IP cases - for two years now. Last year, I
joined one of the teams of litigators, and I go to court
regularly. I work with some pretty high-calibre people, some
first-rate litigators at the firm, and that's a real plus: tl1ere'S
just so much to learn from them. One of my mam duties
right now is taking depositions and defendmg depositions.
That means I have to deal with witnesses qUite a bit 
some of them can be quite unhelpful, and not always
pleasant. That's something I don't usually enjoy. Someday
I'd like to be in the limelight and present arguments myself.

5 As a first-year associate at the firm, I work on patent law
cases. I must say I'm fortunate that my work is so varied.
Some people might see that as a drawback, but I like it. I
might spend a day or two writing a patent application, then
perhaps devote a couple of days to studying the patents of
a client's adversary. The next week, I might assist one of
the partners in court. However, I don't have a say in
choosing the things I work on, those are delegated to me,
unfortunately. But there's never a dull moment. Still, I'm
looking forward to next year, when I'll learn more about
copyrights.



ILEe practice test
This IS the Cambridge International Legal English Certificate.
listening Test.

Sample Paper

look at the Information for Candidates on the front of your
questJOll paper. thiS paper reQuites you to listen 10 a selection
of recorded matenaJ and answer the accompanying questJOns.

There are four parts to the test. You WIll hear each part twice.

There will be a pause before each part to alk1N)OO to look
ltvooit' the QUeSbons, and other pauses to let )OJ think about
your ans-wers. At the end of every pause. you .... It hear this sound.

You should wnte your "mswers In the spaces prCMded on the
questIon paper. You will have five minutes at the end to
transfer )"OUr answers to the separate answer sheet.

There WIll now be a pause. You must ask any questions now.
as you will not be allowed 10 speak during the test.

Now open your question paper and look at Part 1.

Part 1

You will hear three different extracts. For Questions 1-6.
choose the ans-.ver (A. B or C) which fits best acc01'(llng to what
you hear. There arc two questions for each extract.

You Will hear each extract twice.

Extract 1

The SIX months I speot In Milan were amazIng. It wasn't just
that I was part of a smaller team, It was also that I had to
wortI wIth other local firms, I'd worked With the Italian office
before, dunng a banlung deal, but being on the spot meant
that I could really grasp how thl~ work out there, That
expenence helps a lot wt1en you get home. I think that the
firm's smaller European offICeS are different from, say. Hoog

Kong or SlOgapore - 11.'tuch are much more wflat I would be
used to back horne - so It was a good choice fOf me.

I think sometimes as a trainee It can be difficult to see the
significance of some of the wOfk you do, It took me a while to
appreciate the fact that without the routine elements.
transactions simply can't complete successfully. Working In the
flrm'S Milan office was an eye-opener for me. as It'S a smaller
outfit than back home and there's less in the way of practical
support. so it made me realise the importance of getting every
detail right and still being efficient about it, Even as a trainee.
there's a need to manage effectively and delegate,

Now you Will hear the recording again.

Extract 2
lawyer: Robert, good morning. Thank you fOf coming. I just

wanted to update you on where we are concermng your case.
Client: on. yes. that would be really useful.
lawyer: BaSICally. what's happened IS thai some nelgt\bolMlng
~s have been granted a Temporary Restramir~

Order, preventing your company from C8f1)'1ng out any further
chemtcal opefatJonS on your property. What happened was
thai their lawyers were able [0 convince a,llJdge that your

chemlcal opefa!JOllS are contrary 10 your ZOlllng status.
They've also got some evldence that chemiCals may be
Iealullf, onlO their land. That's how they met the reQlurements
necessary 10 get an oroer, and they've posted a bond to
cover any loss you might incur.

Client: So when do I get any say in the matter? It seems

ridiculous that they're complaining about the chemical
operations when the local authority has no problems with it.

We've been doing it for six years.
Lawyer: Yes, I know, Robert .. , and With the local authontles on

our Side, I wouldn't be overty warned. However. apparently the

homeownefs 00 have some photographs to SUbmit <MIich
may well support their argument. A heanng IS scheduled for
next wee+!. to detemune whethef cause CXJsts to continue the

order or not pendlng a full triaL At the I'lear'Ing. )'OUll need to
testify and proyide the technical background.

Client: I see.

Now you WIll hear the recordIng again.

Extract 3
Woman: Your new recruit called me about the "Thwa,te case the

other day, How's she gelling on?

Man: Clauclla? She's not domg badly. actually, She cerUunly
keeps the paperwork ITIOIIIng - whICh IS more than can be
said for her predecessor. I must say. I'm alreacly able to
leave most routine aspects of cases to her Without feeling I
need to look over her Shoulder every two mmutes to make
sure she's copmg OK. My only reservation would be thaI I
feel she's got a little too involved In thiS Thwalte case: that
she's not quite embraced the firm's team approach
completely. I'll have to find a way 01 broachmg the issue
With her, What about your chap, Pedro?

Woman: Oh, Pedro's domg fine, too - just a few rough edges.
got a bit wowed about hiS interpretation of one Client's
needs, though, He hadn't qUite realised that some of the
work he was undertaking, though appropriate enough In
Itself, was rather tlroe-hungry in ways that weren'tlTlOlllng
things forward - I had 10 explain the cost spec,flcs. He look

wflat I said very wen and probably JUst needs to attend a
seSSIOll on research techmques, you know, somethlllf, on
targetll'lg the answerable quesuons.

Now you WIlt hear the recording agaIn.

That IS the end of Part 1.

Pa"1. 2

You Will hear part of a conSllltatlOll between It lawyer and a new

client. Anna Krupa, who IS planlllng to set up her own buSiness.
For questlOlls 7-11. choose the best answer, A, B or C.

You WIll hear the recording twice. You now have 45 seconds to
look at Part 2.

Lawyer: Good morning. I'm Malcolm TraviS.
Anna: Good morning. Anna Krupa.
Lawyer: Pleased to meet you. First of all, I have to ask you,

has the firm acted on your behalf in any other matter?
Anna: Not exactly. My husband was a client of your tlrm some

years ago. He works in the insurance sector. but ,t wasn't a
commercial matter - hIs siblings were oontesllng the
contents of their parents· Will - so It'S of no relevance to
what we're dealing With now. But he was happy With the
firm, so that's why I'm here.

lawyer: And I understand you're lOterested In sellJllf, up your
own buSIness?

Anna: That's right. Irs time to caPltahse on my expenence and
trainIng. I've been lucky; soon after graduahng, I got work
With an Innovatwe software company and was '11YOIVed In a
highly successful prcltect. Then 1 was heacH1unted by a
larger company. where I stayed for 12 years. That was my
last jOb. I gol qurte a generous severance package from
them. <MIlCh I've put to good use. I've taken time out to
develop some research projects of my own. free from the
pressure of having to took for another post.

Lawyer: Why did you leave them. may I ask?

, tl nsen ts E



Anna: Well. I had some minor differences with my line
manager. You know. little things like I wanted to upgrade the
medical Insurance plan that was part of the salary package.
and they refused to pay. But although it was a combination
of factors. the main trigger was getting passed over lor a
promotIOn. Thars wilen I decided that I'd rather work for
myself - so I qUIt. It was qUIte amICable, but I'm still a little

bitter about not getting the Credit I felt I deserved.
Lawyer: And do you have a copy of the employment

agreement? The reason I ask is because often they contain

a restrICtIVe covenant.
Anna: I do remember that there was something that prevented

me from takmg their customers. but I don't think It said
ar'l)'thlng about not competlllg WIth them In a more general
sense - you know. geographical locatIOn, confidentiality,
those sorts of things. In any case. If memory serves me
correctly. It was only operative for one year after leaving,
and that's passed now - but I'll check It out. I've stIli got
the agreement somewhere - would you take a look at it for
me to make certain?

Lawyer: Absolutely. I would need to. So what are your priorities
at the moment?

Anna: Well, I've come up with what is b<:lsically a new kind of
software package - an invention if you like. I've already
applied for a patent, so that's all in hand, but I need to be
thinking about a business plan before I approach the bank
for a loan to cover the start-up costs. You know. I have to

conduct live tnals. think about business premises. even
staff eventually. But I want to keep my overheads down, so
I'm lookIng for ways of domg that whiCh allow me 10
maXimIse any Investment I make. Could you adVIse me on

such Ihlngs?
Lawyer: Indeed we could_ lers talk about lhe buSiness plan

first.

Now you ...,," hear the recording agalO.

That IS the end of Part 2.

You Will hear an announcement at a seminar about a future
conference on the subject of tallatlon law In South America. For
questions 12-20, complete the sentences.

YOu WIll hear the recording tWice. You now have one minute to

look at Part 3.

We've got a few minutes before our next session, so there's
Just time to give you some information about an upcoming
conference on the topic of tax Incentives in latin America. The
twooay conference Will be held In Miami. Aorida. on the 17th
and 18th of March and is being presented by the taxation
section of the International Bar Association.

Delegates WIll have the OpportUOIty to update their legal
knowledge and meel leading Inlernatlonal tall lawyers and

IndUStry experts. The conference should appeal 10
accounlants, economists and corporate lawyers dealing With
mternabonal tax issues In latin America.

II you reg.ster now, conference fees can be as btue as $485.
e'Ye1l for non-IBA members who fall Into certain categones; for
example. lawyers under 30, full-tIme acaderTlICS and judges. To
get lhese redUCtM)ns. however. you must register before the
18th of February. After that, fees Increase to $B45 lor n0n

members and $745 for lSA members. If you Wish to attend the
conference dmner. there IS an additIOnal charge of $120.

Otherwise. fees cover attendance at all wor1<.ing seSSionS.
These Will be In English. and English-Spanish interpreting WIll

be provided. You Will also receive. in advance, all conference
materials. including any speakers' papers submitted before the
11th of February. and you'lI be able to get on to the ISA
webSite In the seven days prior to the conference. During the
conference Itself. lunches. light refreShments and evemng
receptIons are also included in the fee.

A key feature 01 this cooference IS that It Will be run partly as a

competilloo for selected young lawyers wtlo Will each present
papers on a partiCular incentJve or dlslncentrve in a latin
American JunsdiCtion. The best speaker amongst them WIll be
presented .... ,th an award at the Closll'lfl RecepllOO. If you'd like
to take part. you need first of all to be under 40 years of age
and be ready to do a 15--minute presentatloo, The topics of the

SIX seSSionS are as follows: on the first day. sessions WIll

focus on tall IncentIVeS In 011 and mining acllVltles and In the
financial SCMces sector. If none of those t()f)lCS appeals. then
the 101i0WlOg day's programme might hold more Interest for
you. That's when the emphasis will be on tax Incentives in
ulilitles, In ecotourism and in the real-estate sector. Each
speaker needs to present a particular incentive or disincentive
in a local latin American jurisdiction. together wltll the reasons

for implementing it. The effectiveness of local tall
arrangements for attracting foreign investment should also be
addressed. Each presentation will be followed by a panel
discussion which further investigates the issues raised.

Finally, If you're hopmg to attend the conference - whether as a
speaker or a delegate - and you live outSide the USA, you may
need to think aboul a Visa. The conference organisers would
like to stress, though, that they are unable 10 ISSue a letter In
support of any application until they have receIVed a completed

registrallon form and the full fees.

So, II you'd like more informattOfl about the conference

Now you Wll1 hear the recording agarn.

That IS the end of Part 3.

Part 4
Now look al the fourth and last part 01 the test. Part 4
consists of two tasks.

You Will hear five short extracts in which vanouS employees of
a law firm called Haddiscoe are talkmg about workmg for the
company. look at Task 1. For questions 21-25, choose from
the list A-F tile thing that impressed each speaker about the
firm initially. Now look at Task 2. For questions 26-30, choose
from the list A-F what each speaker regards as the most
valuable ellperience they have gained whilst With the firm.

You will hear the recording twice. While you listen, you must
complete both tasks.

You now have 40 seconds to look at Part 4.

1 I'd applied to valious law firms and been put off b'ilhe very
tra<!I\JOfla1 Image you get from all the paperwork they send
you. Haddlscoe stood out as different, they dIspensed with all
that: Just IflVIted me in for a fairly lald-bad< Interview, whiCh
really SUited me. Once I'd settled in. I realised not eYer)'thing
was QUite as f1eJuble and fneodly as the recruItment staff had
suggested. But never mind: I got the chance to work WIth
people who really know their stuff in faIrly spec13l1st areas of
the law. They could be difficult at times, and it was a steep

Ieaming curve lor me. but bnlhant t/alning - gMng me a
future as a specialist in those areas, too.

2 I'd tmmed With another firm where WOr1<.mg conditions were
excellent, but I was fairly ambitious, and could tell from the
Interview that at Haddlscoc I'd be able to branch out into all



sorts of areas that interested me for the future 
particularly the regulatIOn of financial markets. I COuldn't
have got that anywhere else so early on in my career. You
couldn"t pick and choose, of course, but I was lucky, getting
taken on as assistant to a partner on a multl·mlilion-dollar
financing deal. I got to work directly with the financiers.
drafting a wtIole document from scratch. It was only one
aspect of the project, but that direct contact gave me reat
insights Into that branch of the law,

3 At first. I wasn't sure thaI I fitted Haddlscoo's Image. having
trained In a more traditional firm, but I did eventually find I
had lots In common With my colleagues. What actually
attracted me was the firm's WIllingness to experiment with
different ways of working, even for more junior staff;
slaggered hours, the opllon of working at home sometimes
- It was all refreshingly forward-looking. Once there. the
most benefiCial thing for me personally was working as part
of a team on complex Internalional prOjects where we'd
liaise closely .... llh vaoous overseas offICeS. It wouldn't have
been my choice. because nothing In my preYlOUS training
had prepared me for that. but I gradually acqUIred the
necessary expertise,

4 I'd read a very POSltrve artICle about HaddlSCoe in the
press, but It was only al lhe IntefVleW that I sensed how
intenl lhey were on expanSion. I reckoned that would mean
training opportunities, Interesllng work WIth high-profile
clients. etc.. so I dldn't even apply to any other firms. In
aclual fact, I've mostly been II1YOIved With fairly routllle work
With little opportunity to bfanch out. It wouldn't have been
my choice. but It has meant that I'm trusled to do more
things on my own, like when the partner takes me along to
meetings and Ihen leaves all the follow-up to me - drafting
the documents, preparing for the stgnlng. etc. Some
colleagues re<:fI.uted more recently don't really get that.

S FrIends working at Haddlscoe seemed qUite enthUSiastic.
but colleagues aren't everything, so I got hold of a copy of
the firm's miSSion statement, It might not be the best way
to choose an employer, but I found myself in sympathy with
their general approach and so applied. I was pleasanlly
surprised by the variety and the scale of the litigation
projects I got Involved in. though I have to be fleXible. But
the real plus for me is the chance I get to pass my
knowledge and experience on to newer recrUits. Devoting
time to the induction course means less contact with
clients, which might mean less higher-level work in the
future, but the rewards far outweigh any drawbacks.

Now you will hear the recording again.

That is the end of Part 4, There will now be a five·minute
pause to allow you to transfer your answers to the separate
answer sheet. Be sure to follow the numbering of all the
questions. The question papers and answer sheets will then
be collected by your supervisor. 1"11 remind you when there is
one minute left, so that you're sure to finish in time.

You have one more minute left.

That is the end of the test.

E



Answer key

Jnit 1
22a 1 advise: clients. corporations. defendants

2 draft: contracts. deciSions. law. legislation
3 litigate: cases. disputes
4 practise: law
5 represent: clients. CorporatIonS. defendants
6 researCh: cases, decISIonS. law. legislatIOn

23 corporale lawyer. ocfence lawyer. gOYemmef1t lawyer.
patent lawyer. publiC·sector lawyer. tax lawyer. trial lawyer

25 1 barnster 2 Bar Vocational Course 3 call to the Bar
4 bar associatlOfl 5 bar exammatJOrl
6 admItted to the Bar 7 to disbar

26 1 He 'Io'Of1Ied al G.R. Foster & Co. SObCitOfS.~. UK.
2 He speaks English. French and Swedish.
3 He did hiS first degree at the UmverSlty of Essex.

Colchester. UK.
4 HIS mam duty at the European CommiSSion was

draftIng opinions In English and French dealing With
contracts awarded for projects.

5 He IS presently enrolled In a Master's Protramme in
Law and Information Technology at the University of
Stockholm. Sweden.

27 1 He says that the firm IS tradltlOflai. and people are
hard-woriting and serious. but friendly.

2 He says that the Size sounds ideal. that it is not as
small as the firm he WCH1(ed for in Cambridge. but not
too big either (unlike the EU Commission).

28 1 Mr Robertson 2 Full Partners 3 Real Property
4 salaried Partner 5 ASSOCiate 6 Paralegal

29 DepartmenVCompany: is!are headed by. (is/are in charge

,"
Person: is/are assIsted by. Is/are responsible for. is/are
in charge of, reporf fo
Both: is! are managed by

31 Speaker 1: 3. 4, 5
Speaker 2: 1. 2, 3, 4
Speaker 3: 2. 3. 4
Speaker 4: 2. 4. 5
Speaker 5: 1,2.3

34 1 Will improve future job opportunities
2 Four weeks
3 Do clerkships starting in first year of law school, in a

variety of firms

9 h

8 d
8 e

8 f

4 bound by

8 rulings

7 ,
7 ,

7 d

6 g
6 f

6,
6 e

5 h
5 h

5 b
5 d

1 1 A international students who will be studying at English
umverSlllE!S

B studenlS .....no are gOll'lg to study law In a European
university

2 A
3 B

21b2c3a
3 1 based on 2 disputes 3 legislation

5 PfO't'lSl(lf1S 6 custom 7 precedents
9 codIfied 10 non-cnmtnal

51c2a3b4e5d
6 1 regulatIOns 2 ordmsnce/by-law 3 bill 4 dIrectIVe

5 statute
1 1 Ofdll'lance 2 regulatIOnS 3 bill 4 statutes

5 d,rectr.oe

91e2g3i4a
Ulc2f3a4b
12 1 breach of contract

2 The lawyer thinks leS hard to say.
131e 2i 3b 4h 5g 6f 7c 8d 98
141.2.3.4,6,7,9
151b2e3d4a5c
16 1 draft: an answer. a brief, a complaint. a motioo. a

pleading
2 Issue: an InJunction, a notice. a writ
3 file: an affidavit. an answer. a brief. a compl8int.

a motion. a notICe. a pleading
4 serve: a complaint. an Injunction. a notice. a pleading.

a writ
5 submit: an affidavll. an answer. a bnef. a complaint.

a motion, a notice. a pleading. a wnt
17 inter alia, sic. e.g.. v.
181c2e3f4b
191d2g3a4b

10 i
20 1 barrister 2 attorney 3 in·house counsel

4 solicitor

35

Advantaa;es Small firms lara;e firms

more autonomy and responSibility

opportunity to worit on prestigious cases

chance to rOlale through different practice areas

asked 10 WfIte bnefs and letters

allowed to conduct research and manage court books

oppor1uOllY to make many contacts

more tramlng offered

made to feel part of a team

invited to partICIpate Il1 SOC181 events

lamily-like atmosphere

made good use of tune



Unl 6 The statutes give wide leeway ...
7 It is possible that the court Will take thiS Into

conslderatiOfl and hold that ."
B The coort might then hold that ",
9 Courts are usually reluctant to "

10 The facts tn this case sImply do not JustIfy
11 I therefore conclude that ...

27 Suggested answer
Dear Mr Carpenter

Yoo have requested advice concerning the fool"lchng of a
lImited Uabllity Partnership (lLP) and whether thiS form of
company would be advantageous for )'OUr accountmg firm.
I have now had on opportunity to research the matter and
can provlde)'OU w,th the following acMce.
First. allow me to outline the features and some

advantages of an UP. In an lLP, obligations accrue to the
name of the partnership rather than to the JOint names of
its indiVIdual members. Similar to a shareholder in a
limited liability company, an indiVidual partner IS only
personally liable for hiS pre-determined contributions to
partnership funds. Unlike a limited liability company,
however, the llP is more flexible in terms of decision
making. Furthermore, board meetings, minutes books and
annual or extraordinary general meetings are not reQuired.
In addition. the lLP enjoys the tax status of a partnership
and the limited liability of its members.

However. an lLP also has some significant disadvantages.
The accounting requirements are very demandmg and are
ellpensive to comply WIth for small and medium-sized
llPs, as accounts must be profess,onally audited. It
should also be mentioned that there IS a restriction on
the management freedom of an lLP. Each lLP must
appoint a member who is responSible fO{ admlnlstratNe
obligallonS. ThIS member may Incur cnmlnal hablhty In
certam cIrcumstances. Moreover, an lLP member eniO'Is
less limited liability toward third partieS for negllgenl acts
or omISSIOnS In the course of hiS dutIes than a company
dIrector. FInally. In the case of Inso/Yerlcy. stncter
proviSionS apply to an lLP.

WeJghing the above consideratIOnS carefully, I finnly
believe that It would be a wise decisIOn for )'OUr firm to
form an llP. As an accountancy firm, )'OU should have no
difficulty complymg with the stricter accounting
procedures.

Please contact us if you have any questions about the
matters here discussed, or any other issues.
Yours smcerely
Paul R. Sutherland

Language Focus
.1. 2 elapsmg 3 discretion 4 prerequisite

5 Interpretation 6 pennit
2 2 Slates 3 prOYlsiOflS 4 to 5 make

6 on behalf of

4 prOVIded

4 T"",
3 10 lieu thereof
7 vested in

la5 b4 cl d6 e2 f3
2 officers. partners. directors. managers.

company secretary. auditor
31e 21 3c 4j 5b 6h 7d 8a 9,

10 g
42.3.5.7.8
5 C COfporcitlOO

61e2a3c4b5d
7 2,4
8 1 True 2 False 3 false
9 1 cJlPlred 2 entitled to

5 repealed 6 ameode\:l
10 1 a: lines 1. 7

b: hnes 8. 12 (both)
2 It can be deleted without changing the meaning of the

sentence.
3 ,

11 3.6
12 1 False 2 False 3 False 4 True 5 True 6 True

7 False
131b 2d 3c 4a Sf 6e
15 The Bill is intended to slop businesses (particularly

accountancy firms) moving abroad because of the current
rules governing the liability of partnerShips.

i6ld 2e 3b 4f Sa 6e
17 1 True 2 False 3 False 4 True
19 The dispute jl1\l(ltves whether the directors ....ere acting

lawfully when they called the annual shareholders'
meeting early.

201b2c3d4b
21 1 b 2 a 3 a 4 b 5 a 6 b
22 1 They stipulate a deadline before wtltCh the dIrectors

must. at their discretion. determtne when to hold the
shareholders' meetIng for electIOnS of the board.

2 The shareholders claim that the board heklthe onnual
shareholders' meeting eorty to strategICally c,rcumvent
an antiCipated proxy fight in order 10 perpetuate their
control of the company.

3 It mIght be used to define the board's duty to act and,

depending upon the severity of the potential breach of
such duty, the court might step in and overturn the
board's decision.

24 1 state 2 requires 3 precludes
25 1 The purpose of the letter is to provide the lawyer"s

client with an understanding of the legal aspects of the
case in which the client is involved.

2 It was probably written at the shareholders' reQuest so
that they could make an informed deCision about how
to proceed regarding the matter.

3 Paragraph 1: Referring to the subject matter
Paragraph 2: Summarising facts

Paragraph 3: Summarising facts: identifying legal issue
Paragraph 4: Referring to relevant IeglslatiOn/
regulallons: (Referring to previous coon decislOfls)
Paragraph 5: Summanslng facts; Refemng to prevIOUS
court decISIons; Drawing conclUSIonS

26 1 I have now had an opportUnity to research the law on
thiS POlOt and I can provide )'OU With the followmg
advice.

2 To sommanse the facts of the case, , ..
3 The ISSue in thIS case IS whethcr the , ..
4 The bylaws of the company state that ...
5 The law in this jurisdiction requires ",



3

Verb Abstract noun Per.onal noun

2 Shareholders can express their disappointment With
the company's performance by either getting rid of their
shares or in some way exercising their voice by
communicating their concerns to the company's board.

3 The ooe-tier board consists of directors, executIVe as
well as noo-executlve. who are appolOted by the
controlling shareholders and who must answer to the
annual meeting. A two-tler board ConSiStS of an
executive board and a SUpeMsory board. The
executIVe board includeS the t09"1eve1 management
team, whereas the supervisory board IS made up of
outside experts, such as bankers, executrves from
other corporatIOnS. along With employee-felated
representatives.

91F 2E,F,{G) 3C,O 4B 5G 6C 7A 8E
10 Suggested answers

1 the diVision of investments among vanous assets such
that the failure of or loss 10 one Investment WIll not
necessarily financially devastate the company, Since
other investments remain viable

2 questions which the respondent would prefer not to
answer, Simply asking them may cause the respondent
some embarrassment, For example, How can you
justify the award of a 15% pay rise for the CEO when
dividends have fallen by 50*'7

3 the communication or sharing of knowledge between
parties

4 encounter negative factors that prevent or hinder one
from obtaining one's goal

5 the wel~known philosophical problem that there are
some things wtlich may be In everybody's COllective
Interest, but which are not worth afl)'t>ody's individual
effort. For example, I mIght benefit from the
conSlructlon of a rteW bridge, but not enough to Justify
building It by myself, Even If I could assemble a large
team of Inends to help me build It, there would stili be
some potential beneflCianes who have not contributed
(free-riders). The problem is how to persuade
IndiViduals to be contnbutors rather than free-riders.

6 If I don't like the way I am treated In a shop, I can
'vote with my feet' by leaving the shop and 1lOt
returning. If enough 'voters' do the same. either the
service will have to improve or the shop Will fail. In this
context. it means showing your dissatisfaction by
selling your shares and leaving the company.

7 be accountable for one's actions to the shareholders
at the yearly shareholder'S general meeting

8 collaborating or working together to resolve any
disputes or disagreements

9 a regulatory framework or structure In which the
employees are granted the right to participate In the
management of the company

10 in the public eye. subject to public scrutiny, lor example
by the media

U1c2d3b4a
12 1 exercise: authority, caUtlon. control. force, influeoce,

power, pressure. restraint. nghts
2 restnct: access. authonty. benefits, caPital. control.

freedom, power, rights. sales, SpendIng
3 accrue: benefits, capital. interest, profits. revenue
4 dismiss: a case. a charge. a claim. an employee

13 1 dismiss 2 exerCIse 3 exercise 4 restnct
5 accrue{d) 6 exercise 7 restnet 8 dismiss

1.4 Suggested answer
Dear Mr Fraser
Thank you for your email of 26 September, in which you
reQuest information concerning the two-tIer corporate
management system found in German·speaking countries.

pronder

!liSlier

ad!I1inistrntor

Wllor

liquidator

1 1 False 2 True 3 True 4 True
21e 2h 31 4c 5d 6g 7b 8a
3 1 c 2 e 3 b 4 a 5 d
5 Suggested answers

2 Ordll'l8ry shares have the potential 10 give the highest
financial gains. as they give a pro-rata right to
diVidends. as opposed to preference shares. which
have a fixed dividend and do not give an increased
return In relation to the business's profits.

3 In contrasllo ordinary shares, preference shares are
relatively low risk. as the shareholder has the right to a
dividend ahead of ordinary shareholders.

4 Ordinary Shareholders are the last to be paid if the
company is wound up, as opposed to preference
shareholders. who are repaid the par value of their
shares first.

6 1 The purpose of a rights issue is to raise cash from
shareholders.

2 If they do not Wish to buy the newty ISSued shares.
they have the option to warve their pre-emption nghts
or to vote to cancel them: the shares may then be
ISsued by the company to third partlE!5,

71b2c3c4a
8 1 The nght to receive the reSidual IOcome based on

shares owned in the company. and the nght to transfer
ownership of the shares to others.

42d3a4b
5 2 In the course of / by way of 3 by way of

4 In terms of 5 in response to 6 In response to
7 In terms of 8 by way of

62c3d4b5a
7 an actIOn. an appeal. an amendment. a boef. charges.

a claim. a complaint. a defence. a document.
an ,nJuncuon. a mouon. a SUit

administrate admlnistJjj,tion...,,, ...,,,
liquidate hqu~tJOn

Qt(pettate petpeIDition

"""lll aPl22in1ment..""" as~

"""""~
authOOll;}tlOl1

'o<m fOflmltion

Ii"" i.s.Suance/i:iSUlng

omu Offi.!SSIOfI

pr~ prov-.n;ion

"d<.om re~tion

reQU.ir.e. reQ.!J..lNment

"""" resoMion

transrD.l1 trans!I!i.sslon
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4 illegal 5 abnOfmal
8 indirect 9 mformal

1 2 conversely 3 discretionary 4 suggest 5 therefor
6 postpone

2 2 01; from 3 for: under 4 in: with 5 on: by; to
6 into

3 2 unlikely 3 irrespective
6 unlimited 7 unrestncted
10 Incomparable

4 2 f pl"EHlmptJon 3 i refusal 4 d consolidallon
5 g drvislOfl 6 c resolution 7 a dlVCrSlflCiltion
8 b amendment 9 h rehance

5 We wish you a Merry Chnstmas and a Happy New Year!

l1d 2b 3e 4c 5f 6g 78
2 1 acquired company 2 fnendly takeover 3 target

4 voluntary liQuidalJon 5 Insolvent
41c2c3b
5 1 False 2 True 3 True 4 False 5 True 6 True
6 1 to introduce myself 2 I'm with the 3 be speaking

abo1.lt 4 gomg to tell 5 Interrupt me 6 overview of
7 few comments on 8 deal With 9 discuss
10 have time for 11 move on to 12 conclude willl
13 discussion

7 a: 1. 2
b: 3.4.6. 7.8.9. 11. 12
c: 5.10.13

8 A SPin-off IS any disfn/)utlOfl by a COfpontfJOfl to rts
sharehoJders of one of Its two or more businesses
(paragraph 1).

9 a 4 b 3 c 1 d 2
10 1 When two businesses have become incompatible:

when investors and lenders only want to provide capital
to one business operation. not all:
when owner-managers have dIfferent philosoph!es:
in the case of publicly held companies when the stock
mar1let would value the separate parts more hIghly
than oombmed openltlonS:
when the separatIon 01 business operatIonS could lead
to a greater drive for success.

2 Code Section 355 permits a spm-off to be
accomplished without ta~ to either tile distributing
corporation or the receiving shareholder.

13 1 They are discussing an Increase m a company's share
capital.

2 A board meeting and an EGM
3 Three: the ordinary resolution. !he notICe of Increase of

nominal caPital and the amended memorandum
14 1 share capital 2 Detennlne!he amount

3 a board meeting 4 directors 5 pass a resolution
6 short notice 7 chairperson 8 a Simple majOrity
9 within 15 10 nominal capital

16 1 The company secretary usually writes the minutes of a
meeting.

2 In hiS or her role as corporate counsel. a lawyer often
has to read such texts to make sore everydlirC has been
earned out In accordance with the re\eWnt statutes.

17 The board meelJng was called to vote on the allotment 01
shares (Increase authonse<l share caPital).
The EGM was convened to authorise the directors \0
increase the company capital, allot the shares and
disapply the requirements of s89 Companies Act 1985.

29 share{s)
30 1 Under 2 to 3 mto 4 to 5 to 6 mto: With

6 pomt
11 me

4 therefor: thereof
5 d 6 I

3 therewith
20
21

I understand you are Interested In investing in a German
company and would therefore like to have a clearer Idea
about how thiS system differs from the one you are
familiar WIth here In England.
Allow me to prOVIde a brief explanatIon of how the !'NO

systems differ. In the German IwO-Iler system. In contrast
to the Anglo-Sa~on one-tier system. there is an e~ecutlve

board and a supervisory board. The e~ecutlve board
consists of the top management, and the supervisory
board includes outside e~perts and e~ecutlves from other
corporatIOns. as well as employee-related representatives.
The SUpefVlsory board serves to oversee the managemef1t
aod resolW! conflicts berween shareholclers. managers aod
employees. Unlike in Anglo-Saxon countnes. employees of
large corporations In GermaniC countnes are entItled to
elect half of the members of the SUpelVlSOry board. and so
employees have greater representation on the board.
I hope these remarkS are of use to you. Piease do not
heSitate to contact me should you have any further
QueStionS.
Yours Sincerely
Max Appleby

16 1 False 2 False 3 True
17 1 A school of thought that believes that (legal)

documents should be written so that they can be
understood the first time they are read.

2 Because the language of law is conservative and text
based. and has a tendency to stick to tradition.

3 That lawyers deliberately keep the language difficult to
understand so that there is more need for their serviceS.

18 Passive verbs: may be ISsued: receIVed; may be
rransferred: shall be dMded; shall be entlrled; declared;
shall be paid; (shall be) set apart; shall first hcNe been
paid. (shall first have been) declared: (shall first have
been) set apart; shall be d,srnbuted
ArchaiC words and e~pressions: therelo: lhereon: per
annum: thereof

19 such amounts: those amounls or any amounts
slH;h dividends: these dwidends or dividends of this kind
SU(:h payment dates: these payment dates or the payment
dates mentlOfled
1c2b3a4e
1 Ittereto 2 therein
5 thereon 6 thereof

23 as far as I'm concerned. In my opmlon. The way they see
it. I think, To my mlfld

24 1 opinion 2 see 3 mind 4 my 5 ask
7 concerned 8 think 9 seems 10 firmly
12 would

26 The new law specifies that companies are permitted to
buy back their own shares and hold them in treasury
rarher!han havmg to cancel them. (Paragraph 3).
It has been enacted to assIst companies amend the"
share caPItal WIthout IncUrring rhe costs of cancellIng and
re-isswng shares that eXlsr under currenr legislatIon. The
new law WIll also bring the UK Into line with other EEA
countries. (Paragraph 5).

27 The six limits are:
It ooly applies to shares listed 00 london Stock
Exchange's official list. AIM or comparable EEA market.
Shares must be held In treasury until they are resold
or transferred to an employee share scheme.
Companies must bUY back shares out of distnbutable
reserves.
Bought-back shares must not at any time exceed 10':lE.
of issued share capital.
Surplus shares must be disposed of within 12 months.
While in treasury. shares have no voting rights and are
not entitled to dividends.



Verb Abstract noun

Language Focus

U 5

transformations
7 amalgamation

3 merger 4
6 alteration

raise the share capital of the company by 50.000, was
presented to the board. However, as the charter of the
company did not grant authority to raise share capital in
this manner. a notice of an extraordinary general meeting
was presented. containing the details of the proposed
increase in share capital. The board approved the notice.
and it was forwarded to all of the members. includmg
yourself. for consent to the short notice of the
extraordmary general meeting. The board meeting then
adjourned to allow for consents to the short notice to be
obtained and to hold the extraordinary general meeting.
The extraordinary meeting was then held after consents to
the short notice were obtained from all the members. and
the meeting approved all of the resolutions in the notice.
Based on the authority provided by the approval of the
extraordinary general meeting, the board raised the share
capital of the company through the issuance of the
50.000 new shares. The company secretary was then
instructed to take care of all the administrative matters
related to the increase and the meeting was closed.
I hope that the information I have provided meets your
requirements. Should you have any further questions, do
not hesitate to contact me.
Yours sincerely
Ann Walsh

4 2 preside at 3 dispose of 4 complied with
5 entered into

5 reduce share capital. pass ordinary resolution. follow
proper procedures

6 2 undertaking(s}
5 reconstructions
8 union/uniting

72f 3h 4d 5g 6b 7c 8a

1 a 3 b 5 c 4 die 2
21c2d3b4a
31e23d4g5b6h7a8j9c

10 f
5 1 Liquidated Damages 2 Acceleration

3 Force Majeure 4 Assignment 5 Termination
6 Entire Agreement / Merger / Parol Evidence

dis1ribute. ~tribute distrib.!J.tion

merge ~er

regulate reguli!.tion

submi! sub!lJl.S.sion

ap~ apPlQval

conSQIidate consoli.ctation

acQ!.!.lre acqui.s.ition

liquidate liqui@tion

~cel cancelkttion

alter alterillion

1 2 related to 3 liable 4 contend
5 add on 6 relevant

22d 3a 4b 5g 6e 7f 8c
3

18 1 It was resolved that the applications for the allotment
of shares be approved subject to their approval of the
extraordinary general meeting; that the notice be
approved to hold an EGM at which the proposals to
Increase the Company's share capital, to authorise
directors to allot the new shares and to disapply the
requirements of s89 Companies Act 1985 wouid be
voted on; that the application by the members for
additional shares be accepted and that the capital of
the Company be allotted to the applicants on the
terms of the application.

2 Entering tl1e names of the applicants in tl1e register of
members of the Company as tl1e holders of tl1e shares
allotted: preparing share certificates in respect of the
shares allotted; arranging for the common seal to be
affiXed to them and fO( tl1e share certificates to be

delivered to the applicants; preparing and filing with tl1e
Registrar of Companies Fonn 88(2) (return of allotments)
in respect of the allotment Just made; Form 123 (increase
of capital): and the special and ordinary resolutions in
connection with raising capital for the Company.

19 to confirm. to resolve, to note, to report, to propose. to
declare. to inform, to instruct

20 to give notice of a meeting (notice of the meeting had
been given), to be present at a meeting (was present at
the meeting}, to present X to a meeting (Applications were
presented to the meeting. There was presented to the
meeting}. to propose a resolution (resolutions would be
proposed), to hold a meeting (the meeting be held
Immediately). to adjourn a meeting (The meeting was
adjollrned). to resume a meeting (The meeting resumed at
8 p.m.). to set out a reSOlution (the resolutions [which had
boon) set alit). to pass a resolution (I/le resolutions .
had been duly passed). to file a resolution (to prepare and
file ... the special and ordinary resolutions), to close a
meeting (the meeting was closed)

21 meeting: arrange. allend. call. cancel. convene, preside at,
schedule, summon
resolution: adopt, authorise. draft. endorse. introduce.
oppose. pass. table

22 1 It is a letter of advice.
2 The query it responds to is whether it would be

possible to set aside the transaction described in the
letter on the basis of the shareholder"s rights.

23 1 False 2 False 3 True 4 True
241e 2a 3d 4c 5b
26 1 You have requested adVice regardmg your rights as

stockholder in Alca Corporation (the "Target
Corporation") which entered into a stock·for·assets
agreement With Losal Corporation (the ·Purchasing
Corporation").

2 The advice and statements set forth below are based
on the facts you presented to me in our telephone
conference of January 27.

3 As always. I remain at your disposal should you wish to
discuss your options. I look forward to hearing from
you and answering any further questions you may have.

27 Suggested answer
Dear Mr louis
I am writing in response to your query of 12 September in
which you request mformation regarding the board
meeting and extraordinary general meeting of Longfellow
Ltd which were held on 10 September. I will summarise
the circumstances under which the meetings were
convened, as well as the reSOlutions passed.
As you may know. a board meeting was held to determine
whether new shares could be issued to certain existing
shareholders in the company. The proposal. which would



6 Suggested answers
1 responsibility to pay compensation
2 the party alone can decide
3 carry out later or not at aU
4 agreement given before in wnting
5 If Operot(l(" defaults In performance
6 do nothing
7 attachments
8 conSloored

7 1 A noo-competltlOfl agreement.
2 Because it is an agreement template.

S 2b: Confidentiality
3: Consideration
5: Severability
6: Payment of Costs

9 1 to comply with 2 shall be stricken 3 ascribed to
4 commencing 5 has acquired 6 contemplated by
7 shall expend

1.1 1.3.5.6.8.9
12 1 While bargaining, It means gIVIng up some Items In

order to get other ones from the other party.
2 The purpose of a merger clause is to ensure that

anything that was said or wntten bef(l("e the agreement
IS not admiSSible In procee(hngs unless ,t IS explICitly
wntten In the agreement.

13 Now I'd like to move on to the topic of uSlOl agreement
templates and term sheetS. Irs common to start out with
an eXIsting contract template, which gives you a kmd of
blueprint of the things that afe usually included m such an
agreement. Irs important to realise that negotiating with a
contract template means that it's necessary to review the
terms and conditions il contains carefully. please note
1illl1 you have to consider what is not in the agreement
but Should be.~, what's missing and should be
added. This is really just as Important as carefully
revlElWlng the language m the agreement. Here. I want to
suess thaI Il'd be WIse to consult .....Ith a senior lawyer,
preferobly someone who has experience negotlatlng
agreements of the kmd that you are negotiating,
'Nhen USlllg a term sheet as the basis of negollallOnS• .ICi
Impera!Ne to keep good notes of an diseussions or emails
regarorg the ItemS on the sheet. Term sheets are usually
used by lawyers to transfer the terms that have been agreed
Into an official agreement, so it's crucial that the mfonnallOn
on these sheets IS precisely v.tl1al's been agreed on by all
parties. Sometimes a lav.yer Will incorporale items from a
term Sheet onto an agreement template. In SUCh a case, he
stlould be careful not to Include language originally In the
template that isn't appropnate.
AdVerbs can be added to:
It is (parl!cular/y) important to realise ...
Please note (especIally) that ...
Here. I (partICularly) want to stress that ...

141d2e3a4b5c
15 1 The To. From and Date lines 2 Subtect: In-company

semll'l3r on contract negolJ3t1ons 3 Paragraph 1
4 Paragraphs 2 and 3 5 Paragraph 4

17 They are talking about a lronchlse agreement.
The two clauses they mention are the non-competltlon
clause and the arbItration ctause.

18 1 False 2 True 3 True 4 False
19 One of the techniques Arthur Johansson used was horse

trading, Le. trading one item (In thiS case, offering to be
fleXible on the arbitration clause) for another (getting the
other party to reduce the scope of the non-competltion
clause). The secolld technique he used was to suggest a
number that he knew the other party would not accept (in

this case. he suggested reducing the length of the non
competItion clause (0 one year) In the expectation that
the other party would suggest a number thai he in tum
couldn't accept (the other party suggested two years). With
the hope that they would agree to meet halfway al a
number Mr Johansson actually wanted ongmally.

20 1.2,3,4.5.6.9
21 a Our proposal is to

We suggest ...
we'd like.
What we're looking for IS •..

b I think we could live With that.
That's certainly a step in the right direction.
I'm afraid that's out of the question.
We'd be happy with that.

c I'm afraid we can"! go along with.
That would be difficult for us.
we're not entirely happy With that.

The most forceful phrase for rejecting a proposal IS I'm
afraid that's out of the questlOfl.

23 Suggested answers
email, e-signature. e-cash, e-eommerce. e-eYldence, e-Iaw

241b2d3c4e5a
25 1 The term 'dlgltal Signature' has been used for vanous

methods of IndICating an electronIC sli08ture. such as
ly?Ing the Signer'S name Into the signature area,
paShng in a scanned version of the slgner's Signature,
cliCking an 'I Accept' button or using CryptographiC
'scrambling' technology. However. it is now becoming
standard to reserve the term 'digital Signature' only fOf
cryptographic Signature methods, and to use
'electronic signature' for the other paperless signature
methods mentioned above,

2 The most significant legal effect of the new e-signature
law is to make electronic contracts and signatures as
legally valid as paper contracts.

3 These websltes need enforceable agreements for
ordenng SUpplies and servICeS. For them, the new law
IS essential IegislallOn because It helps lhem conduct
business entirely on the Intemet.

4 Af'I online company must prOVide a notJce IndlCatll'lf,
whether paper contracts are available and Inform
customers that if they gtYe then consent to use
electroniC documents, they can later change thelf
minds. The notice must also explain what fees or
penalties might apply if the company must use paper
agreements for the transaction. Furthermore, the
notice must also indicate whether the customer's
consent applies only to the particular transaction at
hand, or Whether the business has to get consent to
use e-documents!slgnatures for each transaction. Prior
10 obtalOlng consent, the bUSiness must also prOVIOO a
statement outllmng the hardware and software
reqUirements 10 read and save the buSiness's
electronic documents, If the hardware or software
requirements change. the business must nolJty
customers of the change and give them the optJon to
revoke their consent to USIng electroniC documents.

5 The law does not define an electronIC SIgnatUre, or
stipulate what technologJes can or should be used to
create an electronic signature. The law establishes
only that electronic signatures in all their forms qualify
as Signatures in the legal sense.

An oYer k



26 •
Advantages of new law Verb Abstract noun

Adds to the certainty of the binding nature of &contracts

Facilitates online trade

Provides some assurance against fraud

Promotes e-commerce by increasmg consumer confidence

Provides a basis for the free market to develop common

procedures to avoid fraud

Might actually add to the uncertainty of uninformed

consumers
Could be disadvantageous to the low-tech consumer

COUld discriminate against those who want to use printed

agreements

Could raise conflicts of laws issues between state and

federal law

Could lead to difficulties in interpretation due to the lack

of definition of electronic signature

28

ren.e.w ren.e.wal

draft draft

in~ inQ.i.!sion

omil o.!!J.§Slon

1f'!:minate termiIl2tion

enQ)'Ql en!lli'Rtion.- adQQtion

negQtiate negotii,!tion

pro~ proQQsal

transgd transi\Ction

5 2 express 3 non·binding 4 invalid
6 2 by 3 in 4 for 5 herein 6 hereby 7 by

It is an example of a merger I entire agreement I parol
evidence clause.

Adverb + verb Adverb + adjective nit 6

To form or make a contract vaUd

2

pectorroaoce is granted are cOfl\lerted into mooey damages.

:l. Pecuniary compensation
2 1 True 2 False 3 True
31d 2e 3a 4g 5b 6c 7f
5 liquidated damages are defined as 'prOllisions in a

contract stipulating the amount required to compensate
an injured party in the event of a breach'.

6:1.d 2a 3c 4b
7 :1. False 2 False 3 True 4 True
9 :1. breach of contract 2 compensate an injured party

3 bargaining power 4 clause at issue
10 Section 2: In many jurisdictions. I/le courts will sever.

The result is that the non·breaching party is forced to
prove .
Section 3: The recent tendency of the courts is to give
less or no weight to .
.. the courts take into consideration.

As such. the court must assess whether.
Section 4: The courts generally look to .
In rare cases, .. the courts will not enforce.

1.1 Suggested answers
:1. The court overturned/reversed the decision. (opposite

meaning to upheld)
2 The court rejected the suit on the grounds t.hat .

(same meaning)
3 The court agrees/rules that. (same meaning)
4 The court Is hesitant to I is unwilling to ... (same

meaning)
13 :1. True 2 False 3 False
14 :1. produced 2 a third party 3 signature 4 transfer

5 harmful
15 The whole system works like tllis: the court must first

determine wtlether an order for specific performance should
be granted. Of course. the breaching party can do two things:
eiltJer comPly or Dot comPly with the order, In other words.
the defaulting party either takes the action necessary to
pectorm the contract or he doesn't. If he doesn't, the other
party can decide to go to the judicial enforcement agent. This
jUdiCial enforcement agent is called the foged in Denmark. 11
foged is similar to the bsliliff in common law. He baSically
fulfils the fuoctions of a baHt. The Danish Code of Procedure
17 regulates wtlat the fslg!lSf has to do. This code stipulates
that the~ can coovert the plaintiff's claim ioto money
damages, So. in reality. most claims for wtllch spes:ific

4 is terminated I
6 modify

substantially similar

purely online -----I
legally binding

legally valid

3 (had) breached
5 to be renewed

amend

modify

supplement

3 2 signed
terminates

To change or add to a contract

adequately protect

recently signed*

previously accompanied

generally apply

apply specifically

enler into

execute

sign

cancel

rescind

terminate

commonly used

sign fraudulently

widelyaccepted*

• These could also be thought of as 'adverb -+- adjective'
combinations.

29 consent
301f 2d 3e 4a 5c 6b

To make a contract partly or wholly Invalid

Language Focus
:l. 2 whereas 3 injunction 4 breach 5 unwarranted

6 contention 7 efficacious



17 1 Because on-time performance of the various parts of a
construction agreement is crucial. If the foundation of
a building is not perlormed on time. then the next
step. and the worKers involved. must wait. This may
result in workers being paid to wait and. in turn. losses
being incurred which must be compensated by the
party who has failed to perlorm on time.

2 Time is of the essence means that it is essential to
the parties that performance takes place in
accordance with the times specified in the agreement.
failure to perform by the time specified is a breach of
contract by the non·perlorming party.

3 $10,000
4 If money is due the Contractor. the amount of damages

will be deducted from this. or if no money is due the
Contractor. he will pay the amount to the Owner.

18 1 by way of 2 prescribed 3 in excess of
4 mutually 5 is due 6 inclusive of 7 as aforesaid
8 deducted from

19 The program written by the software company contained
unnecessary code and did not fUllCtlon with Macintosh
computers. so the client had to have it rewritten.

20 Read through the contract.
21 1. 3. 4. 5. 7
221c2b3c4b
241e 2c 3a 4d 5b
26 1 The memo provides a written record of the meeting.

This avoids any confusion or misunderstandings later
on and gives the client the opportUnity to query any of
the points mentioned.

2 Factual mistakes: Client gave a 10% discount.
Additional information: The lawyer does not Know
whether the contract with Glaptech waives consequential
damages Of not. She still has to look at the contract.

3 At thjs slage jn the matter. jt would be helpful jf you
CQuid gjve me any documents or information which
relate to the dispute.
Naturallv we wjll require a copy of the contract
concluded With Glaptech.
in addtion. it WQuld be extremely usefui if you could
provide documents jndicatjng the nature and extent of
your previous business relationship with the ferry
company, as wei! as ary.1hing that would bear witness to
the poor quality of the faulty software program provided
by Glaptech.

4 The courts in our jurjsdiction tend to strjctly construe
contracts between commercial parties and are generally
hesjtant to award consequential damages unless the
Plaintiff can clearly demonstrate that the loss was
foreSeeable to the defendant. The court wjll looK at the
course of dealings between you and Glaptech, as well as
any documentation you can produce which indicates that
Glaptech could have reasonably foreseen the loss.

27a2 b6 c3 d7 e:1. 15 g4
28 Use the email on page 87 as a model.
29 I will outline the law in this jurisdiction as it applies to the

facts in the instant case.
30 Suggested answers

:1. The issue in the instant case is whether a seller may
sue a buyer for anticipatory breach of contract when
the buyer tells the seller that he will not accept the
goods. even though the seller was not yet obligated
under the contract to deliver the goods.

2 The non-breaching party in this case has two options:
firstly, he may trust what the buyer has said and
conclude that, legally. he no longer has to do the things
he promised to do under the contract. Secondly. he
could continue to act as if the contract was still in force.
as long as this does not cause any harm 10 the buyer.

3 Under the reliance principle, if one party to a contract
tells the other party to the contract that it will not
abide by what they agreed to in ttle contract, then this
other party (non-breaching party) can legally rely on
this verbal notice of intent to breach and take action
accordingly. This pnllClple relates to the case at hand
because the seller has attempted to make deliveries
under a 10ng·terDl contract With the buyer. but the buyer
refused to accept the goods on the first delivery date.
Since the contract was for deliveries over a number of
years. the reliance principle can apply If the buyer has
informed the seller that it will continue to refuse the
goods for the remaining term of the contract.

31 The courts here have reasoned that.
Admittedly. there is a precedent statlOg that.
In a leading case on this point. Judge Hand stated that.
This seems to be the majority posi!lon 10 this jurisdiction.

Language Focus
1 2 intensify 3 injury 4 occasion 5 curious

6 the Court argued
2 2 held that / ruled that 3 dismissed/rejected;

finding that
3

Verb Noun

Il::medy ~medy

breach breach

in.teru1 in.tem / intention

CO" reliance

~olate vio!i!tion

'"1m< en~ment

re~ reffisal

t,""o;pate antlciQ2tion

com~ compU1.2tion

pa'!2rm per12rmance

42a 3e 4b 5d 6h 7f 8i 9g
5 1 award. claim. collect. mitigate. seek. sue for

2 contain. exclude. interpret. perlorm. strike. violate
6 2 result from 3 thereof 4 ascertain 5 on

6 herein 7 shall
72b3f4c5a6d

1 1 True 2 True 3 False 4 False
2 :1. Novation 2 benefits 3 third party 4 novation

5 novation 6 assignment 7 Assignment
8 parties 9 assignment 10 novation

3 2 impose duties: This means to place obligations on
someone in a contract.

3 enforce contractual provisions: This means to maKe
someone do or not do something as stated in a contract.

4 render performance: This means to do or not do
something as stated in a contract.

5 delegate duties: This means to give duties to someone
else to do on your behalf.

6 assign rights: This means to transfer the rights to a
third party so that they have them.

Amw"k" E



i also recommend expliCitly staling the reason why the
defendant dislikes your client - that there was a I<lwsult is
not enough, It is imperative that you pomt out that the
defendant lost the suit and had to pay high damages 10

your clieflt and therefore dislikes him.
Finally. I suggesl emphasIsing that your client mformed
the defendant that IJme was of the essence in the mailer
of the assignment - this makes the delay appear more
like an intenlJonal attempt to harm your chent.
Hope that these comments are 01 use to you. Feel free to
contact me again if you have any quesllOOs.

Be"
Sam

22 1 Monday. not any other day 2 the new client. not the
new boss or the new cleaner 3 the new client. nol an
existing one 4 meeting, not phoning or emalllOg
5 we're attending the meellng, nol anyone else

23 Suggested answers
Don't worry if you underlmed other words as well as those
shown. II is sometimes difficult to distmguish between
words given emphatic stress and those with normai
sentence slress.
Based on the evidence presented, tile court Ill.U.S1
conclude that sufficient evidence supports a
determination that the defendant ynreasooablY Withheld
consent to the assignment.
The defendanl nevertheless asserts that they did not
refuse consent. but merely~ gMng my client an
answer unlJl additional informallon was obtained. we~
thiS argument, The terms of the lease prOVIded that the
defendant could not unreasonably WIthhold consent. but
thiS is~ what it did. As defined Irl webstCf"'s Third New
International Dictionary, W!tflholdlog' means 'not gOOm!'.
whIle '~. 00 the other hand may require some

affirmallYe act or statement. .Jones CorporaIJOfl did not
~ consent. it is true. But .Jones CorporalJOfl's dectSlOll

to~ consent amounted to a W1thho1dlOl! of consent.
especially given my client·s indicalJOfl In a letter to the
defendant that.l.ilne: was ofthe~.And, as noted
above. the evtdence supports the detefmtnalJon that thiS
deciSion was uoreasooab!e. Thefefore. the defendant's
attempt to distinguish between Wlthholdmg consent and
~COf)sent is unavailing under the lease prOVISion
here.

2S Suggested answers
As we have~ Demonstrated here today, the contract
concluded between my client and the defendant, the software
design company Glaptech . .YllillIlbliUOlJsly stipulates that the
defendant agrees to create a computer program enabllng.ill!
customers to book a ferry passage online. Specifically, the
contract emressIV reads that the program must work for "all
CUStClJlJefS USing modem home COOJPUtefs: we heard today,
in the teslJrnony of a recognized comMer exoef1. that the
oonoept of "modem home computers' can reasooably be
construed to inClude AooIe Macjolosh compytcrs. Therefore

'I.e must coodude that the crea\JOr1 of a program which does
IXllIooclJon 00 this~ of c:ompvter system constitutes
a dear breach of the c:ontJ'acI cooduded bet¥.een my dient
and the defendalt.

261c2a3b
27 Suggested ansWffS

The court gave weIght to the evidence provided by the
expert WItneSS.
The court's determination that the WIthholding of conSeflt
was unreasonable was supported by the cYldence.
In reaching its decision. the court drew IOferences of fact
from the evidence submitted.

f 3

3 False
4 b 5 a
d 4 e 1

4 2 delegator: delegate(e) 3 obligor; obligee
4 assignor: assignee

6 The non-ass,gnmg party has the nght 10 elect to refuse
and avail hImself of or consent to the assignment
transfer Of sale of interest in the shares. except for the
transfer to the party'S heirs, personat representatives Of

conservators in the case of death Of legal Incapacity.
7 1 In the case 01 a transfer of one party's Interest in the

AgfeemefItto the party's helrs, personal representatives
Of conservators in the case of death Of legat incapacity.

2 The wotten notICe must set forth all of the terms and
condltlOl1S of the proposed aSSignment and all
available Information concernmg the proposed
assignee. IIlCluding but not limited to Information
conceming the proposed asslgnee's employment
history. financial condition, credit history. skill and
qualifications, and in the case of a partnership or
corporate assignee. of its partners or shareholders.

3 Withm ten days after receivmg the notice (or. If
additional information is requested, Within ten days
after receiving the additional information). the non
assigning party may either consent or withhold its
consent to the assignment, or accept the assignment
to itself or to its nominee upon the terms and
conditions specified in the notice. The non-.assigning
parI)' may substitute an equivalent sum of cash for any
consideration other than cash specified in the notice.

81g 2c 3e 4a 5f 6d 7b
9 2,4.6

11 The three points of evidence Ron Will use are:
excellent credit rating 01 proSpectIVe buyer:
expert WitneSS on commercial lease transactions who

WIll testify that ..Iones had SUtflCleflt InformalJon to
make a de<:ision:
evJOeoce that suggests the relatIOnship between the
men was not a good one.

12 1 The purposes of the email are to Inform his colleague
about the progress of the case and to get feedback Of)
hiS closlllg argument.

2 He woutd like to get sugges\lOrls for improving his
argument from his colleague.

13 mind looloImg ... lettmg: appreciate gellmg: look forward to
hearing (NB the latter IS a phrasal verb (look forward to)
followed by an -ing form}

141a 2b 3a 4a 5a 6b 7a 8a
15 1 suing 2 giving 3 breaching 4 to re-draft

5 gathering 6 hearing 7 to tell 8 arguing
16 3.4,6
17 1 True 2 False
181c2d3e
1.9a2b5c6
20 Suggested answer

Dear Ron

In response 10 your email thiS mormng. let me first say
that I enjoyed reading your clOSIng argument - well dooe!
You asked me to give you some feedback. which you will
find m the margins of the attached document. for the
most part. the changes whiCh I think should be made
Involve gMflg more emphasIs to Important points and
generally beIng more explICIt.
I suggest emphasiSing that the delay was clearly
unreasonable (due to perfect Credit rating and suffICient
IOformatlOl1 beIng proYlded). I don't think the importance
of thIS peont can be stressed enough. I would even repeat
the word 'unreasonable' a few limes! You also need to be
more explIcIt about the evidence Showing that the delay
was based on personal animoSity.



4 True3 False
4 0

la5 b6 c4 d1 e7 f3 g2
21c2a3d4b
3 Suggested 8nswers

1 ThIs means 'interpreted or understOlXl to be
dlscnmlflatory'.

2 This refers to adjustments wtllch are fittJl1g and
appropnate. and oot excessIVely costly.

3 This refers to damages awarded lor feelings 01
dlsappolntmellt. frustration. grief, humd18t1on. etc. anSIng
OUI of the marner. and posSIbly the fact. of OS/lllssal.

4 1 c 2 d 3 a 4 e 5 b
6 Both a case bonanza and a boom In work mean an

extremely large amount of cases to work on,
7 One dIrectIVe would outlaw discrimlllatlOn on the basis of

age and reliSion.
The second deals with discrimination based on race and
ethnicity more generally.
The third will prOVide support for education on race
discrimination issues and for groups which target race
discrimination.

8 1 False 2 False
91c2d3b

101.3.4,6
11.1b2a3a4b
12 Documents attaChed: revised entry of appearance and

document prOViding complete factual account of
circumstances of theft
Phrases in the email for refernng to attachments:
~rhe revised entry of appearance form wfliCh you
requested.

Dkase find attached iJ document provK1/flg .•.
13 See phrases &1 In ExerCise 14.
141d 2e 31 4h 5j 6b 7a Sf 9c

10.
15 Suggested answer

Dear Gwen

Further to our phone conversation 011 Monday. I would like
Inform you of the steps I have taken In lhe Myers case
since we spoke.

I have submitted the completed entry of appearance you
sent me. along With an application for a pre.hearlng
assessment of the case. I have also drafted a Written
submission of the case and forwarded thiS to the tribunal.
These two documents have been attached to this mail for
your perusal.

I am now awaiting the response of the tribunal and will
naturally inform you as soon as I hear anything. I am quite
confident that the tribunal will decide to handle thiS case
solely on the basis of the written SUbmiSSion, and that the
outcome will be positive for your firm.
Please do not heSItate to contact me In the meantJme If
you reqUire any further information or assistance.
Yours sn'lCcrely
JOM

16 Headline 2

17 1 Texts such as these. which summanse the outcome of
cases heard by an employment tnbunal. are commonly
read by employers and lawyers.

2 The case deals with sex diSCrimination: two female
employees of a law firm (the claJmantsl claimed lhey
were oot promoted to higher POSlUonS by U'lClf
employers (the defendants) on the baSIS of their sex.

3 A landmark case generally deals with an important
Issue and marks a stage In the development of the law
In a specific area. Such a case often shows how
courts will rule on similar cases In the future.

l:Il:legate de~tJon t!ll:legator. t!ll:legate.
delegat.ee,

aS~iIl as.li!iOment asslS02f:. assigQ.ee.- obli&!.tIon obliiQ!:, obli&ee.

imlID' implildl,tion

inWilll inNntionjin!W

conM consultation

ooao.t en~ment

'OM retl!.l1tal

~'""" con~tioo

dcWlTltne determlI5!tion

d,," d,,"
transfer (UK)

.Jnl!lSfer (US) llillli;f~

6

Veft) Abstract noun Pef'IOn

28 The text is about a new law in England. Wales and
Northern Ireland which came Into force in 2000 and whIch
gives third parties 10 a contract additional rlghlS.

291c2d3b4e5a
30 1 The act applies to contracts gaverned by English law or

the law of Northern Ireland entered Into beginning May
11,2000. as well as to each English law contract
entered Into beginning November 11. 1999. which
expressly provides for ItS application.

2 A person that IS oot a party to a contract WIll be
pemlilted to enforce irs terms If the contract expressly
prOVIdes thai the noo-party may do so. Of If Olle Of
more terms of the contract purport to confer a benefit
on the oon-party. unless on a proper ConSlfUCtlon of
the contract. It appears that the parties did not intend
the term to be enforceable by the rl()I).party.

3 The adVICe is given that contract drafters should
consider whether any third party has been &iYen rights
uncler a contract. The parties may agree in the contract
to exclude the applicatioo of the statute to prevent one
or more of the parties from being exposed to
unexpected claims by third parties who were not
intended to be beneficiaries of the contract.

31 1 d 2 c 3 a 4 e 5 b

Language Focus
1 2 Intensity 3 enlist 4 propose 5 appeal
2 1 contrary; shall; to 2 WIthhold: thereof: COO(lltlOOS

3 have: approvat 4 to: entity
3 2 to 3 under 4 from 5 to 6 ag.lInst 7 to

8 ,pon
4 1 to: under: 10 2 to: to: under 3 to: on

4 of: against
5 2 lessor/lessee. a 3 mortgagor/lTIOrtgagee. c

4 transferOf/transferee. b



n 9

6 includes
11 incurred

5 of: from

5 goes

10 ""

3 Wsnaotles
5 C~ or cancellation

3 to: to: via 4 to: against
70n80n
heard 4 resembles
8 awarded 9 issue

1ge Focus

Employment tribunals hear the full range of employment
related disputes. They are public hearings held in front of
a panel of three people. The fact that they are public can
be a disadvantage for employers. since wel~publicised

employee disputes can lead to unwanted bad publicity. As
a result. there IS also the drawback of a greater tendency
to reach out-Qf-a>Urt settlements which are f8llQUrable to
employees. A further disadvantage of employment
tribunals IS the fact that they typically take lcoger than the
new arbitratlOfl process. However. employment tribunals
have the important advantage that deciSions reached by
them can be appealed.
In contrast. the new arbltrallon procedure only deals WIth
unfair dismIssal cases. The prOCeedingS are held in a
private setting, such as a hotel. Another difference is Ihe
relatlV(l speed of the proceecllngs. which typically last only
a half a day. This IS clearly advantageous for an employer.
as II would save a great deal of time and money. However.
the new arbitration scheme does have a Significant
draw-back: the decisions reached by the arbitrators are
considered binding. and so appealing or challenging a
decision is very difficult.
On balance. I would say that the new arbitration scheme
is attractive from the point of view of an empioyer. and I
recommend lhat you conSider making use of this new
process to deal with unfair dismissal disputes.
Please do I'lOt hesitate to contact me if you would like
further InformatlOO. I have attached an article about this
tOpIC to this mail which may be of Interest to you.
Yours slflcerely
Elisabeth Stephens

:1 1 transfer: title 2 warranlies 3 e~clusions/

disclaimers: disclaimers/exclusions 4 contracts
21d 2g 3a 4f 5b 6c 7e
3 1 to pay for. to purchase

2 to deal In. to offer for sale
3 consumer. customer, purchaser
4 merchant. relailer. supplier. Yen(\()(

5 Commodity. merchandise. wares
61f 2J 3e 4i 5h 6d 7a 8c 9b

10 g
71 Trtleand nsk 2~

4 lndermlfiCation of vendlY
(Paraphrases will vary.)

8 If an ROT clause IS Interpreted as a charge and has not
been registered. It IS 'lQid.

9 1 A good clause will be clear. It WIll state that ownership
or title in the goods sold will not pass to the buyer
until payment is made.

angl
:1 2 reduce 3 primarily 4 certain 5 COfI\IefltlOnal

6 vaSI
2 2 uncertain 3 non-<:onfidermal 4 unc:onvenlional.

noo-c:onvenlional 5 llOll-<llSCflmlnatory 6 unfair
7 unlawful 8 unnecessary 9 unreasonable
10 unspecific. flQfl-speciflC 11 1rlY(lluntary

3 1 Intends: notice 2 complying With: entitled to
3 under

4 2 under
6 off: In

5 2 fiie 3
7 decide

4 The women alleged that the firm had an overall
'culture' of discrimination against women.

5 The court ruled thai one of the partners of the law firm
behaved badly during the proceeclings and that he had
attempted to damage the reputation of one of the
claimants.

6 The high award is expected to lead attorneys to be
more cautiOus about their behaviour when defending
cases before the tnbunal.

7 A diSCriminatory culture IS an etMfOf1ment In which
certain people or groups are favoured over others.
oftef1 based on charactensues such as age. religion.
sexual orientatlOfl. gender or dlsablllty.

18 1 False 2 True 3 True 4 True 5 False
19 1 A 2 A+D 3 0 4 A 5 0 6 0 7 A+O 8 A

9Al0AllA
20 ExpreSSing agreement strongly: 1.8. 10
21 Suggested answers

2.3.4. 6
23 The Commentary section.
24 Explanation of how employment tribunals work: ... a public

Ilearing in fronl of a Ihree-member employmenllribunal
WWl 8 legally qualified chairperson. Involving Ihe cross·
examina!lon of witnesses and. in the vast majority of
cases. the involvement of legal representatives.
Four adJectives: speedy. Informal. confidential.
non-legallsllc.

25 The optnlons of lawyers on the new arbitration scheme.
The Irony of the new arbitration scheme lies in the fact
lhat employmentllibunals were themselves originally
Intended to be an 'easlly acceSSible. Infonnal. speedy and
lnexpensrve' alternatrve to the ordmary courts for dealing
with IndIVIdual employment disputes.

26 1 True 2 True 3 False 4 True 5 False 6 False
271e2d3a4c5b
281c 2f 3b 4d Sa 6e
29 1 to hear a case

2 10 warve nghts
3 10 plead a case
4 10 apply a law
5 10 appeal a case. an award
6 to challenge a case. an award. a law

31 Faclual errors in memo:
1 Speed: The new arbllratlon procedure usually only

takes half a day.
2 Appeals: While lhe decisions of an employment

tribunal can be appealed. challenging tI,e award of tile
new arbitration scheme is much more difficult - the
arbitrator's decision is considered binding.

3 The new arbitration scheme only deals With unfair
dismissal cases.

32 1 6
2 The following summary pl"esents a selec/lon of key

features of bolh /he new amI/ratIon scheme and the
ex/stmg employmenl lntxmal process.

3 Unlike. In conrrasf fO. BaCh ... and ...
4 ThIs IS clearly advantageous. A further advantage of

confldentlallly IS ._.. thIS can be regarded as a
SlgnlflCanl advanfage

33 Suggesred ans~
Dear Wlr Mason
In your email of 9 Apnl. you asked for InformatJOn
concemlng the new arbitration procedure. You specifICally
requested my judgmenl concerning the advantages and
dlsadvanlages of amillation from the point of view of an
employer. I Will first explain some of Ihe features of Ihe
eXisting employment tribunal process and then look at the
new arbitration scheme.
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suit
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speclf~s

re.tain retlmllOl1

1 2 dls\lrlct 3 defendant 4
5 I'lOI"l'aJbltrary 6 material

..
imclx

bind

Un 1
1 1 True 2 True 3 False 4 False
21c2a3b
3 Suggestoo answers

1 Whereas a freehold estate refers to an estate In whIch
ownership is for an IIldelermlnate length of tIme, a
leasehold is the term for the right to possession and
use of land for a fixed period of time.

2 While fee Simple is the expression for the absolute
ownership of real property. fee tall refers to an eSlate
that may be ,nherited only by a limited class of heirs.

3 A lease is an agreement by which a lessor gwes the
nght 01 possession of real property to a lessee for a
specified term and for a specified conSiderallOfl.
whereas a lICence is only the right to use WIthout
having excluSlYe posseSSI()fl.

4 All easement is a ngttt to make IIITllted use of another's
real property. while usufruct refers to the ngtIt to use and
derNe profit from property be\or€Ing 10 someone else.
pronOed that the property Itself IS not harmed 10 ant W<!1f.

b The crifical prOVISion in the clause stated .
(paragraph 2)

c The question for the Court to consIder was whether.
(paragraph 3)

d In the case of ... (paragraph 2)
e In drawing the d,stmctlOn In relauon to the partICular

clause In QuestlOtl. the Court noted thaI ... ; On that
baSIS. the Court held that ... (paragraph 5)

24 1 void for nQIloreg.stra\lOn 2 the proceeds of such
manufaclunng or coostruchon process 3 adduced
evidence 4 held In trust 5 proprietary Interest
G on an evidential ground 7 by VIrtue 01

Verb Adjeetlve

Language FOLUS

2 The clause should require that the buyer keeps the
goods separate from other goods. The goods should
be marked as the supplier's property unt!1 payment is
made. MaKe sure that a serial number which is on the
outstanding Invoice is also on the goods.

3 The clause should state that the buyer will not resell
the goods until payment is made.

4 TaKe Into consideration what the buyer will do With the
goods. If the goods Will be used by the blJyer. and they
lose their form and can't be recovered, the clause may
be void.

S A well-Written clause WIll say that the soppller has a
nght of entry to recover the goods.

101b2c3a4c
II 1 sopphed 2 seller 3 In full 4 buyer S value

6 recover 7 premises 8 due 9 solvency
12 The clause does contaIn a clear statement that titles shall

not pass until the buyer has paid In full for !tie goods. It
also conta,ns a pI'O\'1SI()f1 gMng the seller the nght to
enter- the buyers premises 10 lake advantage of them.
Unfortunately. !tie clause fa,ts to ,nclude the other points
addressed by the speaker. The clause does not make any
mentl()fl of reqUlnng the buyer 10 keep !tie goods separate
from other goods. nor IS lhefe mention of senal-oumber
maoongs on !tie goods correspondlrc to inYOlCes. No
prOViSiOns haYe been made for a protllbrtlOfl on further
sale until the goods are paid for In full. In fact. the
wordIng appears to state the direct opposite. Finally. no
wording eXIsts to deal With the problem of challf;ing or
incorporating the goods Into other goods.

13 The product is a software program contalnll'li mIllions of
telephone numbers and addresses. as well as a retneval..-m.
The central legal Issue IS Yihether a shnnk-wrap licence
constitutes an enforceable COOttaet.

14 1 False 2 True 3 True 4 False S True
15 The facts of the case. the stages of lll1gatlon. the holdings

of the courlS. Ihe reasonlOg of the courts
16 The techOlque used by the speaker is to pose rhetorical

quesllons to Signal a move to a new tOPIC.
The examples are So. what is fhe procedural history of
the case? and What was the reasoning of the court?

17 1(2 b; h 3(4 c; g 5(6(7 d: f: i 8(9 a: e
20a3 b7 c1 dG e2 f4 g5
21 Suggested answers

1 The clause involved had an effect such that the income
in question was held by the buyer for the benefil of the
seller rather than having the effect of causing the
buyer to have some type of security in the goods.

2 It means that the Court couid not ignore the legal
relationship actually created (a trust) by the wordmg of
the ROT clause.

3 On an eVidential ground for not havmg shown a
conneClion between the goods II supplied and what
was eventually paid for the finished product.

4 Sellers may use thiS deciSion to draft similar clauses
In their contracts in order to ensure payment. even
where lhe buyer IS in IOsolvent IIQuidallon.

2211010 2to 301 4in 5aver 6,n 7for
8 between 9 In 10 Into

23 a the Court has upheld ... (paragraph 1)
The Judge at first Instance. and the Court of Appeal.
had held that ...; The 1l'laJOf'll)' In tile HIgh Court
rejected that reasonIng. In the ma}OfIl)'s vrew. ...
(paragraph 4)
... tile Court dIsmISsed ... (paragraph 6)
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1 c. premises 2 a. tenancy 3 d. law 4 b. consent
1 The buslfless sector is the restaurant buslfless.

The case could be relevant for any type of business
that reqUires unlflterrupted use of easily accessible.
well·ht and clean premiseS for ItS customers.

2 quiet enJOYlTlellt refers to the ngtIt of an owner or
tenant to use property Without Interference.

22 1 covenant of qUIet enjCPr'ffiC"t 2 precaullOl'l
3 contractor 4 estimate 5 postpone

25 1 Sr Martine~ is the Spanish solicItor contacted by
Ms Btackwell on behalf of her client.

2 a.c.e.f.h.l.j.k
26 1 False 2 True 3 True 4 False 5 False
27 Sr Martinez·s specific area of expertise is negotiating

terms of sale of a property. HIS credentials IfIclude:
15 years· experience in assisting buyers from the UK
in purchasing homes:
successful completion of hundreds of transactions:
expertise in negotiating the terms of sale:
studied law in both Spain and England:
speaks English fluently.

28 I would appreciate it very much If you would mform
Mr Watson that I would be happy to assist him in
purchasing a home.
Please could you fexward this email to him and ask him
to contact me at his convenience.

29 Suggested answer
Dear Sr Martinez
Thank you very much for your email of 17 May. In which
you offer to provide your servICeS m assisting my cllCfll,
Mr Edward Watson. in purchasmg a house In the Costa del
Sol reglOl'l of Spain. I had a meeting With Mr Watson thIS
mormng. and I would like to mform you of the matters we
dISCUSsed In connection with the sale.
first Of all. Mr Watson stated that he would gladly make
use of your services for the transaction. and has agreed
to the flat fee of 1.(x){) euros you have requested. I also
informed Mr Watson about the steps Involved in the
process. from the initial drawing up of a power of attorney,
to settlflg up a bank account and arranging financing,
through to the final signing of documents. Mr Watson now
knows what to expect.
I have one request: could you please provide me With
copies of all documents you draw up in connection with
the house purchase?
Please do not hesitate to contact me if I can be of any
assistance.
Thank, you for your efforts on Mr WatSOll"S behalf.
Yours Sincerely
Teresa Blacklolell

30 Suggested answer
Dear Ms Armstrong
Thank you for your email of 11 June In whICh you
reQuested Information about my expenence and areas of
expertIse as a real-estate lawyer.
As a sole praclJtlorler specialiSing In the sale of real
estate. my work involYes helping IndIVIduals and
buSIl'ICSseS negot18te faIr deals In both the reSIdential and
the commerciat real-estate mar1<ets. I have ten years'
expenence in drafting landlord-tenant agreements and
other documents related to the purchase of multiple-family
dwellings or single-family homes. Durmg thIS tnne. I have
also negotiated the terms of leases, sales and purchases
of commercial propertIes. Furthermore. I have extensive

4 1 distinguish 2 is a general term for
3 refers to/includes: fall under the heading of 4 divided
5 types 6 Includes

5 Suggested ansY.t!rs
Real property is a general term for freehold estates and
leaseholds.
In real property. a distinction is made between fr~d
estates and leaseholds.
Freehold estates and leaseholds fall under the headIng of
real property.
There are two types of real property. freehold estates and
leaseholds.

6 Some other legal ISSueS an estate agent might need to be

Informed aboul include (among many posslbliltles):
covenants running With land whICh may be binding
against or enforceable by the buyer:
ZOning restnctlons on the property potentially limiting
the fight of use to the property:
historical and enllironmental preservation Issues:
enllnonmental law and liability upon discovery of
ground or water pollutants:
compulsory purchase (US eminent domain) orders or
procedures.

7 1 The purpose of a temporary easement is to allow
access to property so tIlat, for example. work can be
carried out.

2 'Open' use means that the usc is obvious and not
secretive. while 'notorious' means that the use is
clearly visible. ·Continuous· means that It the use
must have occurred for the statutory penod.

3 This is a type of easement appurtenant whICh IS
created to reach a landlocked property IfI order to give
It access to a public road.

S 1 we diStinguIsh between 2 classlflC<l Into
3 type Includes 4 One Important SlJb.type

9 Now rd like to move on to another topIC.
I'll begin With the first type•.•.
leI's move on to the second type.
flnatly. 1"11 corne to the third type....

II The firm also hartd!es Natural Resources.
The two types of disputes named are property boundary
dIsputes and ownership disputes.

121yes 2no 3yes 4no
13 1 The phrases are used to express what the firm has

experience in doing.
2 Tile present perfect tense (have represented, has dealt

With. etc.) IS used most frequently. It refers to past
actions with present relevance. when the limeframe of
the action is understood to continue up to the present
(For the past ten years ...• Smce last year ... ). This
puts the emphasis on the firm's recent achievements.

3 matter. issue
4 Due to cur comprehenSive natural resource and

property capabilities, cur firm can provide experienced
counsel for all environmental and natural resource
matters affecting property owners.

14 see Reading 2 for a model practICe areas statement.
15 PartiCS. Term. Statutory COOOltlOl'lS. Rent amount and

payments. Method of P8)TTlCflt. DePOSit
Other clauses you would expect to flOCl In a lease (among
many POSSIbilities): Description of the leased premlses.
Use of premIses. Ql,uet enJO'llTlCf1t. Repairs and
mamtenance. Alterations or addltlOl'lS. Damage or
destrlJ'CtlOl'l. Waiver, Defaults and remedies. Entire lease.
Amendment and modifl(;ation, ASSIgnment NotICes.
TermInatIon and surrender

16 Statutory conditions are the condItions imposed by law.



experience in real·property litigation. having successfully
represented Clients in a number of court cases involving
easements and property boundaries.
I hope this information was of interest to you. I would
welcome the opportunity to provide any legal assistance
you may require.
Yours sincerely
Matthew Wright

Language Focus
:L 2 heir 3 to set forth 4 opportunity
2

Noun Adjective

illtute .stQtutory
~ '-' .

reason masonable

OOiligence Wligent

~!.illity
I

\&P8ble

inllffitance in.hill:itable

OOl.li:pect pros~tive

n~ity
I n.e.cessary

""'~
safe

3 1 reasonable: Premises: ttlereon: deemed
2 liable: Lessee: harmless 3 herein; rules: qUietly

4 2 won 3 have handled 4 has advised
5 was involved

5 1 abandon: premises. site
2 comply with: contract. lease. regulation. requirement.

statute
3 terminate: contract. lease. tenancy

6 2 comply with 3 terminate 4 terminate
5 comply with

7 2 wel~ 3 actually 4 specifiC 5 continually
6 persistently 7 temporary 8 essential

8 1 On the grounds that it was unpatentable subject
matter.

2 The court reasoned that the software used in a
machine constituted a useful. concrete and tangible
result. warranting patentability.

3 Because It establishes, in contrast to cases preceding
it. that business methods are not per se unpatentable
due to their subject matter.

9 1 patentability 2 patent 3 unpatentable 4 patent
5 patentable 6 patented

10 Suggested answer
Facts of the case
State Street Bank & Trust CO. vs. Signature FinanCial
Group (199B). (known as the 'State Street' case) involved
the patentability of a data-processing system for managing
mutual funds.
legal Issue In question
The legal issue was whether a patented data-processing
system fell within two exceptions to patentability 
mathematical algorithms and methods of doing business
- and the issued patent was thus invalid.
Holdings and reasoning of the courts
The lower court held that the software patent involved was
invalid on the grounds that it entailed two exceptions to
patentability.
However. the United States Court of Appeals for the
Federal CirCUit affirmed the patentability of business
method-related software and rejected both exceptions to
patentability. The court held that since the claims of the
patent-at·issue were directed to a machine programmed
with software. and such a machine produced a useful.
concrete and tangible result. the software constituted
patentable subject matter.
General legal significance of the case
As a result of the ruling. business-method software may
now be patented.

1.:L1C2G
121d 2e 3a 4c 5b
131c2a3d4b
14

tangible benefit
5 SUbject matter

Unit 11

E

In contrast. On the other hand.

However. Alternatively

For example, For instance. Specifically

Formerly, Previously, Traditionally.
Historically

AS a consequence. Therefore. Thus.

Accordingly, Consequently. As a result

In fact. In particular. Of course.
Clearly. Notably. Ultimately

AS a next step. Finally. First of all.

Secondly. To begin with. To conclude

Besides. In addition. Furfhennore,

Moreover

Summarising

EmphaSising

Giving an example

Expanding on

a point

Contrasting

Drawing a

conclusion or

inference through

reasoning

Referring to

the past

Answer key

In short. Summing up. In other

words. Briefly
'------'--'-

4 injunction3 trade mark
5 d

:L 1 copyright 2 patent
21c2a3e4b
3 Suggested answers

1 another term for intellectual property rights or rights to
assets which lack physical existence

2 a privilege afforded to third parties to use a
copyrighted work without the consent of the copyright
holder

3 use of an intellectual property right without
authorisation from the holder of the right

4 1 Business-method patents.
2 It Involves an Internet sales application featuring a

on~lick ordering solution.
3 Four requirements

5 1 landmark cases 2 utility 3
4 non-<lbviousness requirement
6 barred from

6 1 False 2 True 3 False 4 True
7 1 It has extended patent protection to a large number of

previously unpatentable areas.
2 It involves a data·processing system for managing

mutual funds.
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6/7

1 2 in addition 3 review 4 issucr 5 suggestion
6 moreover

2 b dismissed c would be liable for d filed e settle
Order of the actIOns: 2 d 3 e 4 b 5 a

3 1 apply lor. enforce. file. grant
2 misappropriate. patent. register
3 apply for. enforce. file. grant. mfnnge. register

4 2 10 3 agamst 4 00 5 to
5 2 non-obrIious 3 dissimilar 4 unauthorised 5 invalid

6 nofl1)atentable. unpatentable 7 unSUitable
8 non<orrmonplace 9 non-excluSive

6 2 has been registered 3 enforce 4 had ruled
5 to be determined 6 be Infnnged 7 to ISsue: alleged

Copyright holders
Four factors
False 2 True 3 True 4 True 5 True

In what way?
Well. from a legal point of VIeW. the debate
is about ...
I think the important ISSue here is ...
II seems to me that the real ISsue is
So. in other words••.•
And whafs more..•.
let me just gIve you an eltample.

8/9/10/11 That may well be true. but you have 10 see
the bigger picture.
Yes. but you can look at it another way.
too.
Yes. but thars only one side of the
problem.
Yes. you have a pomt there.

12 Sorry. can I just finish my point?
13 As I was saymg....

24 1 point 2 view 3 point 4 view 5 point 6 point
7 point/view 8 point

1 1 True 2 True 3 False 4 False 5 True
2 1 certificate of deposit 2 debenture 3 Cheque/check

4 promissory note 5 bill of cKchange: draft
31c 2d 3f 4g 5b 6a 7e
4 1 When the bank demands payment or on April 1st 2008

2 On or before tile 1st day of each month
3 The whole sum 01 principal and interest will become

immediately due and payable at the option of the
holder of the notc.

S Suggested answers
1 for money or other performance received
2 the party who has signed the promissory note and has

thus agreed to repay the debt under the terms laid out
In the promissory note

3 10 be paid when requested
4 to fail 10 fulfil the obtlgallons or abide by what was

agreed; to breach the agreemenl.
6 1 mterest 2 principal 3 outstanding 4 oue

5 accrue 6 Matunty 7 mstalment
81.2.3.4.7,8
9 1 ReqUirements 7 and 8 (the reqUirement that the note

makes an unconditional order or promise and the
reqUirement that the note states that the outstanding
sum IS either payable on demand or at a defimte time).

2 The borrower made the coodltion that as soon as he is
paid out his inheritance. he Will start paying the debt
back.

Language Focus

3
4

22 1
23 1

2/3/4

15 see words in Italics in table above.
16 The Trade Mark Office informs the owner of the trade

mark when that trade mark is about to eKpire.
171e 2d 3f 411. 5b 6a 7c
18 1 eKplry 2 request: renewal 3 fees 4 trade mark
19 The long sentence has been broken down Into shorter

sentences: paSSive sentences have been made into actIVe

ones: shall constructions have been replaced WIth other
verbs: formal vocabulary has been replaced with more
common. everyday words.
Suggested answers
Paragraph 2: The Office WIll tell the owner of the Commurvty
trade mark. and anyone who has a regtstered ngJ1t in it.
...men the reg.stralJon WIll run out. In good ume before it
runs out. If the Office doesrl"t give thiS InformatJOrl. It will
not be the fault of the Office.
Paragraph 3: The owner has to send in the request for
renewat within a period of SIK months ending on the last
day of the month In which protection ends. He also has to
pay the fees within this period. If this has not been done.
he can submit the request and pay the fees within a
further period of six months lollowing the day referred to
in tile first sentence. as long as he pays additional fees
within this further period.
Paragraph 4: If the owner submits the request or pays the
fees In respect of only some 01 the goods or services lor
whICh the Community trade mark Is registered. the Office
Will only renew registration for those goods or services.

20 She IS asking lor inlormatlon about reviewing a
CommuOlty Trade Mark.
Suggested answer
Dear Ms FoK
In response to~ request of 18 December for Information
cooceml~ the renewal of reglstratton of a Community trade
mar1<.. allow me 10 answer the Uvee quesllons you posed.

FIfSI of all. the Office for Harmornsallon In the Internal
Market (OHIM) informs the owner of the ConYru'lIry trade
mark {as well as and any person~ a regt5tered ngtlt
In It)...men the reg;strallon WIll expwe In good tune before
it expires. Hov.ever. even If you don't get notice of expiry.
you SlJlI have to renew)'(U" registralJon. so you should be

~re of the date of e:qJIry.
Secondly. as the owner of the trade mark. you can
renew the registration of the trade mark yourself.
Alternatively. another person can renew the
registration il you. the owner. have authorised this
person to do so. Naturally. this means that I can do it
for you if you wish.
Finally. In response to your third Question. you must
submit the request for renewal SIX months before the
last day of the month in which protection ends.
Furthermore. you must pay the renewal fees within
thIS SIHTlonth penod. II you doo't pay the fees within
thiS period. you can SuOmlt the request and pay the
fees WIthin a further period of SIK months. but you
would then have to pay additional fees.

I hope that the informalJoo I have proY1ded IS of use to
you. If you would like further aSSIstance In thiS matter.
please do not hesrtate to contact me.
Yours sincerely
Estella Walters

21 1 Fatr use is wtIer1 you're allowed to make hmlted use 01
copynght matenal WIthout penmsslOfl. The Copyright
Act allows teachers to dISplay and perform the works
of others In the classroom for educational purposes.

2 It IS to stnke a balance between the rights of COPYflght
owners anod society's mterest In ensuring the free flow
of InformatIon.



Lal
1 2 monetary 3 pooople <1 I1CtX 5 make a reQlMefIleIlt

6 Impose
2 1 e.g.: e.g. 2 i,e, 3 per arYIUm 4 Inter aha
3

E

6 Maker
70f 810
5 per annum

5to 611'1

4 principal

1 1 loan 2 mortgage 3 pledge 4 hen
2 1 seile 2 sell 3 defaults 4 owns 5 has

6 attaches 7 attaches 8 crystallises 9 make
3 However. in the case of Quasi-secunty, ... While the debtor

only ...
While a fixed charge.

4 1 collateral. payment. a security Interest
2 a secunty interest 3 collateral
4 credit. indebtedness. a loan, payment, performance
5 collateral. credIt. a loan, paynlent. performance
6 performance, a security interest. payment, a loan

5 1 all inventory, eqUipment. appliances, furnishings, and
fixtures now or hereafter placed upon the premises
[.. ,J or used In Connection therewith and in which
Debtor now has or hereafter acquires any nght and the
proceeds therefrom ... ngtn, 11tle and Interest to any
trade marks, trade names and contract nghts In whICh
Debtor now has or hereafter acqUires.

2 All obllgatlOOS become Immediately payable.

4210 30f 4for
5 2 due 3 matunty

7 lawful

following reasons:
The safest w<roJ 10 bind all the principals IS to have all
of them Sign the note as makers.
As you know, one of the principals IS currently serving a
jail sentence on a financial charge. I cIo not recommend
entenng lOtO a business transactlOO With a person
whose financial trustwor!hlfless is QucstlOflable.

I propose that you refuse to acccptlhc note unless It has
beerI signed by all of the pnnclpals. I also suggest that I
contact the agent on your behalf and II1form him of thiS
fact, I can recommend ways for him to obtain the
Signatures of the other pnnclpals Quickly (lax, e.5lgnature,
courier), as all of the partlCS Involved are Interested In
concluding the deal as soon as POSSIble.
I look forward to recelVlfllfurther II1StructJons from you in
thiS matter.
Yours truly
J.P. wadman

bi!sic .bilSlC8tly

olocUllo< elec1a:lnically

.l!!J....flClpal f:lDl:!Cipally

rehable "''''bI>'
""","" speQflClllly

,,"" """"uniform UDlformly, unif2ml1y

10 Problems with the promissory note which the lawyer
should recognise:

UncoodlUonal? No, because the language appears to
make it COnditional upon consideration to be received
under a separate agreement.
An order? The 'to the order' language is missing. so
this would be l1OI'HlCgotlable under US law.
A sum certain? The sum IS uncertain. Is the sum
30.000. 3.000 or 30, and is the clenominalJon US
dollars or something else?
A sum certain? The interest to be paid must be stated
on the note, othefWlse any subsequent holder has no
Idea of what the total amount due IS.
SIgned by the drawer? Who is the drawer? Can you tell
Just from the S'iMture? The drawer must be
identified. and the note should preferably be Signed by

a WitneSS.
II Suggested answer

Dear Mr West
I am wntlfll to you In response to your letter of 21
september In whICh you request a wonen explanatlOfl of
the Six requuements whICh a prormssory note must meet
III order for it to be negotiable, The reqUIrements, whiCh
we discussed at our meetmg last Thursday, arc as follows:

The note must be III wotlfll.
The note must be SLgned by the maker.
The note must contalll an an::ondrtJonal order Of

prorT1lse to pay what IS called a 'sum certain' in money.
What thiS actually means IS the amount must be
certalll, Of capable of belfll made certain by calculatlOO.
The note must say that It IS either 'payable on
demand· (that is, whenever the person for whom the
II1SlnJment was made wants to be paid) or at a
clefil1l\e time. Put Simply. thiS means that a date or a
fixed time after a date must be stated (e,g. '90 days
after the date of thIS instrument'),
The note must say that It is payable to order or to
bearer, In other words, the words .pay to the order of'
or 'payable to bearer" Should appear on the note.
The note must not contain any other order or prol1'llse.
This means that no conditions, such as 'If I get my
raise' or the like, should be stated in the note.

I hope that the information I have provided meets your
expectations.
Please feel free to cOntact me should you have any
Questions,
Yours sincerely
Christine Chang

12 It is called a 'transferable record'.
131c 2e 3b 4a 5d
14 1 defines 2 applies to 3 prOVide 4 cootains

5 creates
15 1 exempt 2 application 3 enforceable contracts
17 The problem with the promissory note is that only one of

the principals is available to sign it.
It could be a problem because of recent changes to the
law which may result in the poSition of the client being
uncertain 111 the event that all the prll'l(:lpals fall to sign
the note,

18 1 True 2 False 3 True 4 True 5 False 6 True
191b2c3a
20 1 F,I 2t.F 3F,I
22 Suggested answer

Dear Mr. lawson,
I am wnting to you 111 respect of the promiSsory note
whICh the prospectwe bUYers of your property intend to
grve you lor a down payment. I would like to advise you
not to accept thiS note In ItS prescot lorm lor the



6 1 Upon the 'Premises' (at 99 Appleby Road. Baltimore.
MOl and anywhere else used In connection with It.

2 Financial difficulty would be given In any of the
following circumstances:

an assignment for the benefit of creditors
an attachment or receivership of assets not
diSSOlved WIthin 30 days
the institution of bankruptcy proceedings, whether
YOIuntary or ifYll'Oluntary. whICh IS not dismiSsed
WIthin 30 days from the date on whiCh it IS filed.

3 The remedies 01 a Secured Party under the Umform
Commercial Code are available.

71e2d3b4a5c

8 Suggested answers
Note that these only refer to liabilities. SimIlar distinctions
may be made for obligations.

DIrect liability is liability for one's own actions: Indirect
liability is liability for someone else's actions (e.g. a

parent may be liable for the actions of a child: an
employer may be liable for the actions of an
employee: an website owner for the actions of a user).
An absolute liability is one which exists: a contingent
Imbillty may or may not exist, depending on other
factors.
If a liability is due. it must be paid immediately: if it is
to become due. it must be paid at a later date.
If a liability is now eXlslmg. It has already been
agreed: If It IS hereafter aosing. It will be agreed at

some POint In the future.
9 now or hereafter placed upon the premises ...

.. In whICh Debtor now has Of hereafter a<:q1Jires any
nght .
.. contract rights In wtllch Debtor now has or hereafter

acquires,
bankruptcy proceedingS, whether voluntary or

Involuntary•.
Upon defill,llt and at any time thereafter ...

10 1 All adYertisementlike this would probably appear in a
law JOUrnal or other publication read by practising

Iaw>e<',
2 Understanding ReYlsed Article 9 of the UCC.

U 1 True 2 False 3 False 4 False 5 False 6 True
13 1 It was sent by a superior to the secured transactions

team which reports to her.
2 Be<:ause there are two new junior members on the

team and because they 1'1111 soon be dealing with
several new cases in the area.

14 1 It is respectful, distanced and formal.
2 See the table In Exercise 15,
3 When addressing someone you don't know, or don't

know well: when a<klresslng someone in a senior
posItion to you: when addressing someone in a JUnior
posillon With whom you Wish to preserve a sense of
professional authority.

15 1 The seminar will be held ...
2 ... there are two young newcomers ...
3 It may be necessary ...
4 I would stroogly advise that
5 I firmly beheve that ...
6 SIncerely
7 I look fOfWard to your response In thiS matter.
8 ... and participate In the seminar
9 _. whICh commences on Thursday morning.

16 strongly advise. firmly believe, sincerely hope
17 Suggested answer-s

1 deeply: believe, hope, regret
2 firmly: believe. object 10. support
3 fully: agree, recommend. support, understand

4 slllCerely: believe. hope, regret
5 strongly: advise, agree, abject to, recommend. suggest.

support
6 wholeheartedly: agree, believe. recommend. support

18 Suggested answer
Dear Ms sampson
In response to your email concerning the Upcoming

seminar on Revised ArtICle 9. I am wntlng to Inform you
that I will unfortunately be unable to attend. The Balboni
case IS going to trial. and I am scheduled to appear in
courl on the days the seminar takes place, I am sure you
WIll agree thai this court appearance takes precedeflce
over the seminar.
I would like 10 add that I fully support the InitiatIVe you have
taker1 10 prOVIde more training OpportunitIeS for the secured
transactlons team. I firmly believe that both my expenenced
colleagues and the junior members of lhe team will profit
from the chance to learn more about the changes in the law
that directly affect our work. HOWC\Ier, I am afraid that a few
of my colleagues will also be unable to attend. Therefore. I
strongly recommend that we arrange for the seminar to be

held on another date. To my knowledge, the Shuttleworth
Institute also carnes out in.comparry training courses upon
request. Might that be a solution for our team as well? If
you would like me to make arrangements for such a
seminar! would be happy to do so.
Best regards
Chiara Lawson

19 Suggested answer
Dear All
I know thiS comes at really short notICe. but there's going

to be an Interestlng seminar at the Shuttleworth Institute
In Boston next Thursday and Friday, I really think that all
the members of the secured transactlOflS team should
attend. Have a look at the attached flyer - John Kellogg
WIll be holding the seminar and he's a real expert on
Revised ArtICle 9. Since two of you are newcomers and
also Since you've gol some big cases coming up. I think a
seminar like thiS is just what we need nght now.
You may need to rearrange your schedules a bit to be able
to take part. Irs probably a good Idea to fly to Boston on
Wcdoes<lay, Since the semmar stans on Thursday morning.
I think thiS is a good opportunity for us. Let me know what
you are going to do.
Best Wishes
Jennifer Sampson

20/215,1.7.4,2,3,6
22 1 Since a borrower may conduct its business through

several entitles, it is necessary to make sure that the
property in which the security interest is granted is
owned by the borrower.

2 This would happen when the clebtor agrees to subject
ItS after·acquired properly 10 the secunty Interest.

3 This means signing the agreement. either by hand or
electrOnically.

24 The ISSue II'lYOIved IS whether It IS poSSible to have a fixed
charge on the book debts of a company,
The ISsue affects company directors, bankers, other
lenders and creditors.

25 lc 2e 3a 4d 5b
26 1 Book debts 2 floating charge 3 bank guarantee

4 prefereot181
281b2c3c4a
29 1 True 2 False 3 False 4 False
30 Suggested answers

"" Could you fill me in on what he said?
I wonder / was wondering " you could fill me in . _
Would you mind filling me In .. ,?



Unit 14
:11b2a3c
21f 2g 3e 4b 5d 6c 7h 8a
3 1 Wnt of attachment

2 Reasons (in thiS conteJlt)
3 Creditor = plalntlff; debtor = defendant
4 Section 61.001: all four points

Sec\lon 61.002: one of the nine
4 SuggeSfed answers

1 to annoy Of upset the defendant through a persistent.
unwanted acllon

2 to deliver legal Documents to someone
3 to get rid of property so that It is not posSible to repay

a debt owed to creditors
4 to aCQI.nre propeny dishonestly. WIth the intent to defraud

512213943 EAnswer key

6 1. 4, 5. 6. 7

7 1 They set up a plan for him using several limited liability
companies to hold the properties,

2 Since the creditor had no secunty for hiS jUdgment and
slood to collect nothiflg, Ed was in a position to
negotiate a favourable settlement.

3 The Jooge in the case ruled that the assets were
properly protected arid Could not be reached by a lien.

S 1 In the course of msolvency proceednlgS or the
restructuring arid rescuing of a busmess. an insolvency
practitioner does not only deal With financial mailers.
He or she must also be able to wort\ WIth a wide range
of people With conflicting Interests - from creditors to
directors to employees - many of whom may be in
highly emotlOllllI slates.

2 Recognrsed profeSSIOllllI bodIes are responSIble for
lICenSing ifIsotvency praclltloners.

9 1 False 2 True 3 False
:10 1 secured; benefit 2 With; legally 3 proposed 4 up
13 PQE = post.qualiflCBtJon eJlpenence: NQ = newly qualified
:141A 2B 38 4A SA
1.5 Suggested answer

1 The firm behInd the first advert IS a very large
internatJOIlllI firm WIth offICes all over the WOOd. The
firm behlrid the second advert IS conSldembIy smaller
and operates domestICally. although It does have some
lntematlOflal chents.

:16 a: 4.5.6 b:2 c;10 d:l e:9 ':3.7.8
:17 See model Ieller on page 197.
:19 .Job A, an associate In the restructunng and insolvency

team of the Internallonal law firm
201,8,9.11
2:1 1 He wants to be a part of a large mternatlOflal

organrsation and to have clients all over the globe. He
would like to work In an ifIternatlOllllI conte~t. to make
use of hiS language Skills arid to work With people from
different backgrounds.

2 When he was a student. he spent a summer working
as a clerk at a law firm in the City. He also studied law
m London for a semester,

3 He does corporate restructuring in a German
commerCial law firm in Munich and has worked on a
few cross-border insolvency cases.

4 He'd like to know how attorneys are tramed in the firm.
231d2b3c4a5e
24 1 I especially enjoyed /learlng about your firm s plans for

expansion.
2 As I mentioned during our conversarlon, the eJlperience

I gathered If1 my previoliS employment has prepared
me well for corporate insoivency work.

3 The purpose is to state in concise form what the
applicant believes he can offer to the firm: It is also
hiS final opportunity to present a strong reason why
the firm Should hire him,

4 I look forward /0 heanng from you.
25 Suggested answer

Dear Ms Hall
Thank you again for the Opportufllly to Interview for lhe
poSition of ASSOCiate Lawyer m your firm. I appreciated
your hospltahty and enjoyed meellng you and merOOer"s of
your staff. I especIally en,oyed Manng about your firm's
mentonng programme,

The interview COfMnced me that I1'I'f backgrourid as a
commercial IcMyer. I1'I'f Interest ifI different legal systems,
and I1'I'f foretgn language skIlls are compatible WIth the
goals of your firm. As • mentioned dunng our conversallon.
the e~penence I gathered ifI I1'I'f prevIOUS employment has

5 precedence 6
7c8n9d
15 k

4 uncondltlonat 5 hereby
4 W1thln 5 from: on

b

Could you tell me what he said about the situation
internationally?
I wonder / was wondenng if you could tell me .
Would you mind telling me ...?
Could you give me an example?
I wonder I was wondering if you could give me ,
Would you mind giviflg me ...?
Could you tell me what he had to say about perfecting
security Interests in the US?
I wooder / was wondenng If you could tell me •..
Would you mind telling me ..•?
What could you tell me about copoynghts?
I wonder / was woodenng if you could tell me
something about copynghts.
Would you mind telling me something aboutco~?
I wonder / was woodenng rf you could tell me where I
could get more ifIfOfmalJon on what was covered in
the seminar?
Would you mind telling me where ...?

:1 2 Instalment 3 to allach
21on:of 2 of 3 upon

6 upon; at
3 2 d 3 e 4 b 5 a
4 2 place 3 charge 4 part
52g304j5b61

llt12f13h14a
6 SuggeSfed answer

Dear colleagues
Several of our cOfporate clJents possess the rights to
valuable intellectual property assets, and they have
enquired If we could assist them With matters conceming
secured transactions and these assets. For this reaSOll. I
firmly believe it IS Important that we ensure that our
knowledge In thiS area is up-to-date.
Therefore I am wri\lflg to inform you that I have arranged
an irt<:ompany seminar on perfec\lflg IP assets as security
Interests. The seminar Will be held by a highly respected
e~pert in the field on Monday, OCtober 26 from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. Please note that the seminar commences at 9 a.m.
I have attached a list of topics to be covered in the
seminar which I would ask you to peruse.
I strongly advise you to take part in the seminar. Thus I
suggest that you make sure you have no other appointments
that day. I sincerely hope you Coin come. Please inform me
whether you will attend by the close of business today.
Yours sincerely
Martin Black

L



Ldnguage Focus
1 2 relinquish 3 urgent 4 judicial review
2

3 2 perfected 3 paid 4 pledged 5 incurred
4 2 B 3 A,8 4 A 5 A 6 A, B 7 B 8 A 9 A, B
5 1 appointed; vests 2 seizure: ownership

3 insolvent: abandon 4 pledged: trust

telecommunications companies in Slovakia were fined for
concluding a vertical agreement which restricted
competition. In the Czech Republic. the decision of the
Office for the Protection of Competition. which had found
that a telecommunications company had abused its
dominant position by charging discriminatory prices. was
upheld by the Supreme Administrative Court.
I hope that this mformation is of use to you. Should you
require any further assistance please feel free to contact me.
Yours sincerely
Marie Delapre

8 1.3.6,7
9 1 True 2 False 3 True 4 False

11 The client's problem is a sharp drop in the number of
contracts his construction company has been awarded In
the last year.
The lawyer proposes that his law firm lOOk into the
possibility that anti-eompetitive agreements have been
made by the competition.

12a4 b6 c3 dl e5 f2
13 Suggested answer

Dear Mr Rodrrguez
As a follow-up to our telephone conversation yesterday in
which we discussed a case of anti-eompetitive behaviour
in your market sector, I would like to propose that your
firm establish anti-eompetitive guidelines as a preventive
measure against such behaviour.
As I am sure you are aware. the recent case of price-fixing
in your industry is not unusual: several cases of cartel
formation and price-fixing have occurred in recent years.
You should also be aware that such behaviour does not
always originate at the level of top management. and that
employees at all levels are at risk for such activities.
Practices such as exclusive dealing arrangements With
suppliers or even unintentionally misleading advertlsing
to name but two examples - can harm competition and
may be considered to represent an infringement of
antitrust law. Employees at all levels of the firm need to be
informed of the wide range of possible anti-eompetitive
activities, as well as of their potential iegal consequences.
I must warn you that individuals directly involved in serious
anti-eompetitlve behaviour face high fines as well as. under
certain circumstances. the threat of criminal prosecution.
I propose that we draw up a comprehensive set of
guidelines for preventing anti-eompetitive behaviour by your
firm. Initially. these guidelines could be presented to all
employees in informative workshop sessions. and later
reinforced through regular anti-competitive internal memos.
The benefits for your company are clear: an Increased
awareness of the risks of anti-eompetitlve behaviour at all
levels of your enterprise would greatly lessen your risk of
exposure to antitrust lawsuits and actions.
The impiementation of this proposal could be carried out
in a four-stage process: 1) assessment of anti-competitive
behaviour risks: 2) drawing up of guidelines: 3) holding
workshops for employees: and 4) follow-up reinforcement.
Should you be interested in pursuing this course of
action. the Competition Department of our firm could
begin work immediately.
If you would like to discuss this proposal and the details of
Its implementation. please do not hesitate to contact me.
I look forward to hearing frorn you.
Yours sincerely
Andrew Chase

14 1 This is a journalistic text from a newspaper written for
a non-specialist audience.

2 The companies involved are Sotheby's and Christie·s.
two art auction houses in the service sector.

3 They formed an illegal price-fixing cartel.

sel;JJfity

liqui.lli!.tion

re~turing

exe~tion

~ure

pr~ings, pr~durep,,,=,,
seize

re~ture

.@,ecute

liquidate

1 1 oligopoly 2 monopoly 3 cartel 4 merger
21c2b3d4a
3 1 Competition lawyers: senior management of companies

doing business in the EU or affected by EU policy:
lawyers at competition authorities in the EU or in
countries affected by EU policy

2 To make it easy for the reader to identify at a glance
what countries are effected and the measures taken in
the particular country.

3 Yes, as the entries for Italy, the Czech Republic and the
Slovak Republic all relate to the telecommunications
sector.

4 1 (chickens') eggs 2 SEK 394 million 3 2004 4 11
5 They were suspected of abusive pricing practices.

5 1 initiated proceedings against 2 Italian Competition
Council 3 discriminatory prices 4 Anti-monopoly
Office of the Slovak Republic 5 railway carrier
6 collusion on bidding prices 7 price-fixing; formation
of information exchange cartel 8 formation of cartel
9 filed petition: fined

61d2e3b4a5c
7 Suggested answer

Dear Mr Nazarenko
In your email of 8 Novemtler. you enquired alxJut recent anti
competitive activities in the telecommunications sector in
the EU and the measures taken against them. I would like to
provide information about three cases from the past month.
A telecommunications corporation in Italy was fined for
abuse of a dominant position. while a group of

prepared me well for corporate restructuring work. I am
confident that my ability to deal with complex cross-border
insolvency cases will be of value to your firm.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Yours sincerely
Franz Berger

26 In this context. a set of statements arguing for a
standpoint. A synonym would be argument.

27 The weakness they point to is the fact that Europe does
not have any legal regime to support court-supervised
restructuring. as opposed to bankruptcies or liquidations.
The system they propose as a model for reform is the US
Bankruptcy Code's Chapter 11.

28 1 True 2 True 3 False 4 True 5 False
291d 2e 3a 4b 5c



Adjective

deS!:tlmlnating.

des!:tlmlnatory

rc~

~ulatory •

allllsive

comQ!l:lilive

3 2 practices 3 position 4 bids 5 cartel 6 petition

7 access a fines 9 complaint

• 2 abuSIve 3 dominant 4 imposed 5 collUSion
6 lodge

5 approve, evaluate. investigate. reject

• 2 b 3 alb • b 5 alb ., 7 alb a alb
9 afb 10 a 11b 12 b

7 2 01 3 in .'" 5 against • '" 7 '0 800
9 for

col~ col1J.l.sion...... 'ill!><
com~ competition

diS£iIDinate descrimi[!!!tlOO

..- ..0llIl;li00

~ulate reguliltion

allocate al1~lJoo

fiM fine

,QQtify notlfil<ation

ITlO!lQPOlise fl'lOQQPOly monopolis.lJc

col~ive

Language -Q( IS

1 2 dimension 3 offeoces 4 olJgopoly 5 to breach
2

I Verb Abstract

1S 1 Christie's escaped a fine because it provided the
evidence that proved the operation of a cartel between
the art houses.

2 The illegal coIlusrve agreement concerned an Increase
in the commlSSIOl'lS paid by sellers at auctlOl'ls and It
also involved advances paid to sellers.

3 The president and chief elteclltwe of Sotheby·s said he
was relieved that the fine was less than it COUld have
been and was pleased that the investigation was over.

161for 2 for 30n
18 ,
191b2a3a
21 1 ()ne.stop shop is usually used to refer to a slore vmere

differeflt kJncls of products can be bought: one COflYeOleflt
location where vanous needs can be met at once. Here,
the term 1$ used to Indicale that ma~ procedures that
lonnerty were carried out In seYeral different places are
now taken care of oeotralty by the European Com'"nISSIOI'l.

2 Turnover threshold refers to the combined turnover of the
parties 10 a merger for purposes of EC merger control. If
the combmed turnover of the companies eltCeeds the
amount stated in the EC Merger Regulations. then \he
merger is said to have a community dimension and the
merger is subject to the competence of the European
Commission. as opposed to the Member States.

22 1 The first purpose 01 a pre-ootlficatlOn request IS to have
the CommIsSIon take over the case from the national
authonlJeS In cases when the combined turnover of the
parties to a merger falls below the eltisllng thresholds.
and where notIfication would otherWise have been
requIred In at least three Member States. The second
purpose IS to have the case be ellamined by a nalJonal
competllJon autoonty rather than by the Commission
when It can be shown that a distinct market eltists in
that Member State which would be affected by the
proposed merger.

2 Advantages: a single filing (less paperwork and
eltpense): disadvantages: uncertainty of the outcome
and a longer clearance process.

231d2c3a4b
24 Suggested answer

Dear Mr Easton
I am wnlJng to Inform you of a~e in the pre-rlOlJflC<ltion
procedure lor mergers in the EU. as I believe it is relevant
for the merger which your compa~ IS considering.
According to this new procedure, in cases where the
combined turnover of the parties to a merger falls below
prescribed thresholds and notification would have previously
been required in at least three Member States, a company
can now submit a pre-notiflcation request to the
Commission. which under certain Circumstances would then
take over the case from the natIOnal aulhoritJes.
Alternatively, If the merger in QUCSIlon would affect a
dIStinct market Ifl a particular Member State. a company
may soomrt a pre-nolJflC<ltlOl1 request that the case be
eltamined by that Member State·s nalJonal competition
authorlty rather than by the CommiSSion.
The clear advantage of these two options is that they
result in less paperwork and expense, as only a single
filing is required In each case. However. there are
disadvantages to the new procedure, including uncertainty
concerning the allocation of the case and a likely increase
in the length of the clearance process.
I hope that thIS information was of Interest to you. Should
you have any Questions in this matter I would be ha~ to
provide assistance.
Yours SIncerely
samuel Lee
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Part 1.

1. B 2 A 3 B 4 C 5 A 6 B

'-' Introduce a case·study approach: The use of this method
would make our lawyers more aware of the practical
matters connected wilh the transactions wnlch our clients
carry ou\.

'-' Elpand cross-oorder scope; Courses focusing on the
issues Involved In cross-border transactiOns Should be
offered. presented by lawyers who have worked on deals 10
the junsdlCtK>ns lrlllOlved. In thiS W'iJ'j. our lawyers would be
better able to serve our mtemalJonal cllCllts.
Offer language traInIng; The common language of our
mtemalJonal clients and the companies WIth whICh they do
busll1ess is English. By supp/ylng Instructlon In English. our
lawyers WIll be better equipped to prOY!de legal advice
worldwlde.

If we WIsh to be at the forefront of intematlOflal transactions.
Investment In ongomg tramlng such as this IS essential. The
advantages to us. as outlined above. would be considerable.
t look forward to discussing these proposed changes with you.
Yours sincerely
Liam Bengtsson

(228 words (not inclUding opening and closing phrases))

Part 4
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.12 August 13 regulalory framework 14 WOOIshop
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Reading

Listening
1. B 2 C 3 B 4 B 5 A 6 C 7 A 8 C 9 B
10A 11 C
12 ACCOUNTANTS/ECONOMISTS 13 (FUll·TIME) JUDGES
14 745/SEVEN-HUNDRED AND FORTY·AVE (DOLLARS)
15 WEBSITE 16 COMPETITION 17 OIl/MINING
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Task 1
Dear Sirs

Thank you lor your leiter regarding the dispute between my
Client. Lumber Products, Inc.• and your firm. I WIll respond to
the potnts raised.

FIfSt/'j. you claim that my clleflt YOICed no 00)ect1Of\S regarding the
deIa'yed II11p1ementatlon of the computer system. However. in an
email to your firm dated No¥ember 17, 2005. my client expressly
stated that a later ImplementatiOn date was unacceptable.
secondly. the system remains flawed in operatlonal terms and
requIres further work by Computer Analysts. Inc. For example.
my client IS still e~periencingdifficulties in receNing orders.
Thirdly. I strongly disagree with your assertion that my client
has waived his right to claim breach of contract due to delay.
Since he was not given formal written notice of the delay. he
was not required to invoke delay as a contractual breach. It is
also incorrect that no other breach has been committed.
Clearly. your failure to provide a fully functlonmg system
constitutes a breach of warranty in Itself.
I propose that we meet at your earliest convenience and look
forward to heanng from you shortly.
(178 words)

Task 2
TO: Zoe Parsons. Director of Human Resources
FROM' lJam Bengtsson. ASSOCIate, Real Estate Department
DATE: 6 February
SUBJECT; Tr;Mlng
The purpose of this memoraodum IS 10 II1cllcate how the
tralOlng programme of the Real Estate Department could be
Improved.

The present tralOlng focuses on the laws related to the types
of transactions 10 wtuch are clients are IrlIIOlved. Semmars are
held periodically by senior members of Ihe department to
Inform our lawyers about recent IransactlOns and changes in
laws affectmg our clients' international busmess.
To improve the quality of our training programme. I propose
that we do the follOWing;
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Role cards
Student A
Unit 5, Exercl$e 22

Your chent wants to buy five bottling machines. to be
delivered Immediately. The price IS to Include a frve-year
seMCe plan and full guarantee. The budget IS € 1m. and
)'OUr chent wants to be able to spread the payments.

Unit 6. Exercise 25

CASE ALE 1
ROLE: Client (Allied Industries)

Parties to contract: Allied Industries (Buyer) & Bennet
Construction Co (Contractor)
Reason for consulting lawyer: Can Allied recover
damages? What remedies are available?
Fads of the case:
v Allied contracted with Bennet Construction Co to

bUild a new factory.
...... Contract duly signed.
..., During construction, the buildmg collapsed once due

to unforeseen strong winds.
\,.< later. the buildmg collapsed a second tIme due to

what Bennet calls "defects in the soil'.
..... After second collapse. Bennet refused 10 rebuild.
.... No liquidated damages clause in COfItract.

CASE FlLE 2
ROLE: Lawyer

Introduction: greer client: explain what WIll happen In

interVIew: dISCUSS cirr:vmstances of Intf'f\ilew
Getting an overview of the <:8se: What is the nature of
the dispute?
Establishing fa<:ts and <:hronology of events: What
happened? Signed agreement? were there any
obligations imposed upon Franklin In the letter of intent?
What obligations were imposed? Do you have a copy of
the letter?
Identifying Issues, developing and supporting It theory:
Main Issue: the intent of the parties to be bound based
on the language in the letter 01 intent
Problem: letter of intent in broad terms only expresses
an agreement to agree to further terms
ConclUding the interview: assess (he case: Court might
hold that the letter of intent is binding. At the very least.
it imposed an obligation upon Franklin to act in good
faith·. ThIS they failed to do. Final outcome will depend
on the court's interprelallon of the wording and whether
the parlles really did intend to be bound. There IS lillie
chance of forcing franklin to sell. The loss Incurred by
BIBEC, If any. is very difficult to measure and highly
speculatIVe. II a court were to award damages. It would
most likely be In the nature of expectancy damages. If
any. From an economIC perspectIVe. It mIght be WIse for
BIBEe to learn trom the expeoence and move on.
ConcluSIon: describe next moves: refer to next contact;
say goodbye
• This applies only to the USA. where good faith is
Implied in every contract. The opPOsite is true In. Inter
alia, England.

Unit .15, Exercise 10

CASE 1: LAWYER
Information on antl.eompetitive activity
The formaUon of a cartel refers to the making 01 an
agreement amongst compeUtors in the same industry to
act together in order to limit compelJlJon and to maximise
profits. thiS includes such actMues as fIXIng pnces.
shanng markets and limiting productIon. among others.
DISCUSSing or exchanging informatIOn With actual or
potential compeUtors regarding such matters should be
stnctly a'o'Otded. The formatIOn of a cartel IS considered
one of the most seriOus offences under compeUIJon law.

CASE 2: CLIENT
Description of the sItuation
You are an executive of a construction company
specialising in building residential housing estates. You
have two main competitors in the market. Three large
new housing estates are to be built ne~t year in different
locations in your region. Your two competitors have
approached you to suggest that the three of you agree to
share the lhree construction projects equally. so that
each firm is certain to hallt! work but does not
overextend ItS capabilities by working on two or three big
prOjects at once. The plan is for each constructiOn
company to take a tum at submitting the lowest-priced
bid. You told your competltors that you would like to think
about It first. You are warned !hat thiS plan IS Illegal and
don't know wt\at to do.
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Unit 6. Exercise 25

Unit 5. Exefcise 22

Your chent sells bottling machines which cost €250,OOO
each. They are guaranteed lor a year and have a year's
service plan included. Your client doesn't usually offer
credit and can deliver them in two months' time.

CASE ALE 1
ROLE: Lawyer

Introduction: greet client; explain what will happen In

interview; discuss circumstances of interview
Getting an overview of the case: What is the nature of

the dispute? Signed agreement?
Establishing facts and chronology of events: What
happened? Notice to terminate the contract - how? In
wntlllg? What were the reasons? Was thefe anythmg in
the contract which might permIt 8eflnet to temlll'late the

agreemeot?
Identifying issues, developing and supporting a theory:
Recovery In general: Based on what has been described,
Allied might have a chance at recovery. but it will depend
on the evidentiary findings. Had there been a contractual
proviSion requiring Bennet to conduct a site investigation
before commencemenl of the work, the risk would have
been shifted to Bennet. ThiS IS OOfmally the case In
conStructJ(ln conlractS of this type. However. SInce lhe
contract cloes not contain such a clause. the court could
very well find thai Allied is charged WIth knowledge of the
conditionS of Its own premises. A deciSion concerning
...mich party had this duty might very well CQme down to a
factual determination at tnal.
Possible damages: Uquidate<.i-damages clause? The
absence 01 a Iiquidate<klamages clause makes the
measure of damages very complex. Should the court rule
in Allied's fallQlJr. the standard measure of damages
would be the CQsts Allied incurs In replacing Bennet ..... Ith
another firm to complete the work. i.e. in the nature of
compensatory damages (e.g. Bennet agreed 10 bUild for
€ 1 million. replacement contractor costs €1.5 million.
damages €O.5 million). Damages for lost time and delay
would also have to be considered. but these might be
difficult to determme. Damages might also be available
for lost rental income. but this would depend on both the
facts and the foreseeability 01 such damages. Since
Allied could engage another firm to do the work. specifIC
performance IS most likely not an Optlon. Besides. Allied
would not want to compel performance even If the
remedy was available. because an unwilling contractor.
whICh Bennet will most likely be. will make a mess of
thmgs.
Concluding the Interview: assess the case: Recovery far
from certain. Importance of the financial aspects of
pursuing the matter should be balanced with potential
setUement.
Descnbe neX! moYeS; refer to neX! contact; say goodb)'e.

CASE 1.: CUENT
Description of t"e situation
You are the owner and managing director of a mid-Sized
language SChool in a small city. Your competitors are
three companies of equal size and five considerably
smaller companies. Until now. all of you have been able
to co-exist relatively well. At a language teaching
conference held last month. you met With some of the
owners of the other language schools informally. There

was talk of worKing together and of agreeing to co
ordinate pricf!s so that all of you could charge more and
increase profits. One of the other language school
owners mentioned that this was illegal. but you are not
sure that a friendly co-operation of this kind would be
breaking any laws. You would like to ask your lawyer If It
is illegal or not.

CASE FILE 2
ROLE: Client (BIBEe)

Parties to contract: BIBEC Corp (Buyer) and franklin

Auto IncluslJies. Inc. (seller)
Reason for consulting lawyer: 00 we have a bindmg
agreement? Can we force them to make the sale? If not.

what can we recover?
Facts of the case:

Long period of negotiations regarding the sale of

Franklin to BIBEC.
..... ParlJes sign a leiter 01 Intent stating only thai each

party YiOUId 'make eNer'f reasonable effort to agree
upon and have drafted as soon as poSSible' a

contract 01 sale.
Soon thereafter. Franklin gets a better offer.

..... Franklin terminates the agreement based on
'unforeseeable circumstances'.

CASE 2: LAWYER
lnfonnatlon on antkompetltlve activity
Bid-rigging and collusive tendenng IS when competItors
make agreements amongst themselves regarding the
submiSSion of bids for job contracts. Some forms of

collusive tendering are:
'"' bid suppression: when a company refrains from

submitting a bid so that the competitor is awarded
the contract

..... complementary bidding: a company submIts a bid
that IS IfItenuonally too high so that the competItor
recerves the contract

..... bld rotation: compames agree 10 take tums
submitting the lowest and best bid

Unit 15. ElleN::ise 10
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Glossary

I" . "f. domin. "t po. ition (UK) situation that occurs
when one firm is in a position to be able to act
completely mdependently of its competitors.
customers or consumers. remaining profrtable and
engaging in conduct that is likely to impede effective
Competition in that market. It is this last part. the
hindrance of effective competition. which is prohibited
in most jurisdictions rather than the mere situation of
dominance. Some examples of abusive behaviour
include the refusal to grant licences. geographical
price discrimination, unjustified refusal to supply or
predatory pricing. (US abuse of monopoly power)

~cquired company (UK) company that has been merged
into another company and is therefore no longer in
existence (US transferor)

acquirer company that gains control over another
company
0' irlr m m~ (UK) company that has gained
control over another company through a merger and
remains in existence after the merger (US survivor)

trollin!, shar purchase of shares
owned by shareholders who have a controlling interest

see general damages
(latin) for this purpose

Ba· (US) to grant a person
permission (from a Bar association) to practise law
(UK call someone to the Bar)

person 'Nho pleads in court
wntten statement 'Nhich might be used as proof

in court that somebody makes after they have sworn
officially to tell the truth

possibility to be transferred
'",u" .' n ' I (AGM) yearly meeting of
shareholders of a company where various company
actions may be presented and voted upon

answer principal pleading by the defendant in response
to a complaint

anticipatory breach breach of contract committed before
performance is due. The non-breaching party may
regard this as an immediate breach and sue for
damages,

anti-competltive (UK) describes conduct that harms the
market or limits competition among businesses (US
restraint of trade)

antitrust (US) body of law that regulates business
activities and markets, especially agreements and
practices that limit competition (UK competition law)

apparent .Iuthorlty power which an agent appears to
have, or holds himself out as h8V1ng, and which a third
party reasonably believes actually exists, though not
formally granted by its principal/employer

appellant person whO appeals a deciSion to a higher
court (US) see petitioner

appellate court (also court of appeal, appeals court)
court which reviews judgments held by lower courts

arbitration form of dispute resolution (an alternative to
litigation through the court system) in which disputes
are heard and decided by an impartial arbitrator or
arbitrators, chosen by the parties to the dispute

(UK) document that defines a
company's internal organisation (US bylaws)

any property that is owned and has value
- on method of minimising the risk of loss

of one's property from business and personal
liabilities

1'1 to transfer (rights) to another
person who receives an assignment

'1'1' contrac1 transfer of a contract to another
person

'ment )f ll!h transfer of righls to another person
such that the person to whom the rights have been
transferred receives full benefits under the contract

assignor person who transfers his/her rights or duties to
another

eCI.lte junior lawyer in a law firm
att r I'm !I'lt seizure or taking into cuslody by virtue of a

legal process
~tt chm Ilt n prejudgment lien, provisional in nature,

created in assets seized in accordance with a court
order or a writ of attachment

t total amount of stock a
company may offer to its shareholders, It is also
known as nominal capital. (US authorized shares)

(UK) an offICer of the shenff who makes arrests
and serves writs; (US) a court offICer who keeps order
during court proceedings

financial statement shOWIng a company's
assets, liabilities and equity on a given date

8< (US) legal profession; (UK) the profession of
barristers

organisation of lawyers which may
regulate the profession

examination {US) written examination taken by
prospective lawyers in order to qualify to practise law

Bar Vocational Course (UK) required course to be taken
by law graduates wiShing to practise law as a barrister.
This is followed by a period of pupillage.

barriers to entry obstacles which make it difficult for a
business to enter into a market. Some examples
include patents, customer loyalty, research and
development, distributor or supplier agreements, and
government regulations.

barr! ter (UK) lawyer admitted to plead at the bar and in
superior courts; a member of one of the Inns of Court

barristeno chambel offICes of barristers or a group of
barristers

beneficiary person entitled to draw payment
'benefit of the bal ;ain' damages see expectation

damages
bill formal proposal for legislation
bill of exchange (UK) negotiable instrument for a

specified sum of money which is written and Signed by
three parties; the drawer (the person paying), the
drawee (the perSQfl who will conduct payment) and the
payee (the person who receives the payment)

E



",'rd of d r, etor group of individuals elected by
shareholders to make the major decisions of the
company

o "someone who holds a
negOtiable instrument in good faith

payment above wtlat was due or expected
law firm that specialises In a specifIC area

of law
failure to perform a contractual

obligatIon or interference with another party's
performance wtlich incurs a right for the other party to
claim damages

, document or set of documents contalnmg the
details of a court case

, (UK) municipal law (US ordinance)
I (US) document that defines a company's internal
organisation (UK articles of association)

l, II ~ " the Bar (UK) granting of permission to practise
law as a barrister (US admission to the Bar)

c.,pital structure distribution of a company's debt and
stock

capitalisation act of providing capital for a company
through the issuance of securities

cclpitall"',ltlon Issue process whereby a company's
money is converted into capital and then distributed to
shareholders as new shares

ccHtel group of similar independent companies who
agree to join together to control prices and limit
competition

C.N lilw (also common law, Judge-made law) body of law
formed through Judicial/court decisions, as opposed to
law formed through statutes or written legislation

certificate of deposit certifICate issued by the bank
acknowledging receipt of money and promising to pay
It back: a promissory note ISSued by a bank

certificate of Incorporation document issued by a
governmental authority granting a company status as a
legal entity

Certificate of Incorporation on Change of Name (UK)
certifICate issued by Companies House when a
company wishes to change ItS name. A copy of the
special resolution of the company authorising a
change of name must be submitted to Companies
House along with a fee.

civil law 1) legal system developed from Roman codified
law, established by a state for its regulation; 2) area of
the law concerned with non-criminal matters, rights
and remedies

claimant (UK) person who bnngs a civil action (US)
plain,;ff

clerk (UK) court employee who takes records, files
papers and issues processes: (US) also a law student
who assists a lawyer or a Judge with legal work such
as research or writing

collateral property pledged as security for repayment of
a debt obligatiOn

collective bargaining process of negotiation between
trade unions (or labor unions) and employers, usually
regarding the terms and conditions of empl()yTTlent

common law (also case law, Judge.made law, body of law
formed through Judicial/court decisions, as opposed to
law formed thrOUgh statutes or written legislation

Companies House (UK) institution where all limited
compames in the UK must be registered, It is an
Executive Agency of the UK government Department of
Trade and Industries (DTI).

comp tltlon law (UK) body of law that regulates
business activities and markets, especially
agreements and practices that limit competition (US
antitrust law)

It first pleading filed on behalf of a plaintiff
which imtiates a lawsuit. setting forth the facts on
which the claim is based (civil law)

Ap (UK) liquidation of a company
after a petition to the court, usually by a creditor (US
involuntary bankruptC)'J

C( to grant. to bestow
ct ,,' ilt '.st clash between a person's personal

interests and their public or fiduciary responsibilitIes
c( agreed to by all parties

01 ·u· 'n security interest created by agreement
between the debtor and creditor

co' ,quentldl damages see special damages
COl ideratlon something of value given by one party to

another in order to induce the other to contract, In
common law, consideration is a necessary element for
an enforceable contract.

consolidation combining of two companies to form an
entirely new company

constitutional amendment change in a company's name,
capital or objects

contract template model agreement With particular
items to be filled in

copyright exclusive right to reproduce and control an
original work of art (music, visual art. film, literature,
etc,)

corporate veil separation between the corporation and
its shareholders such that the shareholders will not be
held personally liable for corporate debts

counter offer new offer with new terms made as a reply
to an offer received

court of first instance see lower court
creditor person or company who is owed a financial

obligation
criminal law (also penal law) area of law that deals with

crime, punishment or penalties
crown court (UK) higher court of first instance for

criminal cases in England and wales. Together with
the High Court of Justice and the Court of Appeal, it
forms the Supreme Court of Judicature. Appeals from
the Crown Court go to the criminal division of the
Court of Appeal and then to the House of Lords.

cybersquattlng practice of registering Internet domain
names that are associated with another company and
then demanding payment from that company through
the sale or licensing of that domain name

damage loss or harm as a result of injUry
damages money awarded by a court in compensation for

loss or injUry
date of employment day on which a person's

empl()yTTlent begins
de facto (Latin) in fact
debenture (UK) instrument issued under seal which

evidences a debt or security for a loan of a fIXed sum
of money; a long-term debt not secured by any
particular asset. but rather by the general earning
capacity of the company (US secured debt
mstrument); (US) unsecured debt

debtor someone who owes a financial obligation to
another



default failure to perform a duty, whether legal or
contractual: failure to pay a sum that is due

defendant (also respondent) person against whom an
action is brought in court. Defendant is generally used
when referring to the ans'Nering party to a civil
complaint: respondent is generally used when referring
to the anS'Nering party to a petition for a court order.

dele :,lte to give (duties) to another, to entrust another
(with duties)

nelegate (UK) third party in a delegation to whom the
duties have been transferred (US delegatee)

I.tle "ltion t I ~tl' transfer of responsibilities to be
performed under a contract to another

delegator person who transfers his duties to another
[It Ii\lery formal act of transferring something or passing

possession on to someone else
dt:' ~n "l..:~ legally protected interest In the form of

appearance. style or texture of a particular Item
directive order from a central authority. for example, the

European Community. A European Community Directive
is binding as to the result. but each Member State
may choose how to Implement it.

disatHln) condition of being unable to do something due
to a physical or mental impairment

disbar (US) to declare a person unable to practise law. In
the UK. the barnster is expelled from his or her Inn of
Court and is no looger allowed to represent in court.

discharge to release a person from an obligation
disclaimer repudiation or denial of a legal right or claim
disclaimer of warranties statement which limits the

liability of the seller for any defects of their goods
discriminatory dismissal termination of an employee's

employment contract based on a prejudice or bias
dividend distribution of company profits to its

shareholders
draft to produce a piece of wnting or a plan that you

intend to change later
drawee person in a bill of exchange who conducts

payment or is directed to make payment: often a bank
drawer person in a bill of exchange who pays the sum of

money
duress unlawful threat or coercion used to force

someone to enter into a contract
duty obligation owed or due to another by law
duty of care obligation of a person to act with

reasonable caution or prudence, the violation of which
results in liability at law

easement right enjoyed by a person other than the
owner of a piece of land to use or control that land. or
a part of that land. No property rights are conferred
upon the person using the land of another. An
example of an easement is crossing a part of
another"s land in order to access a public road.

economic efficiency economics term that refers to the
optimal production and consumption of goods and
services

employment tribunal Judicial body that resolves disputes
between employers and employees

endorsement (UK) writing, including signature. on the
back of a document which allows for the transfer of
the instrument (US mdorsemenr)

enforceable capable of being made effective. In the case
of an agreement. It is one in whiCh one party can
legally compel the performance of the other party.

enforceable right interest the law gives effect or force to
entry of appearance written notice of appearance during

a hearing which provides the respondent's full name
and contact details, as 'Nell as a statement of
opposition to the claim, including the grounds upon
which it is opposed
cl It reversion of land to the state if the land owner
dies without a will or without any heirs

term provision required for a contract to exist
.t al.) (latin) and others

l~ra (etc. (latin) and other things of the same kind
c 1\1 K) " I' sale use and benefit of a property
clu sale po'Ner or privilege under the law

CL lien created when a debtor's assets are
seized for the purposes of enforcing a judgment

exel rat.d ( (latin) for example
M see pumtive damages

d (also benefit of !he batgain
damages) compensatioo for the loss of benefits that a
person would have recei\led had the contract been
performed

expot:rt , itne,.s person who the court considers to
possess specialised knowledge or skill and who is
allowed to offer an opinion as testimony in court

ellpre'iS contract contract whose terms have been
specifICally outlined, either In writIng or orally

ell.press warranty guarantee that is created by the seller,
whether oral or written

extraordinary general meeting (EGM) (UK) any meeting of
the shareholders of a company other than the annual
general meeting whiCh is called to discuss certain
special issues of a company (US special meelinJ1l

fair dealing (UK) see nght of faIr use; (US) duty of full
disclosure imposed on corporate directors, officers and
parties to a contract

fair use (US) see right of falf use
fee simple whole interest in a piece of real property: the

broadest interest in property allowed by common law
fee tall estate which lasts as long as the original

grantee or any of his descendants live
fiduciary duty obligation to act solely in the best

interests of another
file with to officially record (e.g. in a court of law)
financing measures methods of securing funds or money
first-In-time rule which distinguishes which creditor has

first claim over a debtor"s assets
fitness for a particular purpose if a buyer is buying

property for a certain reason and the seller knows
this, then this warranty ellists by law to guarantee that
the property is suitable for that certain reason.
Sometimes referred to as warranty of fitness.

fixed charge (UK) grant of security for a loan on a
specific asset or on specific assets whereby the
creditor has first claim to recover upon default by the
debtor (US security interest m specific assets: (prior to
UCC) chattel mortgage)

floating charge (UK) form of secunty Interest over the
debtor's assets which may change on a daily basis,
such as stock; a grant of security for a loan on the
company's assets in general. and not 0f1 any specific
asset (US noatmg lien)

foreseeability reasooable anticipation of IXIssible results
of an action



fOrl'sooability rule rule that states that damages are
only recoverable when it can be established that the
damage was reasonably anticipated by the breaching
party at the time Ule contract was entered into

n model document or agreement with blank spaces
to be filled in
'm.'llll)(l act of bringing a contract Into eXIstence

deliberate misrepresentation or concealment of a
matenal fact to gain an advantage

I the in' '" "" "I act of misrepresenting or
misleading someone so as to entice them to enter
into a contract or agreement

fre,~hold estate property whose duration of ownership or
occupation is not determined

friendly takeover situation where a company attempts to
buy another company with approval of the board of
directors of the company that is being bought

'c I,In- to obtain the power to direct or have
Influence over the management of a company

, 1) claIm or interest resulting from a legal
proceeding in which party A (CreditOf') requests a
court to issue an order or writ against party B
(garnishee) holding property of or oWing money (e.g.
bank account or wages) to party C (debtor) to
release the relevant property or money to the
creditor: 2) the whole process involved in the legal
proceedings described in 1) above

-neral creditor creditor who has no lien or security for
payment against the debtor's assets (also known as
an unsecured creditor,

ral damages (also actual damages) compensation
for proven injury or loss

.ccu~, ti"[1 I qu ,ati"Jn limited
circumstances where sex or marital status may be
used as a Job reqUirement

law firm that employs hunclreds of attorneys
from all over the world

state of m"'d whereby a person has an
honest COrtvictlon that they are observing reasonable
commercial stanclards of fair dealing

,Ie title that is valid ancl free from defects such
as hens, litigation or other encumbrances
K)<lg Items of personal property other than money (US
good can be used in the singular)

g;rantee person to whom a grant of property is made

, reditament property which can be inherited; also
refers to land in general

hi '11 court (UK) court which hears serious civil cases
and appeals from county courts; (US supreme court)

person that has legal possession of a trade mark
'n due cour (IOC) person who acquires a

negotiable instrument in good faith
, d~r at trtle person who owns the right to control and
diSpose of a particular piece of property
:day entitlement fight of an employee to take paid

time off from his/her employment
lwrizontal merger combining of two or more firms which

are at the same level in the economic supply chain
hostile takeover situation where a company attempts to

buy another company against its wishes

id est (I.e.) (Latin) that is
Illegality of the subject matter when the matter under

consideration in the contract is unlawful and therefore
unenforceable in a court of law

Immaterial breach breach of contract after which the
non-breaching party is still required to perform its
contractual obligations ancl may be entitled to
damages

i",,' ~ contract contract whose terms have not been
specifically outlined, but rather are presumed

mn ~ warra...ty guarantee that is implied by law rather
than promised by the seller
'"m (Latin) against a piece of property (rather Ulan a

person)
in th course of IIU Inl 5 regular mode of conduct or

routine of a trade
incidental beneficiary person who was not planned to

benefit from a contract and is also not party to that
contract. This person does not gain any rights under
the contract.

indefinite vague. not certain. not determined
inf~in ,~ment unauthorised use of material protected by

copyright. patent or trademark law
" nee property which is transferred upon death to
a person designated as an heir

offICial order from a court for a person to do
or stop doing something

party that has suffered a violation of its
legal rights

Court (UK) one of four institutions that barristers
must join in order to practise law as a barrister

in~olvent unable to pay one's debts
Instrument written formal legal document
Intangible property rights legal interest or claim in

things which cannot be touched or felt
Intended beneficIary person who was planned to benefit

from a contract but is not party to that contract. As a
result of Ulis, this person obtains rights to enforce the
contract.

mental deSire/willingness to act in a certain way
(latin) among other things

to (latin) by that very fact itself
to produce Of' provide something offICial

'Jre cal shares of a company that are held
by shareholders

u public official who hears and decides cases in
court

judge-made law (also case law. common law) body of law
formed through judicial/court decisions, as opposed to
law formed through statutes or written legiSlation

judgment lien lien imposed on a person against whom a
judgment has been entered but remains unsatisfied

J Idiclallien security interests arising as a result of court
proceedings broUght by the creditor to secure an
interest in the debtor's property

juri doctor PO) (US) law degree (UK LL8)
juvenile court court that hears cases involving children

uncler a certain age

ICk ,f legal capacity absence of ability of a person to
enter into contractual relations. sue Of' be sued

law school (US) graduate school offering courses in law
leading to a law degree

lease contract for which the use and occupation of a
property is conveyed to another, usually in eXchange
for a sum of money (rent)

leasehold property whose duration of ownership or
occupation is fixed or capable of being fixed



legal entity individual or organisation that can enter into
contracts, is responsible for its actions and can be
sued for damages

legal opinion document outlining a lawyer's understanding
of the law regarding a particular situation

legal person artificial entity created by law and given
legal rights and duties. for example a corporation

Legal Practice Course (LPC) (UK) course that must be
completed before a person can be qualified as a
solicitor. It is the first step to becoming a solicitor (the
second being working as a trainee solicitor. and the
last being successful completion of the Professional
Skills Course).

icence (UK) permission or authonty to do something
which would otherwise be illegal. No interest is
transferred in this case. (US license)

I~n interest or attachment in another's property as
security for payment of an obligatiOn

'en c -;tor creditor whose claim is secured by a lien
'f(, 'estate granted only for the life of the grantee
'tel person who holds a life estate or an estate
pur aUfre VIe, or fOf the benefit of another
l 'O?T, I ''''- (also stipulafed damages)
compensatton that is agreed to in the contract

1...1" '1 dissolution of a company whereby all assets
are sold and the proceeds used to pay off debts

liB (Ll ~'" B~ (UK) Bachelor of Laws. law
degree (US JD (juris doctor»

, n C",ll t I form of long-term borrowing
'K. ,'preventing people from entering a building by

locking it. such that employees cannot work
lower COll' t (also court of first instance) court whose

decisions may be appealed to a higher court

magistrates' court (UK) court that has very limited
powers

maker person who makes a promiSSOry note
market economy economic system which permits the

open exchange of goods and services between
producers and consumers. In a market economy. prices
and production are largely determined by supply and
demand. The contrasting model to a market economy is
cenlral planning and a non·market economy,

material breach breach of contract which is so
fundamental or significant that the non'breaching party
is excused from its contractual obligations and may
recover damages

mechanic tlen (also mechanic's lien) lien to secure
payment for labour or materials used in constructing
or repairing buildings or other structures

memorandum of association (UK) legal document that
sets out the important elements of the corporation,
Including its name, address. objects and powers. It is
one of the two fundamental documents upon which
registration of a company is based. (US articles of
incorporation)

merchant person who is engaged in the buying and
selling of goods for profit

merchantability warranty implied by law that something
is fit for the ordinary purposes for which it is used

merger acquiSition of one company by another resulting
in dissolution of one and survival of the other

merger regulation legislation aimed at limiting
anticompetitive concentration of market power. Law
that seeks to ensure that the combination of
companies will not have any anticompetitive effects.

minority shareholder shareholder who holds less than
half the total shares outstanding and is therefore
unable to control the business of the company

minutes notes or records of business conducted at a
meeting

monopoly organisation or group thal has complete
control of an area of business so that others have no
share

monopoly right exclUSive right to make. use or sell an
inventiOfl

moot court fICtitious court where law students argue
hypothetical cases
ortgage transfer of legal title of a property, often land.
to another as secunty for payment of a debt

motion application to a court to obtain an order. rUling,
or decision

od IE:-)E, (UK) unsecured debt (US debenture)
ryti able to be transferred by endorsement or

delivery
(UK) wntten and signed

documents which represent an intangible right of
payment for a specified sum of money on demand or
at a defined time. Some examples are bills of
exchange. promissory notes. bank cheques or
certificates of dePOSIt. (US commercial paper)

10 , pnnciple that states that one cannot give
away more than one possesses. If one does not
possess title to something. then one cannot transfer
title of that thing to another,
.."inal caf T , (also aufhonsed cap,tat) total amount of
stock a company may offer to ItS shareholders

noll'breachi"i; I' rty party to the contract that has not
violated its contractual obligations

non-consensual not agreed to or formed by agreement of
all parties

non-monetary relief remedy that is not money. but rather
something else such as an inJunction. a declaratory
judgment. specific performance or modification of a
contract

nOfH)bvlous quality of an inventiOn being unexpected or
surprising or sufficiently different from other existing
things. It is often a requirement for obtaining a patent

non-possessory type of security interest whereby the
debtor retains control over the property but is limited
in what he or she may do with it

notice document prOViding notification of a fact, claim, or
proceeding

novation substitution of an Obligation with a new one,
thereby cancelling the old obligation

objects goals or purposes of a company
objects clause section of a company's memorandum of

association that outlines the company's objects
obligee person to whom a right is o'NE!d
obligor person who owes a right
offer indication of willingness lO enter into a contract on

specified terms. whereby. if accepted by the other
perSOfl, a binding contract would result

offeree party to whom an offer is made
offeror party that displays a willingness to enter into a

cOfltract Ofl specified terms
oligopoly market situation in whICh only a small number

of firms compete with each other



on notice of the security Interest where a security
Interest exists between a certain creditor and debtor.
It occurs on perfection of a security interest.

ordinance (US) municipal law (UK by-law)
ordinary course of business regular mode of conduct or

routIne of a trade
ordinary resolution (UK) resolution passed by a simple

maJ()(lty of members at the annual general meeting
ordinary shares (UK) shares that carry voting rights and

dividend entitlements and which are the most common
form of shares (US common shares)

paralegal person who assists a lawyer with legal woOl..
but is not a lawyer

parallel behaviour acting in a similar W<rj to another: fOf
example. setting prices at the same level as a
competitor or producing a similar level of output as
another m the same business

Parol Evidence the rule thal evidence, apart from the
actual conlract itself. cannot modify. explain. vary or
contradict the written terms of a contract

party person or entity involved in an agreement
passage of title exchange of ownership in a property
passing of risk the point at which the risK (e.g. of

damage) passes from one party to another (and
therefore also the responsibility. for example, for
insuring goods)

passing off illegal type of unfair competition whereby a
business does something that the public would
reaSOflably believe to be related to the activities of a
different bUSIness such that this second business
suffers damages as a result

patent grant from the government gIVing exclUSIve rights
to an inventor to make. use or sell an invention for a
specified period of time

payee person who is being paId in a bill of exchange
pecuniary compensation remedy that involves

compensating through money
penal law {also crimmal/3\+1 area of law that deals with

crime. punishment or penalties
penetrate the market to enter into a market
per annum (Latm) per year
per se (Latin) by itself
perfected when the appropriate filing or registering or

other formal action of a security interest has been
done to protect one's security interest in another's
property against all other creditors

perfection appropriate filing or registering or other formal
action of a security interest in order to protect one's
security interest in another's property against all other
credItors

performance completion of obligations required by
contract

personalliabitity state of being legally obliged out of
()(le's own personal assets

personal property (also chattels in common law) things
that are moveable (as opposed to real property) and
capable of being owned

petitioner (US) person who brings a petJtJOn to a court.
especially ()(l appeal

picketing demonstration outside a place of woOl. in
which people congregate to dissuade others from
entering the building. usually done in attempt to
persuade another party to meet certain demands. It is
often done during a striKe.

pleading formal written statement setting forth the
cause of action or the defence in a case

pledge property which is security for a debt or obligation
pledgee person who receives a pledge. or the creditor in

a secured transaction
pledgor person who gives a pledge. or the debtor in a

secured transaction
possessory type of security interest whereby the creditor

has the right to control the property
predatory pricing pricing a product so low - for example.

below Its production cost - as to eliminate competition
pre-emption rights (UK) rights of shareholders to

mamtaln their prOlXlrtionate ownership in a company
by purchasing newly issued stock before it is offered
to the public (US preemptive nghts)

preference shares (UK) shares that are given preference
in dividend entitlements over ordinary shares. but
usually do not carry any voting rights (US preferred
shares)

prlce-fix.lng conduct of setting a price for a product
which is contrary to workings of supply and demand.
and therefore contrary to the free marKet

priority right to enforce a claim before others
priority creditor creditor who is given priority over other

creditors. or has first claim over the debtor's assets
privity of contract relationship between parties to a

contract
pro forma (Latin) as a matter of form
pro rata (latin) prolXlrtionally
profit-and-Ioss account (UK) statement summarising a

company's revenues and expenses over a period of
tIme (US profit-and-loss statement or income
statement)

promisee person to whom a promise. or an assurance
that something will or will not be done. is made

promisor person who makes a promise or an assurance
that they will or will not do something

promissory note fonnal unconditional wntten note made
and signed by a person obligating him or her to pay a
specifl€d sum of money to another specified person or
to the bearer of the document

punitive damages (also exemplary damages)
compensation designed to punish the breaching party
for conduct found to be reprehensible. e.g. fraud

pupillage (UK) one year of apprenticeship to become a
barrister. which follows the completion of the Bar
Vocational Course

pur autre vie estate granted only for the life of someone
other than the grantee

quasl-securlty similar to security. except the creditor has
actual ownership over the property while the debtor
only has possession. In case of default. the creditor
can SImply take back possession of the property.
serves the same purpose as security. but is not
recognised by the law as such.

quorum number of shareholders or directors who have to
be present at a board meeting so that it can be validly
conducted

race relations social. political or personal connections
With and between people With different distinguishing
physical characteristics

real property land. including anything attached to it
reasonatNe reliance dependence on a contract which is

considered fair. sound thinKing or common sense
reasonably prudent person (also reasonable person)

fictitious person used as a standard for legal
reasoning in negligence cases



redundancy dismissal (UK) termination of an employee's
employment contract because their position ceases to
exist (US layoff)

Registrar of Companies (UK) officer in charge of keeping
the list of limited companies registered at the
Companies House

regulation oreler controlling through rules or restrictions
rejection refusal to accept an offer
release to discharge a person from an obligation
relevant market area in which effective competItive

constraints may be imposed. There may be two
relevant markets in anticompetitlYe analyses: the
product market and the geographic market. It IS
determined by examining in which market an
undertaking can raise prices above the competitive
level without being unprofitable.

reliance damages compensation for losses incurred by
the plaintiff due to his dependence on the contract
being performed

remaindermen person who is entitled to what is left of an
estate after the life tenant dies and the parts of the
estate that are handed down in his will are carved out

remedy means of preventing. redressing or
compensating a violation of a right

respondent see defendant
restitution damages compensation which is equal to the

amount of money the breaching party received under
the breached contract

right interest that is recognised and protected by law
right of fair use (US) defence to a claim of copyright

Infringement whereby permission from the artist is
not required so long as usage of that artisrs work is
reasonable and limited (UK The concept of fair
dealmg is the closest equivalent: however. fair dealing
is more restrictive than the US doctnne of fair use
and in Order to be protected, the use has to fall in
one of several categories.)

rights I sue offer to existing shareholders to purchase
additional new shares in the company

salaried partner person who is a member of the law firm
partnership and is paid by regUlar salary payments

Sale of Goods Act (UK) Act governing the sale of goods
in the United Kingdom

sale of substantially all assets form of acquisition
whereby all or almost all assets and liabilities of a
company are sold

sale by sample sale by which the seller provides an
example of the goods to the buyer which then leads to
an understanding that the rest of the goods will be of
the same standard as the example

security property pledged in order to secure the
fulfilment of a promise or loan

securtty agreement agreement whereby a person grants
Interest in his or her property to another as collateral
In order to guarantee performance of an obligation

security int..rest any interest in property acqUired by
agreement or operation of law for the purpose of
securing payment or perfonnance of an obligatlon

senior partBe( person who has been a partner of a law
firm for many years (the exact number of years may
differ in each firm): in some law firms, an offICial title
given to some partners

serve {a document on someone, to deliver a legal
document to someone (which usually demands they go
to a court of law or obey an order)

sex discrImination different treatment, usually awarding
privileges to some and denying privileges to others.
based on gender

share consolidation (UK) proportional exchange of
existing shares in the corporation for a fewer number
of shares. each with greater value (US reverse stock
split)

share subdivision (UK) exchange of a multiple of new
shares for each old share such that shareholdmgs are
in the same proportioo aftelWards (US stock split)

Sherman Act (US) US federal statute which was passed
In 1890 and which prohibits interference WIth free
competitIon and aims to limit monopolies and trusts.
Any agreement or combination which has the effect of
restraining trade is prohibited under this statute.

shrink-wrap contract licence agreement or contractual
terms and conditions that appear on the outside
packaging of an item. Acceptance by the consumer is
confirmed by the opening of the package. Often used
in the software industry.

sic (Latin) thus
single European market established under the Single

European Act. carne into effect on 1 January 1993:
the core of the process of European economic
integration. involving the removal of obstacles to the
free movement of goods. services. people and capital
between member states of the European Union

small-claims court court that handles civil claims for
limited amounts of money

~ole practttioner lawyer who practises on his/her own
;;o!lcttor (UK) lawyer who is qualified to give legal advice

and prepare legal documents
>0 0 practice law practice WIth only one lawyer

lvent able to pay one's debts
pedal [Iamages (also consequential damages)
damages that are awarded due to a partICular wrong
or partIcular circumstances

peclal resolution resolution on major decisions of a
company (such as changing the company's articles or
reducing its share capital) at a general meeting that
must be passed by a certain majonty, usually 75%

,peciflc performance when a court OrderS the breaching
party to perform its part of a contract

statute formal wntten law created by a legislative body
such as a parliament, as opposed to a law created
through the courts

Statute of Frauds piece of legislation which declares
that certain kinds of contracts. for example those
regarding land, marriage and the sale of goods worth
over a certain amount of money. will be invalid unless
put into writing and signed by both parties. The
original statute was enacted in England In 1677 and
serves as a basis for the US statutes,

tatutory forms forms required by law
tatutory lien secUrity interest created by legislatIOn due
to the economic relationship between the debtor and
the creditor

t" JUt ted da' 18 'e see liquidated damages
ma r thing under consideration m a contract

it to deliver a document fonnally for a decIsion to
be made by others

uboicribtlr person who has purchased stock in the
company by an agreement

ui Juris (latm) of one's own right: able to exercise one's
own legal rights



takeover bid (UK) offer by one company to purchase at
minimum a controlling number of voting shares of
another company (US lender offet')

tangIble chattel property other than land that is capable
of being touched or felt

target company that is the object of a takeover attempt
tax lien lien on pmperty arising from unpaid taxes
tenement property which is the subject of tenure (a

mode of occupying land whereby possession is held
by a tenant. but absolute ownership lies in another
person). i.e. land

term of yl ars fixed period of t"ne for which an estate is
granted

termination of employment end of the work term or
employment
rms alld conditions of employment fixed period of
time for wnich one is employed and the provisions
under wnich employment is held

third-party beneficiary person who is not party to a
contract, but still benefits from it and has legal rights
to enforce it

third-party beneficiary contract contract that provides
for rights and duties to be conferred on a person who
is not party to the contract

tie-In arrangement (also tying arrangement, tied
arrangement) agreement which forces the buyer to
purchase a second product when the buyer purchases
the first product. The product that the buyer originally
wants to purchase is called a tying product and the
second product he or she is forced to purchase with
the first is called a tJed product. These arrangements
may also be applied to services.

title right to cootrol and dispose of property or the right
to ownership In property

" the bearer of expression designating that the sum of
fTlOlleY of a note or cheque is payable to whomever
hOlds the document

to the order of expression designating the person to
wnom the sum of money on a note/cheque is payable

tort wrong committed between private individuals for
which the law provides a remedy

trade mark (UK) word. phrase or symbol used by a
manufacturer, seller or dealer to distinguish their
goods apart from the goods of others (US trademark)

trade secret formula, technique, process or the like which
is kept confidential and used by only one business in
attempt to maintain a competitive advantage

trade union (UK) association of employees formed to
further their mutual interests with respect to their
employment. for example working hours, wages.
conditions, etc. (US labor union)

trainee solicitor (UK) position of one who is completing
the practical apPfenticeship required for a person to
qualify as a solicitor. It is the second step to
becoming a solicitor (follows the completiQrl of the
legal Practice Course and is followed by the
ProfeSSIonal Skills Course).

•r, nsfer to convey or to pass property or a right to
another by any method

trrllunal body WIth either judicialOf' quasi-judicial
functions

trust legal device used to set aside mooey or property of
one person or company for the benefit of another
person or company. In the US. trusts are business
combinations with the alms of a monopoly.

trustee person who holds something in trust for
someone else

trustee in bankruptcy person appointed to handle the
affairs of a bankrupt party

trustee in sequestration person appointed to handle the
property of another person until the court determines
the ownership of that property

trustee under a deed of arrangement person
determined by contract to handle the property and
affairs of an insolvent person while debts are being
paid and CreditOrs' claims are being settled

trustee under a trust of deed person who holds legal
tItle for real Pfoperty of another person who has
pledged that property as collateral for a loan

trustbuster (US) person who fights against
antiCOmpetitive trusts. often a federal officer

ultra vires (latin) unauthorised. beyond a person's legalp,,,..,,,
unauthorised use sale, licensing or othelWise dealing.

especially with a view to profit. of a copyright that is
done without the authority of the person who
possesses the copyright

undertakings (UK) enterprise, a company or a group of
companies (US business, firm or enterprise)

unfair dismissal unjust termination of an employee's
employment contract. The question is whether the
employer acted reasonably in dismissing the
employee.

Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) (US) act harmonising
the law of sales and commercial transactions in all
states In the US

United Nations ConventiOfl on the COfltracts for the
International Sale of Goods Act (CISG) convention of
the United Nations whiCh sets forth rules governing
contracts for the internatiooal sale of goods
Ifruct right to use another person's Pfoperty for a

period of time, to be later restored to the owner With
only ordinary wear and tear

versus (vs, or v,) (latin) against
vertical merger combining of two or more firms who are

at different levels in the economic supply chain. for
example producer and distributor

vest 1} to give full title to a property to a person; 2) to
give a person an immediate fixed right

videlicet (viz.) (latin) as follows
voluntary liquidation (UK) termination of a company's

business that is supported by company shareholders
(US dissolution or winding-up)

warranty of title guarantee that the seiter has title to
the Pfoperty being sold. that there are no liens or
encumbrances on the property other than those that
have been disclosed, and that the transfer of Pfoperty
is valid

winding-up process of ending the carrying on of a
business through the settlement of liabilitIes and the
distribution or liquidation of assets

writ document informing someone that they will be
involved in a legal Pfocess and instructing them what
they must do

written resolution written eXPfesslon of an intention or
opinion decided at a meeting
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debentures 35, 164, 165. 307
deblor..creditor

asset protection 193
introduction 190-191
liens, types of 191-192

debtors 177.178.307
default 79,178,308
default Interesl 175
defendants 11.126,308
delegates 64, 93. 308
delegatIOn of dulles 64, 308
delegators 93. 308
delJVerY (goods) 120
delivery (negOtiable documents) 164,

308
deSIgn rights 148, 149, 308
directives 9.10,108-109,308
directors. duties of 21, 28. 63
disability 106, 308
disbar 15,308
discharge 93. 308
disclaimer of warranties 120. 121, 131,

308
discourse markers 153,154
discrimination, workplace 108
discriminatory dismissal 106,107,308
diSCUSSions, phrases for 157-159
dividends 34. 35, 308
dominant position, abusing 205, 206,

208,306
Draft Limited liability PartnershIp Bill

27
draft 12, 308
drawer/drawee 165, 308
due date 175
duress 64. 65, 308
duty of care 21.308

E
~~re

nego\Jable instruments 169-171
transferable records 175

e-conllaets 72-75
&slgnatures. article 73-74,170,172
easements 134, 136, 308
ECMR see European Community Merger

Regulation
economic efficiency 204,308
EGM see Extraordinary General Meeting
emails

attachments 110-111
follow-up correspondence 86-88,

9&-97
formal/informal 181-82
opening and clOSing 59

emphaSIS, giving 69,99,101,154
employee/employe!' 106
employee representatlOl1 39
employrnent

termma\Jon of 106. 313
terms and conditions of 106, 313

employment law
emplcr,ment tnbunal cLaIm 109-110
EU directives on 108-109
IntlOduetion to 106-107
liabIlity nsks 112
sex d,scnmlnat'on case 111-112
unfaIr dismissal 114-15

Employment Rights Act (UK. 1996) 106
employment tribunals 107,109-110,

119. 308

endorsement 164,308
enforceable contracts 64,308
enforceable liquidated cLamages clauses

80
enforceable rights 92,308
entire agreement clauses 65
entry of appearance 109, 110, 111. 308
escheat 134. 308
et alii (et aLl (Latll1) 13, 308
et cetera (etc,) (laM) 13, 308
EU see European UnlOl1
European Community Merger Regulation

(ECMR) changes, report on 213-214
European Union employment law. article

excerpt 108
European Union (EU)

anti..competltlve aetlVllles 205-208
Commul1lty Trade Ma~s (CTMs) 155
competition law 204
employment law 108-109
insolvency law 200-201

European Union Insolvency laws. article
excerpt 200

evidence. phrases referring to 101
exclusions, contract 121
exclusive possession 134, 308
exclusive rights (trade marks) 148. 308
execution hens 190.191. 308
exemplary damages see punitive

damages
exempli gratia (e.g,) (laM) 13,308
expectatlOll damages 78, 79, 308
expert witnesses 11, 308
express contracts 64. 308
express warrantIes 120,121,308
Extraordmary General Meellng (EGM) 20.

57.58.59.308

F
fair deahng 308
lair use see nght of lair use
fee simple estates 134. 308
fee tail estates 134.308
fiduciary duty 21. 308
file 12,33,308
financing measures 134,308
first-in-time rules 190,308
fitness for a particular purpose 120,

308
fixed charges 35,176.177,184-185,

308
f1oat1l1g charges 35, 176, 177,

184-185,308
follow-up correspondence (antitrust

risks) 210
follow-up correspondenee (damages) 87
force majeure clause 65
formality/informality

adverb-verb co4locatlOl1S 182-183
emails 110-111.181-182
paraphraSIng 156
passive constructlOrtS 182
personal pronouns 182
presentatiOns 26
requesting Information 187
sentence structure 182
suggestions. makmg 172-173
vert> chOices 189



vocabulary and fixed expressions 182
wntmg style 189

torms 65. 309
see also contract templates

forseeablhty rule 78. 309

fraud 20. 309
fraud m the Inducement 64.65.309
freehold estates 134.309
fnenclty take<wers 49.309

G
garrnshment 190.191.309
general credllors 191. 309
general damages 78. 79. 309
genuIne occupational Qualification (GOO)

106, 107. 309
global firms 18. 309
good fallh 120. 309
good title 120. 309
grantor/grantee 134.135.309

H
hereditaments 134.309
high court 10. 309
holder in due course (HOC) 164.166.

309
holder of title 120, 309
holiday entitlement 106. 309
honzontal agreements 205. 208. 309
hostile lakeoVers 49. 309
Human RIghts Act (UK. 1998) 114

Id est (I.e.) (latin) 13.309
Illegality of the subJect matter 64.65.

309
Immatef\31 breach 88. 309
Implied contracts 309
Implied warrantieS 120-121. 309
In rem (latIn) 309
In the course of buSll'less 121.309
Incidental benefICIary 92.309
indefiMe contracts 64
information. keeping up to date with

102-103
-rng form. of verbs 96-97
Inheritance 134.309
Injunction 12.107.149.309
Injured party 78.309
Inn of Court (UK) 15. 309
insolvency 49.190.309
Insolvency Act (UK. 1986) 194
insolvency practitioner profession

194-196
intartglble property rights 148.149.309
intellectual property rights

business method patents 152-153
case study 162-63
as collateflll 186
'falr use doctnne' 157
Infnngement of 149, 309
introduction to 148-149
patents system. case summary

150-151
trade-mark statutes 155
verb-ooun collocations 160

Intended beneficiaries 92.309
intent 92.309

Inter alia {Latin} 13. 309
Internel

copyright protection 157.159.162-163
electrooic negotiable Instruments

169-171
Internet resources

digitised resources (legal forms) 75
external resources 201
foreJgn legal conceplS 89
foreign terms 19. 129. 159
relevant directories 145
reliability 187
search tools 31. 45. 59
website artICles 51. 52. 102

interviews
QuestIons. effective use of 85-86
summarising 145

IntrodUCing self and tOPiC 51
IPSO facto (Lalln) 13.309
Issue 12. 309
issued capital 34.35.309

)

JD see juris doctor (JD)
Job advertisements 195-196
Job applications 197-198
job interviews 198-199.203
judge-made law 8. 309
judges 11. 309
Judgment hens 190. 191. 309
jooicial liens 190. 193. 309
Junior lawyers. training of 149-150
juns doctor (JO) 15. 309
Juvenile court 11. 309

L
lack of legal capaCIty 64.65.309
landlord/tenant 135
landmark cases 112.151
language skills, importance of 215
large law firms 18
Latin. use of 13.174
law. bodies of 8-9
law degrees 15.309.310
law firm culture. article excerpt 18
law firms 17.18-19
law schools 15. 309
laws. types of 9-10
laWSUits. preparing 96-97
lawyers. different words tor 14
lease/tenancy agreements 139-141

verb-noun collocations 147
vocabulary 146

lease agrlltlment, statutory <:ondltJons
140-141

leasehold eSlates 134.310
leases 134.310
legal de<:lslon (contra<:t law) 133
legal disputes 28-29
Iegaleducauon 15.149-150.215

see also law degrees
legal entlues 20. 310
legal incapacity 95
legal OPinion 30
legal person 20. 310
Legal Practice Course (lPC) 15. 310
legal system 8-13
legal Writing 123--124

legalese. understanding 42-43.47
legislation revisions. seminars on

180--181
letters

<:overing letter 197-198
fotk)w.up cOlTespondence 86-88.

209-211
openIng and cloSing phrases 59
thank-you note 199

letter of advI<:e (anticIpatory breach)

88-89
letter of advi<:e (buSIness method

patenlS) 153
letter of advice (corporale goo,oemance)

28
letter of advi<:e (shareholder nghts) 58
leiter Of advice 28-31. 58. 59. 88-89.

310
leiters of Credit 165
liability. company owners 22-23
licences 134,310
lien creditors 190. 191. 310
liens 177.190.191. 310
life estates 134. 310
life tenants 134.310
limited liability companies 27
limited liability partnerships 26-28
liquidated damages 65. 79. 80-81. 91.

310
liquIdated damages <:lause 83
liquldalJoo 21.48.49.194.310
liqUidators 21
Ll8 (legum Baccalaureus) Bachelor of

Laws 15.310
loan caPital 35. 310
lockouts 107. 310
lower court 11. 310
Ltd see pnvate limited company

M
magistrates' court 11.310
maker. of prOlnlssory note 164.166,

310
managers. duties of 20. 23
managing directors 21
market economies 204.310
market penetration 204.311
material breach 88, 310
mechanic's liens 190.191.310
memo 70-71
memorandum of association 20.23.34.

310
merchantability 310
merchants 120.310
merger regulallOn 205. 212-213. 310
mergers 48.49.50.204.310
MICrosoft. antitrust SUIIS against 215
mid-sire law firms 18
mlnonty shareholderS 48.310
minutes of meetlnp 55-57.310
monopolies 204. 310
monopoly rights 148. 310
moot court 11. 310
ffKX~es 134.190.191.310
motion 12.310
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N
naked debentures 165. 310
neceSSity. expresslIlg 55
negotIable Iflstruments

electronic 169-171
IIltroductlOn to 164-166,310
promiSSOry notes 166--169

negotiation 62. 69
contracts 71-75
expressions for 71-72

nerno dal rule 164,310
nominal capital 20. 310
non-breachlllg party 78.80-81.88-89.

310
noo-conse11sual secunty interests 177.

310
nonmonetary rehef 78. 310
~s 148.310
I'lOIl-posseSSOf'Y secunty interests 176.

310
notary 143
notice 12.310
novation 93. 310

o
ob;ects 48. 310
objects clauses 49. 310
obligor/obligee 93.310
offefOr/off~ 64.311
offers 64.311
official receiver 21
oligopolies 204.205.311
on notice of the security interest 117.

311
one-stop shops 213-214
opinions

expressing 43-44, 113
refernng to others' 215

-or-/-ee nouns 94.105
ordinance 9. 10. 311
ordmary course of business 176. 311
ordulary shares 34, 35. 36. 311
organlsmg. ideas 117

p
parallel behaVIour 205. 311
paraphrasing 41,43.68.156-157,168
Parol evidence 65, 311
partnerships 20, 22-23

see also limited liability partnershIps
party 64,311
passage of tille 120. 311
passing of nsk 120, 311
paSSIng off 148.149.311
paSSIVe constructions 42.208

formality/informality 182
paraphrasing 156

past simple. versvs present perfect 147
patents 148, 311
payee 165, 166, 311
payment of costs clavse 65
pecuniary compensation 78, 311
penal law 8, 311
penalty clavses 81. 82
per annum (latin) 13. 311
per se (latin) 13, 208, 311
pe!fection, of security interests 177.

190.311

performance 92,311
personal liability 20. 311
personal pronouns, and

formality/informality 182
personal property 311
persons in court 11
persuading. in writing and speech

W-100
picketing 107.311
plain langvage. use 01 41. 156-157
plaintiff 11. 126. 311
PLC see pvblic limited company
pleading 12. 311
pledge/pledgee/pledgor 176. 311
plural forms. irregular 217
polite refusals 183
possessory secunty Interests 176, 311
practice areas statement 18.137-139
pre-enption rights 34.35.311
predatory pricing 205. 208. 311
preference shares 34.35.36.311
prefixes. use 01 46. 118. 161
prepositional phrases. in legal texts 33
prepositions. use of 46.61.77.

104-105.119.127.130.161. 175.
188.217

presenta1.lons
beginning 51
case briefs 125-127
Informality 26
informatlQn 187
qvick overview 117
spifHlffs 53
transitions. signalling 137

price-fixing 204-205,206,208,311
principal and pnnciple 167
priority creditors 177,190.202,311
private limited company (ltd) 22-23
prIVity of contract 92. 311
pro forma (Latin) 13. 311
pro rata (Latin) 13. 60. 311
procedure. explaining 55
profit·and-Ioss account 21. 311
prOmlSOl'/promisee 92.94.311
promissory note 164.166. 168.

171-172,175,178,311
proposal s. making;accepting;rejecting

72
proxy 21,28
Pvblic Key Infrastructure (PKl) 72.73
public limited company (PLC) 22~23

puOl1J\18 damages 79. 311
pupillage (UK) 15. 311
pur autre IIie estates 134.311

Q
quality (merchantability) 120-121
quasi·security 176. 177. 311
questions, effective use of 85-86
quiet enjoyment 142
quorum 13. 312

R
race relations 106.108.312
real property law 64. 312

case reviews 142-143
easements 136
Introduction 134-135
lease/tetlancy agreements 139--141

property sale/purchase abroad
143-145

real versus personal property 134
reasonable reliance 78. 312
reasonably prudent persons 11. 312
recewer 21
recommendations. making 172-173
redundancy dismissal 106. 107. 312
reference email 144
Registrar of Companies 48. 312
regulation 9,10,312
rejection (of offers) 64.312
release 93. 312
relevant markets 204.312
reliance damages 78. 79. 88. 89. 312
remaindermen 134. 312
remedies see contmet remedies
rent 134
repetltlOl1. use of to aid understanding

82-a3
requesting information 145. 187
requirements. talking about 168--169
respondent 126
restitution damages 78. 79. 312
retention of tftle clause. law-tournai

article 128
right of fair use 149. 157, 312
light of first refusal clause 95
rights 92,312
nghts issue 35. 37. 312
rights of thIrd parties, report excerpt

102

S
salaned partners 17,312
sale of goods

introduction 120-122
retenbon of btle 127-29
terms and conclltions of sale 122-123
vocabulary 121~122. 131

Sale of Goods Act (UK) 64. 120. 312
sale of substantially all assets 48. 312
sales by sample 121,312
secured credItors 202
secured transactions

intellectual property in 186
introduction 176-177
security agreements 178-179,183-184
security interests 176,178.183-184,

191.312
security 176. 177. 312
security agreement 177.178-179
security Interests 176.178.183-184.

190.312
senior partners 312
sequencIng 55. 154
serve 12. 312
severability clause 65
sex discrimination 106,108.111-112,

312
sel('i:liscrlmlnatlon case. article el(cerpt

112
'shadowing' 149
shall. use of 24.95, 156
share consolidation 34. 312
share subclMSIOl1 34,312
shareholder nghts 37-38,58
shareholders 21.23



shareholders and supervisor~ boards.
textbook excerpt 38

shares, key terms 35
Sherman Act (US) 204,312
shnnk-wrap contracts 125. 312
sic (Latin) 13. 312
signalling phrases

emphaSIS. giving 101
Information. structuring 30
transitions 137

signatures see e-slgllatures
single European market 204. 312
small-clalms court 11. 312
small law firms 18
sole practilloners 18. 312
sole proprietorships 22-23
solicitors 15. 312. 313
solo practICeS 312
special oamages 78. 79. 312
Special resolutIOns. 48 34.312
SpecifIC performance 79. 82. 312
speech act verbs 57
spin-offs 51-53
spI~ffs. article excerpt 52
-Slate Street' case 151
status Quo ante (laM) 78
statute governing attachment 192
Statute of Frauds 64.134.312
statutes 9. 10. 312
statutory forms 20. 313
statutory liens 190. 313
slJpulaled damages see IiQuloated

damages
strikes 107
studying law, excerpt 15
subject matter 64.313
submit (vb) 12. 313
subscribers 34.35.313
SubsidIary companies 51-52
suggestions. making 172-73
sui juris (Latin) 13,313
summarising 41,47.154

case briefs 125
follow-up correspondence 86-88
interView content 145

supervisory boards 38-39
supra-national law 103

T
takeover bids 49.313
tangible chattels 120. 313
targets 49.313
tax liens 190. 191. 313
tenement properties 134,313
term of years 134.313
term sheets 69
termination clauses 65
thank-you note 199
third-party beneficiary contracts 64.92.

94.313
third-party nghts 92.94,102
tle--m arrangemenlS 205. 208. 215. 313
title 313
tort 79.313
trade-mark statute (renewal 01 eTM)

155
trade ma~s 148. 313
trade secrets 148. 149. 313

Trade Union and Labour Relallons Act
(UK. 1992) 106

trade unions 106,313
transfer of title 120
treasury shares. excerpt 44
trustbusters 204. 313
trustee in bankruptcy 203. 313
trustee in sequestration 203. 313
trustee under a deed of arrangement

203. 313
trustee under a trust deed 203. 313
trustees 127. 203. 313
truSIS 127. 128. 204. 313
turnover threshold 213

U
ultra vires (latin) 13. 20. 313
unauthorised sale 313
unauthorised use 149
undertakings. private 204.313
unfalrdtsmissal 106.107.114-115.

308.313
unfair dismissal case artlde. excerpt

114-115
Uniform Commercial Code. excerpt 133
Uruform Commercial Code (UCC) 64.81.

133.178.180.186.313
Uniform Electronic Transactions Ad

(UErA) (US. 1999) 169--170.175
UnIted Nations Convenuoo on lhe

Cootracts for the International Sale of
Goods Act (CISG) 121. 313

unsecured creditors 191. 309
unsecured debts 202
unsettled areas of the law 184-185.186
unsettled areas of tile law. article

excerpt 185
usufructs 134. 313
usury 167

V
versus (vs. Of v.) (Latin) 13,313
vertical agreements 205. 206. 208. 313
videlicet (viz.) (Latin) 13.313
vocabulary. recording 122
voluntary liquidation 48.49.313

W
warnings. giving 208
warranties 120-121
warranty of fitness 121
warranty of merchantability 121
warranty of title 120.121. 314
websites see Internet resources
Westland Corporations Act. excerpt 63
Westland Principles of Corporate Law.

excerpt 63
winding-(lp 49, 314
word formation

adjectives/adverbs 174
nouns/adjectives 146
vefbs/nouns 47.60.61. 77.90. 130.

202
verbs/nouns/adjectives 216
verbs/nouns/persons 32. 105

writ 12.314
writ of attachment 191-92
written resoluUons 48.314
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